
    Quarterly Program Report 
January – March 2009 

 
 

05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                       28211   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/05/09 10:00pm 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9335   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/05/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1301&  CC ST  
Palm Springs, California - Hour One                     PBS   00:55:44 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW, with host Mark L. Walberg, opens its 
lucky 13

th
  season in Palm Springs, California, with a mix of great 

good fortune  and an equally staggering loss. At one extreme, 
ROADSHOW experts discover the most valuable object ever 
appraised on the series: a 1937  painting by noted American abstract 
expressionist Clyfford Still - received as a housewarming gift - 
conservatively estimated to be worth $500,000. At the other, 
collector Jim McCarty invites ROADSHOW viewers to join the hunt 
for stolen works from his private collection of California plein air 
paintings.  
 
Mon, 01/05/2009 
 
          TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Story of India                                        101&  7C ST DVS 
        Beginnings                                              PBS   00:56:46 
India's famous "unity in diversity." Using all the tools available to the 
historical detective -- from DNA to climate science, oral lore,          
ancient manuscripts, archaeology and exploration of the living          
cultures of the subcontinent -- Wood takes viewers from the tropical 
heat of South India to the Ganges plain and from Pakistan and the 
Khyber Pass out to Turkmenistan, where dramatic archaeological 
discoveries are changing the view of the migrations that have 
helped fashion Indian identity. The episode begins long before 
recorded history, with the first human journey out of Africa. In the 
tropical backwaters of Kerala, Wood finds survivals of human 
sounds and rituals from a time before language. In Tamil Nadu, the 
latest DNA research takes him to a village where everyone still 
bears the genetic imprint  of those first "beachcombing incomers" -- 
the "first Indians" who went on to populate the rest of the world, 
excluding Africa. Wood investigates India's "first civilization" -- the 
lost cities of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro in today's Pakistan -- and 
the mystery of their collapse, which Wood speculates may have 
been due to massive and  far-reaching climate change. He also 
covers the "Age of Heroes" in the time of the great Indian epic, the 
Mahabharata. Throughout, this colorful and exciting film is full of 
the sights, sounds and people of today's India. Wood ends the 
episode among a vast crowd of pilgrims at the festival of Holi in 
Mathura in northern India. Covered from head  to foot in colored 
powder, he tells his viewers, "This is just the beginning!" 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Story of India                                        102&  CC ST DVS 
        The Power of Ideas                                      PBS   00:56:46 
         The second episode covers the last centuries BC -- the age of 
the Buddha, the coming of the Greeks with the invasion by 

Alexander the Great and the rule of the emperor Ashoka, one of the 
greatest figures in world history. The episode's theme is the power 
of ideas in Indian history, and among the people Wood meets is the 
Dalai Lama, who explains why Buddhism is relevant today. The 
journey continues by railway to the famous sites of the Ganges 
plain, Benares, Sarnath and Bodhgaya; by helicopter and army 
convoy through northern Iraq to the site of the greatest battle in the 
ancient world; by truck up the Khyber Pass; then by river to the first 
great Indian capital, Patna. Using archaeology, living traditions, 
legends and "India's Rosetta stone," Wood tells the story of the first 
great Indian state. Viewers  hear the dramatic tale of the first great 
emperor, who renounced his kingship and starved himself to death, 
and of his grandson, who renounced warfare and introduced the 
dangerous idea of non-violence, which runs through Indian history 
all the way to Mahatma Gandhi and  the Freedom Movement. 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Red Green Show                                        219   CC ST  
        The Big Thing                                           EPS   00:23:37 
 Women value quality; Men value size." Big mysterious machine 
creates big excitement at Possum Lake. On Handyman Corner, Red 
builds an  elevated observation chair. Bill plays with ladders. 
        TVG                                            
 
Mon, 01/05/2009 
 
10:24pm  
SDPB1   Stargazer                                             000   CC   
                                                              WPBT  00:05:00 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23005   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15006   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/06/09 05:00am 
Tue, 01/06/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28212   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/06/09 10:00pm 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9336   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/06/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Hotspots                                              101   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:56:46 
 Three years in the making, HOTSPOTS follows Conservation 
 International's president and author Dr. Russell A. Mittermeier on 
his journey to assess key biological hotspots around the world areas 
at greatest risk of extinction. The two-part series takes viewers to 
multiple locations throughout New Zealand, the United States, 
Peru, Brazil, Madagascar and Chile's remote Easter Island to capture 
the precious array of life at stake. The documentary takes a 
sobering yet hopeful look at conservation biology: the trench 
warfare, the subtle policy decisions, the slippery slopes, the 
unknown dimensions and the real creatures whose lives hang in the 
balance. 
        TVG                                            
 



08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3302   CC ST DVS 
        Deadly Ascent                                           PBS   00:52:59 
Alaska's Mount McKinley, commonly referred to as Denali, is the 
highest and coldest peak in North America, and one of the deadliest 
mountains on earth. Each year more than 1,000 people attempt to 
summit it, many never to return alive. While some climbers die in 
accidents -  sliding off icy cliffs, crushing bones against rocks, falling 
into hidden crevices or losing their way and succumbing to the cold 
 others, often in top physical condition, die from a strange disease 
 that strikes at extreme altitudes. Now, as a new season dawns on 
the mountain, a team of doctors, rescuers, world-class 
mountaineers, military special forces and an astronaut, returns to 
save lives and, using themselves as subjects, decipher the deaths on 
Denali. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Frontline                                            2705   CC ST DVS 
        The Old Man and the Storm                               PBS   00:56:46 
Six months after Hurricane Katrina slammed into New Orleans, 
producer June Cross came across 82-year-old Herbert Gettridge 
working alone on his home in the lower Ninth Ward, a 
neighborhood devastated when the levees broke in August 2005. 
Over the next two years, Cross would  document the story of the 
extended Gettridge clan -- an African- American family with deep 
roots in New Orleans -- as they struggled to rebuild their homes and 
their lives. Their efforts would be deeply impacted by larger 
decisions about urban planning, public health and  the insurance 
industry, by the decisions of policymakers about federal  funding for 
rebuilding the Gulf, and state and city plans for  dispersing those 
monies. The moving personal story of Mr. Gettridge and his family 
reveals the human cost of this tragedy, the continued     
inadequacies of government's response in the aftermath of Katrina 
and  how race, class, and politics have affected the attempts to 
rebuild  this American city. 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 01/07/09 09:00am 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   To The Manor Born                                     103      
        Rhythms of the Earth                                          00:29:45 
When Richard fails to turn up in church on his first Sunday as new 
Lord of the Manor, Audrey takes it on herself to remind him of his 
duties.  Unfortunately, she fails to practice what she preaches. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23006   CC ST  
                                                               KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                     1012   CC ST  
        Helvetica                                               PBS   00:56:46 
This film explores typography, graphic design and global visual 
culture; and looks at the proliferation of one typeface (which 
recently celebrated its 50th birthday) as part of a larger          
conversation about the way type affects our lives. 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 01/07/09 08:00am 
 
Wed, 01/07/2009 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28213   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/07/09 10:00pm 
 
06:00pm  

SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9337   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/07/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Great Performances                                   3313   CC ST  
        Cyrano De Bergerac                                      PBS   02:26:02 
One of the most beloved plays, Cyrano de Bergerac also offers one 
of the theater's most coveted roles for a leading actor. Based on the 
life of a 17th century warrior poet, Edmond Rostand's romantic 
classic  tells the tale of Cyrano - a gifted writer, musician and 
peerless duelist, yet hopelessly handicapped in the romantic arena 
by his  unusually large nose. Desperately in love with the beautiful 
Roxane, he offers his poetic brilliance to Christian, his similarly 
smitten yet tongue-tied comrade. The unwitting Roxane falls for 
Cyrano's passionate words as delivered by Christian's handsome 
face, only to learn of the deception many years too late. Recorded 
in 2008 at the  end of a limited run - the play's first return to 
Broadway since 1984 the Oscar and Tony winning Kevin Kline 
triumphs in the title role with  a critically-acclaimed, bravura 
performance. Also starring are Jennifer Garner (Alias) as Roxane 
and Daniel Sunjata (Broadway's Take Me Out, FX's Rescue Me) as 
Christian; David Leveaux (Moon for the Misbegotten; Nine) directs. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Get Ready for Digital TV                              000   CC ST SPA 
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
Famous do-it-yourselfers Norm Abram and Kevin O'Connor of THIS 
OLD HOUSE offer digital television how-to guidance and tips to 
ensure that viewers across America are prepared to successfully 
make the switch to digital television in their homes before the 
analog shutoff in February 2009. Maria Hinojosa of NOW ON PBS 
will share the latest DTV news from the field. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       202   CC   
        I Remember It Well                                      BBC   00:29:54 
  Zoe invites Alec to meet her parents properly. She regrets her 
invitation when he seems to have more in common with them than 
he has with her. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23007   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15008   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/08/09 05:00am 
Thu, 01/08/2009 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28214   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/08/09 10:00pm 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9338   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/08/09 09:00pm 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   On Call                                               701   CC   
        Spirituality and Medicine                               LOCA  00:56:46 
 
08:00pm  



SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1104   CC   
        S.D. Artists                                            LOCA  00:23:09 
Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn Ethiopian born 
and raised painter, Eyob Mergia graduated from the Ethiopian Fine 
Arts Institute in Addis Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 
1997, where his work has flourished. He has participated in many 
exhibitions, appeared in numerous publications, painted several 
murals and is represented in private collections nationwide. He 
works with high  school students on Art and Diversity projects as 
well.Painter Jon Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic 
Meeker Ranch... it's a  rundown ranch that the forest service 
acquired and then planned to demolish for safety reasons...but 
Crane wants to preserve it and he's raising money to do so.Mary 
Groth is among the most popular and highly accomplished artists in 
South Dakota. She was born in 1950 in Aberdeen, South Dakota, 
and has founded her art on the inspirations drawn from a        
lifetime of observing and experiencing the rural prairie lifestyle. 
 
                         
Thu, 01/08/2009 
 
                                                      Next Air 01/09/09 09:30pm 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1004   CC   
        South Dakota History                                    LOCA  00:25:13 
         The 1880's Steam Train - Hill City / A Life Well Lived - Hazel 
Mahone  / Recycling and Refurbishing Buildings - MitchellEvery year 
there is work done to the 1880's train the runs from Hill City, up to 
Oblivion and down to Keystone. Take a behind the scenes look into 
what goes into keeping the train running.Hazel Mahone of Huron is 
the granddaughter of a slave, lived through the depression and two 
world wars and has traveled to over 80 countries in her 90-plus 
years. Some South Dakotans are working hard to keep the buildings 
they have in use. There are also a number of old buildings around 
South Dakota being renovated and used for purposes other than 
their original mission. 
                                                      Next Air 01/25/09 05:00am 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Doc Martin                                            208   CC ST  
        Erotomania                                              APTSY 00:48:47 
         Graham Orchard, a Salvation Army member, arrives in 
Portwenn to try to trace a missing woman named Emma Lewis. 
Danny's near death experience with a collapsed lung has made him 
appreciate how precious life is, and in particular how special his 
relationship with Louisa is to him. He wants Louisa to move in with 
him, but she is hesitant. With his wedding to Julie imminent, Mylow 
is busy making final preparations, including securing life insurance. 
The health check reveals puzzling results, especially when Mark's 
bride tells him she is pregnant. Mrs Tishell has been wearing a collar 
to combat neck pain for years. The doctor urges her to remove it. 
Mrs. Tishell fears removing the collar will just cause her more pain, 
and toys with the idea of helping herself to painkillers from the 
pharmacy. Louisa tells Martin that she has split up with Danny and 
invites him to join her for a glass of  wine. She pulls him into the 
sitting room and asks him to kiss her. He blurts out that he loves 
her, and promptly collapses on the floor! 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       606   CC ST  
        The House Next Door                                     BBC   00:29:19 
Lionel, Jean, Judy, and Sandy are concerned when they hear noises 
from the empty house next door.  After Lionel calls the police, the 

doorbell rings and standing on the doorstep is their ex-neighbor, 
Mr. Carter. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23008   CC ST  
                                                               KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15009   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/09/09 05:00am 
Fri, 01/09/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28215   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/09/09 10:00pm 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9339   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/09/09 09:00pm 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4827   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/11/09 05:30am 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            502Z  7C ST  
        Sea Change                                              PBS   00:26:46 
   A rise in sea levels isn't the only impact global warming is having 
   on the world's oceans. A growing body of evidence suggests that 
  climate change is also affecting ocean currents and the chemistry 
of the seas, with potentially catastrophic results on the way we live. 
 NOW travels deep into our oceans with scientists from the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution and help from other researchers for 
a firsthand look at this stunning sea change, and what we can do 
about it. 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1239   CC ST  
        A Working Class Renaissance?                            PBS   00:56:46 
 Bill Moyers sits down with United Steelworkers' International 
 President Leo Gerard to discuss seeking economic justice for 
workers  in the middle of an economic crisis and how he sees the 
future of American manufacturing. 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/11/09 09:00am 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market                                     3419   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:27:46 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1104  (R) CC   
        S.D. Artists                                            LOCA  00:23:09 
Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn Ethiopian born 
and raised painter, Eyob Mergia graduated from the Ethiopian Fine 
Arts Institute in Addis Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 
1997, where his work has flourished. He has participated in many 
exhibitions,appeared in numerous publications, painted several 
murals and is represented in private collections nationwide. He 
works with high school students on Art and Diversity projects as 
well.Painter Jon Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic 
Meeker Ranch... it's a rundown ranch that the forest service 
acquired and then planned to demolish for safety reasons...but 



Crane wants to preserve it and he's  raising money to do so.Mary 
Groth is among the most popular and highly accomplished artists in 
South Dakota. She was born in 1950 in Aberdeen, South Dakota, 
and has founded her art on the inspirations drawn from a lifetime of 
observing and experiencing the rural prairie lifestyle. 
                         Repeat of 01/08/09 08:00pm   Next Air 01/10/09 
05:30am 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Allo, Allo                                            104      
Saville Rowe to the Rescue                              BBC   00:28:01 
Still disguised as onion-sellers, the Colonel and Captain are waiting 
on tailors in London (under direction of the Resistance) to sew them 
new uniforms.  But Herr Flick is looking to infiltrate the ranks of the 
onion sellers. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23009   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15010   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/12/09 05:00am 
 
Sat, 01/10/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1070  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 01/09/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   416   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
Host Paul Ryan discovers urban farming on the rooftops and in the 
gardens of New York City. Reporter Sarah Gardner meets an 
Oregon rancher whose been successful in breeding his own stock 
and in competing on the national rodeo circuit. Reporter Hena 
Cuevas finds  out that many urban dwellers are searching for their 
on piece of the Heartland and becoming "RuralPolitans." Reporter 
Jason Shoultz travels  to Long Island where multigenerational 
families are working farms that date back centuries. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 01/18/09 04:30pm 
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        111   CC  DVS 
        Chase The Chill                                         NETA  00:26:46 
Warm up for cold weather as we bundle up in some of the warmest 
yarns on the market. Make a crocheted cardigan and even dye your 
own sock yarn. Plus, warm your hearts with a great cause. On 
"getting started" Deborah Knight shows off some of the warmest 
and most cuddly yarns for  your next project. Then meet crochet 
designer Robyn Chachula as she demonstrates her Maggie cardigan 
using crochet charts. On "how-to, "Liz Gipson shows you how to dye 
yarn to make sock yarn. Next, we all  want to pass our needle arts 
knowledge to the next generation; see how helping hands and the 
girl scouts have done just that. Last up is step 3 of the Melissa 
Leapman sweater presented by Sela Smith and Kim. The  final step 
is the buttons. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1104  (R) CC   

        S.D. Artists                                            LOCA  00:23:09 
Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn Ethiopian born 
and  raised painter, Eyob Mergia graduated from the Ethiopian Fine 
Arts Institute in Addis Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 
1997, where his work has flourished. He has participated in many 
exhibitions,  appeared in numerous publications, painted several 
murals and is represented in private collections nationwide. He 
works with high  school students on Art and Diversity projects as 
well.Painter Jon Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic 
Meeker Ranch... it's a rundown ranch that the forest service 
acquired and then planned to demolish for safety reasons...but 
Crane wants to preserve it and he's raising money to do so.Mary 
Groth is among the most popular and highly  accomplished artists in 
South Dakota. She was born in 1950 in Aberdeen, South Dakota, 
and has founded her art on the inspirations drawn from a 
lifetime of observing and experiencing the rural prairie lifestyle. 
                         Repeat of 01/09/09 09:30pm   Next Air 01/11/09 
05:00am 
 
Sun, 01/11/2009 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3901   CC ST  
        Tess of the D'urbervilles - Part One                    PBS   01:56:16 
 A poor but proud young woman falls prey to a very wicked man and 
very good one in this latter-day Greek tragedy, set in England's 
West  Country in the late 1800s. Gemma Arterton (Quantum of 
Solace) stars as Tess, joined by Hans Matheson ("Dr. Zhivago") as 
her seducer, Alec, and Eddie Redmayne (Elizabeth: The Golden 
Age) as Angel, the  idealistic and self-deceiving man she loves.In 
part one, Tess  Durbeyfield (Gemma Arterton) learns that she is 
descended from the  aristocratic D'Urbervilles and seeks 
employment with claimants to  their name. Fleeing Alec (Hans 
Matheson), the family's dissolute son, she falls in love with Angel 
(Eddie Redmayne), an idealistic farmer. 
        TVPG                                           
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum                                  702  (R) CC   
        Mercury to Mars                                         LOCA  00:51:16 
                         Repeat of 01/10/09 10:00pm    
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1104  (R) CC   
        S.D. Artists                                            LOCA  00:23:09 
         Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn Ethiopian 
born and  raised painter, Eyob Mergia graduated from the Ethiopian 
Fine Arts Institute in Addis Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux 
Falls in 1997, where his work has flourished. He has participated in 
many exhibitions, appeared in numerous publications, painted 
several murals and is 
         represented in private collections nationwide. He works with 
high 
         school students on Art and Diversity projects as well.Painter 
Jon 
         Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic Meeker Ranch... 
it's a 
         rundown ranch that the forest service acquired and then planed 
to 
         demolish for safety reasons...but Crane wants to preserve it and 
he's 
         raising money to do so.Mary Groth is among the most popular 
and highly accomplished artists in South Dakota. She was born in 
1950 in Aberdeen, South Dakota, and has founded her art on the 
inspirations drawn from a lifetime of observing and experiencing 
the rural prairie lifestyle. 
 



 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      422  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         This week on Foreign Exchange: Diplomats for hire offer their 
         services to unrecognized governments and disadvantaged 
nations. Is the 
         world ready for freelance diplomacy? Plus, back to business in 
Rwanda 
         and who's in the new global super class. All this and more on 
Foreign 
         Exchange, where America meets the world. 
                         Repeat of 01/11/09 03:30am   Next Air 01/12/09 06:00am 
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1104  (R) CC   
        S.D. Artists                                            LOCA  00:23:09 
         Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn Ethiopian 
born and 
         raised painter, Eyob Mergia graduated from the Ethiopian Fine 
Arts 
         Institute in Addis Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 
1997, 
         where his work has flourished. He has participated in many 
exhibitions, 
         appeared in numerous publications, painted several murals and 
is 
         represented in private collections nationwide. He works with 
high 
         school students on Art and Diversity projects as well.Painter 
Jon 
         Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic Meeker Ranch... 
it's a 
         rundown ranch that the forest service acquired and then planed 
to 
         demolish for safety reasons...but Crane wants to preserve it and 
he's 
         raising money to do so.Mary Groth is among the most popular 
and highly accomplished artists in South Dakota. She was born in 
1950 in Aberdeen, South Dakota, and has founded her art on the 
inspirations drawn from a lifetime of observing and experiencing 
the rural prairie lifestyle. 
                         Repeat of 01/11/09 05:00am   Next Air 01/18/09 10:30pm 
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Spain....On The Road Again                            107  (R) CC ST 
DVS 
        From The Sublime to the Surreal                         APTEX 00:56:46 
         Michael Stipe joins the road trip and cruises around Barcelona 
with 
         Mario and Claudia, including a stop at the colorful La Boqueria 
market. 
         Gwyneth and Mario travel outside of the city to the 3-star 
Michelin 
         kitchen of Chef Carme Ruscalleda. A tour of the historic Jewish 
         Quarter in Girona really hits home for Gwyneth. Mark and 
Claudia have 
         a surreal time at the Dal# museum and then drive to culinary 
hot-spot 
         Roses. Chef Rafa appeals to Mark with his minimalist style of 
cooking 
         Catalunya's finest seafood. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/11/09 12:00am   Next Air 02/02/09 
07:00am 
 

06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1301   CC ST  
        Palm Springs, California - Hour One                     PBS   00:55:14 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW, with host Mark L. Walberg, opens its 
lucky 13th 
         season in Palm Springs, California, with a mix of great good 
fortune 
         and an equally staggering loss. At one extreme, ROADSHOW 
experts 
         discover the most valuable object ever appraised on the series: 
a 1937 
         painting by noted American abstract expressionist Clyfford Still 
- 
         received as a housewarming gift - conservatively estimated to 
be worth 
         $500,000. At the other, collector Jim McCarty invites 
ROADSHOW viewers 
         to join the hunt for stolen works from his private collection of 
         California plein air paintings. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2605&  CC ST DVS 
        The Dragon Chronicles                                   PBS   00:56:11 
         Ancient maps, legends and fairy tales all tell of dragons in our 
         world. In nearly every culture, children are taught that dragons 
are 
         big and fearsome, that they fly, breathe fire, are found in caves 
and 
         live nearly forever. Where did these stories come from? Are 
they based 
         on real animals? And are there any dragons still to be found 
today? 
         Romulus Whitaker, renowned reptile expert and 
conservationist, puts a 
         bit of history together with documented science and some 
compelling 
         contemporary reports, and sets off to find out. He encounters 
lizards 
         large and small that can breathe life into medieval legends even 
today. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3902   CC ST  
        Tess of the D'urbervilles - Part Two                    PBS   01:48:54 
         A poor but proud young woman falls prey to a very wicked man 
and very good one in this latter-day Greek tragedy, set in England's 
West 
         Country in the late 1800s. Gemma Arterton (Quantum of 
Solace) stars as Tess, joined by Hans Matheson ("Dr. Zhivago") as 
her seducer, Alec, 
         and Eddie Redmayne (Elizabeth: The Golden Age) as Angel, the 
         idealistic and self-deceiving man she loves.In part two, a dark 
secret 
         intrudes on Tess and Angel's wedding night, driving them 
apart-each in 
         a separate struggle for survival. Love brings them back 
together, but 
         not before Alec has re-entered Tess's life. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         708  (R) CC ST DVS 
        El Salvador & Honduras                                  APT   00:56:46 



         Brianna Barnes explores Honduras and El Salvador, two of 
Central 
         America's most rewarding destinations. In Honduras, she swims 
with 
         dolphins, tours a banana plantation, visits the Mayan ruins of 
Copan 
         and learns how to roll cigars in Santa Rosa de Copan. Next she 
heads 
         to El Salvador, where she climbs the Izalco volcano, treks 
through 
         waterfalls in El Imposible National Park, visits with a former 
         guerrilla commander at the Guazapa volcano, enjoys a rodeo 
fiesta in 
         San Luis del Carmen and ascends the still-active Santa Ana 
volcano, 
         the highest in the country. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/11/09 12:00am    
 
Mon, 01/12/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4827  (R) CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 01/11/09 05:30pm    
 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28216   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9340H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/12/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1302#  7C ST  
        Palm Springs, California - Hour Two                     PBS   00:55:45 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW continues its exploration of Palm 
Springs, 
         California, with a visit to nearby Pioneertown, the location for 
many 
         Hollywood westerns, to discuss trophy belt buckles. At the 
Palm 
         Springs Convention Center, it's a cinch that appraisers will lasso 
the 
         kind of discoveries that include a costume dress literally sewn 
onto 
         Marilyn Monroe for her role in the classic 1959 comedy Some 
Like It 
         Hot, estimated to be worth a very hot $150,000 to $250,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Story of India                                        103#  7C ST DVS 
        Spice Routes & Silk Roads                               PBS   00:56:46 
         The third episode covers the early centuries AD, the time of the 
         Roman Empire. In this period, India, located at the "center of 
world, 
         " became a great player in the first global economy. As the 
spice 
         routes and the silk roads opened up, Indian civilization grew, 
         enriched by contact and exchange. Beginning in Kerala, 
Michael Wood 

         journeys on an old wooden sailing boat plying its trade from 
South 
         India to the Gulf and relates how the spice trade with Rome 
opened 
         India up to the world. He finds the lost site of the greatest 
Roman 
         trading port, samples the earliest cuisine of India and travels by 
         train to Madurai, the great ancient capital of south India. The 
film 
         then shows how north India was opened up to the world at the 
same time, 
         as merchants' caravans began to use the silk route between 
China and 
         the West. Journeying to Merv in the deserts of Turkmenistan, 
Wood 
         tells the story of the forgotten empire of the Kushans, who 
ruled 
         India in the first centuries AD: one of the greatest and least 
known 
         empires in history whose story can only now be told with the 
recent 
         decipherment of their language. Coming down the Khyber to 
Peshawar in 
         Pakistan, Wood finds the remains of what was then the 
greatest 
         building in the world; traveling on to Mathura, he tells the 
amazing 
         story of one of India's greatest rulers who laid the foundations 
of 
         medieval India -- only to be overthrown in his own capital. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Story of India                                        104#  7C ST DVS 
        Ages of Gold                                            PBS   00:56:46 
         The fourth episode is the story of India in the Middle Ages. At 
the 
         time of the fall of the Roman Empire and the European Dark 
Ages, India 
         experienced a series of great flowerings of culture, both in the 
north 
         and the south. In this episode, Michael Wood shows viewers 
some of the 
         amazing achievements of medieval India: In astronomy, Indians 
         discovered the heliocentric universe, absolute zero and the 
         circumference of the earth; they mastered the world's first 
large- 
         scale wrought iron technology -- the Delhi iron pillar; and their 
         courtly culture was the setting of the world's first sex manual, 
the 
         Kama Sutra. Meanwhile in the south, the rising power of the 
Cholan 
         Empire spread Indian arms and culture to the Maldives, Sri 
Lanka and 
         the Andamans and to Java and the Malay peninsula. Wood 
visits the 
         Cholan capital at Tanjore and takes viewers inside the greatest 
temple 
         of that time (founded in 1010) to see ancient rituals still being 
         performed. In one sequence, viewers see traditional bronze 
casters 
         making religious images for the temples, just as their ancestors 
did 1, 
         500 years ago. The program visits a traditional Tamil family in 
the 



         temple city of Chidambaram, goes with them on pilgrimage 
and witnesses 
         the ancient mountaintop festival of fire that was already 
famous in 700 
         AD. The story ends in Multan (Pakistan) in the early 11th 
century, 
         with the first invasions by Turks and Afghans bearing the 
Muslim faith 
         that will turn the subcontinent into the largest Muslim 
civilization 
         in the world. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15011   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 01/13/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28217   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9341H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/13/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Hotspots                                              102   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:56:46 
         Three years in the making, HOTSPOTS follows Conservation 
         International's president and author Dr. Russell A. Mittermeier 
on his 
         journey to assess key biological hotspots around the world 
areas at 
         greatest risk of extinction. The two-part series takes viewers to 
         multiple locations throughout New Zealand, the United States, 
Peru, 
         Brazil, Madagascar and Chile's remote Easter Island to capture 
the 
         precious array of life at stake. The documentary takes a 
sobering yet 
         hopeful look at conservation biology: the trench warfare, the 
subtle 
         policy decisions, the slippery slopes, the unknown dimensions 
and the 
         real creatures whose lives hang in the balance. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Ascent of Money                                       000H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   01:56:46 
         Historian Niall Ferguson traces the origins of today's economic 
         crisis back through the history of economics starting in the 
         Renaissance with the first banks. 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   State of the State Address (2009)                    2009  (R) CC   
                                                                LOCA  01:56:46 
                         Repeat of 01/13/09 01:00pm    
 
Wed, 01/14/2009 

 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28218   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9342H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/14/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Black Coffee                                          101   CC ST  
        The Irresistible Bean                                   APTSY 00:57:49 
         The Irresistible Bean explores coffee's origins in Ethiopia and its 
         triumphant spread over five continents, sparking revolution, 
         controversy, creativity, business and slavery along the way. The 
         episode details the first coffeehouse traditions, which began on 
dirt 
         floors and eventually developed into more refined Arabic home 
versions, 
         and chronicles the popularity of the Venetian latte, which 
developed a 
         reputation that is seen in Western coffee-marketing 450 years 
later. 
         The Irresistible Bean also examines coffee's role in historical 
events, 
         including the French Revolution, the American Revolution and 
the 
         Haitian slave rebellion. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Make 'em Laugh: The Funny Business of America         101   
CC ST  
        Nerds, Jerks & Oddballs: Would Ya Hit A Guy with G      PBS   
01:56:05 
         Would Ya Hit a Guy with Glasses?: Nerds, Jerks & Oddballs - 
While 
         America, a country of immigrants, has always championed the 
idea of 
         inclusiveness, the outsider has been a source of constant 
amusement. 
         Perhaps best epitomized today by characters in such 
blockbuster Judd 
         Apatow comedies as The 40 Year-Old Virgin, Knocked Up and 
Superbad, 
         this episode also looks back at the bespectacled wannabe 
(Harold Lloyd) and the vain coward (Bob Hope) as the ultimate 
outsiders of their day.  Along with pioneering women in comedy like 
Phyllis Diller and truly 
         zany characters who seem to have arrived from another planet 
(Jonathan Winters, Andy Kaufman and Robin Williams), the great 
social upheaval of the 60s and 70s introduced counter-culture 
favorites Cheech & Chong, as well as superstar nerds like Woody 
Allen and jerks like Steve 
         Martin - who ultimately became so popular that the idea of the 
outsider had to be re-cast.Honey, I'm Home!: Breadwinners and 
Homemakers - The domestic farce may be the most American of 
comic concepts. The moment that Burns and Allen admitted to 
their radio audience that they were a married couple, a tradition of 
laughter on the home front began. Groundbreaking television 
sitcoms like "The Goldbergs," "I Love Lucy, " "The Honeymooners," 
"The Dick Van Dyke Show," "All in the Family," "The Cosby Show," 
"Roseanne," "Seinfeld" and "The Simpsons" reflect the ongoing 



changes at home and in the workplace. Sitcoms continue to be a 
consistent and hilarious barometer of American gender roles and 
attitudes toward racism and politics. 
        TVPG-L                                        
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2701   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 01/15/09 06:00am 
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15013   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 01/15/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28219   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9343H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/15/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   President Bush Farewell Address: A Newshour Specia    
000H  CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         Live coverage of President Bush's farewell address to the nation 
from 
         the East Room of the White House. Jim Lehrer anchors the 
coverage with 
         analysis from Mark Shields and David Brooks. 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   On Call                                               702   CC   
        Eye Diseases: Causes and Treatments                     LOCA  00:56:46 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   South Dakota Focus                                   1409   CC   
        Legislative Leadership                                  LOCA  00:56:53 
                                                      Next Air 01/18/09 01:00pm 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Rosemary and Thyme                                    201   CC ST  
        Memory of Water - Part 1                                APTSY 00:46:46 
         Lyvedon Manor is both a source of pride and a financial drain 
for 
         Martin Frazer and his wife Suzanne. Martin, a barrister, hires 
         Rosemary and Laura to restore his walled garden, which has 
fallen into 
         disrepair. It's a big job, but there is a ready source of cheap 
labor - 
         the inmates of the local prison. Rosemary is nervous about 
working 
         with ex-cons, and her suspicions are confirmed when Martin's 
cousin 
         Jim is found drowned in a nearby river. As Laura and Rosemary 
struggle 
         to bring the garden back to life, events take a mysterious turn 
when 
         just before the Coroner's Inquest into his death, cousin Jim is 
seen 

         alive again. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2702   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 01/16/09 06:00am 
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15014   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 01/16/2009 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28220   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9344H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/16/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4828   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/19/09 12:00am 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            503Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         As America looks to dramatically increase its use of renewable 
energy, 
         an inconvenient reality stands in the way: the need to upgrade 
the 
         country's antiquated electricity grid. Part of that overhaul 
involves 
         the construction of gigantic and expensive long-distance 
transmission 
         lines to carry clean energy from remote sites to population 
centers. 
         NOW travels to California, which has the most ambitious clean 
energy 
         plan in the nation. But the state's efforts face stiff opposition 
from 
         property owners and conservationists who prefer renewable 
energy from 
         "local sources," such as photovoltaic rooftop solar panels. 
         Complicating the matter are claims that the transmission lines 
are not 
         actually carrying renewable energy at all, but represent a thinly- 
         disguised strategy to stick to old energy practices. 
                                                      Next Air 01/18/09 03:00am 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1240   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         Bill Moyers speaks with historian Simon Schama, who spent 
months 
         traveling across America in the run-up to an historic election to 
         discover what events in our nation's past can tell us about how 
we 
         live today and what's in store for the future. In his 4-part BBC 



         series The American Future: A History, Schama looks at how 
conflicts 
         in the past resonate in political life today, addressing such 
issues 
         as land resources, war, faith and immigration. Simon Schama is 
         professor of art history and history at Columbia University in 
New 
         York, and he has also written and presented more than 30 
documentaries for the BBC.           TVRE                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market                                     3420   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:27:46 
 
09:29pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                           904   CC   
        Preservation In South Dakota                            LOCA  00:27:44 
         Restoring the Swift Fox / Preserving the Lakota Language / 
Sorraia 
         Horse PreservationSept. 2005 the staff of Badlands National 
Park 
         released 30 swift foxes into the wilds of the part.  The animals 
were 
         captured from a wild population in Colorado with the assistance 
of the 
         Colorado Division of Wildlife.  The foxes are radio-collared and 
         monitored throughout the seasons.Ollie Napesni has had a life 
which 
         should be of interest to all in the state.  She has hand made 
over 650 
         star quilts.  Her book Salt Camp: Her Story was published in 
2003.The 
         Sorraia horse is an endangered South Iberian wild horse, or a 
direct 
         descendant of that wild subspecies.  At Caballos de Destino 
they are 
         engaged in the preservation of these horses, and are fortunate 
enough 
         to have a herd of Sorraia Mustangs. 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15015   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Sat, 01/17/2009 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1001   CC   
        Artists In South Dakota                                 LOCA  00:26:00 
         Red Cloud Art Festival - Pine Ridge / Photographer Paul Schiller 
- 
         Sioux Falls / Painter Mi Young Lee - Sioux FallsRed Cloud 
School near 
         Pine Ridge holds an annual huge Art Show with Native artists 
from the 
         U.S. and Canada, including South Dakota. It attracts over 
10,000 
         visitors every summer, including international people. It has 
helped 
         artists from many different tribes to launch careers in art.Paul 
         Schiller is a photographer out of Sioux Falls. He does some 
amazing 
         work with macro photography. He and his wife started a 
company called, 
         "Acts of Nature".Mi Young Lee is an accomplished painter and 

         exhibiting artist. She is also an Adjunct Assistant Professor at 
the 
         University of South Dakota Department of Art.  Her studio is 
located 
         in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1601   CC ST  
        Counting Crows: Saturday Nights & Sunday Mornings       PBS   
00:56:46 
         In this fantastic Soundstage set, Counting Crows play the 
majority of 
         their fifth studio release, Saturday Nights & Sunday Mornings, 
a 
         tightly-crafted concept album made up of passionately honest 
songs. 
         Saturday Nights & Sunday Mornings is the perfect combination 
of high 
         and low. The Saturday Nights songs are upbeat, pairing subtle 
but 
         expressive lyrics with fast-paced, brazen electric guitar, while 
the 
         Sunday Mornings selections have a more reflective, subdued 
tone. An 
         energized Adam Duritz starts the night off right with a raucous 
         version of the CD opener "1492." Duritz sings of loss in the 
moody 
         "Washington Square," accompanied by piano and acoustic 
guitar and his 
         no-holds-barred emotion also resonates in slower songs like "Le 
Ballet 
         D'or" and "When I Dream of Michelangelo." Other must-sees 
include "Los 
         Angeles" and "Cowboys." 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 01/18/09 04:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Austin City Limits                                   3409   CC ST  
        Foo Fighters                                            PBSPL 00:56:46 
         Grammy Award-winners the Foo Fighters rock the ACL stage 
with songs 
         from their latest album, Echoes, Silence, Patience & Grace. 
        TVPG                                           
 
Sun, 01/18/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         709   CC ST DVS 
        Tunisia & Libya                                         APT   00:56:20 
         Ian begins his trek in Tunis, where he explores the lively 
markets. 
         He visits El Djem, an enormous coliseum, heads to an oasis in 
Tamerza 
         and tours Nefta, the center of Sufi mysticism. Ian searches for 
the 
         "Star Wars" set in Tozeur, hunts with desert greyhounds in 
Douz, 
         visits a cave dwelling in Matmata and explores the island of 
Djerba 
         before stopping off at the site of General Rommel's last stand. 
Next 
         it's off to Libya and a trip to the souks of Tripoli. Ian tours the 
         magnificent Roman ruins at Leptis Magna, then heads south 
through the 



         desert to Sabha, where he skis down the sand dunes. His final 
trek 
         takes him to the rugged Akakus Mountains. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 01/18/09 11:00pm 
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1003   CC   
        Conservation In South Dakota                            LOCA  00:26:56 
         Black Hills Fly fishers Club - Black Hills / Conservation through 
         Birdwatching - Black Hills / Kids' Pheasant DaysA small group of 
         conservation-minded anglers founded Black Hills Fly fishers in 
1980. 
         Scott Zieske, Paul Mumm, Roger Braunstein, Harry Slaughter, 
Bruce 
         Anderson, Denny and Mary Hayward, Tom Fuller, Garrett 
Clapp, Dave 
         Ohlen, Bob Chalberg, and Dick McNeil all played instrumental 
roles in 
         creating and building the Black Hills Flyfishers into a viable 
         organization.  Today BHFF has grown to approximately 300 
members 
         located throughout South Dakota and in several other states as 
well. 
         BHFF's focus has always been on trout in the Black Hills, with a 
         particular emphasis on stream quality.We will take viewers on a 
         journey through ranches in the Black Hills to observe and 
record 
         native bird species while learning about the relationship 
between land 
         stewardship and wildlife habitat.Every year, South Dakota 
reserves a 
         couple days of pheasant-hunting season just for our youngest 
sportsmen. 
         We ask the SD Game, Fish & Parks why this special weekend 
was created, 
         how successful it has been, and how attract families to 
participate. 
         We also follow a few kids along and see how they are enjoying 
the 
         special weekend. 
                                                      Next Air 01/31/09 05:30am 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      501  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         This week on Foreign Exchange: The lucrative sex trade 
underworld 
         enslaves women and children around the globe. We meet an 
author and an 
         actress who share a mission to end sex slavery. And we see a 
clip from 
         a dramatic film that tells their story. All this and more on 
Foreign 
         Change, where America meets the world. 
                         Repeat of 01/18/09 03:30am   Next Air 01/19/09 
06:00am 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   McLaughlin Group                                     2703   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/21/09 06:30am 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One                         2433   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVG                                           Next Air 01/21/09 06:00am 

 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Closer to Truth                                       213   CC ST  
        What's The Far Future of Intelligence in the Unive      EPS   
00:26:46 
         Consider humanity's astounding progress in science during the 
past 
         three hundred years. Now take a deep breath and project 
forward, oh 
         say, three billion years. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   Native Report                                         309   CC ST DVS 
                                                                WDSE  00:26:46 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1302   CC ST  
        Palm Springs, California - Hour Two                     PBS   00:55:14 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW continues its exploration of Palm 
Springs, 
         California, with a visit to nearby Pioneertown, the location for 
many 
         Hollywood westerns, to discuss trophy belt buckles. At the 
Palm 
         Springs Convention Center, it's a cinch that appraisers will lasso 
the 
         kind of discoveries that include a costume dress literally sewn 
onto 
         Marilyn Monroe for her role in the classic 1959 comedy Some 
Like It 
         Hot, estimated to be worth a very hot $150,000 to $250,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2508&  CC ST DVS 
        Arctic Bears                                            PBS   00:56:46 
         Polar bears are living on borrowed time. They are the 
descendents of 
         grizzlies, long-ago evolved to live and hunt on the frozen ice of 
the 
         Arctic, eating a specialized diet of seal meat. But the winters 
have 
         become increasingly warmer, the ice is disappearing and raising 
a 
         family becomes a much more difficult proposition when 
hunting time is 
         short and food is scarce. Grizzlies, on the other hand, are 
masters at 
         living off the land, making a meal from a wide variety of foods -
- 
         meats, seeds, berries, insects, fruit and honey. Their world is 
         bountiful and expanding northward, converging with what once 
was the 
         icy domain of the polar bear. As the two worlds meet, are the 
polar 
         bears fated to become grizzlies once again? 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3903   CC ST DVS 
        Wuthering Heights - Part One                            PBS   01:26:22 
         A man without a past pursues his childhood soulmate and seeks 



         vengeance against her family in Emily Bronte's tragic, 
supernatural 
         love story set on the English moors. Tom Hardy ("Oliver Twist") 
stars 
         as Heathcliff, the mysterious gypsy adopted as a boy by the 
Earnshaws, 
         and Charlotte Riley is Cathy, his stepsister and the love of his 
life. 
         In part one, the fiery Heathcliff (Tom Hardy) grows to manhood 
with 
         the Earnshaw family of Wuthering Heights, tormented by his 
stepbrother, 
         Hindley (Burn Gorman, "Bleak House"), and falling in love with 
his 
         stepsister, Cathy (Charlotte Riley). But he has a rival for Cathy's 
         heart. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1104  (R) CC   
        S.D. Artists                                            LOCA  00:23:09 
         Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn Ethiopian 
born and 
         raised painter, Eyob Mergia graduated from the Ethiopian Fine 
Arts 
         Institute in Addis Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 
1997, 
         where his work has flourished. He has participated in many 
exhibitions, 
         appeared in numerous publications, painted several murals and 
is 
         represented in private collections nationwide. He works with 
high 
         school students on Art and Diversity projects as well.Painter 
Jon 
         Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic Meeker Ranch... 
it's a 
         rundown ranch that the forest service acquired and then planed 
to 
         demolish for safety reasons...but Crane wants to preserve it and 
he's 
         raising money to do so.Mary Groth is among the most popular 
and highly accomplished artists in South Dakota. She was born in 
1950 in Aberdeen, South Dakota, and has founded her art on the 
inspirations drawn from a lifetime of observing and experiencing 
the rural prairie lifestyle. 
                         Repeat of 01/11/09 01:00pm   Next Air 01/19/09 10:30pm 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         709  (R) CC ST DVS 
        Tunisia & Libya                                         APT   00:56:20 
         Ian begins his trek in Tunis, where he explores the lively 
markets. 
         He visits El Djem, an enormous coliseum, heads to an oasis in 
Tamerza 
         and tours Nefta, the center of Sufi mysticism. Ian searches for 
the 
         "Star Wars" set in Tozeur, hunts with desert greyhounds in 
Douz, 
         visits a cave dwelling in Matmata and explores the island of 
Djerba 
         before stopping off at the site of General Rommel's last stand. 
Next 
         it's off to Libya and a trip to the souks of Tripoli. Ian tours the 

         magnificent Roman ruins at Leptis Magna, then heads south 
through the 
         desert to Sabha, where he skis down the sand dunes. His final 
trek 
         takes him to the rugged Akakus Mountains. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/18/09 12:00am   Next Air 02/07/09 
06:30am 
 
Mon, 01/19/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4828  (R) CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 01/16/09 07:00pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28221   CC ST  
        A Time for Change: The Obama Agenda                     PBS   
00:26:46 
         In the midst of an economic crisis, the nation's first African- 
         American president faces several critical challenges once he 
assumes 
         office. NBR previews what's in store for the Obama 
administration: the 
         economic stimulus package, housing, health care, 
infrastructure and 
         jobs. 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9345H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/19/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1303#  7C ST  
        Palm Springs, California - Hour Three                   PBS   00:55:45 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW wraps up its visit to star-studded Palm 
Springs, 
         California, with some star gazing - of the celestial kind - 
through 
         the history and collecting of celestial maps. ROADSHOW 
appraisers at 
         the Palm Springs Convention Center thank their lucky stars for 
the 
         discovery of a 1956 signed photo of the guest at 10 years old, 
posed 
         between baseball Hall of Famers Jackie Robinson and Roy 
Campanella  
         pioneers in breaking the color barrier in Major League Baseball 
- 
         valued at $6,000 to $8,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Story of India                                        105#  7C ST DVS 
        The Meeting of Two Oceans                               PBS   00:56:46 
         The fifth episode takes viewers to the time of the Renaissance 
in 
         Europe, when India was the richest, most populous civilization 
in the 
         world. Michael Wood visits the desert cities of Rajasthan and 
travels 
         among the fabulous Moghul cities of Delhi, Agra and Fatepur 
Sikri. At 



         the Taj Mahal -- just voted one of the new Seven Wonders of 
the World 
         by 100 million voters worldwide -- Wood demolishes an old 
myth about 
         the Taj and offers a new theory about its construction. 
Exploring the 
         legacy of the Moghul empire that stretched across today's 
political 
         borders, Wood tells the tale of the early Moghuls, starting with 
the 
         redoubtable Babur, founder of the dynasty, and his grandson 
Akbar the 
         Great, a Muslim king who tried to make India a multi-racial and 
multi- 
         religious state. His aim was to achieve a Hindu-Muslim 
equilibrium 
         based on the brotherhood of mankind. The Moghul story, 
which contains 
         some of the most fascinating characters in all of history, ended 
in 
         tragedy as two brothers fought over Akbar's legacy in a battle 
that 
         destroyed Akbar's dream. Waiting in the wings to pick over the 
spoils 
         were ... the British. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Story of India                                        106#  7C ST DVS 
        Freedom                                                 PBS   00:56:46 
         The final episode relates how a foreign multinational (the East 
India 
         Company) thousands of miles away gradually and almost by 
chance took power over great swaths of the Indian subcontinent; 
how, after the 
         horrendous shock of the 1857 "Mutiny," the British state took 
over and 
         turned this supremacy into the Raj, the jewel in the crown of 
the 
         greatest empire the world had ever seen; and how the Freedom 
Movement delivered independence to India in 1947, albeit a divided 
India. The 
         series ends by acknowledging the extraordinary achievements 
of Indian 
         democracy over 60 years, and flags India's predicted rise to be 
the 
         largest country and the second-largest (or even the largest) 
economy 
         in the world in the next three decades. This epic journey "over 
10, 000 
         years and 10,000 miles," as Wood puts it, ends overlooking the 
seven 
         ancient cities of Delhi. India has been shaped and sustained by 
the 
         deep-rooted equilibrium of its past, but do the ideas of the 
Buddha, 
         Ashoka, Akbar, Gandhi and the rest still have lessons for India 
and 
         the world today? On that question may depend not only India's 
future, 
         but that of the rest of the world as well. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15016   CC ST  

                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 01/20/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28222   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9346H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/20/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   High School 2025                                      000   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:56:46 
         America's high schools need to be ahead of the curve, but how 
do we 
         best prepare students for a 21st century world? A South Dakota 
         Department of Education initiative outlines some key 
educational 
         practices and presents a new way of looking at high school. 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3519   CC ST DVS 
        The Big Energy Gamble                                   PBS   00:56:46 
         The latest public opinion polls show that a vast majority of 
         Americans believe the world is facing a global climate crisis. We 
are 
         willing to pay more for "cleaner energy," and we want our 
government 
         to take appropriate action to mitigate the crisis. But we don't 
have a 
         clue what those actions should be or how the various energy 
         "solutions" we hear about can help. The Big Energy Gamble 
shines the 
         spotlight on California - an oasis of conservation in an energy-
hungry 
         country. Does California know something about energy the rest 
of the 
         nation does not? The program will look at everything California 
is 
         doing, from energy conservation and efficiency to the 
development of 
         new sources of carbon-free power, to find out how the rest of 
the 
         country can join in their aggressive pursuit of a sustainable 
energy 
         future. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 01/25/09 02:00pm 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Frontline                                            2706   CC ST DVS 
        Dreams of Obama                                         PBS   00:56:46 
         On the night of Barack Obama's historic inauguration, 
FRONTLINE 
         examines the rich personal and political biography of the 44th 
         president of the United States. Through interviews with 
insiders and 
         observers who've tracked Obama from his days at Harvard Law 
School, 
         through his rise in Chicago politics, to his emergence onto the 
         national scene after the 2004 Democratic National Convention, 



         FRONTLINE pushes beyond the headlines chronicling Obama's 
meteoric 
         rise. 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                      902   CC ST  
        Please Vote for Me                                      PBS   00:56:32 
         This film follows eight-year-old students in an elementary 
school in 
         China as they campaign for school monitor. This is the first 
election 
         for a class leader to be held in a school in China. The three 
         candidates campaign, holding debates and showing their 
intellectual 
         and artistic skills, until one is voted the winner. 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 01/21/09 08:00am 
 
Wed, 01/21/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28223   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9347H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/21/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Black Coffee                                          103   CC ST  
        The Perfect Cup                                         APTSY 00:57:46 
         The Perfect Cup heralds what some coffee experts have called 
"the 
         romantic age of coffee." North Americans rediscovered what 
their 
         European counterparts have known all along: coffee is better 
when it's 
         quality coffee, and the best place to drink it is in the relaxed and 
         friendly atmosphere of the cafe. A quirky collection of 
entrepreneurs 
         emerged from the '70s to create mega-chains like Starbucks 
and Second 
         Cup in the '80s. Coffee became the first global industry to 
experiment 
         with Fair Trade practices and a new breed of co-operative 
farmer was 
         born in Central America. The new coffee consumers expected 
social 
         justice in their morning cup. Consequently, marketing 
executives began 
         to realize that "fair trade" is more than ethics, it is good 
business. 
         Consumers felt better knowing that their coffee habit is 
contributing 
         to sustainable agriculture practices and increased profit for the 
         small grower. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Make 'em Laugh: The Funny Business of America         103   
CC ST  
        The Knockabouts: Slip on a Banana Peel/The Groundb      PBS   
01:55:23 

         Slip on a Banana Peel: The Knockabouts - Physical comedy and 
         slapstick have always found rich soil in America. From the 
mastery of 
         Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton to the computer-generated 
antics 
         that helped transform Jim Carrey into a human cartoon, 
slapstick has 
         evolved into a sophisticated art, stretching the boundaries of 
time 
         and space. This episode explores the comic genius of teams like 
Laurel 
         and Hardy, the Three Stooges, Martin and Lewis and the Marx 
Brothers, 
         and the one and only Lucille Ball.When I'm Bad, I'm Better: The 
         Groundbreakers - In the ongoing war against hypocrisy, 
conservatism, 
         political correctness, prejudice, prudery, censorship, 
sentimentality, 
         liberalism, extremism and complacency, it was always the 
comedian who 
         led the first wave of attack. Rather than using risque jokes and 
four 
         letter words simply to get a rise out of an audience, the most 
         audacious comedians - from pioneers like Mae West and Moms 
Mabley to 60 
         s and 70s bad boys like Lenny Bruce, Richard Pryor and George 
Carlin - 
         invoked what the First Amendment to the American 
Constitution calls 
         "freedom of speech" to bring the biggest and most dangerous 
laughs to 
         the American public. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15018   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 01/22/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28224   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9348H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/22/09 09:00pm 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   South Dakota Focus                                   1410   CC   
        Sanford Lab                                             LOCA  00:56:27 
                                                      Next Air 01/25/09 01:00pm 
 
11:46pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15019   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 01/23/2009 
  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2706  (R) CC   



        Governor Rounds' Special Budget Address                 LOCA  
00:56:46 
                         Repeat of 01/22/09 10:30pm    
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9349H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/23/09 09:00pm 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4829   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/26/09 12:00am 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            504Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         The economic crisis is affecting people in all income and social 
         brackets, but America's baby boomers and seniors don't have 
the option 
         to wait it out. The housing meltdown, market crash, and rising 
costs 
         of everything from food to medicine have taken the luster out 
of 
         seniors' "golden years" or worse, put them into deep debt. 
Some are 
         reluctantly exiting retirement to look for jobs, while others are 
         falling prey to predatory lending companies. NOW travels to 
South 
         Carolina, a state where many retirees and winter refugees are 
being 
         forced to rewrite the last chapter in their lives, to see how they 
are 
         coping and what options are left. 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1241   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         America saw an historic moment with the inauguration of 
President 
         Obama, but was it a progressive landmark? Bill Moyers sits 
down with 
         Columbia law professor and Nation columnist Patricia Williams 
and 
         Princeton politics and African American studies professor 
Melissa 
         Harris-Lacewell about the significance of this milestone and 
what it 
         means for the future. Then, political columnist and blogger 
David 
         Sirota and Wall Street Journal columnist Thomas Frank talk 
with Bill 
         Moyers about the expectations of this administration and what 
must be 
         accomplished for Obama to be considered a progressive 
President. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market                                     3421   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:27:46 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                           905   CC   
        Artists                                                 LOCA  00:27:03 

         Terry Schuver / South Dakota Plein Air Artists / Red Willow 
Band. 8 
         years ago, a desire for unique garden accessories at Terry's 
home led 
         her down a path. This path of design and texture has led her to 
arts 
         festivals across the nation. Her metal work has an organic feel 
to it 
         and is apporopriate in or outdoors."Plein Air" art means 
painting 
         outdoors. For the past 2 years the SD Plein Air Artists hold a 
"Paint- 
         Out".  The group picks a locale and paints outdoors.This SD 
band has 
         been around for generations. They recently reunited for a 
performance 
         during the state's Vietnam War Memorial dedication weekend 
in Pierre. 
 
09:58pm  
SDPB1   Allo, Allo                                            106      
        The Funeral                                             BBC   00:31:23 
         After ReneIs supposed execution, Herr Flick insists that his 
funeral 
         be attended by senior officers to seek out the members of the 
         Resistance.  Rene has come back as his own twin brother, also 
named 
         Rene, who now must plan for his own burial. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2707   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 01/26/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23023   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15020   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Sun, 01/25/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         710   CC ST DVS 
        England & Wales                                         APT   00:57:44 
         Ian travels to England and Wales, small countries with big 
histories. 
         He visits historic Canterbury Cathedral, Windsor Castle and 
Eton 
         College, the poshest private school in the country. Ian takes in 
the 
         beauty of Cornwall, famous for its surfing beaches and the 
village of 
         Chipping Campden in the Cotswolds, where he tries his hand at 
the 
         bizarre sport of shin kicking. He enjoys a spectacular re-
enactment of 
         the Battle of Trafalgar in Portsmouth and the Glastonbury 
Music 
         Festival. In Wales, Ian hops aboard the picturesque Ffestiniog 
steam 



         railway and meets some traditional Welsh singers before 
heading for 
         the stunning panoramas of Snowdonia. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 01/25/09 11:00pm 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1004  (R) CC   
        South Dakota History                                    LOCA  00:25:13 
         The 1880's Steam Train - Hill City / A Life Well Lived - Hazel 
Mahone 
         / Recycling and Refurbishing Buildings - MitchellEvery year 
there is 
         work done to the 1880's train the runs from Hill City, up to 
Oblivion 
         and down to Keystone. Take a behind the scenes look into what 
goes 
         into keeping the train running.Hazel Mahone of Huron is the 
         granddaughter of a slave, lived through the depression and two 
world 
         wars and has traveled to over 80 countries in her 90-plus 
years.Some 
         South Dakotans are working hard to keep the buildings they 
have in use. 
         There are also a number of old buildings around South Dakota 
being 
         renovated and used for purposes other than their original 
mission. 
                         Repeat of 01/08/09 08:30pm   Next Air 02/14/09 
05:30am 
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      502  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         This week on Foreign Exchange: Some scientists say climate 
change 
         will displace as many as 50-million people in the next 50-years. 
         Already some islands near Papua New Guinea are disappearing 
into the 
         ocean. And, a different look at the fighting in Gaza. Foreign 
Exchange: 
         where America meets the world. 
                         Repeat of 01/25/09 03:30am   Next Air 01/26/09 
06:00am 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   McLaughlin Group                                     2704   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 01/25/09 07:30pm 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One                         2434   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVG                                           Next Air 01/28/09 06:00am 
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Closer to Truth                                       301   CC ST  
        How Could God Know The Future?                          EPS   00:26:46 
         God is supposed to have perfect knowledge, which includes all 
true 
         statements about the future. Does this mean that God knows 
everything 
         about what is to come? But if the future doesn't yet exist, then 
there 
         is nothing now to know. Theologians battle among themselves. 
        TVG                                            
 

02:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3519  (R) CC ST DVS 
        The Big Energy Gamble                                   PBS   00:56:46 
         The latest public opinion polls show that a vast majority of 
         Americans believe the world is facing a global climate crisis. We 
are 
         willing to pay more for "cleaner energy," and we want our 
government 
         to take appropriate action to mitigate the crisis. But we don't 
have a 
         clue what those actions should be or how the various energy 
         "solutions" we hear about can help. The Big Energy Gamble 
shines the 
         spotlight on California - an oasis of conservation in an energy-
hungry 
         country. Does California know something about energy the rest 
of the 
         nation does not? The program will look at everything California 
is 
         doing, from energy conservation and efficiency to the 
development of 
         new sources of carbon-free power, to find out how the rest of 
the 
         country can join in their aggressive pursuit of a sustainable 
energy 
         future. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/20/09 08:00pm    
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Spain....On The Road Again                            109  (R) CC ST 
DVS 
        Castillian Hog Heaven                                   APTEX 00:56:46 
         Footloose Mark and Claudia are in hog heaven as the road trip 
winds 
         through Castilla y Leon. Mark and Claudia hunt down a plate of 
         incredible Jamon Iberico in Salamanca's Plaza Mayor. Their 
interest 
         perked, they decide to head right to the source a traditional 
farm 
         that raises the famous black-footed pigs. Their porcine 
pilgrimage 
         continues to Segovia where Bitty and Bassols eat like emperors 
in the 
         shadow of the city's 2,000-year-old aqueduct. Feeling a little 
pigged- 
         out, Mark and Claudia return to Basque country, unearthing a 
medieval 
         cathedral and sampling Vitoria's finest tapas. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/11/09 02:00am   Next Air 02/09/09 
07:00am 
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV                                   204   CC ST  
        First National USA Special Olympics                     APTEX 00:26:46 
         Ames, Iowa opened both its hearts and homes to the 1st ever 
National 
         Special Olympics. Tim and Eunice Shriver along with Tom 
Arnold, 
         Senator Tom Harkin, filmmaker Peter Farrelly, the athletes, 
coaches, 
         families and volunteers strive to make the 1st National Special 
         Olympics a life-changing event for all involved. A team of 
hopeful 
         soccer players inspire and awe all who witness the dedication 
they 



         have to their team and family. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   417   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Reporter Paul Ryan visits a Nebraska farm family that travels to 
         China to see where their crops ultimately end up. Reporter 
Jason 
         Shoultz makes the trip to Taiwan and mainland China to 
examine 
         American grain heading for overseas markets and how 
American corn is 
         being used to make plastics. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   503  (R) CC ST  
        Barcelona and Catalunya                                 APTEX 00:26:46 
         The creative spirit of Spain's Catalunya the land of Picasso, 
Gaudi 
         and Salvador Dali is on a roll. We'll get caught up in the festivity 
         of Barcelona, enjoying the vibrant street scenes, tasty tapas 
and 
         pedestrian-friendly Gothic Quarter. Then we'll take a scenic 
side trip 
         to mountaintop Montserrat, and finish with an artist's 
pilgrimage 
         along the Costa Brava to Salvador Dali country seaside 
Cadaques to 
         visit his home and nearby Figures to experience his playfully 
surreal 
         mausoleum/museum. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/14/09 12:30am   Next Air 01/29/09 
08:00am 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1303   CC ST  
        Palm Springs, California - Hour Three                   PBS   00:55:14 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW wraps up its visit to star-studded Palm 
Springs, 
         California, with some star gazing - of the celestial kind - 
through 
         the history and collecting of celestial maps. ROADSHOW 
appraisers at 
         the Palm Springs Convention Center thank their lucky stars for 
the 
         discovery of a 1956 signed photo of the guest at 10 years old, 
posed 
         between baseball Hall of Famers Jackie Robinson and Roy 
Campanella - 
         pioneers in breaking the color barrier in Major League Baseball 
- 
         valued at $6,000 to $8,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Dtv Transition (W.T.)                                 000   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:53:33 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2606&  CC ST DVS 
        Is That Skunk?                                          PBS   00:56:46 
         It's a familiar but mysterious creature in woods and 
neighborhoods 

         all across America. Its infamous weapon is one of the most 
awful 
         scents in all of nature. Now, intrepid researchers and 
cameramen track 
         skunks day and night across California, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma, Ohio, 
         even Martha's Vineyard, uncovering how they hunt, forage, 
mate and 
         raise amazingly cute baby skunks - all the things they're up to 
when 
         they're not spraying the local dog. And yes, the remarkable 
secrets of 
         that stink will be revealed! 
        TVG                                            
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3904&  CC ST DVS 
        Wuthering Heights - Part Two                            PBS   00:56:46 
         A man without a past pursues his childhood soulmate and seeks 
         vengeance against her family in Emily Bronte's tragic, 
supernatural 
         love story set on the English moors. Tom Hardy ("Oliver Twist") 
stars 
         as Heathcliff, the mysterious gypsy adopted as a boy by the 
Earnshaws, 
         and Charlotte Riley is Cathy, his stepsister and the love of his 
life. 
         In part two, Heathcliff returns to Wuthering Heights as a rich 
man 
         after a long and mysterious absence. Still pained by his love for 
         Cathy, he sets to work wreaking revenge on two generations of 
those 
         who wronged him. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Egalite for All: Toussaint Louverture and the Hait    000   CC 
ST  
                                                                PBS   00:55:38 
         It was the only successful slave insurrection in history. It 
grasped 
         the full meaning of French revolutionary ideas and used them 
to create 
         the world's first Black republic. It elevated a Black general, 
         Toussaint Louverture, to such international fame that admirers 
ranked 
         him on par with George Washington. It was the Haitian 
Revolution, a 
         movement that's been called the true birth moment of 
universal human 
         rights. Vaguely remembered today, the Haitian Revolution was 
a 
         hurricane at the turn of the 19th century -- traumatizing 
Southern 
         planters and inspiring U.S. slaves. This program explores this 
history 
         through music, voodoo ritual, re-creations and insightful 
writers and 
         historians. 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         710  (R) CC ST DVS 
        England & Wales                                         APT   00:57:44 
         Ian travels to England and Wales, small countries with big 
histories. 



         He visits historic Canterbury Cathedral, Windsor Castle and 
Eton 
         College, the poshest private school in the country. Ian takes in 
the 
         beauty of Cornwall, famous for its surfing beaches and the 
village of 
         Chipping Campden in the Cotswolds, where he tries his hand at 
the 
         bizarre sport of shin kicking. He enjoys a spectacular re-
enactment of 
         the Battle of Trafalgar in Portsmouth and the Glastonbury 
Music 
         Festival. In Wales, Ian hops aboard the picturesque Ffestiniog 
steam 
         railway and meets some traditional Welsh singers before 
heading for 
         the stunning panoramas of Snowdonia. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/25/09 12:00am    
 
Mon, 01/26/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4829  (R) CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 01/23/09 07:00pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28226   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9350H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1304#  7C ST  
        Dallas, Texas - Hour One                                PBS   00:55:45 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW rides into Dallas, Texas, where 
everything is 
         larger than life, including a few examples from a collection of 
more 
         than 600 antique American flags. Appraisers at the Dallas 
Convention 
         Center flag down another jaw-dropping piece of artwork: an 
1847 oil 
         painting by noted 19th-century artist James Henry Beard, titled 
The 
         Illustrious Guest - featuring the famous American statesman 
Henry Clay 
         as a guest in a tavern - valued at $300,000 to $500,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Trials of J. Robert Oppenheimer: American Experien   
2101#  7C ST DVS 
                                                                PBS   01:54:51 
         Robert Oppenheimer's life and legacy are inextricably linked to 
         America's most famous top-secret initiative -- the Manhattan 
Project. 
         But after World War II, this brilliant and intense scientist, tasked 
         with the development of the atomic bomb and widely 
considered one of 

         the most important minds of the 20th century, fell from the 
innermost 
         circles of American scientific policy. At the height of the Red 
Scare, 
         the veil of suspicion fell over J. Robert Oppenheimer. He was 
accused 
         of having communist sympathies and was pressed to explain 
his 
         relationships with known communists. This biography presents 
a complex 
         and revealing portrait of one of the most influential American 
         scientists. Interweaving interviews with family members, 
scholars and 
         colleagues with dramatic recreations featuring Academy 
Award-nominated 
         actor David Strathairn ("Good Night, and Good Luck" and "The 
Bourne 
         Ultimatum"), this film follows J. Robert Oppenheimer on a 
fascinating 
         arc from the heady world of international physics to the top-
secret 
         Manhattan Project, and finally to the dark days of the Red 
Scare and 
         McCarthyism. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15021   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 01/27/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28227   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9351H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Voyages of Discovery                                  101   CC ST DVS 
        Ferdinand Magellan - Circumnavigation                   APTSY 
00:59:10 
         In 1522 the Victoria was the first ship to circumnavigate the 
globe 
         and turned Ferdinand Magellan into one of the most celebrated 
         explorers in history. But the real hero of the voyage was the 
little 
         known Sebastian Elcano. Magellan had no intention of circling 
the 
         globe, and when he was killed en route the command fell to 
Elcano, who 
         made the decision to continue westward, which resulted in 
finding the 
         western route to the Pacific and numerous other discoveries. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3601&  CC ST DVS 
        The Incredible Journey of the Butterflies               PBS   00:56:26 



         Every year, 100 million monarch butterflies set off on an 
incredible 
         journey across North America. These beautiful creatures fly 
2,000 
         miles to reach their remote destination: a tiny area high in the 
         mountains of Mexico. Yet scientists are still puzzling over how 
the 
         butterflies achieve this tremendous feat of endurance - and 
how, year 
         after year, the monarchs navigate with such hair's-breadth 
precision. 
         NOVA flies along with the monarchs, visiting the spectacular 
locations 
         they call home and meeting the dangers they encounter along 
the way. 
         As this program reveals, the monarch is a scientific marvel 
locked in 
         an inspiring struggle for survival. 
        TVG                                            
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Frontline/World                                       801   CC ST  
        Taking on the Mafia                                     PBS   00:56:15 
         PBS's premier international newsmagazine returns with three 
more 
         "stories from a small planet," starting with the inside story of a 
         group of shop owners and young activists who stood up to the 
powerful 
         Sicilian mafia. In "Taking on the Mafia," FRONTLINE/World 
         correspondent Carola Mamberto explores the story of a 
restaurant owner 
         -- backed by an upstart anti-mafia movement of young people 
and an 
         elite law enforcement team -- who refused to pay the mafia's 
monthly 
         "tax," taking a stand against mob bosses who've kept Italy in 
their 
         grip for decades. Also in this hour: the odyssey of several dozen 
men 
         from their homes in rural China to years of detention in 
Guantanamo 
         Bay, Cuba, and the story of a Brazilian politician who took the 
name 
         "Barack Obama" for his historic bid to become the first black 
mayor of 
         his town. 
        TVRE                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   To The Manor Born                                     105      
        The Hunt Ball                                                 00:30:11 
         Richard allows the traditional Hunt Ball to be held at the manor, 
but 
         he is not pleased when Audrey refuses to organize it.  He plays 
a 
         trick on her to change her mind, but Audrey resolves to get him 
back 
         in turn. 
 
10:31pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2709   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 01/28/09 06:00am 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                     1006   CC ST  

        The Atom Smashers                                       PBS   00:56:46 
         This program examines 15 months at Fermilab as it scours the 
         subatomic world for the Higgs boson particle. Will it be found? 
Will 
         the United States continue to lead the world in science? Or will 
it 
         slip behind and watch as the greatest minds in physics drift 
across 
         the Atlantic, closing a great chapter in American scientific 
progress? 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 01/28/09 08:00am 
 
Wed, 01/28/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Tracks Across The Sky                                 000   CC ST  
                                                                APT   00:26:46 
         TRACKS ACROSS THE SKY documents a revered national 
landmark's 
         collision with one of nature's most powerful forces. The 
program 
         examines the devastating tornado that took aim at 
Pennsylvania's 
         Kinzua Viaduct, once the world's highest and longest railroad 
bridge. 
         TRACKS ACROSS THE SKY spans the life of the Kinzua Viaduct, 
a National 
         Historic Site and National Civil Engineering Landmark located 
in Mount 
         Jewett, Pennsylvania. At 301 feet, the Kinzua Viaduct stood 24 
feet 
         taller and was completed a year ahead of the famous Brooklyn 
Bridge. 
         Brilliant engineers overcame incredible obstacles to design it. 
Bold 
         entrepreneurs found the funds to build it. And 100 brave 
workers, many 
         of them immigrants, completed the job in 94 days. The 
program features 
         interviews with engineers and historians and chronicles the $12 
         million emergency repair project begun in 2002. TRACKS 
ACROSS THE SKY 
         also captured the destruction, when, on July 21, 2003, the 
bridge was 
         broadsided by a F-1 tornado, just a few months shy of being 
fully 
         restored. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28228   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
 
                        SDPB-Digital 
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Wed, 01/28/2009 
 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9352H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           



 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Black Coffee                                          102   CC ST  
        Gold In Your Cup                                        APTSY 00:57:49 
         Gold in Your Cup takes viewers back to examine coffee's 19th 
century 
         stranglehold on Brazil and Central America. The oppression led 
to 
         coffee barons, the subjugation of Indians and Africans, the 
         destruction of rainforests and, ironically, the evolution of both 
         democracy and dictatorships. The episode also brings viewers 
inside an 
         elegant, contemporary competition designed to elevate the 
quality of 
         coffee in Brazil. Meanwhile, in urban centers across North 
America in 
         the 1960s, singers like Leonard Cohen and Bob Dylan 
spearheaded the 
         emergence of a brand new coffeehouse culture. Unbeknownst 
to the 
         public, the new bohemians represented Latin America's best 
hope for a 
         better future. They possessed a heightened sense of social 
justice and 
         best of all they were hooked on dark, rich, quality coffee. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Make 'em Laugh: The Funny Business of America         105   
CC ST  
        Wiseguys and Smart-Alecks: Never Give A Sucker An       PBS   
01:55:08 
         Never Give a Sucker an Even Break: Wiseguys and Smart-
Alecks -America 
         loves the wiseguy who defies convention by speaking the truth 
no 
         matter the consequences. Whether in the form of the 
curmudgeonly W. C. 
         Fields of the 1930s or today's Larry David, who manages to 
perturb 
         everyone within reach, the wiseguy (or gal) always gets the last 
-and 
         funniest - word. Along with classic smart-alecks like Groucho 
Marx and 
         con men like Phil Silvers, other legendary names in this 
episode's 
         "Wiseguy Hall of Fame" include Jack Benny, Paul Lynde, Joan 
Rivers, 
         Redd Foxx, Eddie Murphy and Chris Rock.Sock It to Me?: Satire 
and 
         Parody - Americans have always loved to make fun of the world 
around 
         them using the slings and arrows of parody and satire. Whether 
it was 
         Will Rogers, Johnny Carson, Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert 
poking a 
         finger in the eye of the government or Sid Caesar, Mel Brooks 
and the 
         "Saturday Night Live" gang lampooning the latest blockbuster, 
         generations have reveled in the anarchic tradition of mocking 
American 
         life, politics and preoccupations. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:30pm  

SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15023   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 01/29/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28229   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9353H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   On Call                                               704   CC   
        Are You Short of Breath?                                LOCA  00:56:46 
 
Thu, 01/29/2009 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Badlands: Nature's Timecapsule                        000H  CC ST  
                                                                LOCA  00:56:46 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15024   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 01/30/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28230   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9354H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4830   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 02/02/09 12:00am 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            505Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         With this week's swearing-in of Treasury Secretary Tim 
Geithner, 
         President Obama's economic team is finally ready to tackle the 
massive 
         challenge before them. One big question: how much control 
will they 
         wield over America's banks, the first recipients of the federal 
         bailout? David Brancaccio sits down with financial reporter 
Bethany 
         McLean -- who broke the Enron story -- to look at options on 
the table 
         for stabilizing the country's financial system. If banks are 
         nationalized, it will have an enormous impact on depositors, 
         shareholders and taxpayers. Everyone agrees that our banks 
need 



         federal money to avoid even more calamity, but how much is 
too much, 
         and who's watching how they spend it? 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1242   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         On the heels of the American drone attacks on suspected 
terrorist 
         compounds in Pakistan, Bill Moyers Journal takes a closer look 
at 
         America's history of and current policy on bombing, explores 
the 
         ethics behind these assaults when civilians become the victims 
and 
         asks: Does bombing work? Bill Moyers sits down with historian 
Marilyn 
         Young, author of the forthcoming Bombing Civilians: A 
Twentieth 
         Century History and former Pentagon official Pierre Sprey, who 
         developed military planes and helped found the military reform 
         movement. And, with state budgets strapped, President 
Obama's proposed 
         economic stimulus plan directs funds to educational 
institutions. Bill 
         Moyers talks with Carnegie Corporation president Vartan 
Gregorian on 
         the future of public higher education and its role in our 
democracy. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market                                     3422   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:27:46 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                           907   CC   
        Active South Dakotans                                   LOCA  00:24:05 
         The Black Hills Cavy Club / Matthews Opera House - A Vibrant 
Century / 
         Northeastern South Dakota Walleye ClubThe purpose of the 
Black Hills 
         Cavy Club (guinea pigs) is to make available good advice, to 
offer 
         several shows per year, and to provide support for both the 
serious 
         exhibitor and the pet owner. This segment takes a look at the 
history 
         and the refurbishment of the Matthews Opera House in 
Spearfish.The 
         Northeastern South Dakota Walleye Club is a non-profit 
organization 
         set on a foundation of creating an atmosphere that will allow 
people 
         of all skill levels to get involved in the sport of Walleye fishing; 
         open to any man, woman, or child wishing to have an enjoyable 
time 
         with a desire to meet new people, improve fishing skills, 
promote the 
         sport of fishing to others, compete in tournaments, and aid in 
the 
         conservation and education of fishing. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2712   CC   

                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/02/09 06:00am  
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15025   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Sun, 02/01/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         711   CC ST DVS 
        Germany                                                 APT   00:57:42 
         Justine begins her travels in Berlin where she admires the 
colorful 
         paintings on the East Side Gallery, one of the last remaining 
sections 
         of the infamous Wall. She hitches a ride to Niebull and then 
continues 
         on to the island of Sylt, a vast sandbar known for its beaches 
and 
         spas. Justine tours the fertile farmland of Hamburg, visits the 
site 
         of the trials in Nuremberg, explores the Gothic setting of 
         "Frankenstein" in the medieval town of Ingolstadt, celebrates 
         Oktoberfest in Munich, gets a history lesson at Hitler's 
mountain 
         retreat in Berchtesgaden, meets "Jesus" on his lunch break in 
         Oberammergau and tackles the heights of Mount Yenna in the 
Bavarian 
         Alps. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Best of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher                 105   CC ST  
        Missouri & Kansas                                       NETA  00:26:31 
         We try some Kansas City barbecue and other KC attractions 
before 
         heading off to Kansas to see the birthplace of Amelia Earhart in 
         Atchison, do some ranching near Lawrence, and visit the 8600 
acre 
         Konza Prairie Preserve. 
 
01:30am  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       703  (R) CC ST  
        The New Neighbours                                      BBC   00:29:18 
         Jean undertakes some strategic snooping to discover what the 
new 
         neighors are like.  How is it they show up at the pub with black 
eyes 
         after fighting with one another? 
                         Repeat of 01/31/09 07:29pm   Next Air 02/05/09 
09:59pm 
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                404  (R) CC   
        The Commodore                                           BBC   00:29:08 
         Hyacinth has volunteered to escort a retired Commodore from 
the train 
         station to the Ladies' Luncheon. She believes she will have just 
what 
         it takes to ingratiate herself with such an old sea dog. 
                         Repeat of 01/31/09 08:00pm    
 
02:30am  



SDPB1   May to December                                       206  (R) CC   
        No Other Love                                           BBC   00:29:10 
         Alec and Zoe are finally living together. Alec thinks Zoe is 
paying 
         too much attention to a new American teacher. When one of 
his old 
         flames arrives back in town, Alec decides to make Zoe jealous. 
He 
         doesn't seem to be succeeding. 
                         Repeat of 01/31/09 08:30pm   Next Air 02/04/09 
10:00pm 
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1806  (R)    
        Desperate for a Duffield                                BBC   00:29:17 
         When Compo receives his umpteenth rejection from Nora 
Batty, he goes 
         out searching elsewhere for love.  With the help of Clegg and 
Foggy ( 
         of course), Compo sets out to track down an old flame from his 
         schooldays. 
                         Repeat of 01/31/09 09:00pm    
 
03:30am  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       101  (R) CC ST  
        Arrival                                                 BBC   00:28:39 
         The Dibley Parish Council have requested that the Bishop 
provide them 
         a new Vicar after the death of the nonagenarian Percy Pottle. 
However, 
         when the new Vicar turns up on the doorstep of Parish Council 
Chairman, 
         David Horton, he is astounded to find that their new man is a 
woman: 
         Geraldine. 
                         Repeat of 01/31/09 09:30pm    
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1602  (R) CC ST  
        Idina Menzel with Josh Groban and Ravi Coltrane         PBS   
00:56:46 
         Fans and newcomers alike won't be disappointed with 
actress/singer/ 
         songwriter Idina Menzel's powerhouse voice and effervescent 
stage 
         presence. Tony Award winner Menzel was featured in Rent and 
Wicked, 
         two of the best-selling musical cast recordings of all time. Catch 
her 
         in this special episode of Soundstage, taped in New York City 
inside 
         the Rose Theater at Jazz at Lincoln Center. Throughout the 
show Idina 
         reveals her quirky personality, maintaining a truly personal 
         connection with the audience by sharing stories of her 
upbringing, 
         early career and lyrics before launching into songs off her third 
         album, I Stand. In this rich and vibrant evening, Idina performs 
         "Better To Have Loved," "My Own Worst Enemy" and "Brave." 
Critically- 
         acclaimed saxophonist Ravi Coltrane contributes to her 
signature sound 
         alongside strings on "Perfume and Promises," and "Gorgeous" 
yields an 

         uplifting message. In a show-stopping finale, Josh Groban 
drops by and 
         joins Idina in a duet of his hit single "Awake." 
        TVPG             Repeat of 01/31/09 10:00pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1005   CC   
        Dakota Style Events                                     LOCA  00:24:15 
         South Dakota Wine Festival - Vermillion / Spirit of the West 
Festival 
         - Sioux Falls / CeCil's Siege - VermillionSouth Dakota Wine 
Festival - 
         Wine makers from all over the state gathered in Vermillion to 
show off 
         their wines.  Activities included wine tasting, grape stomping 
and 
         live music.This is a festival of all things Western for all ages. It 
         is held annually just outside Sioux Falls. It features re-enactors, 
         cowboy poetry, shootouts, Dutch oven cooking contests and all 
things 
         Western.CeCil's Siege is a Renaissance Festival of sorts held off 
E. 
         Main Street in Vermillion. It is a sponsored joint event by a 
number 
         of local SCA groups. SCA is, of course, The Society of Creative 
         Anachronisms. There is jousting, archery, and many more 
activities. 
                                                      Next Air 02/05/09 08:30pm 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      503  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         This week on Foreign Exchange: In Bangladesh, extreme 
weather could 
         displace 20-million people over the next 50 years. We visit one 
         community already preparing to survive the floods. Then, a 
recent 
         energy scare makes Europeans painfully aware of how much 
they depend 
         on Russia for their gas. And, weighing the forces squaring off 
over 
         Gaza. Watch Foreign Exchange: where America meets the 
world. 
                         Repeat of 02/01/09 03:30am   Next Air 02/02/09 
06:00am 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   McLaughlin Group                                     2705   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 02/01/09 07:30pm 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One                         2435   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/04/09 06:00am 
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Closer to Truth                                       302   CC ST  
        Is The Universe Fine-Tuned for Life and Mind?           EPS   
00:26:46 
         If the universe had been ever so slightly different, human 
beings 
         wouldn't, couldn't, exist. All explanations of this exquisite fine- 
         tuning, obvious and not-so-obvious, have problems. 
        TVG                                            
 



12:30pm  
SDPB1   Native Report                                         311   CC ST DVS     WDSE  
00:26:46        TVG                                            
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Kilowatt Ours: A Plan to Re-Energize America          000   CC 
ST DVS 
                                                                NETA  00:56:26 
         Award-winning film Kilowatt Ours: A Plan to Re-Energize 
America is a 
         timely, solutions-oriented look at one of America's most 
pressing 
         environmental challenges: energy. Filmmaker Jeff Barrie offers 
hope as 
         he turns the camera on himself and asks, "How can I make a 
difference? 
         " In his journey Barrie explores the source of our electricity and 
the 
         problems caused by energy production including mountain top 
removal, 
         childhood asthma and global warming. Along the way he 
encounters 
         individuals, businesses, organizations, and communities who 
are 
         leading the way, using energy conservation, efficiency and 
renewable, 
         green power all while saving money and the environment. This 
often 
         amusing and always inspiring story shows, "You can easily 
make a 
         difference and here's how!" 
        TVG                                            
 
02:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3601   CC ST DVS 
        The Incredible Journey of the Butterflies               PBS   00:56:26 
         Every year, 100 million monarch butterflies set off on an 
incredible 
         journey across North America. These beautiful creatures fly 
2,000 
         miles to reach their remote destination: a tiny area high in the 
         mountains of Mexico. Yet scientists are still puzzling over how 
the 
         butterflies achieve this tremendous feat of endurance - and 
how, year 
         after year, the monarchs navigate with such hair's-breadth 
precision. 
         NOVA flies along with the monarchs, visiting the spectacular 
locations 
         they call home and meeting the dangers they encounter along 
the way. 
         As this program reveals, the monarch is a scientific marvel 
locked in 
         an inspiring struggle for survival. 
        TVG                                            
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Spain....On The Road Again                            110  (R) CC ST 
DVS 
        Gawking at Gaudi and Asturian Adventures                APTEX 
00:56:46 
         Claudia arranges a one-of-a-kind tour of architect Antoni 
Gaudi's 
         most famous buildings. Mark and Mario head west to the 
rugged region 

         of Asturias. The boys stop in Oviedo for some local sweets 
before 
         reaching the mountains. They visit the hilltop town of 
Covadonga for a 
         little religious history. Further in the countryside, Mario and 
Mark 
         enjoy a meal from a heartwarming Asturian home cook. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/11/09 03:00am   Next Air 02/13/09 
07:00am 
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV                                   205   CC ST  
        Almanac Story, Farm Toys, Introducing Doug Elliott      APTEX 
00:26:46 
         The story of how one 188 year-old publication survived to 
become an 
         American Institution. Over 30,000 toy tractors, trucks, barns, 
         combines and farm scenes are housed in The National Farm 
Toy Museum in 
         Dyersville, IA. You may see one of your childhood favorites. 
Whether 
         he's deliberating on dandelions or pontificating on possums, 
Doug 
         Elliott takes us on an unforgettable tour that's stranger than 
fiction. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   418   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Host Paul Ryan learns about farm machinery at the Central 
Washington 
         Farm Expo. Then Paul visits with a New Mexico family for 
whom the 
         ranching lifestyle is important in a changing agricultural 
landscape 
         and whose farm dates back more than a century. Reporter 
Jason Shoultz 
         travels to New York City where urban dwellers are supporting 
local 
         farmers providing "fresh from the farm" produce. Reporter 
Sarah 
         Gardner meets an Oregon family that's bringing consumers 
right to the 
         fields to insure their produce is "fresh." 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   504  (R) CC ST  
        Little Europe: San Marino, Monaco, Vatican City,        APTEX 
00:26:46 
         Don't blink as we blitz through Europe's tiniest countries: 
Vatican 
         City, the world's smallest country, comes with the planet's 
biggest 
         church. The fairytale princedom of Monaco lures visitors with 
its 
         fancy casino and glamorous views. Italy's last independent hill 
town, 
         San Marino still looks formidable, as does the castle-guarded 
         principality of Liechtenstein. And tiny Andorra entertains 
shoppers 
         and hikers alike, surrounded by the rugged beauty of the 
Pyrenees. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/31/09 02:00am    



 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nature Adventures                                     112   CC   
        In The Waters of South Dakota                           IND   00:26:46 
         In this episode we learn about the unusual nesting habits of 
Blue 
         Gills. We also learn all about various turtles that are found in 
South 
         Dakota. We go on a bullfrog hunt in Sioux Falls, SD, which ends 
up 
         being quite a venture! 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1304   CC ST  
        Dallas, Texas - Hour One                                PBS   00:55:14 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW rides into Dallas, Texas, where 
everything is 
         larger than life, including a few examples from a collection of 
more 
         than 600 antique American flags. Appraisers at the Dallas 
Convention 
         Center flag down another jaw-dropping piece of artwork: an 
1847 oil 
         painting by noted 19th-century artist James Henry Beard, titled 
The 
         Illustrious Guest - featuring the famous American statesman 
Henry Clay 
         as a guest in a tavern - valued at $300,000 to $500,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1122   CC   
        Time Was                                                OETA  00:57:45 
         Larry Hooper and the gang get things underway on this Time 
show 
         singing "Grandfather's Clock." The band plays "One O'clock 
Jump" and 
         Myron Floren gets into the mood with "Tick Tock Polka." 
Norma Zimmer 
         and Jimmy Roberts blend their voices in "Now Is The Hour." 
And the 
         whole group wants just "Five Minutes More."Guest: Jo Ann 
         Castle 
                                                      Next Air 02/07/09 06:00pm 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2513&  CC ST DVS 
        Prince of the Alps                                      PBS   00:55:38 
         High in the Austrian Alps, a female red deer, a leader in her 
herd, 
         gives birth to a calf. Her status makes him a prince among the 
other 
         calves. The two are at the center of a wilderness story that 
features 
         not only the wild alpine herds of majestic red deer, but also a 
         variety of other wildlife that lives in the mountains, including 
roe 
         deer, ibex, fox, chamois and marmots. 
        TVPG-S                                         
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3809&  CC ST DVS 
        Sense and Sensibility - Part 1                          PBS   01:25:29 
         Hattie Morahan ("The Golden Compass") plays levelheaded 
Elinor 

         Dashwood, and Charity Wakefield ("Jane Eyre") is her impulsive 
sister 
         Marianne. Though poor, they attract a trio of very promising 
gentlemen: 
         soon-to-be wealthy Edward Ferrars (Dan Stevens, "The Line of 
Beauty"), 
         heroic Colonel Brandon (David Morrissey, "Meadowlands" and 
"State of 
         Play") and Byronic John Willoughby (Dominic Cooper, "The 
History Boys") 
         . This production of "Sense and Sensibility" was adapted by 
Andrew 
         Davies and directed by John Alexander. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   PBS Previews We Shall Remain: American Experience     
000&  CC ST DVS 
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         This program is a behind-the-scenes preview of the five-part 
Native 
         American history series, WE SHALL REMAIN. The series shows 
how Native 
         peoples valiantly resisted expulsion from their lands and fought 
the 
         extinction of their culture -- from the Wampanoags of New 
England in 
         the 1600s who used their alliance with the English to weaken 
rival 
         tribes, to the bold new leaders of the 1970s who harnessed the 
         momentum of the civil rights movement to forge a pan-Indian 
identity. 
         WE SHALL REMAIN represents an unprecedented 
collaboration between 
         Native and non-Native filmmakers and involves Native advisors 
and 
         scholars at all levels of the project. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         727   CC ST DVS 
        Globe Trekker Hour: Borneo & Papua                      APT   00:56:56 
         Holly Morris treks through the jungles of Mulu National Park, 
         following the trail of Borneo's tribes. Using both longboats and 
         hiking, she learns more about the tribes of the area, goes pig-
hunting 
         with tribal headhunters, explores the plight of the Orangutan 
and 
         takes a diving trip to Sipadan and the Mabul Islands; one of the 
         world's finest diving sites.Zay Harding visits Irian Jaya, now 
known 
         as Papua Province, which is Indonesia's final frontier and 
among the 
         last great wild places on earth. Starting in the Baliem Valley, 
Zay 
         Harding treks to visit a Dani village, the last of the "stone age" 
         people. He then heads to the rainforest area in the south, 
where he 
         learns how to build a treehouse and takes part in the lively 
Sagowurm 
         feast. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/08/09 12:00am 
 
Mon, 02/02/2009 
 



12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4830  (R) CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 01/30/09 07:00pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   BBC World News This Week       113031   CC ST    KCET  
00:26:46        TVRE                                           
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report       28231   CC ST    PBS   00:26:46       
TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer     9355H  7C ST   PBS   00:56:46        
TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1305#  7C ST  
        Dallas, Tx - Hour Two                                   PBS   00:55:45 
         In Dallas, Texas, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg 
and 
         appraiser Noel Barrett jump at an offer with no strings attached 
- a 
         trip to see a private collection of more than 1,000 marionettes. 
At 
         the Dallas Convention Center, appraisers uncover a virtual 
         archeological dig in a desk: an heirloom 18th-century miniature 
whose 
         drawers are stuffed with 300 years of family documents and 
history, 
         valued at $100,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Polio Crusade: American Experience                   2102H  7C ST 
DVS 
                                                                PBS   00:56:21 
         It was the largest public health experiment in American history 
- a 
         crusade that eradicated polio, one of the 20th century's most 
dreaded 
         diseases. The polio epidemic terrified Americans for decades, 
         affecting thousands of children, leaving many crippled, 
paralyzed or 
         condemned to life in an iron lung. But on April 26, 1954, hope 
emerged. 
         At the Franklin Sherman Elementary School in McLean, 
Virginia, six- 
         year-old Randy Kerr stood at the head of a long line of children 
and 
         waited patiently while a nurse gently rolled up his sleeve, then 
         filled a syringe with a cherry-colored liquid containing the 
world's 
         first polio vaccine. Developed just a few years earlier by 
virologist 
         Jonas Salk, the polio vaccine had not yet been widely tested on 
humans. 
         No one was certain it was safe or whether it could provide 
effective 
         protection against the disease. In the coming weeks, nearly two 
         million school children in 44 states received the shots. The Salk 
         vaccine trials were the dramatic culmination of years of 
research and 

         a multi-million dollar investment, made up in large part by 
public 
         donations. Based in part on David Oshinsky's Pulitzer Prize-
winning 
         book, Polio: An American Story, this film chronicles a decades-
long 
         crusade, fueled by the bold leadership of a single philanthropy 
and 
         its innovative public relations campaign, and features a bitter 
battle 
         between two scientists and the breakthrough of a now-
forgotten woman 
         researcher. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Forgotten Ellis Island                                000Z  7C ST DVS 
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         "Forgotten Ellis Island" is the first film to be produced about the 
         abandoned immigrant hospital on Ellis Island. During the great 
wave of 
         immigration, twenty-two medical buildings sprawled across 
two islands 
         adjacent to Ellis Island, the largest port of entry in the United 
         States. Massive and modern, the hospital was America's first 
line of 
         defense against contagious, often virulent disease. In the era 
before 
         anti-biotics, tens of thousands of immigrant patients were 
separated 
         from family, detained in the hospital, and healed from illness 
before 
         becoming citizens. 350 babies were born in the hospital, 3,500 
         immigrants died there. For two years, the National Park Service 
gave 
         producer, Lorie Conway, exclusive access to film the Ellis Island 
         hospital buildings (before restoration efforts began) , as well as 
to 
         interview former patients at the location. Original research was 
         conducted over five years. Many never-before-published 
photographs are 
         featured in the film as well as excerpts from oral histories with 
         medical staff, ward matrons, and patients. As America wrestles 
once 
         again with the issue of immigration, "Forgotten Ellis Island" 
provides 
         a unique lens on this contentious debate. It is a powerful tribute 
to 
         the best and worst of America's dealings with its new citizens-
to-be. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Red Green Show                                        223   CC ST  
        The Compost Heap                                        EPS   00:23:37 
         Women make compost heaps; Men make garbage piles." 
Lodge members 
         decide to grow their own beer nuts. On Handyman Corner, Red 
         demonstrates his planting technique. Bill tries his hand at 
mulching. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:24pm  
SDPB1   Star Gazer             905   CC          Feb. 2 - Feb. 8                   WPBT  
00:05:00 



 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse            2713   CC            LOCA  00:26:46    Next Air 
02/03/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News         23033   CC ST         KCET  00:26:46        
TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                15026   CC ST        PBSPL 00:56:46        
TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 02/03/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1086  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/02/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report       28232   CC ST        PBS   00:26:46      
TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9356H  7C ST    PBS   00:56:46        
TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Voyages of Discovery                                  102   CC ST DVS 
        James Cook                                              APTSY 00:59:09 
         In 1768, Captain James Cook was part of a huge international 
         scientific collaboration that set sail around the world. Cook's 
         measurements would help establish the distance between all 
the planets 
         in the solar system and unlock the secrets of the cosmos. He 
         accurately charted New Zealand for the first time, 
unexpectedly 
         discovered the Great Barrier Reef, and came upon thousands of 
new 
         samples of flora and fauna. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3602   CC ST DVS 
        The Spy Factory                                         PBS   00:56:21 
         For the first time on television, NOVA exposes the hidden world 
of 
         high-tech, 21st-century eavesdropping carried out by the 
National 
         Security Agency (NSA). Today, the NSA is the world's largest 
         intelligence agency, three times the size of the CIA and far 
more 
         secret. Its mission is to eavesdrop on the world - from cell 
phones in 
         Europe to pay phones in Afghanistan to email messages from 
Pakistan to 
         Baghdad. But since 9/11, it has also turned its giant ear inward, 
         listening in without warrant on thousands of American citizens, 
many 
         of whom are on the government's secret watch list, now more 
than half- 
         a-million names long. Based on the latest best-seller by 
journalist 

         James Bamford, "Inside the Spy Factory" is a gripping 
investigation of 
         the NSA, from its tragic failures leading up to the 9/11 attacks 
to 
         its secret listening rooms currently installed in the nation's 
telecom 
         networks. The program presents groundbreaking new evidence 
about how 
         the agency listened in to the phone calls of key 9/11 plotters, 
yet 
         failed to realize they were located in the U.S. To show how 
current 
         eavesdropping technology works, NOVA traces the path of an 
email sent 
         from Asia to the U.S. via fiber optic cables on the Pacific sea 
floor. 
         From a beach in California, the email then travels to a telecom 
         switching facility in San Francisco, where the cables are 
covertly 
         duplicated, with one copy of everything - including the original 
email 
         - going to the NSA's secret room and the other transmitted to 
its 
         proper destination. This is a suspenseful and eye-opening 
report on 
         the threat to privacy and the effectiveness of high-tech 
surveillance 
         in the age of terrorism. 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 02/08/09 02:00pm 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Frontline                                            2707   7C ST DVS 
        My Father, My Brother and Me                            PBS   00:56:37 
         In 2004, journalist Dave Iverson received the same news that 
had been 
         delivered to his father and older brother years earlier: He had 
         Parkinson's disease, a degenerative neurological disorder that 
affects 
         about one million Americans. In this FRONTLINE and ITVS joint 
         production, Iverson sets off on a personal journey to explore the 
         scientific, ethical, and political debate that surrounds 
Parkinson's, 
         a disease at the center of the ongoing controversy over 
embryonic stem 
         cell research. Iverson talks to scientists on the cutting edge of 
new 
         cures and therapies -- not only for Parkinson's, but a number of 
other 
         major neurological conditions. And he has conversations with 
fellow 
         Parkinson's sufferers like actor Michael J. Fox and writer 
Michael 
         Kinsley. 
        TVPG-L                                         
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   To The Manor Born                                     106      
        The Grapevine                                                 00:27:39 
         Despite abject poverty (by her standards), Audrey decides that 
she 
         must take a holiday to keep up with her wealthy friends.  But 
her 
         little plan of a holiday at home back fires when Richard fails to 
go 
         away for his vacation. 



 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse        2714   CC     LOCA  00:26:46  Next Air 
02/04/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News          23034   CC ST          KCET  00:26:46       
TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                     1013   CC ST  
        Adjust Your Color: The Truth of Petey Greene            PBS   
00:56:46 
         America's original shock-jock, Petey Greene overcame poverty, 
drug 
         addiction and prison time to "tell it like it is," shocking and 
         entertaining everyone from the ghetto to the White House. 
Narrated by 
         Don Cheadle, this program looks at how his explosive language 
and 
         brash style unsettled the establishment as he battled both the 
system 
         and his own demons on a journey to becoming a leading activist 
during 
         some of the most tumultuous years in recent history. 
        TVPG-L                                         
 
Wed, 02/04/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus         1087  (R) CC ST       APTEX 00:26:46        
TVRE          
    Repeat of 02/03/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business     8233   CC ST          PBS   00:26:46        
TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer      9357H  7C ST   PBS   00:56:46    
TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Sportsmax Presents                                    104   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:56:46 
         Basketball Documentary with Dave Kemp / Don Meyer - 
Northern State U. 
         Coach (Most career wins in men's College basketball) / Jen 
Warkenthein 
         - SDSU Women's Basketball (Overcoming obstacles) / Todd 
Wilkinson - SD 
         Snowmobilers Assoc. / Mike and Michael Kruse (Bowling - First 
father/ 
         son to each bowl a 300 game in the same game) Pat Kraning 
(School 
         Activities) / Classic Game (1960 Harrisburg/Willow Lake) 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   George Carlin: The Mark Twain Prize                   000H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   01:26:46 
         Entertainers Jon Stewart, Bill Maher, Garry Shandling, Lily 
Tomlin, 
         Denis Leary, Joan Rivers, Lewis Black, Richard Belzer and 
Margaret Cho 

         honor the late George Carlin, recipient of the 11th Mark Twain 
Prize 
         for American Humor. The program, taped at the Kennedy 
Center Concert 
         Hall on November 10, recognizes the life and achievements of 
the 
         beloved comedian. The Mark Twain Prize announcement was 
made a week 
         before the comedian's death. The award was presented 
posthumously for 
         the first time in its 11-year history. 
        TV14                                           
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Erma Bombeck: Legacy of Laughter                      000   CC ST  
                                                                APT   00:26:46 
         ERMA BOMBECK: LEGACY OF LAUGHTER examines the 
extraordinary life and 
         career of beloved American humorist Erma Bombeck (1927-
1996), whose 
         honest tales of domestic life gave voice to millions of 
homemakers. 
         Archival photographs, video clips and personal memorabilia 
trace 
         Bombeck's life, from her childhood during the Great Depression 
to her 
         work as a women's rights activist. The program is interspersed 
with 
         uplifting and humorous interviews with Erma's family, friends 
and 
         colleagues, including a touching on-camera introduction and 
narration 
         by her neighbor and friend, former talk-show host Phil 
Donahue. LEGACY 
         OF LAUGHTER also features readings from some of Bombeck's 
best columns, 
         and documents her continuing impact on readers, parents and 
writers 
         today. 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       206  (R) CC   
        No Other Love                                           BBC   00:29:10 
         Alec and Zoe are finally living together. Alec thinks Zoe is 
paying 
         too much attention to a new American teacher. When one of 
his old 
         flames arrives back in town, Alec decides to make Zoe jealous. 
He 
         doesn't seem to be succeeding. 
                         Repeat of 02/01/09 02:30am    
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse        2715   CC     LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/05/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News         23035   CC ST     KCET  00:26:46  TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose         15028   CC ST  PBSPL 00:56:46     TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 02/05/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus     1088  (R) CC ST       APTEX 00:26:46    TVRE            



  Repeat of 02/04/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report   28234   CC ST  PBS   00:26:46        
TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer    9358H  7C ST   PBS   00:56:46    
TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   On Call                                               705   CC   
        Peripheral Neuropathy - Pain and Numbness               LOCA  
00:56:46 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105   CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                                                      Next Air 02/06/09 09:30pm 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1005  (R) CC   
        Dakota Style Events                                     LOCA  00:24:15 
         South Dakota Wine Festival - Vermillion / Spirit of the West 
Festival 
         - Sioux Falls / CeCil's Siege - VermillionSouth Dakota Wine 
Festival - 
         Wine makers from all over the state gathered in Vermillion to 
show off 
         their wines.  Activities included wine tasting, grape stomping 
and 
         live music.This is a festival of all things Western for all ages. It 
         is held annually just outside Sioux Falls. It features re-enactors, 
         cowboy poetry, shootouts, Dutch oven cooking contests and all 
things 
         Western.CeCil's Siege is a Renaissance Festival of sorts held off 
E. 
         Main Street in Vermillion. It is a sponsored joint event by a 
number 
         of local SCA groups. SCA is, of course, The Society of Creative 
         Anachronisms. There is jousting, archery, and many more 
activities. 
                         Repeat of 02/01/09 05:00am   Next Air 02/08/09 
01:30pm 

 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Rosemary and Thyme                                    204   CC ST  
        They Understand Me In Paris                             APTSY 00:46:34 
         Rosemary's old school friend Dorothy has invited the gardeners 
to her 
         French Riviera house, Villa Glavany, to help restore the 150-
year-old 
         garden to its former glory before re-opening it to the public. 
However, 
         one of Dorothy's neighbors, James Pretty, is strongly opposed 
to the 
         impending arrival of hordes of visitors, and Laura and Rosemary 
         realize their task will be controversial. Events take a dramatic 
turn 
         when Dorothy's husband Kasper is found dead, a valuable piece 
of 
         silverware is stolen, and James Pretty believes he witnessed the 
crime. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       703  (R) CC ST  
        The New Neighbours                                      BBC   00:29:18 
         Jean undertakes some strategic snooping to discover what the 
new 
         neighors are like.  How is it they show up at the pub with black 
eyes 
         after fighting with one another? 
                         Repeat of 02/01/09 01:30am    
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse        2716   CC               LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/06/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News      23036   CC ST      KCET  00:26:46     
TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose        15029   CC ST     PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 02/06/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus        1089  (R) CC ST    APTEX 00:26:46   TVRE    
Repeat of 02/05/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report  28235   CC ST     PBS   00:26:46    
TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer   9359H  7C ST     PBS   00:56:46     
TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week           4831   CC ST        PBS   00:26:46       
TVRE                                         
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            506   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 



         Across the country, cities are in crisis because of the fallout 
from 
         the mortgage mess - property taxes are way down, and 
abandoned homes 
         are bringing down property values, inviting crime, and draining 
         government coffers. Neighborhoods are being destroyed. Yet 
the federal 
         bailout money is not going directly to desperate communities 
and 
         homeowners, but to local and national banks. NOW 
investigates the 
         innovative way some cities are fighting back. The city of 
Memphis, 
         Tennessee is suing major national lenders and banks for 
deceptive and 
         discriminatory lending practices in an effort to recoup the cost 
of 
         the financial mess. Other cities using this legal tactic include 
         Baltimore, Cleveland, Buffalo, Birmingham, and San Diego. 
With 
         desperation climbing alongside debt, can the strategy help 
these 
         blighted parts of America? 
        TVRE                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1243   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         As Abraham Lincoln's bicentennial birthday approaches, Bill 
Moyers 
         sits down with historian and Lincoln biographer Eric Foner to 
discuss 
         the legacy and the legend of America's most studied president. 
Having 
         just received Illinois' highest honor, the Order of Lincoln, Eric 
         Foner is author of Our Lincoln: New Perspectives on Lincoln 
and his 
         World and speaks to Moyers about the evolution of Lincoln's 
image from 
         politician to icon. And, news and analysis of this week's events 
with 
         NYU journalism professor and PressThink blogger Jay Rosen 
and 
         political journalist and Salon.com blogger Glenn Greenwald. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market       3423   CC ST   NETA  00:27:46 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 

         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                         Repeat of 02/05/09 08:00pm   Next Air 02/07/09 
05:30am 
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   Allo, Allo                                            108      
        The Dance of the Hitler Youth                           BBC   00:32:37 
         The Germans celebrate the burning of the Reichstag (by having 
the 
         young girls of Nouvion dress as Hitler Youth and perform 
Bavarian 
         dances) Meanwhile, Rene and Edith don disguises to attempt to 
         substitute a forgery of The Fallen Madonna for the real 
painting. 
 
10:32pm  
SDPB1   Get Ready for Digital TV                              000   CC ST SPA 
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         Famous do-it-yourselfers Norm Abram and Kevin O'Connor of 
THIS OLD 
         HOUSE offer digital television how-to guidance and tips to 
ensure that 
         viewers across America are prepared to successfully make the 
switch to 
         digital television in their homes before the analog shutoff in 
         February 2009. Maria Hinojosa of NOW ON PBS will share the 
latest DTV 
         news from the field. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News        23037   CC ST      KCET  00:26:46       
TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose      15030   CC ST     PBSPL 00:56:46      TVRE                                           
 
Sat, 02/07/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus     1090  (R) CC ST        APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/06/09 10:30pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        202   CC  DVS 
        Knit Tricks and Fixes                                   NETA  00:26:46 
         Perfect your knitting and learn how to repair your most 
common 
         mistakes, on today's Knitting Daily. We'll tackle the knit tricks 
and 
         fixes that can help solve even the toughest knitting problems. 
First 
         Jan Gratz joins Kim to demonstrate two basic fixes: unknitting 
and 
         picking up dropped stitches. Then travel on location for the 
Designer 



         Spotlight with Eunny. Author Vivian Hoxbro takes us step by 
step 
         through her tricks for domino-knitting for lazy knitters. Next 
Eunny 
         presents more knit fixes, as well as ways to avoid making the 
mistakes 
         in the first place. Then in our "You Asked It," segment, Jan is 
back 
         to answer questions on how to repair incorrectly crossed cables. 
The 
         last trick up our sleeve is the "Knitting Needle Knitting Bag" 
pattern 
         using needles in the construction. Check out the many versions 
         knitters have made. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                         Repeat of 02/06/09 09:30pm   Next Air 02/08/09 
05:00am 
 
 
10:00am  
SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann                       2301   CC  
DVS 
        Handbag 4 All Seasons                                   NETA  00:26:46 
         Guest Joyce Drexler and Patti Jo Larson teach a unique 
technique for 
         creating a purse or tote with inter-changeable inserts for each 
season 
         or to match every outfit. Tips for sewing, binding and 
buttonholes on 
         vinyl, embroidery inserts and more.Quick Project: My Favorite 
Season 
         Shirt. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting                     1309   CC ST  
        Longarm Quilting Artists                                NETA  00:27:46 
         Prize winning longarm quilter Marilyn Badger demonstrates 
stand-up 

         quilting versus sit-down quilting. Her special guest Tina Collins 
         demonstrates computerized longarm quilting. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   Quilt in a Day                                       3009   CC   
        Signal Lights                                           KNME  00:26:40 
         Civil Defense Wardens patrolled neighborhoods during war 
times, 
         giving the signal all was safe. The challenging Signal Lights 
block is 
         made easy with the Kaleidoscope Ruler. 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy                                    2219   CC ST  
        Sew Boutique for Kids, Part 1                           NETA  00:26:46 
         Combine chic styles, unique fabrics, and special accents to 
make 
         boutique-style kids garments Amy Barickman and her staff of 
designers 
         have created kids' fashions with flair! Nancy and Amy use out of 
the 
         ordinary fabric and easy sewing steps to make these designer 
tops and 
         pants, featuring a trapeze and wrap top, as well as a trendy 
pant 
         style accented with an apron front. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Quilting Arts                                         302   CC  DVS 
        Lifestyle Sewing                                        NETA  00:26:46 
         Bringing artful sewing into your everyday life. First learn how to 
         integrate color and pattern on every day quilted items with 
Anna Maria 
         Horner. Next we explore journal quilting with Karey Bresnahan 
on 
         location in Chicago. Journal quilts are the ultimate joining of art 
         quilting and life. Last up we'll make a sturdy yet colorful 
stitched 
         fabric portfolio to carry your notebooks and supplies. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop                                  2102  (R) CC   
        Turkey Table                                            PBSPL 00:26:46 
         While touring Savannah, Norm found the inspiration for this 
unique 
         piece in Marty Johnson's antique collection. Though its name 
remains a 
         mystery, there's no question that its graceful three-leaf-clover 
         design makes it an attractive and practical accent table. Norm 
brings 
         a little bit of Georgia back to the New Yankee Workshop when 
he 
         creates the table out of Southern heart pine. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/16/09 03:30am    
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop                                        202   CC ST  
        Making Shelves: Super Strong - Super Fast               NETA  
00:27:00 
         A shelf can be just a piece of plywood. But the Woodsmith 
editors 



         show how to add the right edging, either veneer tape or solid-
wood, 
         you can enhance the look. Or, add a wider strip to balance the 
look 
         while adding strength to support the weight of all the books. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:30pm  
SDPB1   This Old House Hour                                   717   CC ST  
        Brooklyn Project, Part 1/Staining A Deck/Preventin      PBS   
00:56:32 
         For the first time in the show's history, host Kevin O'Connor 
and 
         master carpenter Norm Abram take This Old House on the road 
to New 
         York City to restore a neglected 1904 brownstone in Brooklyn. 
         Homeowners Karen Shen and Kevin Costello will convert the 
former 
         rooming house into a three family home while preserving and 
restoring 
         period detail wherever possible. In Brooklyn, Norm meets 
veteran 
         brownstone remodeling contractor Michael R. Streaman at a 
similar job 
         down the street to see how he transformed one of these 
rooming houses 
         into a beautiful, modern family home. Back at the project 
house, 
         Streaman gets to work on demolition and also starts stripping 
the 
         paint off the back of the house to prepare the brick for re-
pointing 
         and eventually the installation of new energy-efficient 
windows. In 
         the second half of the Hour, on Ask This Old House, general 
contractor 
         Tom Silva helps a homeowner clean and stain his mahogany 
backyard deck. 
         Kevin makes a House call to Chicago to help a homeowner 
prevent sewage 
         backup in her basement by replacing her flood control system. 
In the 
         Ask This Old House loft, Tom and plumbing and heating expert 
Richard 
         Trethewey share a viewer tip on how to remove a wood plug 
from a hole 
         saw. 
        TVG                                            
 
02:30pm  
SDPB1   Motorweek                                            2823Z  7C ST SPA 
        Ford Mustang                                            PBSPL 00:26:46 
         Road Test: 2010 Ford Mustang. Road Test: 2009 Audi A4 
Sedan. Goss's 
         Garage: Handy Helpers Around The Shop. AutoWorld: A Taste 
Of Auto 
 
         Racing. Car Keys First Impressions: Lexus RX 450h, Nissan 370z. 
        TVG                                            
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Victory Garden                                       3306   CC   
        Edible                                                  PBSPL 00:26:46 
         EDIBLE gardens are making a comeback as the cost of food 
skyrockets. 

         This week, four different stories feature edible gardening. Host 
Jamie 
         Durie visits COPIA, the American Center for Food and Wine. 
There, he 
         tours their extensive vegetable gardens and orchards to learn 
about 
         the COPIA philosophy and especially the innovative beds that 
feature 
         herbs, ornamentals and edibles together. Gardening 
correspondent Paul 
         Epsom visits an herb nursery, where he learns about unique 
selections. 
         This week's "Homegrown" segment shares a technique that will 
teach 
         viewers how to dry in-season produce for use throughout the 
winter. 
         Then, Jamie learns about the benefits of compost tea in the 
garden. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/10/09 09:00am 
 
03:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated        905   CC 
ST  
        Perfecting Pasta Sauces                                 APT   00:26:46 
         Italian Meat Sauce - Throwing together browned ground beef, 
onions, 
         garlic and canned tomatoes for a quick half-hour simmer 
produces 
         lackluster flavor and meat with the texture of a rubber band. 
Julia 
         Collin Davison shows host Christopher Kimball how to make a 
weeknight 
         meat sauce that tastes like it's been simmering all day.Creamy 
Tomato 
         Sauce - Creamy tomato sauce sounds easy, but getting the 
right balance 
         and tomato flavor can prove challenging. Bridget Lancaster 
uncovers 
         the key steps to making a smooth, full-flavored sauce in which 
the 
         tomatoes and cream complement each other.Tasting: 
Supermarket Extra- 
         Virgin Olive Oil - You get what you pay for with most 
supermarket 
         extra-virgin olive oils: bland, bottom-of-the-barrel and boring. 
Is 
         there a brand worth buying? Tasting expert Jack Bishop shows 
host 
         Christopher Kimball the right way to taste olive oil and reveals 
the 
         test kitchen's top choice for supermarket-bought olive 
oil.Tirade: 
         Canned Tomato Products - With all the choices available, 
buying canned 
         tomatoes can seem intimidating. Host Christopher Kimball 
visits the 
         supermarket to demonstrate what to look for, and reveals the 
test 
         kitchen's winning brands for all types of canned tomatoes. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting                          2310   CC   
        Misty Foothills                                         APTEX 00:25:22 
         Bob Ross invites you to enjoy a fantastic mountain view with 



         foothills shrouded in heavy mist. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories                                   1312   CC  DVS 
        Favorite Techniques                                     NETA  00:26:46 
         We all have tried and true techniques that we return to every 
day in 
         our scrapbooking. Tina Sutton had trouble picking just one 
favorite so 
         she has all of her distressing techniques on one project. Jeannie 
         Sumrall-Ajero's favorite technique is a kaleidoscope inside of a 
         kaleidoscope. Then Stacy Croninger has a new technique for 
embossing 
         glue dots. And finally Sara Naumann's technique is paper 
engineering 
         and folding. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Classic Gospel                                        405   CC ST  
        Australian Homecoming                                   NETA  00:56:47 
         Venture "Down Under" with Bill and Gloria Gaither, The Gaither 
Vocal 
         Band, Mark Lowry, Janet Paschal, Jeff & Sheri Easter, Anthony 
Burger 
         and Taylor Mason for this Homecoming concert in Australia. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1122  (R) CC   
        Time Was                                                OETA  00:57:45 
         Larry Hooper and the gang get things underway on this Time 
show 
         singing "Grandfather's Clock." The band plays "One O'clock 
Jump" and 
         Myron Floren gets into the mood with "Tick Tock Polka." 
Norma Zimmer 
         and Jimmy Roberts blend their voices in "Now Is The Hour." 
And the 
         whole group wants just "Five Minutes More."Guest: Jo Ann 
         Castle 
                         Repeat of 02/01/09 07:00pm    
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians                  313   CC   
                                                                APTSY 00:26:37 
         Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal Canadian 
Orchestra 
         band leader, Al Pierson, GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL 
CANADIANS III 
         features archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 
performances. 
         Pierson, an accomplished musician, composer, arranger, 
vocalist and 
         bandleader, is dedicated to the distinctive style that made the 
Guy 
         Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and imitated big 
bands of 
         all time. The wraparounds offer anecdotes and factual tidbits 
about 
         the band as well as the music. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:30pm  

SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       704   CC ST  
        The Bypass                                              BBC   00:29:30 
         The whole gang, minus Harry who's stuck on duty for protest 
coverage, 
         head out to the country for the weekend.  But road 
construction is 
         about to throw the travelers for a loop. 
                                                      Next Air 02/08/09 01:30am 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                405   CC   
        Looking for Property                                    BBC   00:28:31 
         Much to Richard's horror, Hyacinth decides to make another 
attempt at 
         finding a weekend country home. When a sudden problem 
involving 
         "Daddy" demands Richard's attention, Hyacinth asks Elizabeth 
to help 
         her find a suitable property. 
                                                      Next Air 02/08/09 02:00am 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       207   CC   
        My Funny Valentine                                      BBC   00:29:23 
         Zoe and Alec have separated. In an attempt to bring about a 
         reconciliation, Hilary organises a Valentine's Day dinner. Things 
         don't work out as planned and Hilary finds herself out of a job. 
                                                      Next Air 02/08/09 02:30am 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1807      
        The Suit That Turned Left                               BBC   00:29:14 
         A mysterious man with a machine for locating "hidden forces" 
has 
         Compo, Foggy, and Clegg running around in circles.  Wesley is 
forced 
         to wear his old suit for the church outing and it seems to have a 
mind 
         of its own. 
                                                      Next Air 02/08/09 03:00am 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       102   CC ST  
        Songs of Praise                                         BBC   00:29:21 
         The BBC religious series, Songs of Praise, sends a production 
team to 
         Dibley to tape one of their programs. Geraldine and David have 
         misgivings about this, but Gerry (as she likes to be called) 
develops 
         a crush on producer, Tristan, while David casts his eye on 
production 
         assistant, Ruth. 
                                                      Next Air 02/08/09 03:30am 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1603   CC ST  
        Foreigner                                               PBS   00:56:46 
         Universally hailed as one of the most popular rock acts 
throughout 
         the '70s and '80s, Foreigner still puts on an absolutely thrilling 
and 
         sensational show thirty years later. Singer Kelly Hansen and 
lead 
         guitarist Mick Jones are a wicked combination on songs like 
"Hot 



         Blooded" and "Double Vision." Foreigner's showmanship is 
outstanding 
         and this episode is packed with smash hits like "Cold As Ice," 
"Juke 
         Box Hero" and "Urgent," as well as the newest single "Too Late. 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 02/08/09 04:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Austin City Limits                                   3412   CC ST  
        Drive-By Truckers/Ryan Bingham                          PBSPL 00:56:46 
         Hard-rocking roots music storytellers Drive-By Truckers hit the 
stage 
         in support of their album Brighter Than Creation's Dark. Dusty 
Texas 
         troubadour Ryan Bingham follows with tunes from his latest 
record, 
         Mescalito. 
        TVPG                                           
 
Sun, 02/08/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         727  (R) CC ST DVS 
        Globe Trekker Hour: Borneo & Papua                      APT   00:56:56 
         Holly Morris treks through the jungles of Mulu National Park, 
         following the trail of Borneo's tribes. Using both longboats and 
         hiking, she learns more about the tribes of the area, goes pig-
hunting 
         with tribal headhunters, explores the plight of the Orangutan 
and 
         takes a diving trip to Sipadan and the Mabul Islands; one of the 
         world's finest diving sites.Zay Harding visits Irian Jaya, now 
known 
         as Papua Province, which is Indonesia's final frontier and 
among the 
         last great wild places on earth. Starting in the Baliem Valley, 
Zay 
         Harding treks to visit a Dani village, the last of the "stone age" 
         people. He then heads to the rainforest area in the south, 
where he 
         learns how to build a treehouse and takes part in the lively 
Sagowurm 
         feast. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/01/09 11:00pm    
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Best of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher                 106   CC ST  
        Nebraska & South Dakota                                 NETA  00:26:39 
         On to Nebraska and the home of Big Red football in Lincoln and 
the 
         Union Pacific Rail Yard in North Platte. Then up to South 
Dakota#s Hot 
         Springs archeological dig, Custer State Park in the Black Hills, 
Mount 
         Rushmore and the Crazy Horse Monument, and, of course, the 
Badlands. 
 
01:30am  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       704  (R) CC ST  
        The Bypass                                              BBC   00:29:30 
         The whole gang, minus Harry who's stuck on duty for protest 
coverage, 
         head out to the country for the weekend.  But road 
construction is 
         about to throw the travelers for a loop. 

                         Repeat of 02/07/09 07:30pm   Next Air 02/12/09 
09:59pm 
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                405  (R) CC   
        Looking for Property                                    BBC   00:28:31 
         Much to Richard's horror, Hyacinth decides to make another 
attempt at 
         finding a weekend country home. When a sudden problem 
involving 
         "Daddy" demands Richard's attention, Hyacinth asks Elizabeth 
to help 
         her find a suitable property. 
                         Repeat of 02/07/09 08:00pm    
 
02:30am  
SDPB1   May to December                                       207  (R) CC   
        My Funny Valentine                                      BBC   00:29:23 
         Zoe and Alec have separated. In an attempt to bring about a 
         reconciliation, Hilary organises a Valentine's Day dinner. Things 
         don't work out as planned and Hilary finds herself out of a job. 
                         Repeat of 02/07/09 08:30pm   Next Air 02/11/09 
09:59pm 
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1807  (R)    
        The Suit That Turned Left                               BBC   00:29:14 
         A mysterious man with a machine for locating "hidden forces" 
has 
         Compo, Foggy, and Clegg running around in circles.  Wesley is 
forced 
         to wear his old suit for the church outing and it seems to have a 
mind 
         of its own. 
                         Repeat of 02/07/09 09:00pm    
 
03:30am  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       102  (R) CC ST  
        Songs of Praise                                         BBC   00:29:21 
         The BBC religious series, Songs of Praise, sends a production 
team to 
         Dibley to tape one of their programs. Geraldine and David have 
         misgivings about this, but Gerry (as she likes to be called) 
develops 
         a crush on producer, Tristan, while David casts his eye on 
production 
         assistant, Ruth. 
                         Repeat of 02/07/09 09:30pm    
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1603  (R) CC ST  
        Foreigner                                               PBS   00:56:46 
         Universally hailed as one of the most popular rock acts 
throughout 
         the '70s and '80s, Foreigner still puts on an absolutely thrilling 
and 
         sensational show thirty years later. Singer Kelly Hansen and 
lead 
         guitarist Mick Jones are a wicked combination on songs like 
"Hot 
         Blooded" and "Double Vision." Foreigner's showmanship is 
outstanding 
         and this episode is packed with smash hits like "Cold As Ice," 
"Juke 
         Box Hero" and "Urgent," as well as the newest single "Too Late. 



        TVPG             Repeat of 02/07/09 10:00pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                         Repeat of 02/07/09 05:30am   Next Air 02/08/09 
01:00pm 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson                   119   CC ST 
DVS 
        Our Home                                                APTEX 00:27:32 
         Carpet remnants become unique and trendy area rugs for kids' 
rooms. 
         Play an indoor game of hopscotch with carpet sample squares. 
Decorate 
         with contemporary looking concrete candleholders. Donna 
makes comfort 
         food with a recipe for "Outside-Inside Meatloaf." Make your 
child the 
         star with customized nameplates, mobiles and an "All About 
Me" book. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00am  
SDPB1   Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies                          108   CC ST  
        I Spy/Eyes, Ears, Noses and Trunks                      PBSPL 00:28:46 
         I Spy - Max, when playing "I Spy" with Bo and Karla, feels like he 
         can't keep up. Mama shows him that not only is it okay to move 
more 
         slowly (especially if you're an elephant), but there's a whole 
world 
         of things to see when you're not zipping around like a zebra (or 
a 
         cheetah).Eyes, Ears, Noses and Trunks - Playing "Kick the 
Coconut" Bo, 
         Max and Karla meet a friendly Fruit Bat named Merlin. He's 
really good 
         at the game, which, until then, had been Bo's best game. Mama 
shows 
         the gang a movie about "echolocation," as a way of introducing 
the 
 

10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      504  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         This week on Foreign Exchange: According to the Open Budget 
Index, 
         most governments do not tell citizens how the nation spends 
its money. 
         We look at a world-wide push for transparent budgets. Then, 
we profile 
         a peaceful Muslim nation. And, new insights into the deadly 
violence 
         in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Watch Foreign Exchange: 
where 
         America meets the world. 
                         Repeat of 02/08/09 03:30am   Next Air 02/09/09 
06:00am 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   McLaughlin Group       2706   CC   APT   00:27:30     TVRE                         
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One                         2436   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/11/09 06:00am 
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Closer to Truth                                       303   CC ST  
        How Does Beauty Color The Universe?                     EPS   00:26:46 
         What do scientists mean when they call the laws and 
regularities of 
         nature "beautiful"? On the largest supra-cosmic scales, and on 
the 
         smallest sub-atomic scales, why do scientists use "beauty" to 
assess 
         their theories? 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   Native Report    312   CC ST DVS      WDSE  00:26:46       TVG                                            
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 



                         Repeat of 02/08/09 05:00am   Next Air 02/09/09 
09:30pm 
 
01:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1005  (R) CC   
        Dakota Style Events                                     LOCA  00:24:15 
         South Dakota Wine Festival - Vermillion / Spirit of the West 
Festival 
         - Sioux Falls / CeCil's Siege - VermillionSouth Dakota Wine 
Festival - 
         Wine makers from all over the state gathered in Vermillion to 
show off 
         their wines.  Activities included wine tasting, grape stomping 
and 
         live music.This is a festival of all things Western for all ages. It 
         is held annually just outside Sioux Falls. It features re-enactors, 
         cowboy poetry, shootouts, Dutch oven cooking contests and all 
things 
         Western.CeCil's Siege is a Renaissance Festival of sorts held off 
E. 
         Main Street in Vermillion. It is a sponsored joint event by a 
number 
         of local SCA groups. SCA is, of course, The Society of Creative 
         Anachronisms. There is jousting, archery, and many more 
activities. 
                         Repeat of 02/05/09 08:30pm   Next Air 02/21/09 
05:30am 
 
02:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3602  (R) CC ST DVS 
        The Spy Factory                                         PBS   00:56:21 
         For the first time on television, NOVA exposes the hidden world 
of 
         high-tech, 21st-century eavesdropping carried out by the 
National 
         Security Agency (NSA). Today, the NSA is the world's largest 
         intelligence agency, three times the size of the CIA and far 
more 
         secret. Its mission is to eavesdrop on the world - from cell 
phones in 
         Europe to pay phones in Afghanistan to email messages from 
Pakistan to 
         Baghdad. But since 9/11, it has also turned its giant ear inward, 
         listening in without warrant on thousands of American citizens, 
many 
         of whom are on the government's secret watch list, now more 
than half- 
         a-million names long. Based on the latest best-seller by 
journalist 
         James Bamford, "Inside the Spy Factory" is a gripping 
investigation of 
         the NSA, from its tragic failures leading up to the 9/11 attacks 
to 
         its secret listening rooms currently installed in the nation's 
telecom 
         networks. The program presents groundbreaking new evidence 
about how 
         the agency listened in to the phone calls of key 9/11 plotters, 
yet 
         failed to realize they were located in the U.S. To show how 
current 
         eavesdropping technology works, NOVA traces the path of an 
email sent 
         from Asia to the U.S. via fiber optic cables on the Pacific sea 
floor. 

         From a beach in California, the email then travels to a telecom 
         switching facility in San Francisco, where the cables are 
covertly 
         duplicated, with one copy of everything - including the original 
email 
         - going to the NSA's secret room and the other transmitted to 
its 
         proper destination. This is a suspenseful and eye-opening 
report on 
         the threat to privacy and the effectiveness of high-tech 
surveillance 
         in the age of terrorism. 
        TVPG             Repeat of 02/03/09 08:00pm    
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Spain....On The Road Again                            111  (R) CC ST 
DVS 
        Island Hopping                                          APTEX 00:56:45 
         Gwyneth and Claudia pry Mario away from the golf course long 
enough 
         to enjoy some of Mallorca's incredible sites. Mario and Claudia 
start 
         the day with famous local pastries, ensaimadas, and take a 
seaside 
         drive to the famous Palma Cathedral. The next day, Mario and 
Gwyneth 
         share breakfast in scenic Deia before heading to the beach to 
prepare 
         a seafood grill. Later, Claudia and Mario hop over to Menorca 
where 
         they and the local fishermen fire up a killer lobster stew, paired 
         with an unlikely boozy beverage. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/11/09 04:00am   Next Air 02/16/09 
07:00am 
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV                                   206   CC ST  
        Stone Barns Center, World's Largest Orchid Farm         APTEX 
00:26:46 
         The closest working farm to Manhattan, Stone Barns Center 
merges 
         community-based farming with the 21st century. We get an 
inside look 
         into the labs of Gallup & Stribling, the world's premier orchid 
         growers, with a "how to" on orchid care. Join Matt and Mark 
Seiler on 
         their mission to "save corporately imprisoned root-beer while 
getting 
         an inside look at how "free-range" root beer is made. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   419   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Host Paul Ryan learns about fresh seafood at Seattle's Pike 
Place 
         Market. Reporter Jason Shoultz learns about efforts to protect 
the 
         fisheries in Long Island Sound. Reporter Yolanda Vazquez 
meets a 
         Kentucky family who left the city behind to start a mushroom 
farming 
         operation. Reporter Jim Finnerty heads for the Lone Star State. 
Texas 
         is America's #1 cotton producer and research there is looking to 



         improve how the fiber is used in clothing. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   505  (R) CC ST  
        Great Swiss Cities: Luzern, Bern, Zurich and Lausa      APTEX 
00:26:46 
         In this episode we'll focus on an often overlooked side of 
         Switzerland its urban charms. We'll get some exercise, from 
ringing a 
         very big bell to floating down an urban river. We'll also enjoy a 
         variety of eye-opening art, from Chagall and Klee to inmates of 
an 
         asylum. Then we'll ponder a few Swiss innovations, from their 
open- 
         minded drug policies to their hush-hush underground arsenals. 
And 
         it'll all before a backdrop of Switzerland's stunning natural 
beauty. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/02/09 02:00am    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nature Adventures                                     113   CC   
        Did You Know....?                                       IND   00:26:46 
         In this episode we become acquainted with the South Dakota 
state 
         flower, the Rrairie Pasque. We also discover a picturesque 
windmill in 
         a prairie in Harding County, and we learn all about how 
windmills use 
         nature to work. We also learn about acts of Mother Nature 
when we 
         explore how rainbows are formed, and find ourselves in the 
middle of a 
         hail storm in the Black Hills. We will also learn about Wild 
turkeys, 
         Wood Boring Beetles, and some other creatures that live in 
South 
         Dakota. 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1305   CC ST  
        Dallas, Tx - Hour Two                                   PBS   00:55:14 
         In Dallas, Texas, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg 
and 
         appraiser Noel Barrett jump at an offer with no strings attached 
- a 
         trip to see a private collection of more than 1,000 marionettes. 
At 
         the Dallas Convention Center, appraisers uncover a virtual 
         archeological dig in a desk: an heirloom 18th-century miniature 
whose 
         drawers are stuffed with 300 years of family documents and 
history, 
         valued at $100,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1123   CC   
        Tribute to Irving Berlin                                OETA  00:57:45 
         A musical "thank you" to one of America's greatest composers! 
As the 
         show unfolds, those marvelous Berlin songs sound like a litany 
of some 

         of America's fondest memories including "Always," "Say It With 
Music," 
         and "There's No Business Like Show Business," Guy & Ralna 
sing "Easter 
         Parade" and the whole cast and Norma Zimmer conclude with 
"God Bless 
         America."Guest: Cissy King 
                                                      Next Air 02/14/09 06:00pm 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2607   CC ST DVS 
        Drakensberg: Barrier of Spears                          PBS   00:56:35 
         The Drakensberg Mountains are Southern Africa's Alps, rising 
more 
         than 11,000 feet into the sky. But beneath their shimmering 
beauty 
         lies an incredibly hostile environment for the surprising number 
of 
         creatures that manage to live there. Each spring, drenching 
rains 
         destroy the grasslands at the base of the mountains, and those 
who 
         would survive must climb straight up sheer cliffs of volcanic 
rock, 
         through gauntlets of storms and snow, to reach the carpets of 
grass on 
         the plateau. The baboons that make this astonishing annual 
journey may 
         have the advantage of agility, but eland, the world's largest 
antelope, 
         have long, spindly legs and heavy bodies, which make the climb 
all but 
         unbelievable. All have babies at their sides while vultures circle 
         overhead. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3810&  CC ST DVS 
        Sense and Sensibility - Part 2                          PBS   01:25:30 
         Hattie Morahan ("The Golden Compass") plays levelheaded 
Elinor 
         Dashwood, and Charity Wakefield ("Jane Eyre") is her impulsive 
sister 
         Marianne. Though poor, they attract a trio of very promising 
gentlemen: 
         soon-to-be wealthy Edward Ferrars (Dan Stevens, "The Line of 
Beauty"), 
         heroic Colonel Brandon (David Morrissey, "Meadowlands" and 
"State of 
         Play") and Byronic John Willoughby (Dominic Cooper, "The 
History Boys") 
         . This production of "Sense and Sensibility" was adapted by 
Andrew 
         Davies and directed by John Alexander. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Get Ready for Digital TV                              000   CC ST SPA 
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         Famous do-it-yourselfers Norm Abram and Kevin O'Connor of 
THIS OLD 
         HOUSE offer digital television how-to guidance and tips to 
ensure that 
         viewers across America are prepared to successfully make the 
switch to 



         digital television in their homes before the analog shutoff in 
         February 2009. Maria Hinojosa of NOW ON PBS will share the 
latest DTV 
         news from the field. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         728   CC ST DVS 
        Sri Lanka & The Maldives                                APT   00:56:45 
         Megan starts off in Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka, where 
she 
         samples the exotic cuisine. She tries stilt fishing at Weligama, 
         visits a Buddhist temple in Matara, explores a topaz mine near 
         Ratnapura, tours an elephant orphanage in Pinjnewala and 
takes part in 
         Esala Perahera, Sri Lanka's biggest festival. Her trip ends on 
         Dhangethi, one of the spectacular Maldive Islands, where she 
         encounters exotic tropical fish and lush foliage. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/15/09 12:00am 
 
Mon, 02/09/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week   4831  (R) CC ST      PBS   00:26:46  TVRE    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   BBC World News This Week   113038   CC ST   KCET  
00:26:46    TVRE                                           
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28236   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9360H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         THE NEWSHOUR WITH JIM LEHRER wil provide live coverage 
of President 
         Obama's press conference. 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9360%  CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:40:00 
         THE NEWSHOUR WITH JIM LEHRER wil provide live coverage 
of President 
         Obama's press conference. 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:40pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1306#  7C ST  
        Dallas, Tx - Hour Three                                 PBS   00:55:45 
         In Dallas, Texas, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg 
and 
         appraiser Stuart Whitehurst mine a rich vein of silver objects at 
the 
         Dallas Museum of Art, looking for examples of 20th-century 
modernism. 
         At the Dallas Convention Center, it's high noon when a guns-a-
blazing, 
         Western-themed painting by Saturday Evening Post illustrator 
William H. 
         D. Koerner draws an estimate of $150,000. 
        TVG                                            

 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Assassination of Abraham Lincoln: American Experie   
2103#  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   01:26:32 
         On March 4, 1865, at the United States Capitol, a crowd of 
50,000 
         listened as President Lincoln delivered his classic second 
inaugural 
         address, urging charity and forgiveness to a nation in the final 
         throes of war. Just two months later, a train, nine cars long and 
         draped in black bunting, pulled slowly out of a station in 
Washington, 
         DC. Dignitaries and government officials crowded the first 
eight cars. 
         In the ninth rode the body of Abraham Lincoln - America's first 
         assassinated president. Some seven million people would line 
the 
         tracks or file past the casket to bid an emotional farewell to the 
         martyred president. But as the funeral train made its way 
across nine 
         states and through hundreds of cities and towns, the largest 
manhunt 
         in history was closing in on Lincoln's assassin, the famous actor 
John 
         Wilkes Booth. This film recounts a great American drama: two 
         tumultuous months when the joy of peace was shattered by the 
heartache 
         of assassination. At the heart of the story are two figures who 
define 
         the extremes of character: Lincoln, who had the strength to 
transform 
         suffering into infinite compassion, and Booth, who allowed 
hatred to 
         curdle into destruction. 
        TVPG-V                                         
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                         Repeat of 02/08/09 01:00pm   Next Air 02/17/09 
06:00am 
 



10:00pm  
SDPB1   Red Green Show                                        224   CC ST  
        Homemade Cheese                                         EPS   00:23:35 
         Women mature; Men ferment." Junior's house develops a major 
mouse 
         infestation. On Handyman Corner, Red offers pest control tips. 
         Adventures With Bill demonstrates making cheese. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:24pm  
SDPB1   Star Gazer                                            906   CC   
        Feb. 9 - Feb. 15                                        WPBT  00:05:00 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2717   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/10/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23040   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15031   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 02/10/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus   1091  (R) CC ST  APTEX 00:26:46 TVRE   
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28237   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9361H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Voyages of Discovery                                  103   CC ST DVS 
        The Ice King                                            APTSY 00:59:06 
         In the spring of 1892, Norwegian Fridtjof Nansen aimed to 
become the 
         first to set foot on the North Pole by allowing his ship to 
become 
         stuck in pack ice and carried north with the ocean currents. He 
didn't 
         make it all the way, but this was the most successful failure ever 
         since he pioneered a series of polar survival techniques which 
are 
         still used today. His work is also helping NASA and laid the 
         foundations for the study of the planet's ocean currents. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3416   CC ST DVS 
        Judgment Day: Intelligent Design On Trial               PBS   01:56:35 
         One of the latest battles in the war over evolution took place in 
a 
         tiny town of Dover in eastern Pennsylvania. In 2004, the local 
school 

         board ordered science teachers to read to their high school 
biology 
         students a statement that suggested there is an alternative to 
         Darwin's theory of evolution. Called Intelligent Design, the idea 
is 
         that that life is too complex to have evolved naturally and 
therefore 
         had to have been designed by an intelligent agent. The science 
         teachers refused to comply with the order; alarmed parents 
filed a 
         lawsuit in federal court accusing the school board of violating 
the 
         separation of church and state. Suddenly, the small town of 
Dover was 
         torn apart by controversy, pitting neighbor against neighbor. 
NOVA 
         captures the emotional conflict in interviews with the 
townspeople, 
         scientists and lawyers who participated in the historic six-week 
trial, 
         Kitzmiller, et. al. v. Dover School District, et. al., which was 
         closely watched by the world's media. With re-creations based 
on court 
         transcripts, NOVA presents the arguments by lawyers and 
expert 
         witnesses in riveting detail and provides an eye-opening crash 
course 
         on questions such as "What is evolution?" and "Does Intelligent 
Design 
         qualify as science?" For years to come, the lessons from Dover 
will 
         continue to have a profound impact on how science is viewed in 
our 
         society and how it's taught it in the classroom. 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 02/12/09 07:00am 
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   To The Manor Born                                     107      
        The TV Commercial                                             00:29:32 
         Audrey begins to accept the hard facts of her displacement and 
         poverty when she pays her first visit to the local supermarket. 
         Richard, meanwhile, decides to publicize his arrival by doing a 
         television commercial at the Manor. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2718   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/11/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23041   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                     1014   CC ST  
        Tulia, Texas                                            PBS   00:56:46 
         On July 23, 1999, undercover narcotics officer Thomas Coleman 
         executed one of the biggest drug stings in Texas history. By the 
end 
         of the blazing summer day, Coleman and his drug task force 
had rounded 
         up and arrested dozens of residents of the small farming town 
of Tulia. 



         Thirty-nine of the 46 people accused of selling drugs to 
Coleman were 
         African American. It was a bold move by the man later named 
Texas 
         Lawman of the Year, but it was exactly what many of Tulia's 
white 
         citizens had hoped for when Coleman came to town. In the 
years to 
         follow, troubling evidence about the undercover investigation 
and the 
         narcotics officer's past began to surface. The documentary 
weaves 
         together the stories of the last remaining defendants in jail, the 
         families and lawyers fighting for their freedom, and the sheriff, 
         undercover agent and townspeople who stand against them. 
"Tulia, 
         Texas" is the story of a small town's search for justice and the 
price 
         Americans pay for the war on drugs. 
        TVPG                                           
 
Wed, 02/11/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1092  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/10/09 10:30pm    
 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28238   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9362H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Receiving Dtv                                         000   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:50:49 
         Many viewers who watch digital broadcast television using an 
antenna, 
         whether it's on a digital television or an analog TV with a digital 
         converter box, are having reception issues that will require 
them to 
         make some changes to their antenna set-ups. This program 
explains the 
         basics of digital broadcasting and shows viewers what they can 
do to 
         get the best reception of their local stations. Expert advice is 
         provided by Gary Sgrignoli, Special Engineering Consultant to 
the 
         Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and Bill 
Hayes, 
         President of the Broadcast Technology Society of the IEEE. The 
program 
         is hosted by Paul Yeager. 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Looking for Lincoln                                   101^  7C ST DVS 
                                                                PBS   01:53:50 
         February 2009 marks the 200th anniversary of Abraham 
Lincoln's birth. 

         This series, endorsed by the Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial 
Commission, 
         features historians Doris Kearns Goodwin and Henry Louis 
Gates Jr. in 
         an exploration of how Abraham Lincoln the man was 
transformed into 
         Abraham Lincoln the legend. The documentary tells Lincoln's 
story as 
         it was shaped by our nation in the years immediately following 
his 
         death. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       207  (R) CC   
        My Funny Valentine                                      BBC   00:29:23 
         Zoe and Alec have separated. In an attempt to bring about a 
         reconciliation, Hilary organises a Valentine's Day dinner. Things 
         don't work out as planned and Hilary finds herself out of a job. 
                         Repeat of 02/08/09 02:30am    
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2719   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23042   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15033   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 02/12/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1093  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/11/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28239   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9363H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   On Call                                               706   CC   
        Understanding Diabetes                                  LOCA  00:56:46 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Our Statehouse - A Capitol Idea                       000H  CC ST  
                                                                LOCA  00:56:37 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Rosemary and Thyme                                    205   CC ST  
        The Invisible Worm                                      APTSY 00:46:30 
         Stagford Lodge Prep School is full of tradition, and classics 
master 



         Richard Oakley intends to keep it that way, despite the efforts 
of the 
         current Headmaster, Quentin Marshall, to drag the school into 
the 21st 
         century. Quentin's wife, Eleanor, hires Rosemary and Laura to 
         investigate why the school's newly planted roses are dying. 
Richard 
         invites the ladies to the annual Night of the Stag, a long-held 
school 
         ritual involving a member of staff, dressed as a stag, and the 
ritual 
         humiliation of another teacher. But the festivities are brought 
to an 
         abrupt end by the death of Simon Todd, the shy geography 
teacher. Are 
         the dying roses and the mystery of Simon's death connected? 
Our lady 
         gardeners find the intrigue beneath the school's surface 
         respectability much more intense than first appearances 
suggest. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       704  (R) CC ST  
        The Bypass                                              BBC   00:29:30 
         The whole gang, minus Harry who's stuck on duty for protest 
coverage, 
         head out to the country for the weekend.  But road 
construction is 
         about to throw the travelers for a loop. 
                         Repeat of 02/08/09 01:30am    
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2720   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/13/09 06:00am 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23043   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15034   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 02/13/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1094  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/12/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28240   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9364H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4832   7C ST  

                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 02/16/09 12:00am 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            507Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         President Obama's stimulus money is nearly out the door and 
on its 
         way to the states, but will it be spent in the way it is intended? 
One 
         alarming example: Mass transit. Cities and states, strapped for 
money, 
         are cutting back on mass transit even as it becomes more 
popular with 
         Americans. Meanwhile, President Obama is calling for 
increased mass 
         transit as a necessary step toward energy independence. Will 
the 
         government's investment dramatically revitalize our national 
travel 
         infrastructure, or will states spend the money according to 
'business 
         as usual'? 
        TVRE                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1244   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         This week on Bill Moyers Journal, former chief economist of the 
         International Monetary Fund (IMF), MIT Sloan School of 
Management 
         professor and senior fellow at the Peterson Institute for 
         International Economics, Simon Johnson examines President 
Obama's plan 
         for economic recovery. Johnson discusses the roots of this 
crisis, 
         dissects the failures of the finance industry and the previous 
         Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), and offers his insight 
into what 
         will and won't work in the latest attempt to fix the economy. 
And, 
         Bill Moyers sits down with renowned poet Nikki Giovanni, 
whose 27 
         books have spanned the themes of race, politics, sex and 
violence. 
         Nikki Giovanni is Distinguished Professor of English at Virginia 
Tech. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market                                     3424   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:27:46 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1101   CC   
        Interesting People                                      LOCA  00:25:07 
         Elton Rokusek / Vi Colombe: The Quilting Phenom / Sabers' 
         SpecialtiesElton, who is the Register of Deeds for Tyndall, has 
         overcome great adversity in his life due to a large facial 
deformity 
         he received at birth. Elton tells a fascinating story of 
overcoming 
         the cruelty of children - and adults. He has written an 
autobiography 



         and shares his inspiring story with us.Vi Colombe was born at 
the 
         Klamath Indian Agency in Oregon. Vi has lived on the Rosebud 
         Reservation for the last 40 years. She offers a wonderful story 
about 
         discovering talents later in life. Vi only starting quilting 8 years 
         ago, and discovered an incredible talent for the art. She makes 
quilts 
         that have been purchased by notables such as Ken Burns.The 
Sabers 
         family of Mitchell started their own motorcycle or "Choppers" 
business 
         in 2005 and has had considerable success. They have won 
awards at 
         national shows and their bike, "SODAK Special" won the 
coveted title 
         of "Sturgis Bike of the Year" for 2007. Their bike will be the only 
         bike in the world authorized to use the 2007 logo on it. The bike 
is 
         almost entirely made of South Dakota-made parts. 
                                                      Next Air 03/08/09 05:00am 
 
09:57pm  
SDPB1   Allo, Allo                                            201      
        Six Big Boobies                                         BBC   00:32:05 
         Herr Flick now has not only The Fallen Madonna, but two 
forged copies 
         as well.  Rene thinks that things around the ca are returning to 
what 
         passes for normal when the escaping British airmen turn up 
again, this 
         time disguised as nuns. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2721   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/16/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23044   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15035   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Sat, 02/14/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1095  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/13/09 10:30pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        203   CC  DVS 
        Crazy for Colorwork                                     NETA  00:26:46 
         Today on Knitting Daily we're exploring colorwork. >From 
simple 
         repeating stripes to Fair Isle and Intarsia, knitting is more fun 
when 
         two or more colors are used. We get started with Kathy Elkins 
and Liz, 

         introducing us to the three most common forms of colorwork. 
Then it's 
         the designer spotlight on location in Columbus. Kristin 
Nicholas, an 
         incredible colorist, demonstrates how to embellish knitwear 
with the 
         duplicate stitch. In our how-to lesson, Annie Modesitt joins 
Shay with 
         a lesson on colorwork: stripes, corrugated ribbing, and stranded 
         diagonal knitting. Next Eunny answers a question on managing 
yarns for 
         Fair Isle knitting and Intarsia. Last, it's "you made it" with 
Eunny. 
         She checks out the many versions of the "White Witch Mitts" 
and 
         "Winter Twilight Mitts" made in the knitting community. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1004  (R) CC   
        South Dakota History                                    LOCA  00:25:13 
         The 1880's Steam Train - Hill City / A Life Well Lived - Hazel 
Mahone 
         / Recycling and Refurbishing Buildings - MitchellEvery year 
there is 
         work done to the 1880's train the runs from Hill City, up to 
Oblivion 
         and down to Keystone. Take a behind the scenes look into what 
goes 
         into keeping the train running.Hazel Mahone of Huron is the 
         granddaughter of a slave, lived through the depression and two 
world 
         wars and has traveled to over 80 countries in her 90-plus 
years.Some 
         South Dakotans are working hard to keep the buildings they 
have in use. 
         There are also a number of old buildings around South Dakota 
being 
         renovated and used for purposes other than their original 
mission. 
                         Repeat of 01/25/09 05:00am    
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting                     1310   CC ST  
        Printed Labels                                          NETA  00:27:46 
         Marianne and Liz show how to personalize and print quilt labels 
for 
         every kind of quilt. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   Quilt in a Day                                       3010   CC   
        Victory Block                                           KNME  00:26:40 
         Victory in Europe Day, May 8, 1945, and Victory in Japan, 
August 15, 1 
         945, was cause for the development of a new block for 
celebration. 
         Eleanor, with help from the Fussy Cut Ruler, squares up strips 
and 
         triangles. 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy                                    2220   CC ST  
        Sew Boutique for Kids, Part 2                           NETA  00:26:46 



         Learn to sew darling dresses and coordinating coats with style 
and 
         ease in this inspirational program. Amy Barickman and Nancy 
sew 
         boutique inspired kids' garments that are expressive as well as 
         economical. Use ruffles, contemporary collars, stenciling 
techniques 
         and distressed fabric to create these adorable designer styles. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Quilting Arts                                         303   CC  DVS 
        Fruits, Veggies and Flowers                             NETA  00:26:46 
         The art quilt garden. First designer, Lyric Kinard returns to 
create 
         fabric with paint and veggies and a lesson on color theory. Then 
it's 
         off to a quilt show with Laura Wasilowski and bias fusing 
techniques 
         for making flower stems. Last up vintage aprons are the rage 
with 
         Darlene Zimmerman. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop                                  2103  (R) CC   
        Nantucket Settle                                        PBSPL 00:26:46 
         On a sojourn to the quaint New England island of Nantucket, 
Norm 
         found a wonderful lidded settle that can double as extra 
storage space 
         and a hallway showpiece. Norm crafts a rendition out of 
beautiful 
         cherry wood and, in the process, demonstrates a variety of 
         intermediate woodworking techniques including spindle-
turning and how 
         to make framed panels. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/23/09 03:30am    
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop                                        203   CC ST  
        Details That Make A Difference                          NETA  00:27:00 
         Adding a simple piece of molding can make all the difference in 
the 
         appearance of a project. The Woodsmith editors show how to 
make three 
         moldings on a router table: a quarter round, a cove molding, 
and bead 
         molding. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:30pm  
SDPB1   This Old House Hour                                   718   CC ST  
        Brooklyn Project, Part 2/Pruning A Tree/Installin       PBS   
00:56:15 
         Host Kevin O'Connor and landscape contractor Roger Cook visit 
         Prospect Park, a 585-acre urban oasis unofficially known as 
         "Brooklyn's Backyard." At the project house, master carpenter 
Norm 
         Abram meets contractor Michael R. Streaman and homeowner 
Karen Shen to 
         see how the framing is progressing and to hear about their 
thoughts on 
         the kitchen layout. To learn more about how brownstones were 
used in 

         the past, architectural historian Charles Lockwood takes Kevin 
to 
         Manhattan's East Village to see a perfectly preserved rowhouse 
dating 
         to 1832, including the original intact kitchen in the basement. 
Back 
         at the project house, plumbing and heating expert Richard 
Trethewey 
         meets with local plumbing and heating contractors Randy and 
Erik Gitli 
         to see the options for updating and/or upgrading the old steam 
heating 
         system. In Hell's Kitchen, nurseryman David Protell shows 
Roger how he 
         operates his garden center in the middle of the city, then they 
head 
         downtown to see a spectacular roof garden in Tribeca recently 
designed 
         and built by his firm. Protell's team will be designing and 
building 
         the new landscape in Karen and Kevin's backyard. In the second 
half of 
         the Hour, on Ask This Old House, Roger shows a homeowner 
how to 
         properly prune her neglected crabapple tree. Later, Richard 
helps a 
         homeowner install a new "anti-scald" shower-mixing valve. 
        TVG                                            
 
02:30pm  
SDPB1   Motorweek                                            2824Z  CC ST SPA 
        Driver's Choice Awards                                  PBSPL 00:26:46 
         MotorWeek's 2009 Drivers's hoice Awards. MotorWeek's Best 
Of The Year. 
         Goss's Garage: Replace Those Shocks! Over The Edge: America 
On Wheels. 
        TVG                                            
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Victory Garden                                       3212   7C  DVS 
        Hybrid 2: Discover A Colorful Variety of Gardening      PBSPL 
00:26:46 
         GATHER some of host Jamie Durie's tips to create the 
quintessential 
         outdoor room-including an outdoor "bath" and "living room." 
TOUR the 
         world-famous Brimfield Antiques Fair with gardening 
correspondent Paul 
         Epsom to select some affordable antique items that double as 
perfect 
         planters and accessories for your garden. EXPLORE extremely 
exotic 
         plant selections with host Jamie Durie, including some 
carnivorous 
         plants that are easy to care for. REWARD your taste buds with 
chef 
         Michel Nischan's delicious eggplant lasagna made with fresh 
         ingredients from your garden. 
        TVG                                            
 
03:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated        906   CC 
ST  
        Easy Apple Desserts                                     APT   00:26:46 
         Skillet Apple Pie - Apple pie isn't really for everyday occasions - 



         making the perfect filling, let alone a top and bottom crust, 
requires 
         too many steps. Julia Collin Davison shows host Christopher 
Kimball, a 
         self-proclaimed apple pie expert, a new no-frills approach that 
         converts apple pie to an everyday dessert.Applesauce Cake - 
Bridget 
         Lancaster shows host Christopher Kimball how to make this 
simple snack 
         cake with moist and tender texture and plenty of apple flavor. 
         Equipment Corner: Drip Coffee Makers - What's so difficult 
about 
         making a decent drip coffee maker? Adam Ried and 
Christopher Kimball 
         meet in the Equipment Corner to discover which automatic drip 
coffee 
         makers produce a terrific brew and which model rivals a daily 
trip to 
         Starbucks. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting                          2311   CC   
        Distant Mountains                                       APTEX 00:28:33 
         Bob Ross will enchant you as he captures a mountain scene 
right out 
         of your dreams. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories                                   1313   CC  DVS 
        Milestones Or Achievements                              NETA  00:26:46 
         Key events are a favorite topic for scrapbooking for ourselves 
and 
         those we love. Naomi Smith commemorates a common 
childhood event. Then 
         Sara Naumann is back with pages with mini folders and pockets 
to store 
         the mementos of events honoring achievements. Lastly 
Michele Rubin has 
         a card box for a graduation open house. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Classic Gospel                                        406   CC ST  
        London Homecoming                                       NETA  00:56:46 
         Bill and Gloria Gaither travel to Westminster Central Hall in the 
         heart of London England to bring you this special concert event 
         featuring their Homecoming Friends singing some of your 
favorite 
         gospel music. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1123  (R) CC   
        Tribute to Irving Berlin                                OETA  00:57:45 
         A musical "thank you" to one of America's greatest composers! 
As the 
         show unfolds, those marvelous Berlin songs sound like a litany 
of some 
         of America's fondest memories including "Always," "Say It With 
Music," 
         and "There's No Business Like Show Business," Guy & Ralna 
sing "Easter 

         Parade" and the whole cast and Norma Zimmer conclude with 
"God Bless 
         America."Guest: Cissy King 
                         Repeat of 02/08/09 07:00pm    
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians                  301   CC   
                                                                APTSY 00:26:42 
         Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal Canadian 
Orchestra 
         band leader, Al Pierson, GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL 
CANADIANS III 
         features archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 
performances. 
         Pierson, an accomplished musician, composer, arranger, 
vocalist and 
         bandleader, is dedicated to the distinctive style that made the 
Guy 
         Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and imitated big 
bands of 
         all time. The wraparounds offer anecdotes and factual tidbits 
about 
         the band as well as the music. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:29pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       705   CC ST  
        Too Old ... Or Too Nosy                                 BBC   00:29:31 
         Jean's brother, Steven and his wife are expected for another 
visit. 
         As they are considered a rather dull couple by the Hardcastles, 
it is 
         most surprising that they arrive via separate modes of 
transportation 
         to announce that they are having a tiff.          Next Air 02/15/09 
01:30am 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                406   CC   
        Please Mind Your Head                                   BBC   00:28:47 
         Hyacinth and Richard are spending their first day in their new 
         country "retreat." It may be a grand address, but the 
accommodation 
         they have secured for themselves is not so much "small" as 
"minute. 
                                                      Next Air 02/15/09 02:00am 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       301   CC   
        That'll Be The Day                                      BBC   00:29:18 
         Alec is once again living happily with Zoe as they celebrate their 
         first anniversary.  But ZoeIs worst fears are realized when he 
         proposes.  How could she possibly decline the offer and risk 
wounding 
         his feelings? 
                                                      Next Air 02/15/09 02:30am 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1808      
        Beware of the Elbow                                     BBC   00:29:21 
         Compo, Foggy, and Clegg come across Mr. Microwave, who is 
launching a 
         campaign against slimming and wants to communicate his 
message through 
         a huge fat lady balloon which the trio help to launch. 



                                                      Next Air 02/15/09 03:00am 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       103   CC ST  
        Community Spirit                                        BBC   00:29:08 
         Geraldine takes on the organization of the annual Autumn Fair 
and 
         promises to have a featured guest more celebrated than last 
year's 
         event. Alice, the Verger, tells Geraldine that her cousin is Reg 
         Dwight. And everyone knows that Elton John's real name is... 
                                                      Next Air 02/15/09 03:30am 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum                                  604   CC   
        The Langley's, Jack & Mike                              LOCA  00:56:20 
                                                      Next Air 02/15/09 04:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Austin City Limits                                   3413H  7C ST  
        Sarah McLachlan/Duffy                                   PBSPL 00:56:46 
         Sarah McLachlan graces the ACL stage in support of her 
greatest hits 
         set, Closer: The Best of Sarah McLachlan. British rising star 
Duffy 
         follows with grooving pop soul. 
        TVPG                                           
 
Sun, 02/15/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         728  (R) CC ST DVS 
        Sri Lanka & The Maldives                                APT   00:56:45 
         Megan starts off in Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka, where 
she 
         samples the exotic cuisine. She tries stilt fishing at Weligama, 
         visits a Buddhist temple in Matara, explores a topaz mine near 
         Ratnapura, tours an elephant orphanage in Pinjnewala and 
takes part in 
         Esala Perahera, Sri Lanka's biggest festival. Her trip ends on 
         Dhangethi, one of the spectacular Maldive Islands, where she 
         encounters exotic tropical fish and lush foliage. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/08/09 11:00pm    
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Best of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher                 107   CC ST  
        North Dakota & Minnesota                                NETA  00:26:46 
         Continuing North to North Dakota for a-one-uh-and-a-two-uh 
at 
         Lawrence Welk#s birthplace near Strasburg, the state capital at 
         Bismarck, and a little tomahawk throwing at Washburn. Then 
over to 
         Minnesota for Walleye in Brainerd, Vikings in Moorhead, Paul 
Bunyan, a 
         giant ball of twine and the state capital at St. Paul. 
 
01:30am  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       705  (R) CC ST  
        Too Old ... Or Too Nosy                                 BBC   00:29:31 
         Jean's brother, Steven and his wife are expected for another 
visit. 
         As they are considered a rather dull couple by the Hardcastles, 
it is 
         most surprising that they arrive via separate modes of 
transportation 

         to announce that they are having a tiff. 
                         Repeat of 02/14/09 07:29pm   Next Air 02/19/09 
09:59pm 
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                406  (R) CC   
        Please Mind Your Head                                   BBC   00:28:47 
         Hyacinth and Richard are spending their first day in their new 
         country "retreat." It may be a grand address, but the 
accommodation 
         they have secured for themselves is not so much "small" as 
"minute. 
                         Repeat of 02/14/09 08:00pm    
 
02:30am  
SDPB1   May to December                                       301  (R) CC   
        That'll Be The Day                                      BBC   00:29:18 
         Alec is once again living happily with Zoe as they celebrate their 
         first anniversary.  But ZoeIs worst fears are realized when he 
         proposes.  How could she possibly decline the offer and risk 
wounding 
         his feelings? 
                         Repeat of 02/14/09 08:30pm   Next Air 02/18/09 
09:59pm 
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1808  (R)    
        Beware of the Elbow                                     BBC   00:29:21 
         Compo, Foggy, and Clegg come across Mr. Microwave, who is 
launching a 
         campaign against slimming and wants to communicate his 
message through 
         a huge fat lady balloon which the trio help to launch. 
                         Repeat of 02/14/09 09:00pm    
 
03:30am  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       103  (R) CC ST  
        Community Spirit                                        BBC   00:29:08 
         Geraldine takes on the organization of the annual Autumn Fair 
and 
         promises to have a featured guest more celebrated than last 
year's 
         event. Alice, the Verger, tells Geraldine that her cousin is Reg 
         Dwight. And everyone knows that Elton John's real name is... 
                         Repeat of 02/14/09 09:30pm    
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum                                  604  (R) CC   
        The Langley's, Jack & Mike                              LOCA  00:56:20 
                         Repeat of 02/14/09 10:00pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1006   CC   
        Enriching Lives                                         LOCA  00:25:45 
         Podiatrist to the Homeless - Sioux Falls / SDNG Youth 
Leadership Camp 
         - Custer State Park / Elders' Wisdom, Children's Song - 
CusterLaurie 
         Wernke of Lennox first worked as a registered nurse, then as a 
massage 
         therapist.  After working in both fields, she became a parish 
nurse. 
         The parish nurse profession gave Wernke the opportunity to 
help people 



         in a holistic manner.  As a result, Wernke fulfils several needs 
for 
         people.  She's received an award from the Sioux Falls Homeless 
         Coalition for her work with the Stepping Into Good Health, or 
SIGH, 
         program.  She says she was a shoe-in for the job and enjoys 
meeting a 
         variety of people.  Patients say Wernke provides a service that 
isn't 
         readily available anywhere else.Every year the South Dakota 
National 
         Guard sponsors a youth camp at Camp Bob Marshall. There's 
canoeing, 
         team exercises, social events and more.Elders' Wisdom, 
Children's Song 
         is a program, in its third year, designed to teach the youth 
about 
         their elders.  Four elders are selected from the community and 
paired 
         with 3 fourth grade classes and one fifth grade class.  Students 
get 
         to interview their elder during class and work together with 
their 
         teachers and a song writer to create a narration and song 
chronicling 
         and honoring their life. It's a history and music project, plus a 
         writing exercise too. 
                                                      Next Air 02/28/09 05:30am 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson                   120   CC ST 
DVS 
        Take A Moment                                           APTEX 00:27:28 
         Flower stems and colorfully painted dried potatoes decorate a 
variety 
         of frames. Donna stirs up a pot of her inventive recipe, 
"Seafood 
         Symphony." She explores music with a tin can drum, a salt can 
shaker, 
         clay pot chimes and more, and then prepares a healthy and 
fresh 
         vegetable ribbon pasta salad. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      505  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         This week on Foreign Exchange: The plunging economy 
triggers protests 
         in Europe. Will the pressure undo governments there? And... 
just as 
         President Obama reaches out a hand, Iran flexes its muscle by 
         launching a satellite into space. Then... we take you to Istanbul 
         where traditional and modern music collide and inspire a rich 
new mix. 
         Watch Foreign Exchange: where America meets the world. 
                         Repeat of 02/15/09 03:30am   Next Air 02/16/09 
06:00am 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   McLaughlin Group                                     2707   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 02/15/09 07:30pm 
 
11:30am  

SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One                         2437   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/18/09 06:00am 
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Closer to Truth                                       304   CC ST  
        What Things Really Exist?                               EPS   00:26:46 
         When you ask "what things really exist", and you think deeply 
about 
         this universal probe, you see the whole world anew. It's such a 
simple 
         question; how does it inspire such profound insight? 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   Native Report                                         313   CC ST DVS 
                                                                WDSE  00:26:46 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3416  (R) CC ST DVS 
        Judgment Day: Intelligent Design On Trial               PBS   01:56:35 
         One of the latest battles in the war over evolution took place in 
a 
         tiny town of Dover in eastern Pennsylvania. In 2004, the local 
school 
         board ordered science teachers to read to their high school 
biology 
         students a statement that suggested there is an alternative to 
         Darwin's theory of evolution. Called Intelligent Design, the idea 
is 
         that that life is too complex to have evolved naturally and 
therefore 
         had to have been designed by an intelligent agent. The science 
         teachers refused to comply with the order; alarmed parents 
filed a 
         lawsuit in federal court accusing the school board of violating 
the 
         separation of church and state. Suddenly, the small town of 
Dover was 
         torn apart by controversy, pitting neighbor against neighbor. 
NOVA 
         captures the emotional conflict in interviews with the 
townspeople, 
         scientists and lawyers who participated in the historic six-week 
trial, 
         Kitzmiller, et. al. v. Dover School District, et. al., which was 
         closely watched by the world's media. With re-creations based 
on court 
         transcripts, NOVA presents the arguments by lawyers and 
expert 
         witnesses in riveting detail and provides an eye-opening crash 
course 
         on questions such as "What is evolution?" and "Does Intelligent 
Design 
         qualify as science?" For years to come, the lessons from Dover 
will 
         continue to have a profound impact on how science is viewed in 
our 
         society and how it's taught it in the classroom. 
        TVPG             Repeat of 02/14/09 05:00pm    
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Spain....On The Road Again                            112   CC ST DVS 
        Pure Paella                                             APTEX 00:56:46 



         Gwyneth is in heaven as the road trip heads to Valencia, a 
paella- 
         lover's paradise. She regales Mario with the story of her first 
trip 
         to Spain as the two share a beach-side walk and talk. 
Meanwhile, Mark 
         and Claudia tour Santiago Calatrava's futuristic City of Arts and 
         Sciences. Gwyneth and Mario cook paella with a Zen Master in 
the 
         Albufera, the epicenter of rice in Spain. The foursome is 
reunited 
         over a dinner of unforgettable tapas at local favorite, Casa 
Montana. 
         Then, the final leg of the road trip heads to Madrid for a 
whirlwind 
         tour of the city. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/20/09 07:00am 
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV                                   207   CC ST  
        Iowa Bio-Diesel, Accumulator of Things, Metropolit      APTEX 
00:26:46 
         People all over the country are searching for new forms of fuel. 
Meet 
         Victor Lin and his team of researchers whose work with 
nanospheres may 
         lead to alternative energies. Ken Brecher is an obsessive 
collector 
         and a lifetime hoarder. His "Empire of Objects" tells a 
compelling 
         story. The hottest food spot in Manhattan isn't Nobu. It's where 
the 
         chefs from Nobu shop: Manhattan's Green Market, which 
revolutionized 
         how New Yorkers eat and New York chefs cook. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   420   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Host Paul Ryan travels to Colorado to learn about livestock. 
Reporter 
         Sarah Gardner is in Oregon where a seafood company uses a 
unique 
         approach to insuring that the catch is fresh. Jason Shoultz 
travels to 
         Wisconsin. It may be "America's Dairyland" but lots of 
consumers are 
         also enjoying Wisconsin wine! Reporter Rob Stewart heads for 
         Washington where apple growers look to provide consumers 
with the 
         "pick of the crop." 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   506  (R) CC ST  
        Vienna and the Danube                                   APTEX 00:26:46 
         For centuries, Vienna was the crown jewel of the rich and 
powerful 
         Habsburg Empire. A century after that empire's fall, the 
Viennese 
         appreciates their imperial legacy as a cultural wellspring and an 
         excuse to live in style. We'll take in the city's wealth of elegant 
         gardens, great art and fine music. Then we'll explore the city's 

         surroundings, with a trip along the romantic Danube River and 
a hike 
         up to the breathtakingly Baroque Melk Abbey. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/03/09 02:00am    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nature Adventures                                     101   CC   
        Fall In South Dakota                                    IND   00:26:46 
         In this episode, we visit a rattlesnake den in the fall with Terry 
         Philip, Curator Of Reptiles at Reptile Gardens, and see how 
         rattlesnakes live through the winter. We also take a closer look 
at 
         the annual Cicada. Fall in South Dakota is beautiful and 
fascinating! 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1306H  7C ST  
        Dallas, Tx - Hour Three                                 PBS   00:55:14 
         In Dallas, Texas, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. Walberg 
and 
         appraiser Stuart Whitehurst mine a rich vein of silver objects at 
the 
         Dallas Museum of Art, looking for examples of 20th-century 
modernism. 
         At the Dallas Convention Center, it's high noon when a guns-a-
blazing, 
         Western-themed painting by Saturday Evening Post illustrator 
William H. 
         D. Koerner draws an estimate of $150,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1124   CC   
        Songs of the South                                      OETA  00:57:45 
         Guy & Ralna sing "Yellow Rose of Texas," Anacani sings "Come 
to the 
         Mardi Gras" with everyone wearing breathtaking costumes. 
Ken Delo 
         struts to "Way Down Yonder in New Orleans," beautiful Ralna 
sings a 
         soulful "Do You Know What It Means to Miss New Orleans," and 
the whole 
         cast gets together for a show-stopping "South Rampart Street 
Parade. 
         "Guest: Ava Barber 
                                                      Next Air 02/21/09 06:00pm 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2608H  7C ST DVS 
        Why We Love Cats and Dogs?                              PBS   00:56:46 
         Ask anyone and they immediately know -- they're either a dog 
person 
         or a cat person. What is this all about? Follow an in-depth 
         investigation into the great divide between dogs and cats and 
just 
         what draws us to these two polarizing pets. Animal 
behaviorists, 
         psychologists, trainers and devoted owners all weigh in. Dogs, 
we 
         discover, are geniuses at reading what we want and the 
complex cat- 
         human bond can be as fickle or as deep as a marriage. Funny, 
touching 
         and provocative, we ask how well we really know our best 
friends and 



         why we love them so much. 
        TVG                                            
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3905Z  CC ST DVS 
        Oliver Twist - Part One                                 PBS   01:26:46 
         A young orphan is branded a rebel for wanting more gruel, 
leading to 
         a phantasmagoria of adventures in early 19th-century London. 
William 
         Miller stars as Oliver Twist in Charles Dickens' much-loved 
story, 
         with Timothy Spall (Harry Potter) as Fagin the cutpurse king, 
Adam 
         Arnold as the Artful Dodger and a galaxy of other great actors 
         creating the seedy, sentimental and colorful world that can only 
be 
         called Dickensian.Part One: Having endured a miserable 
childhood, 
         Oliver (William Miller) is sold to an undertaker, where his 
         mistreatment forces him to escape to London. There, he is 
adopted by a 
         criminal gang led by Fagin (Timothy Spall) and soon falls afoul 
of the 
         law. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   American Stamps                                       000   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         "American Stamps" is a documentary about the designers and 
artists 
         who create our postage stamps. Featuring interviews with art 
directors 
         Howard Paine, Phil Jordan, Derry Noyes, Carl Herrman, Richard 
Sheaff, 
         and Ethel Kessler, these long-time United States Postal Service 
         associates share the details of their stamp creation process and 
the 
         personal connections they have to the monumental characters 
and events 
         they portray in miniature. Terry McCaffrey, Manager of Stamp 
Design 
         for the USPS, lends context with helpful backstory about the 
history 
         of stamps in America, the criteria for selecting stamp subjects, 
and 
         how stamp artwork gets checked for authenticity. Wilson 
Hulme, Curator 
         of Philately at the Smithsonian National Postal Museum, talks 
about 
         the fun of stamp collecting and the printing errors that can 
make a 
         stamp extremely valuable. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         729   CC ST DVS 
        Northern France                                         APT   00:56:18 
         Justine visits Northern France, where she explores the densest 
         Neolithic site in the world at Carnac, the beautiful walled city of 
         San Malo, the forests of King Arthur and the city of Rouen, 
where Joan 
         of Arc was burned at the stake.  She then travels from the 
solemn 

         battlefields of the Somme and the D-Day beaches to the 
bubbly region 
         of Champagne. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/22/09 12:00am 
 
Mon, 02/16/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4832  (R) 7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/13/09 07:00pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   BBC World News This Week                           113045   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28241   CC ST  
        The Top 30 Innovations of the Last 30 Years             PBS   
00:26:46 
         "The Top 30 Innovations of the Last 30 Years" will look back at 
30 
         major innovations that have changed our lives over the last 
three 
         decades. Suggestions for the top innovations came from NBR 
viewers and 
         readers of the knowledge@wharton website, while a group of 
professors 
         from the Wharton School of Business developed the final list. 
These 
         professors will explain the reasons behind their choices in a 
         roundtable discussion. Also in the program, we will examine 
progress 
         in computers and semiconductors and check out medical 
advances since 19 
         79. 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9365H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1307#  7C ST  
        Wichita, Ks - Hour One                                  PBS   00:55:45 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW glides into airplane industry hub 
Wichita, Kansas, 
         where host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Nicholas Lowry take 
off for 
         the Kansas Aviation Museum to look at glamorous vintage air 
travel 
         posters. At the Century II Performing Arts & Convention Center, 
a 1949 
         payroll check made out to professional baseball rookie Mickey 
Mantle - 
         inherited from the owner's grandfather, secretary of the 
Independence 
         Yankees ball club - scores a high-flying value of $30, 000 to 
$50,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  



SDPB1   Lobotomist: American Experience                      2002H  7C ST 
DVS 
        The Lobotomist                                          PBS   00:56:46 
         The lobotomy was hailed by The New York Times as a "surgery 
of the 
         soul" and "history making," a groundbreaking medical 
procedure that 
         promised hope to the most distressed families and desolate 
mentally 
         ill patients. Championed by a young and ambitious neurologist 
named 
         Walter J. Freeman, what began as an operation of last resort 
was soon 
         being performed at some 50 state asylums, often with 
devastating 
         results. Only a decade after his rise to fame, Freeman was 
decried as 
         a moral monster and the lobotomy as one of the most barbaric 
mistakes 
         of modern medicine. Through interviews with medical 
historians, 
         psychiatrists who worked with Freeman and the desperate 
families who 
         sought his help, this program tells the gripping tale of medical 
         intervention gone awry. Campbell Scott narrates. 
        TV14                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Simon Schama's Rough Crossings                        000Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   01:25:32 
         At the end of the American Revolution, thousands of African-
American 
         slaves risked everything to fight for the British in exchange for a 
         promise of freedom. John Clarkson, a young Royal Navy 
lieutenant, was 
         sent to North America by British abolitionists to fulfill that 
promise. 
         According to plan, each slave would be resettled in Nova 
Scotia. 
         However, when that frigid, rocky terrain proved inhospitable to 
those 
         who had worked the cotton fields of the Deep South, Clarkson 
arranged 
         for them to be transported across the Atlantic to Sierra Leone. 
Using 
         journals, diaries and autobiographical accounts, writer-narrator 
Simon 
         Schama (SIMON SCHAMA'S POWER OF ART) reconstructs this 
epic journey. 
         Gripping dramatizations transport viewers from the slave 
plantations 
         of Georgia to the bone-chilling cold of Nova Scotia to the trim 
         parlors of Georgian England and finally to sweltering Sierra 
Leone, 
         where Clarkson's dreams of a haven for former slaves would 
come to a 
         tragic end. 
        TVPG-L                                         
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Get Ready for Digital TV                              000   CC ST SPA 
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         Famous do-it-yourselfers Norm Abram and Kevin O'Connor of 
THIS OLD 

         HOUSE offer digital television how-to guidance and tips to 
ensure that 
         viewers across America are prepared to successfully make the 
switch to 
         digital television in their homes before the analog shutoff in 
         February 2009. Maria Hinojosa of NOW ON PBS will share the 
latest DTV 
         news from the field. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23047   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15036   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 02/17/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1096  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/16/09 10:30pm    
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9366H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Voyages of Discovery                                  104   CC ST DVS 
        The Figure of the Earth                                 APTSY 00:59:22 
         In what was to become a legendary tale of greed, adultery and 
despair, 
         a French expedition set sail in 1735 for what is now Ecuador to 
         determine the shape of the Earth. Just to reach Peru took 6 
months. 
         The expedition members argued, split up and made their way 
separately 
         to Quito. On his way, Charles-Marie de la Condamine became 
lost in the 
         jungle where he discovered rubber and realized its true 
potential for 
         industry. He went on to figure out the basics of the metric 
system and, 
         by pure chance, discover a cure for malaria. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3502H  7C ST DVS 
        The Four-Winged Dinosaur                                PBS   00:56:46 
         Imagine a moment from the age of dinosaurs frozen in time: 
primitive 
         birds, bees, insects, early mammals, the first known flowering 
plants 
         and of course, dinosaurs, all exquisitely preserved in fine-
grained 
         fossils from China's Liaoning Province. Volcanic eruptions killed 
and 
         buried victims quickly in this dinosaur Pompeii, capturing soft, 
         fragile features not normally preserved in fossils - notably the 



         feathers on animals that had never been known to have them 
before. Now, 
         with state-of-the-art animation to bring this lost world to life, 
NOVA 
         investigates the mysterious feathered dinosaurs that are 
challenging 
         old ideas about the origin of bird flight. The central character in 
         this drama is a strange little dinosaur with wings on its legs as 
well 
         as its arms. The pigeon-sized microraptor is the smallest adult 
         dinosaur ever found, perhaps the first known tree dweller. But 
could 
         it really fly? Is it the key to understanding the origin of flight or 
         merely an evolutionary dead end unrelated to the ancestry of 
birds? To 
         help solve the riddle, NOVA assembles a team of top 
paleontologists, 
         aeronautical engineers and paleo-artists to reconstruct 
microraptor 
         and build a sophisticated model for a wind tunnel experiment. 
The 
         results have surprising implications for long-accepted ideas 
about how 
         winged flight began. 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 02/22/09 02:00pm 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Frontline                                            2708H  7C ST DVS 
        Inside The Meltdown                                     PBS   00:56:46 
         FRONTLINE investigates the causes of the worst economic 
crisis in 70 
         years and how the government responded. The film chronicles 
the inside 
         stories of the Bear Stearns deal, Lehman Brothers collapse, the 
         propping up of insurance giant AIG and the $700 billion bailout. 
         "Inside the Meltdown" examines what Treasury Secretary 
Henry Paulson 
         and Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke didn't see, 
couldn't stop 
         and haven't been able to fix. 
        TVRE                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   To The Manor Born                                     201      
        The New Farm Manager                                          00:28:35 
         All is not well at Grantleigh Estate.  Richard wants to make the 
         farms productive enough to supply his supermarket chain.  He 
calls in 
         his London based farm manager to cull out the inefficiencies in 
which 
         the estate abounds. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2722   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/18/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23048   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Beautiful Iceland                                     000   CC   
                                                                NETA  00:26:42 

         "Beautiful Iceland" is hosted by MGM star Rita Gam. The 
program 
         features the awesome beauty of the country: the seacoasts, 
waterfalls, 
         thermal pools, and includes spectacular aerial photography! We 
also 
         meet the people of Iceland that are creating beauty - a fine 
artist, a 
         folk singer, a fashion designer and horse breeder, a sculptress, a 
         world renowned chef, a historian, and the First Lady of Iceland. 
A 
         great way to experience Iceland and get to meet the people! 
        TVG                                            
 
Wed, 02/18/2009 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28243   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9367H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
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Wed, 02/18/2009 
 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Iran                                     000   CC ST DVS 
                                                                APTEX 00:56:46 
         In his latest travelogue, Rick Steves journeys to Iran in the 
hopes 
         of getting to know this ancient country - a leader in its corner of 
         the world for 2,500 years - and to better understand the 70 
million 
         people living there. Shot in Tehran, Shiraz, Esfahan, Persepolis 
and 
         villages in between, RICK STEVES' IRAN details the country's 
rich 
         artistic and cultural heritage. Rick visits the splendid 
monuments 
         from Iran's rich and glorious past, discusses the 20th-century 
story 
         of this perplexing nation and explores Iran's bustling cities, 
         historic capital and countryside villages. The special vividly 
         captures today's Persian culture: from Friday prayer in a leading 
         mosque to challenges confronting Iran's youth, from anti-
American 
         murals to the warmth and hospitality of a family dinner, and 
from the 
         tranquility of rural life to the frenzied traffic of modern Tehran. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   American Masters                                     2201H  7C ST  
        Jerome Robbins: Something to Dance About                PBS   
01:56:21 
         In a life that inspired controversy, no one disputes the place 
that 



         Jerome Robbins holds as the preeminent 
director/choreographer of 
         American musical theater. He transformed Broadway with 
shows such as 
         "West Side Story," "Gypsy and Fiddler on the Roof" and he 
forged a 
         career in ballet, first at American Ballet Theatre, then at New 
York 
         City Ballet. This son of an immigrant deli owner was known for 
his 
         often ruthless perfectionism and was dogged by his decision in 
1953 to 
         name names in his House Committee on Un-American 
Activities testimony. 
         He was, nevertheless, universally respected for his unparalleled 
         artistry. The program features excerpts from Robbins' work, 
including 
         never-before-seen rehearsal footage, and interviews with many 
of his 
         colleagues, both from ballet and Broadway, such as Mikhail 
Baryshnikov, 
         Suzanne Farrell, and Chita Rivera. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       301  (R) CC   
        That'll Be The Day                                      BBC   00:29:18 
         Alec is once again living happily with Zoe as they celebrate their 
         first anniversary.  But ZoeIs worst fears are realized when he 
         proposes.  How could she possibly decline the offer and risk 
wounding 
         his feelings? 
                         Repeat of 02/15/09 02:30am    
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2723   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/19/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23049   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15038   7C ST  
    PBSPL 00:56:46     TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 02/19/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1098  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/18/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28244   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9368H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 

07:00pm  
SDPB1   On Call                                               707   CC   
        Vascular Issues and Your Heart                          LOCA  00:56:46 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Fly Boys: Western Pennsylvania's Tuskegee Airmen      000  
(R) CC ST SPA 
                                                                APTEX 00:57:00 
         FLY BOYS: WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA'S TUSKEGEE AIRMEN 
tells the story of 
         struggle and the ultimate triumph of the brave African-
American 
         soldiers who served their country during World War II. The film 
         chronicles the "Tuskegee Airmen" program, a controversial 
military 
         initiative designed to measure African-Americans' competence 
for 
         flying the engines of war. This fascinating documentary 
features the 
         stories of the more than 40 aviators from western 
Pennsylvania, 
         including the pilots, navigators and bombardiers who flew 
fighter and 
         bomber planes during the war, as well as the maintenance and 
support 
         staff, instructors and personnel who kept the planes in the air. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/08/09 04:00am   Next Air 02/24/09 
07:00am 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Rosemary and Thyme                                    206   CC ST  
        The Gongoozlers                                         APTSY 00:46:30 
         Gavin Patterson is anxious to restore the ratings of his TV 
garden 
         make-over show and has enlisted Quinnie Dorell to add a new 
dimension 
         to the series. But Quinnie's knowledge of gardening is slight 
(her 
         expertise is yachting), so Rosemary and Laura agree to help her 
with 
         some specialist advice. When Rosemary falls from a viewing 
tower in an 
         accident that was probably intended for Quinnie, and visiting 
         journalist Rosie FitzCarron is found dead in the secluded lake, it 
is 
         clear that the cut-throat world of TV personalities may have 
taken a 
         more serious turn. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       705  (R) CC ST  
        Too Old ... Or Too Nosy                                 BBC   00:29:31 
         Jean's brother, Steven and his wife are expected for another 
visit. 
         As they are considered a rather dull couple by the Hardcastles, 
it is 
         most surprising that they arrive via separate modes of 
transportation 
         to announce that they are having a tiff. 
                         Repeat of 02/15/09 01:30am    
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2724   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 



                                                      Next Air 02/20/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23050   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15039   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 02/20/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1099  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/19/09 10:30pm    
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28245   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9369H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4833   7C ST  
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            508Z  7C ST  
        Teen Sexual Harassment on the Job                       PBS   00:26:46 
         A shocking statistic - teenagers are in more danger from sexual 
         predators at their part time jobs than through the Internet. It's a 
         vastly underreported phenomenon, but some brave young 
women are 
         stepping up publicly to tell their stories. NOW collaborates with 
the 
         Schuster Institute for Investigative Journalism at Brandeis 
University 
         to bring you an unprecedented broadcast investigation of teen 
sexual 
         harassment in the workplace. In the program, abused 
teenagers share 
         their own stories with senior correspondent Maria Hinojosa. We 
track 
         their legal journeys to justice, and how the issue impacts 
hundreds of 
         thousands of teenagers across the country -- many of whom 
don't know 
         how to report workplace abuse, or to even recognize when their 
bosses 
         cross the line. 
        TVRE                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1245   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         Robert G. Kaiser has been following Beltway politics for The 
         Washington Post for nearly 50 years. This week on the Journal, 
Bill 
         Moyers talks with Kaiser about how our nation's Capitol has 
succumbed 

         to lobbyists and turned government into big business. Kaiser is 
author 
         of So Damn Much Money: The Triumph of Lobbying and the 
Corrosion of 
         American Government. And, Bill Moyers sits down with Parker 
J. Palmer, 
         founder and senior partner of the Center for Courage & 
Renewal, for a 
         conversation about maintaining spiritual wholeness even as the 
economy 
         and political order seem to come apart. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market                                     3425   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:27:46 
 
09:29pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1102   CC   
        Preserving Our Treasures                                LOCA  00:27:08 
         Covered Wagon Train / Mammoth SiteFort Pierre to Deadwood 
trail 2008 
         ride.  There will be 300 riders on horseback and people driving 
         covered wagons.  This trail was first used by Native Americans, 
         followed by the fur trappers, and the Cavalry.  During the gold 
rush 
         the trail was used to haul freight, mining equipment, supplies, 
and 
         people to Deadwood.  This was followed by the settlers and 
home 
         setters.  It is thought that the use of the trail was discontinued 
in 1 
         908.  Riders will experience a once in a lifetime ride that hasn't 
         been ridden in 100 years. The Mammoth Site in Hot Springs is 
the 
         world's largest mammoth research facility where you can tour 
an active 
         pale ontological dig site and view ice age fossils. 
                                                      Next Air 03/15/09 05:00am 
 
09:57pm  
SDPB1   Allo, Allo                                            202      
        The Wooing of Widow Artois                              BBC   00:31:40 
         Bad news for Flick.  Hitler wants his painting.  Flick decides to 
         conceal the real painting inside a sausage in ReneIs ca and send 
Der 
         Fuhrer one of the forgeries.  The airmen now conceal 
themselves in a 
         cow costume to try to escape. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2725   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/23/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23051   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose Special Edition: The Stars of the 81s    000   7C 
ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 



         The 81st Academy Awards will be held this Sunday, February 
22. Many 
         have deemed this year the year of the actor. Over the last year 
         Charlie Rose has interviewed many actors on their roles and on 
their 
         craft. This special edition includes interviews with six key 
Academy 
         Award-nominated actors telling their story. There will also be 
clips 
         highlighting their work. 
 
Sat, 02/21/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1100  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/20/09 10:30pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        204   CC  DVS 
        Get Geometric                                           NETA  00:26:46 
         Geometric designs give gorgeous results, and today on Knitting 
Daily 
         we'll take a closer look at all the ways shapes are used in 
knitting, 
         whether in the pattern of a sweater, the motif of an afghan, or 
the 
         structure of an accessory. We get started with Cathryn Bothe 
and Kim 
         introducing the essentials for swatching and getting gauge. 
Then join 
         us on location for the designer spotlight. Norah Gaughan talks 
about 
         how she's inspired by geometric shapes in nature, and 
demonstrates how 
         to make her dodecahedron star. Next Eunny presents a simple 
v-neck 
         pullover that uses triangles for an understated style element. 
Then in 
         "you asked it," Kathy Elkins tackles the topic of joining granny 
         squares and other crochet motifs as you go. Finally, our 
spotlight is 
         on helping hands and the ways they are getting a new 
generation 
         excited about learning to knit and crochet. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1005  (R) CC   
        Dakota Style Events                                     LOCA  00:24:15 
         South Dakota Wine Festival - Vermillion / Spirit of the West 
Festival 
         - Sioux Falls / CeCil's Siege - VermillionSouth Dakota Wine 
Festival - 
         Wine makers from all over the state gathered in Vermillion to 
show off 
         their wines.  Activities included wine tasting, grape stomping 
and 
         live music.This is a festival of all things Western for all ages. It 
         is held annually just outside Sioux Falls. It features re-enactors, 
         cowboy poetry, shootouts, Dutch oven cooking contests and all 
things 
         Western.CeCil's Siege is a Renaissance Festival of sorts held off 
E. 

         Main Street in Vermillion. It is a sponsored joint event by a 
number 
         of local SCA groups. SCA is, of course, The Society of Creative 
         Anachronisms. There is jousting, archery, and many more 
activities. 
                         Repeat of 02/08/09 01:30pm    
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting                     1311   CC ST  
        A Peek at the Past                                      NETA  00:27:46 
         Margo Krager, fabric designer, textile expert and quilt historian 
         shares 19th century French fabric sample books and her 
knowledge of 
         reproduction fabrics. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   Quilt in a Day                                       3011   CC   
        Liberty Star                                            KNME  00:26:40 
         This traditional star pattern, with set together diamonds with Y 
         seams, is an especially appropriate block to celebrate the end of 
an 
         era, World War 11. 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy                                    2221   CC ST  
        Cosmopolitan Sewing, Part 1                             NETA  00:26:46 
         Combine rich fabrics and flip and sew techniques to create 
wearable 
         art that has sophistication and style. Nancy and designer 
Lorraine 
         Torrence demonstrate flip and sew piecing, stitching fabric 
sections 
         onto a muslin foundation. After detailing that technique they 
         illustrate options including diagonal piecing, using strip sets, 
         adding a vertical insert, and incorporating clip art fabric. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Quilting Arts                                         304   CC  DVS 
        Alternate Fabrics                                       NETA  00:26:46 
         Quilting with a variety of fabrics and textures. First is using 
         batting as an exciting surface for stitching. Then meet Melanie 
Testa 
         for a purse using organza and freezer paper screen printing. 
Next Jane 
         LaFazio returns with how to treat, stitch, and layer, organzas 
and 
         tulles to create unique, ethereal art quilts. Last up look at 
batting 
         in a new way with a tour of a cotton batting factory; it's a 
         fascinating look behind the scenes with Dawn Pereira. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop                                  2104  (R) CC   
        Tiger Maple Washstand                                   PBSPL 00:26:46 
         This lovely washstand is true to the circa 1830 original found in 
the 
         antique collection of Stanley and Jacqueline Levine of 
Savannah, 
         Georgia. Featuring elegant scroll work, turned legs, and a 
generous 
         shelf drawer, this vintage design can be used today as a night 
stand. 



         Norm produces this piece out of fine tiger maple, making it one 
of the 
         most sophisticated pieces in his collection of low-country 
furniture. 
        TVG              Repeat of 01/30/09 03:30am    
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop                                        204   CC ST  
        Never-Fail Joinery Techniques                           NETA  00:27:00 
         The Woodsmith editors discuss four basic joints used to 
assemble the 
         corners of a cabinet, a simple rabbet joint, a dado joint used for 
the 
         top and bottom, a very strong locking joint called a tongue and 
dado, 
         and a modern technique pocket screw joinery. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:30pm  
SDPB1   This Old House Hour                                   719   CC ST  
        New York City Project, Part 3/Banging Pipes/Insta       PBS   
00:56:40 
         Host Kevin O'Connor and plumbing and heating expert Richard 
Trethewey 
         visit lower New York Harbor, taking in the city skyline and the 
Statue 
         of Liberty from the water, and from Liberty Island. At the 
project 
         house in Brooklyn, master carpenter Norm Abram meets local 
wood 
         refinisher John Thomas for an assessment of the multiple wood 
finishes 
         in the house (including lots of deteriorating shellac) and how to 
         properly restore them. At a tile showroom in Bensonhurst, 
designer 
         Carole Freehauf shows homeowner Karen Shen some period-
appropriate 
         tile combinations for her bathrooms and kitchen. Back at the 
project 
         house, Richard gets an update on the plumbing and heating 
progress, 
         and sees how brothers Randy and Erik Gitli are converting the 
old 
         steam radiators to hot water. In the second half of the Hour, on 
Ask 
         This Old House, Richard helps a homeowner quiet his banging 
pipes by 
         installing a water hammer shock suppressor. Later, Kevin and 
general 
         contractor Tom Silva demonstrate how to install a pre-hung 
fiberglass 
         exterior door. 
        TVG                                            
 
02:30pm  
SDPB1   Motorweek                                            2825Z  7C ST SPA 
        Nissan 370z                                             PBSPL 00:26:46 
         Road Test: 2009 Nissan 370z. Energy Smart Road Test: 2009 
Mazda3. 
         Goss's Garage: Upgrade Your Headlights. FYI: Homebrewed 
Biodiesel Car 
         Keys First Impressions: Ford Fusion Hybrid, Saturn Vue Green 
Line 2- 
         Mode Hybrid, Volvo CX60. 
 

03:00pm  
SDPB1   Victory Garden                                       3213Z  7C  DVS 
        Trends: Get on the Cutting Edge of Your Garden          PBSPL 
00:26:46 
         MAKE it green, wherever you are! Host Jamie Durie picks plants 
that 
         can cope with pollution if you live in the city. ENJOY art in the 
         garden. Visit the DeCordova Museum & Sculpture Park with 
lifestyle co- 
         host Sissy Biggers and learn the basics on how to choose 
beautiful art 
         for your garden space. BRING the outdoors in. Host Jamie Durie 
         demonstrates how to liven your office space with plants. 
EXTEND the 
         gardening season. Eat fresh through the winter with lessons 
from 
         gardener Kip Anderson on how to grow in a cold frame. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/27/09 03:00am 
 
03:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated        907   CC 
ST  
        One Great Thanksgiving                                  APT   00:26:46 
         Herb Roast Turkey - Bridget Lancaster shows host Christopher 
Kimball 
         the secrets to achieving intensely herbed turkey, with a 
powerful, 
         aromatic flavor that permeates well beyond the meat's surface. 
Then, 
         he demonstrates how to carve a turkey the right way.Fluffy 
Mashed 
         Potatoes - Bridget Lancaster unveils the test kitchen's solution 
to a 
         mashed potato recipe that allows for more of the prep work to 
be done 
         in advance, but still delivers a fully smooth mash with robust, 
earthy 
         potato flavor.Equipment Corner: Potato Ricers - For silky-
smooth 
         mashed potatoes, the test kitchen has always recommended a 
potato 
         ricer - a device that resembles an oversized garlic press. 
Equipment 
         expert Adam Ried shows demonstrates the differences 
between models for 
         host Christopher Kimball and reveals the clear winner in this 
category. 
         Science: The Science of Mashed Potatoes - Odd Todd and the 
test 
         kitchen Science Expert, Guy Crosby, explain the starches in 
potatoes 
         and reveal their effects on texture in mashed potatoes. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting                          2312   CC   
        Winter's Grace                                          APTEX 00:25:40 
         Go far north with Bob Ross and view firsthand the glory of a 
         wintertime landscape. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories                                   1301   CC  DVS 
        Favorite Childhood Memories                             NETA  00:26:46 



         Remember your childhood or chronicle the days that go by so 
fast with 
         your children. Michele Snyder has a page entitled "I Love 
Nature" 
         combining journaling from the "kids" with pictures. Next it's the 
         first digital segment of the season featuring software ideas. 
Then 
         Wendy Smedley is back with some great layouts for everyday 
moments 
         with your kids. The last guest is Christina Treu and preschool 
         milestones with an added bonus: these pages talk. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Classic Gospel                                        407   CC ST  
        Irish Homecoming                                        NETA  00:56:46 
         Bill and Gloria Gaither travel to Westminster Central Hall in the 
         heart of London England to bring you this special concert event 
         featuring their Homecoming Friends singing some of your 
favorite 
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Sat, 02/21/2009 
 
         gospel music. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1124  (R) CC   
        Songs of the South                                      OETA  00:57:45 
         Guy & Ralna sing "Yellow Rose of Texas," Anacani sings "Come 
to the 
         Mardi Gras" with everyone wearing breathtaking costumes. 
Ken Delo 
         struts to "Way Down Yonder in New Orleans," beautiful Ralna 
sings a 
         soulful "Do You Know What It Means to Miss New Orleans," and 
the whole 
         cast gets together for a show-stopping "South Rampart Street 
Parade. 
         "Guest: Ava Barber 
                         Repeat of 02/15/09 07:00pm    
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians                  302   CC   
                                                                APTSY 00:26:42 
         Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal Canadian 
Orchestra 
         band leader, Al Pierson, GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL 
CANADIANS III 
         features archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 
performances. 
         Pierson, an accomplished musician, composer, arranger, 
vocalist and 
         bandleader, is dedicated to the distinctive style that made the 
Guy 
         Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and imitated big 
bands of 
         all time. The wraparounds offer anecdotes and factual tidbits 
about 
         the band as well as the music. 
        TVG                                            

 
07:29pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       706   CC ST  
        The Old Folks' Party                                    BBC   00:29:22 
         Jean gets the whole gang, including Lionel's father, Rocky, and 
his 
         stepmother to help out with her old-age party at the church 
hall. 
         Lionel is the last to agree and is anxious about the whole idea, 
         especially after being told to watch out for Mrs. Thrupp. 
                                                      Next Air 02/22/09 01:30am 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                407   CC   
        Let There Be Light                                      BBC   00:28:37 
         Hyacinth volunteers Richard's services to help out the Church 
Hall 
         where there is a problem with the lights. However, since his 
forte is 
         strictly not in the direction of DIY, Richard's contributions only 
add 
         to the mayhem. 
                                                      Next Air 02/22/09 02:00am 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       302   CC   
        The Look of Love                                        BBC   00:28:59 
         Alec and Zoe start house hunting.  Thanks to Zoe's giving Alec 
"The 
         Look," as advised by Jamie, they buy the house of her dreams. 
                                                      Next Air 02/22/09 02:30am 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1809      
        The Thing In Wesley's Shed                              BBC   00:29:12 
         The trio are intrigued when they spot Wesley in disguise.  He is 
on a 
         foray to the junkyard owned by Auntie Wainwright to buy some 
parts for 
         a mystery machine heIs working on secretly in his shed. 
                                                      Next Air 02/22/09 03:00am 
 
09:29pm  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       104   CC ST  
        The Window and the Weather                              BBC   00:29:43 
         Dibley is hit by a hurricane, and the fierce storm blows out the 
         stained glass window of St. Barnabas church. The cost of a new 
window 
         will be at least 11,000 pounds, but Geraldine is confident that 
she 
         can raise this amount from among David's wealthy contacts. 
                                                      Next Air 02/22/09 03:30am 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum                                  703   CC   
        Stranded with Norman                                    LOCA  00:56:37 
         One of Sioux Falls' premiere rock bands, Stranded With 
Norman, 
         performs live on the No Cover, No Minimum stage.  Songs 
include 
         Blanket, Katie and One of a Kind. 
                                                      Next Air 02/22/09 04:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Austin City Limits                                   3312H  7C ST  



        Kings of Leon/Roky Erickson                             PBSPL 00:56:46 
         Nashville band of brothers Kings of Leon rocks the ACL studio 
in 
         support of its latest record Because of the Times. Psychedelic 
         innovator Roky Erickson demonstrates why he's a Texas rock & 
roll 
         legend with songs from the length and breadth of his 40-year 
career. 
        TVPG                                           
 
Sun, 02/22/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         729  (R) CC ST DVS 
        Northern France                                         APT   00:56:18 
         Justine visits Northern France, where she explores the densest 
         Neolithic site in the world at Carnac, the beautiful walled city of 
         San Malo, the forests of King Arthur and the city of Rouen, 
where Joan 
         of Arc was burned at the stake.  She then travels from the 
solemn 
         battlefields of the Somme and the D-Day beaches to the 
bubbly region 
         of Champagne. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/15/09 11:00pm    
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Geocache                                              000   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         GEOCACHE looks at an emerging outdoor sport in which 
players employ 
         multi-billion dollar global satellite positioning technology, the 
         Internet and hiking skills on a high-tech but low-stakes treasure 
hunt 
         to locate items hidden all over the world. GEOCACHE details 
the 
         origins and rules of the game, the various types of caches -
typically 
         small, water-proof containers filled with a log book and trinkets 
-and 
         the lengths players will go to in hiding and finding caches. The 
         program spotlights the sport's zealous fan base, a quirky group 
of 
         self-proclaimed techno-geeks, and visits GeoWoodstock IV, an 
         international convention where players gather to socialize and 
         geocache. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:30am  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       706  (R) CC ST  
        The Old Folks' Party                                    BBC   00:29:22 
         Jean gets the whole gang, including Lionel's father, Rocky, and 
his 
         stepmother to help out with her old-age party at the church 
hall. 
         Lionel is the last to agree and is anxious about the whole idea, 
         especially after being told to watch out for Mrs. Thrupp. 
                         Repeat of 02/21/09 07:29pm   Next Air 02/26/09 
09:59pm 
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                407  (R) CC   
        Let There Be Light                                      BBC   00:28:37 
         Hyacinth volunteers Richard's services to help out the Church 
Hall 

         where there is a problem with the lights. However, since his 
forte is 
         strictly not in the direction of DIY, Richard's contributions only 
add 
         to the mayhem. 
                         Repeat of 02/21/09 08:00pm    
 
02:30am  
SDPB1   May to December                                       302  (R) CC   
        The Look of Love                                        BBC   00:28:59 
         Alec and Zoe start house hunting.  Thanks to Zoe's giving Alec 
"The 
         Look," as advised by Jamie, they buy the house of her dreams. 
                         Repeat of 02/21/09 08:30pm   Next Air 02/25/09 
10:00pm 
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1809  (R)    
        The Thing In Wesley's Shed                              BBC   00:29:12 
         The trio are intrigued when they spot Wesley in disguise.  He is 
on a 
         foray to the junkyard owned by Auntie Wainwright to buy some 
parts for 
         a mystery machine heIs working on secretly in his shed. 
                         Repeat of 02/21/09 09:00pm    
 
03:30am  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       104  (R) CC ST  
        The Window and the Weather                              BBC   00:29:43 
         Dibley is hit by a hurricane, and the fierce storm blows out the 
         stained glass window of St. Barnabas church. The cost of a new 
window 
         will be at least 11,000 pounds, but Geraldine is confident that 
she 
         can raise this amount from among David's wealthy contacts. 
                         Repeat of 02/21/09 09:29pm    
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum                                  703  (R) CC   
        Stranded with Norman                                    LOCA  00:56:37 
         One of Sioux Falls' premiere rock bands, Stranded With 
Norman, 
         performs live on the No Cover, No Minimum stage.  Songs 
include 
         Blanket, Katie and One of a Kind. 
                         Repeat of 02/21/09 10:00pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1007   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:23:27 
         The Water in Wind Cave - Black Hills / Paralyzed Veterans Hunt 
- 
         Various / Gavin's Point Dam: 50 Year Anniversary - 
YanktonWind Cave is 
         the 4th longest cave in the world and the only place in South 
Dakota 
         where you can actually see the water in the Madison aquifer. 
We will 
         take a trip down to the cave "lakes" and follow on-going 
scientific 
         research on the water resources of the cave.The Paralyzed 
Veterans of 
         America (PVA) host numerous hunting and fishing trips during 
the year. 



         They invite their members who may not have the resources to 
go 
         pheasant hunting or fishing.  We followed the veterans and 
volunteers 
         on a pheasant hunt in rural Parker as they shared stories with 
each 
         other and got to knock down some birds, too.2007 marks the 
50th 
         Anniversary of Gavins Point Dam, located near Yankton. 
                                                      Next Air 03/07/09 05:30am 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson                   121   CC ST 
DVS 
        The Ultimate Cooking Show                               APTEX 00:27:39 
         Involve the whole family in making pancakes for breakfast. Jazz 
the 
         flapjacks up with fresh fruit faces and flavored syrups. Donna 
makes 
         Thai shrimp and noodle soup for lunch. She layers ingredients 
to 
         create recipes in a jar for gift giving, and goes outdoors to 
prepare 
         an exceptional "Mediterranean Seafood Grill" for dinner. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00am  
SDPB1   Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies                          110   CC ST  
        What's in a Tail?/Footprints in the Sand                PBSPL 00:28:46 
         What's in a Tail? - Everybody seems enamored with their tails 
today, 
         except for Max, who doesn't think his tail is so special. Mama 
shows 
         the kids (through her movies) that there are a lot of different 
"tails 
         to tell" in the animal kingdom. Every tail, however, is unique 
and 
         special - just like the animal it's attached to.Footprints in the 
Sand 
         - Playing in the bush, Max, Bo and Karla stumble upon a giant 
         footprint, and go running back to Mama. Mama is curious, and 
together 
         they discover (by looking at movies of various animals and their 
         "tracks") that the print they saw wasn't left by any animal 
walking in 
         the savanna today but, instead, was left by an impressive 
remnant of 
         the distant past. 
        TVY                                            
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      506  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         This week on Foreign Exchange: As the drug trade escalates in 
Mexico, 
         the violence and bloodshed spills across the US border. Then, 
the new 
         voice for Kashmir independence, still strong but less violent. 
And, 
         will peaceful elections in Iraq speed up US troop withdrawal? 
Watch 
         Foreign Exchange: where America meets the world. 
                         Repeat of 02/22/09 03:30am   Next Air 02/23/09 
06:00am 
 

11:00am  
SDPB1   McLaughlin Group                                     2708   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 02/22/09 07:30pm 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One                         2438   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/25/09 06:00am 
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Closer to Truth                                       305   CC ST  
        Where Are They, All Those Aliens?                       EPS   00:26:46 
         Most scientists assume that the universe must be populated 
with 
         innumerable alien intelligences and civilizations - after all, we 
         humans can't be so special. OK, so where are they, these 
"innumerable 
         alien intelligences and civilizations"? How come there's zero 
evidence? 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   Native Report                                         314   CC ST DVS 
                                                                WDSE  00:26:46 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Iran                                     000   CC ST DVS 
                                                                APTEX 00:56:46 
         In his latest travelogue, Rick Steves journeys to Iran in the 
hopes 
         of getting to know this ancient country - a leader in its corner of 
         the world for 2,500 years - and to better understand the 70 
million 
         people living there. Shot in Tehran, Shiraz, Esfahan, Persepolis 
and 
         villages in between, RICK STEVES' IRAN details the country's 
rich 
         artistic and cultural heritage. Rick visits the splendid 
monuments 
         from Iran's rich and glorious past, discusses the 20th-century 
story 
         of this perplexing nation and explores Iran's bustling cities, 
         historic capital and countryside villages. The special vividly 
         captures today's Persian culture: from Friday prayer in a leading 
         mosque to challenges confronting Iran's youth, from anti-
American 
         murals to the warmth and hospitality of a family dinner, and 
from the 
         tranquility of rural life to the frenzied traffic of modern Tehran. 
        TVG                                            
 
02:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3502H (R) 7C ST DVS 
        The Four-Winged Dinosaur                                PBS   00:56:46 
         Imagine a moment from the age of dinosaurs frozen in time: 
primitive 
         birds, bees, insects, early mammals, the first known flowering 
plants 
         and of course, dinosaurs, all exquisitely preserved in fine-
grained 
         fossils from China's Liaoning Province. Volcanic eruptions killed 
and 
         buried victims quickly in this dinosaur Pompeii, capturing soft, 



         fragile features not normally preserved in fossils - notably the 
         feathers on animals that had never been known to have them 
before. Now, 
         with state-of-the-art animation to bring this lost world to life, 
NOVA 
         investigates the mysterious feathered dinosaurs that are 
challenging 
         old ideas about the origin of bird flight. The central character in 
         this drama is a strange little dinosaur with wings on its legs as 
well 
         as its arms. The pigeon-sized microraptor is the smallest adult 
         dinosaur ever found, perhaps the first known tree dweller. But 
could 
         it really fly? Is it the key to understanding the origin of flight or 
         merely an evolutionary dead end unrelated to the ancestry of 
birds? To 
         help solve the riddle, NOVA assembles a team of top 
paleontologists, 
         aeronautical engineers and paleo-artists to reconstruct 
microraptor 
         and build a sophisticated model for a wind tunnel experiment. 
The 
         results have surprising implications for long-accepted ideas 
about how 
         winged flight began. 
        TVPG             Repeat of 02/17/09 08:00pm    
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Spain....On The Road Again                            113   CC ST DVS 
        Madrid and the End of the Road                          APTEX 00:56:46 
         Mario, Gwyneth, Mark and Claudia end their epic road trip in 
Madrid. 
         They have a full plate of activities lined up: lunch with the 
world's 
         most famous chef, an architectural tour of modern Madrid with 
a few 
         palaces and some history thrown in, a quick appearance at a 
Real 
         Madrid soccer match, madrileno nightlife and cocido 
madrileno, a 
         delectable hangover cure. The series concludes with a no-
holds-barred, 
         road trip team vs. road trip team kitchen battle. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 02/23/09 07:00am 
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV                                   208   CC ST  
        Barn Quilts, Lobstermen, Fairview Gardens               APTEX 
00:26:46 
         Quilted Barns? That's what you'll find in Grundy County, Iowa, 
where 
         an arts program brought agri-tourism to the rescue of both 
family 
         farms and historic barns. Lobsterman Paul Hickey takes us out 
to sea 
         in pursuit of one of the countries favorite meals. Fairview 
gardens, 
         one of the oldest organic farms in the country manages to feed 
over 500 
         families. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   421   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 

         Host Paul Ryan visits the Colorado State Fair to check out a 
growing 
         interest in agriculture from city folks. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   507  (R) CC ST  
        The Czech Republic Off The Beaten Path                  APTEX 
00:26:46 
         Few travelers venture beyond Prague to experience the Czech 
         Republic's many cultural riches and offbeat delights. We'll get 
you 
         started with a whirlwind of Art Nouveau, local pub music, stinky 
         cheese-tasting, river-rafting, and peat-bathing in places like 
Olomouc, 
         Moravsky Krumlov, Telc, Trebon and Konopiste. We'll also tour 
a 
         remarkable memorial to the holocaust in Terezen, and the 
charming 
         castle town of Cesky Krumlov. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/04/09 02:00am    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nature Adventures                                     102   CC   
        Preserving, Conserving, & Restoring Our Land            IND   
00:26:46 
         This episode takes us to Aberdeen, SD to visit Moccasin Creek 
and 
         check up on the clean up project that NorthWestern Energy has 
been 
         conducting, in an attempt to reclaim the creek and restore it to 
         improve conditions to safe levels for our environment. We also 
visit 
         the Black Hills Region, where we are taken on an expedition to 
track 
         and collar a mountain lion with John Kanta and several others 
from the 
         South Dakota Game, Fish and Parks. We learn all about the 
collaring 
         process, and how it works, why they do it, and what we can 
learn from 
         it. 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1307H  7C ST  
        Wichita, Ks - Hour One                                  PBS   00:55:14 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW glides into airplane industry hub 
Wichita, Kansas, 
         where host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Nicholas Lowry take 
off for 
         the Kansas Aviation Museum to look at glamorous vintage air 
travel 
         posters. At the Century II Performing Arts & Convention Center, 
a 1949 
         payroll check made out to professional baseball rookie Mickey 
Mantle - 
         inherited from the owner's grandfather, secretary of the 
Independence 
         Yankees ball club - scores a high-flying value of $30, 000 to 
$50,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1125   CC   
        Academy Awards                                          OETA  00:57:45 



         Jack Benny plays first fiddle with the Welk band! Benny's 
hilarious 
         monologue and violin solo highlight a show which features 
great movie 
         songs like Guy & Ralna singing "Buttons and Bows." Bobby and 
Cissy 
         dance a graceful waltz to the "Theme From Love Story." Other 
winners 
         on the list include major hits such as "Never On Sunday," 
"Georgy Girl, 
         " and "Born Free."Guest: Tanya Welk Roberts 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2502H  7C ST  
        In The Valley of the Wolves                             PBS   00:56:15 
         As the first wolves reintroduced into Yellowstone, the Druids 
are the 
         most celebrated wolf pack in North America. New pioneers in 
the 
         wilderness, they were at the heart of a massive scientific 
experiment 
         to restore an entire ecosystem that began to break down 
without its 
         wolves. Emmy Award-winning filmmaker Bob Landis spent 
over three years 
         with these remarkable wolves, creating a spectacularly 
dramatic and 
         intimate record of their lives, their great battles with rival wolf 
         packs, and the changing fortunes of the coyotes and foxes who 
share 
         their home range in Yellowstone's beautiful Lamar Valley. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3906Z  7C ST DVS 
        Oliver Twist - Part Two                                 PBS   01:26:46 
         A young orphan is branded a rebel for wanting more gruel, 
leading to 
         a phantasmagoria of adventures in early 19th-century London. 
William 
         Miller stars as Oliver Twist in Charles Dickens' much-loved 
story, 
         with Timothy Spall (Harry Potter) as Fagin the cutpurse king, 
Adam 
         Arnold as the Artful Dodger and a galaxy of other great actors 
         creating the seedy, sentimental and colorful world that can only 
be 
         called Dickensian.Part two: Wounded during a night burglary 
attempt 
         with the psychopath Sikes (Tom Hardy), Oliver is nursed back 
to health 
         by Nancy (Sophie Okenedo). Little does he know that a battle is 
raging 
         between those who want to save him and those who want to 
kill him. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota's Pride                                        000   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:28:59 
         Dakota's Pride is a heartwarming documentary about a father's 
search 
         for the truth about Down Syndrome. Tough questions are 
posed to a 

         noted Harvard physician Dr. Alan Crocker, the head of the 
Children's 
         Hospital Boston LEND (Leadership Education in 
Neurodevelopmental 
         Disabilities) program; a revered national spokesperson for the 
         disability movement; and parents of children with Down 
Syndrome. The 
         answers are surprising and inspiring. In addition to being 
informative, 
         this documentary celebrates the successes that have been and 
can be 
         achieved by individuals with Down Syndrome. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         730   CC ST DVS 
        Deep South U.S.A.                                       APT   00:57:36 
         Ian Wright hikes through the Smoky Mountains; enjoys a music 
festival 
         in Asheville, NC; explores the Freedom Walk and Martin Luther 
King, Jr. 
         's birthplace in Atlanta; witnesses a Civil War re-enactment near 
         Mobile; and attends a reunion of the Tuskegee Airmen. He 
winds up his 
         trip in Memphis for Elvis Week, where thousands of fans 
converge to 
         commemorate the anniversary of "The King's" death. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 03/22/09 12:00am 
 
Mon, 02/23/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4833  (R) 7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/20/09 07:00pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   BBC World News This Week                           113052   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28246   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9370H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1308#  7C ST  
        Wichita, Ks - Hour Two                                  PBS   00:55:14 
         In Wichita, Kansas, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW host Mark L. 
Walberg and 
         appraiser Gary Piattoni shed some light on the Wichita-based 
Coleman 
         Company and the appeal of its iconic recreational and military 
         lanterns and stoves. At the Century II Performing Arts & 
Convention 
         Center, one lucky guest gets a big surprise when her set of 1914 
and 19 
         15 Cracker Jack baseball cards is estimated to be worth $30,000 
to $40, 
         000. 



        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Class Apart: American Experience                     2104#  7C ST 
DVS 
                                                                PBS   00:51:19 
         In the tiny town of Edna, Texas, in 1951, a field hand named 
Pete 
         Hernandez murdered his employer after exchanging heated 
words in a 
         gritty cantina. From this unremarkable small-town murder 
emerged a 
         landmark civil rights case that would forever change the lives 
and 
         legal standing of tens of millions of Americans. "A Class Apart" 
tells 
         the little-known story of a band of underdog Mexican-American 
lawyers 
         who took their case, Hernandez v. Texas, all the way to the 
Supreme 
         Court, where they successfully challenged Jim Crow-style 
         discrimination against Mexican Americans. In the landmark 
legal case, 
         prosecution lawyers forged a daring legal strategy, arguing that 
         Mexican Americans were "a class apart" and did not neatly fit 
into a 
         legal structure that recognized only blacks and whites. As legal 
         skirmishes unfolded, the lawyers emerged as brilliant, 
dedicated, 
         humorous and at times terribly flawed men. This film 
dramatically 
         weaves the story of its central characters - activists and 
lawyers, 
         returning veterans and ordinary citizens, murderer and victim - 
into 
         the broader history of Latinos in America during a time of 
         extraordinary change. 
        TVPG-L                                         
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   History Detectives                                    611#  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:15 
         In a special presentation of the sixth season, America's top 
gumshoes 
         prove once again that an object found in an attic or backyard 
might be 
         anything but ordinary. Wes Cowan, independent appraiser and 
auctioneer; 
         Gwendolyn Wright, professor of architecture, Columbia 
University; 
         Elyse Luray, independent appraiser and expert in art history; 
and 
         Tukufu Zuberi, professor of sociology and the director of the 
Center 
         for Africana Studies at the University of Pennsylvania, leave no 
stone 
         unturned as they travel around the country to explore the 
stories 
         behind local folklore, prominent figures and family 
legends.Slave 
         Songbook - The president of the Mayme A. Clayton Library & 
Museum in 
         Culver City, California, recently discovered an unusual book in 
his 

         late mother's extraordinary collection of African-American 
artifacts. 
         The small, cloth-bound book, titled Slave Songs of the United 
States, 
         has a publication date of 1867 and contains a collection of 136 
         plantation songs. Could this be the first book of African-
American 
         spirituals ever published? HISTORY DETECTIVES host Wes 
Cowan visits a 
         music historian in Los Angeles to explore the coded messages 
and the 
         melodies that laid the foundation of modern blues, gospel and 
protest 
         songs of future generations. He also meets with Washington, 
DC's 
         Howard University Choir for a special concert of selections from 
Slave 
         Songs sung in the traditional style of mid-1800s spirituals.Josh 
White 
         Guitar - A Michigan man owns a Guild brand acoustic guitar 
that he 
         says once belonged to legendary African-American folksinger 
Josh White, 
         who is credited with introducing black folk, gospel and blues 
music to 
         a world audience in the 1940s. The contributor met White after 
a 
         concert when he was a kid, and the guitar reminds him of a 
confidence 
         White had shared with him: the Guild Company was talking to 
White 
         about making a signature guitar built to his specifications and 
         marketed under his name. If this is the guitar White had spoken 
of, it 
         would be the first signature guitar ever created for an African- 
         American musician in the United States. HISTORY 
DETECTIVES host Elyse 
         Luray travels around New York City and New Jersey to explore 
the 
         crossover appeal of Josh White's music and his ability to win 
over a 
         racially polarized music industry.Birthplace of Hip Hop - A hip 
hop 
         enthusiast from New York City has always heard that 1520 
Sedgwick 
         Avenue in the Bronx is the birthplace of hip-hop. The story goes 
that 
         on August 11, 1973, DJ Kool Herc, a building resident, was 
         entertaining at his sister's back- to-school party and tried 
something 
         new on the turntable: he extended an instrumental beat 
(breaking or 
         scratching) to let people dance longer (breakdancing) and 
began MC'ing 
         (rapping) during the extended breakdancing. This, the 
contributor 
         believes, marked the birth of hip-hop. The music led to an 
entire 
         cultural movement that's altered generational thinking - from 
politics 
         and race to art and language. HISTORY DETECTIVES host 
Tukufu Zuberi 
         sets out to examine an inner-city environment that helped lay 
the 
         foundation for a cultural revolution. 



        TVG                                            
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   Red Green Show                                        201   CC ST  
        Men's Night on the Mountain                             EPS   00:23:37 
         Women accept what they are; Men have to prove it." Special 
Guest 
         Graham Greene. Harold finally is invited to spend a night out 
with the 
         boys. Animal Control Officer, Garth Harble swallows a rodent. 
On 
         Handyman Corner, Red demonstrates how to turn a grocery 
cart into a 
         lounge chair complete with snacks. Adventures with Bill 
features Cliff 
         Diving. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:24pm  
SDPB1   Star Gazer                                            908   CC   
        Feb. 23 - March 1                                       WPBT  00:05:00 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2726   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/24/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23054   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15041   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 02/24/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1101  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/23/09 10:30pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Ged Connection                                        106   CC   
                                                                ALS   00:26:46 
         This episode looks at how writers use language to 
communicate with 
         their readers. Voice, style, format and point of view are 
presented as 
         ways to taylor writing to a particular audience. Teachers and 
writing 
         experts discuss types of language to use and to avoid for 
conciseness 
         in expressing ideas. 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Workplace Essential Skills                            112   CC ST  
                                                                ALS   00:26:46 
         This episode focuses on communicating with customers. It's not 
enough 
         for a company to offer a good product, it must offer customer 
         satisfaction as well. The program stresses the importance of 
listening 

         to the customer and fulfilling their needs. Each episode is a mix 
of 
         dramatic scenarios and documentary formatting. The dramatic 
segments 
         presemt a waitress working on her listening skills, and 
construction 
         crew tries to please the woman whose home they are building. 
The 
         documentary segments feature employees at TCI, a television 
cable 
         company, the staff at a Hilton hotel, and coach service 
company, all 
         of who realize the importance of pleasing the customer. 
 
06:00am  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2726  (R) CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                         Repeat of 02/23/09 10:30pm    
 
06:30am  
SDPB1   Martha Speaks                                         115H  7C ST DVS 
        Ain't Nothin' But A Pound Dog, Part 1 & Part 2          PBS   
00:28:46 
         Martha Ain't Nothin' but a Pound Dog, Part 1 - Martha loses her 
         collar and winds up in the animal shelter. She leads an escape 
attempt, 
         only to find that freedom isn't much without a family. (1st of 
two 
         parts).Vocabulary - (E) abandon, deserted, neglected, 
overlooked, (un) 
         fortunate (I) alone, forgot, harsh, lonely, tough, rough.Martha 
Ain't 
         Nothin' but a Pound Dog, Part 2 - When Martha's family comes 
to take 
         her home, she decides she can't leave her shelter friends 
behind. 
         Adopting that many dogs is out of the question, so Martha, 
Helen, and 
         TD cook up a plan to find families for the pound pooches. (2nd 
of two 
         parts).Vocabulary - (E) adopt, affection, devoted, embrace, 
loyal. (I) 
         adore, belong, care, dream, hope. 
        TVY                                            
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28247   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9371H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         President Obama will deliver his first address to a joint session 
of 
         Congress. This speech is in lieu of a State of Union address 
during 
         this inaugural year. The NEWSHOUR broadcast will include 
post-address 
         analysis and live coverage of the Republican response to the 
speech. 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Voyages of Discovery                                  105   CC ST DVS 



        Hanging by a Thread                                     APTSY 00:58:07 
         On May 23, 1939, the US Navy submarine Squalus suffered a 
         catastrophic malfunction, taking her to the ocean floor. No one 
had 
         ever been saved from a stranded sub before, but a distress flare 
was 
         spotted by her sister submarine USS Sculpin and a dramatic 
rescue 
         mission began under the command of Charles 'Swede' 
Momsen. He would 
         use a new invention to save the stranded crew: a rescue diving 
bell. 
         Paul Rose meets the last living survivors of both the Squalus 
and the 
         rescue team. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9371   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   01:26:46 
         President Obama will deliver his first address to a joint session 
of 
         Congress. This speech is in lieu of a State of Union address 
during 
         this inaugural year. The NEWSHOUR broadcast will include 
post-address 
         analysis and live coverage of the Republican response to the 
speech. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3603H  7C ST DVS 
        Rat Attack                                              PBS   00:56:25 
         Every 48 years, the inhabitants of the remote Indian state of 
Mizoram 
         suffer a horrendous ordeal known locally as mautam. An 
indigenous 
         species of bamboo, blanketing 30 percent of Mizoram's 8,100 
square 
         miles, blooms once every half-century, spurring an explosion in 
the 
         rat population which feeds off the bamboo's fruit. The rats run 
amok, 
         destroying crops and precipitating a crippling famine 
throughout 
         Mizoram. NOVA follows this gripping tale of nature's capacity 
to 
         engender human suffering, and investigates the botanical 
mystery of 
         why the bamboo flowers with clockwork precision every half 
century. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2727   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/25/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23055   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                     1015H  7C ST  

        The Order of Myths                                      PBS   01:24:56 
         At America's oldest Mardi Gras - celebrated each year in 
Mobile, 
         Alabama -- events remain segregated between white and black 
residents. 
         This program looks beneath the surface of pageantry and 
reveals a 
         complex story about race relations and the ever-present racial 
divide 
         that persists in America. 
        TVPG-V                                         
 
Wed, 02/25/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28248   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9372H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Reinventing Health Care: A Fred Friendly Seminar      000   
CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:56:46 
         Now that the Obama Administration has made health care 
reform as one 
         of its top priorities, this program, produced by Fred Friendly 
         Seminars of Columbia University examines the issues 
surrounding health 
         care. The panelists were carefully selected to offer a wide range 
of 
         viewpoints from different perspectives and industries. Besides 
Dr. 
         Daniel Jones, vice chancellor of UM Medical Center; confirmed 
         participants include Bill Novelli, CEO of the American 
Association of 
         Retired Persons; T.R. Reid, Washington Post journalist; David 
Walker, 
         CEO of the Peter G. Peterson Foundation and former U.S. 
Comptroller 
         General; Regina Herzlinger, professor of business 
administration, 
         Harvard Business School; and Dave Ratner, small business 
owner. Fred 
         Friendly Seminars brings together remarkable groups of 
panelists and 
         involves them in hypothetical scenarios spun by masterful 
moderators. 
         The results reveal the complexity of the issues with greater 
depth and 
         drama than a standard debate. Hosted by Arthur Miller. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   America's Ballroom Challenge                          401H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   01:56:46 
         Every year thousands of dancers come to Columbus, Ohio, to 
compete in 
         the world's biggest ballroom dancing competition. They 
represent many 



         age groups and dance styles. They come for only one reason -- 
to see 
         if they have what it takes to be the very best. For those who win 
         their divisions -- the grand finale will be their last test. When 
they 
         face off against the other division champions in a winner-take-
all 
         battle for the ultimate title of "America's Best Ballroom 
Couple." The 
         program is hosted by Jean Louisa Kelly. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       302  (R) CC   
        The Look of Love                                        BBC   00:28:59 
         Alec and Zoe start house hunting.  Thanks to Zoe's giving Alec 
"The 
         Look," as advised by Jamie, they buy the house of her dreams. 
                         Repeat of 02/22/09 02:30am    
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2728   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 02/26/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23056   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15043   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 02/26/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1103  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/25/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28249   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9373H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   On Call                                               708   CC   
        Moving Forward In Medicine                              LOCA  00:56:46 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Teachings of Jon                                      000   CC ST  
                                                                APT   00:56:46 
         THE TEACHINGS OF JON is an insightful and humorous 
documentary by 
         Jennifer Owensby about her brother Jon, a 40-year-old man 
severely and 
         profoundly affected by Down syndrome. Although Jon may 
never 

         accomplish much by conventional standards - he has an IQ of 
20, cannot 
         talk and earns less than $13.00 a year - his greater purpose is to 
         teach others how to love. The program celebrates Jon exactly 
as he is, 
         rather than focusing on changing Jon to fit into the world. From 
the 
         opening shot, the film offers an up close and personal look at 
the 
         realities of living with someone with severe mental retardation. 
THE 
         TEACHINGS OF JON uncovers how this "family secret," locked 
away in an 
         institution for the first seven years of his life, became the family 
         treasure. While entertaining, this inspirational story of one 
family's 
         journey is also about honesty and redemption, acceptance and 
growth 
         that offers hope to others. 
        TVG                                            
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Rosemary and Thyme                                    207   CC ST  
        The Italian Rapscallion                                 APTSY 00:46:35 
         Emma Standish is opening her restaurant on the Ligurian coast 
of 
         Italy, and Rosemary and Laura are way behind in their 
preparation of 
         the surrounding garden. The ladies find the pace of life here is 
hard 
         to hurry, and local fixer Fabrizio Biaggi insists a visit to the 
         glorious Giardini Tremonti will inspire them all. Their guided 
tour is 
         brought to an abrupt halt, however, when one of their party, 
Janice 
         Alexander, is found dead, while the others indulge in the local 
food 
         and wine. Fabrizio is arrested but Emma insists Rosemary and 
Laura 
         must prove him innocent. Matters are further complicated 
when Dr 
         Llewellyn's daughter Celia is discovered not to be the model 
she 
         claims, but really practicing the 'oldest profession'. And the 
         restaurant preparation is further interrupted when retired 
Foreign 
         Office diplomat Sir Basil Slavinski is also found dead at the 
bottom 
         of his cliff-top garden, with the Mediterranean lapping at his 
feet. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       706  (R) CC ST  
        The Old Folks' Party                                    BBC   00:29:22 
         Jean gets the whole gang, including Lionel's father, Rocky, and 
his 
         stepmother to help out with her old-age party at the church 
hall. 
         Lionel is the last to agree and is anxious about the whole idea, 
         especially after being told to watch out for Mrs. Thrupp. 
                         Repeat of 02/22/09 01:30am    
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1104   CC   



        S.D. Artists                                            LOCA  00:23:09 
         Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn Ethiopian 
born and 
         raised painter, Eyob Mergia graduated from the Ethiopian Fine 
Arts 
         Institute in Addis Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 
1997, 
         where his work has flourished. He has participated in many 
exhibitions, 
         appeared in numerous publications, painted several murals and 
is 
         represented in private collections nationwide. He works with 
high 
         school students on Art and Diversity projects as well.Painter 
Jon 
         Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic Meeker Ranch... 
it's a 
         rundown ranch that the forest service acquired and then planed 
to 
         demolish for safety reasons...but Crane wants to preserve it and 
he's 
         raising money to do so.Mary Groth is among the most popular 
and highly 
         accomplished artists in South Dakota. She was born in 1950 in 
Aberdeen, 
         South Dakota, and has founded her art on the inspirations 
drawn from a 
         lifetime of observing and experiencing the rural prairie lifestyle. 
                                                      Next Air 02/27/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23057   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15044   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 02/27/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1104  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/26/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28250   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9374H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4834   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:10 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 03/02/09 12:00am 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            509Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:10 

         Within two years the baby boomer generation will be looking at 
         retirement, but can they afford to? In this struggling economy, 
         boomers are rightfully worried about what they have left to 
retire on. 
         NOW turns to two experts for help and insight: Amy Domini, a 
pioneer 
         in the field of socially responsible investing; and journalist Dan 
         Gross, who covers the economy for Slate and Newsweek. 
        TVRE                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1246   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
         Who wins and who loses in the economic stimulus package? Bill 
Moyers 
         talks with economist Robert Johnson, who decodes this week's 
news on 
         the bank bailout, with a hard look at the international 
ramifications 
         of the plan and a discussion of why nationalization has become 
a flash 
         point. Johnson is former chief economist of the Senate Banking 
         Committee, former managing director at Soros Fund 
Management, and 
         currently serves on a U.N. Committee on International Financial 
and 
         Monetary Reform. And, scholar John McWhorter weighs in on 
whether the 
         U.S. is "a nation of cowards", as Attorney General Eric Holder 
         suggests, on racial issues. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market                                     3426   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:24:46 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1103   CC   
        S.D. Craftsman                                          LOCA  00:22:50 
         Michael Dresch - Guitar Maker / Michael Hill - Potter / Kevin 
Pourier 
         - Buffalo Horn ArtistMichael Dresch is an Electric Guitar Maker 
in 
         Sioux Falls.  Michael is a guitar aficionado who is now hand 
making 
         custom electric guitars. He designs guitars to the client?s 
         specifications.  He carves the guitars and assembles all the 
hardware 
         himself.  He does both flat and carved top guitars.Michael Hill, 
         currently from Volin, SD, creates a wide variety of functional 
pottery 
         from salad bowls to unique vases.Kevin Pourier has been 
shaping 
         jewelry, spoons, etc from buffalo horns since 1992.  He received 
a 
         scholarship to study at the National Museum of the American 
Indian in 
         Washington and spent time on the east coast researching 
buffalo horn 
         artifacts. 
                                                      Next Air 03/22/09 05:00am 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Allo, Allo                                            203      
        The Policeman Cometh                                    BBC   00:29:45 



         British Intelligence send in Officer Crabtree disguised as a 
French 
         Policeman to help the airmen.  He parachutes into the top of a 
tree 
         just as the duo, still disguised as a cow, are attempting to 
escape. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                         Repeat of 02/17/09 06:00am   Next Air 03/02/09 
06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23058   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15045   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Sat, 02/28/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1105  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/27/09 10:30pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        205   CC  DVS 
        Handpainted and to Dye For                              NETA  00:26:46 
         Handpainted fibers are to dye for! In today's Knitting Daily we'll 
         unlock the mystery of these yarns and learn how they can be 
used 
         successfully in projects small to large. First Kathy Elkins joins 
         Eunny and introduces us to some of the most popular 
handpainted fibers. 
         Then the designer spotlight is on Carol Sulcoski as we look at 
how 
         handpainted yarns create different effects when making socks. 
Next 

         Shannon Okey demonstrates the "Power Station Hat," a simple 
pattern 
         that is extremely flexible for knitters. Then Kim answers a 
question 
         about where to start in the skein to knit identical socks when 
using 
         multi-colored, painted yarns. Last, it's "you made it". Liz shows 
off 
         versions of a scarf made with handspun, handpainted fibers. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1006  (R) CC   
        Enriching Lives                                         LOCA  00:25:45 
         Podiatrist to the Homeless - Sioux Falls / SDNG Youth 
Leadership Camp 
         - Custer State Park / Elders' Wisdom, Children's Song - 
CusterLaurie 
         Wernke of Lennox first worked as a registered nurse, then as a 
massage 
         therapist.  After working in both fields, she became a parish 
nurse. 
         The parish nurse profession gave Wernke the opportunity to 
help people 
         in a holistic manner.  As a result, Wernke fulfils several needs 
for 
         people.  She's received an award from the Sioux Falls Homeless 
         Coalition for her work with the Stepping Into Good Health, or 
SIGH, 
         program.  She says she was a shoe-in for the job and enjoys 
meeting a 
         variety of people.  Patients say Wernke provides a service that 
isn't 
         readily available anywhere else.Every year the South Dakota 
National 
         Guard sponsors a youth camp at Camp Bob Marshall. There's 
canoeing, 
         team exercises, social events and more.Elders' Wisdom, 
Children's Song 
         is a program, in its third year, designed to teach the youth 
about 
         their elders.  Four elders are selected from the community and 
paired 
         with 3 fourth grade classes and one fifth grade class.  Students 
get 
         to interview their elder during class and work together with 
their 
         teachers and a song writer to create a narration and song 
chronicling 
         and honoring their life. It's a history and music project, plus a 
         writing exercise too. 
                         Repeat of 02/15/09 05:00am    
 
10:00am  
SDPB1   Heart Healthy Yoga: Yoga for the Rest of Us           000$  7C 
ST  
                                                                PFP   00:54:20 
         Pioneering yoga instructor Peggy Cappy has set her own unique 
mark in 
         the world of yoga by developing and teaching an approach that 
makes it 
         accessible to people of all ages, abilities, and sizes. Peggy's first 
         three yoga specials - Yoga for the Rest of Us, More Yoga for the 
Rest 



         of Us, and Back Care Basics - proved that you don't have to 
bend like 
         a pretzel to be an avid yoga practitioner. Continuing her 
mission to 
         help Americans get healthier and to promote yoga to the 
population at 
         large Peggy now offers the public television community her 
newest 
         special, HEART HEALTHY YOGA: YOGA FOR THE REST OF US. 
This half-hour 
         documentary special demonstrates the heart-healthy benefits 
of yoga 
         and how the simplest stretches and exercises can be 
incorporated into 
         anyone's daily routine. Filmed on location in scenic 
Peterborough, New 
         Hampshire, and featuring Peggy's own students, viewers will 
see how 
         the right exercises and yoga poses can dramatically protect 
your heart 
         and improve your overall health and flexibility. 
                                                      Next Air 03/14/09 11:00am 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy: Nancy's 25 Favorite Sewing Te      000V  
CC ST  
                                                                NETA  01:27:50 
         Make your sewing, serging, quilting, and embroidering more 
efficient 
         and more enjoyable by using 25 of Nancy's favorite sewing 
techniques. 
         Accomplish more, and get results that rival those of sewing 
         professionals by using the same techniques Nancy uses. She 
shares a 
         compilation of her 25 favorite techniques developed during the 
past 25 
         years, plus takes a look back at past PBS programs that 
featured 
         similar topics. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   Suze Orman: Women & Money                             000V  CC ST  
                                                                PBSIP 01:59:00 
         : In Suze Orman: Women & Money, Suze shares her surprising 
insights 
         into the complicated, often dysfunctional relationship women 
have with 
         their money. In the special, Suze also equips women with the 
financial 
         knowledge and emotional awareness to overcome the blocks 
that have 
         kept them from making more out of the money they have. But 
what's at 
         stake is far bigger than money itself - it's about expanding every 
         woman's sense of who she is and what she deserves. "Why is it 
that 
         women, who are so competent in all other areas of their lives, 
cannot 
         find the same competence when it comes to matters of 
money?" In what 
         she calls the most important work of her life, Orman addresses 
that 
         question and offers her original solutions. This special was 
taped at 

         the beautiful Napa Valley Opera House in Northern California, 
and its 
         premiere broadcast was accompanied by the publishing of 
Orman's book: 
         Women & Money: Owning the Power to Control Your Destiny, 
from Spiegel 
         and Grau, a division of Random House. Women & Money 
argues that 
         everybody wins when women become the architects of their 
financial 
         futures. Suze will zero in on specific financial issues facing 
women 
         in every life stage, from buying a home to negotiating a 
competitive 
         salary, to financing a child's college tuition, to saving for and 
         enjoying retirement. And of course, the entire special will 
feature 
         the empathy, savvy and wit that have become Suze Orman 
trademarks. 
         Suze Orman is the author of five consecutive New York Times 
best 
         sellers and is a two-time Daytime Emmy Award winner. She 
was 
         recognized as Outstanding Service Show Host for each of her 
two most 
         recent PBS productions, For the Young, Fabulous & Broke and 
The Laws 
         of Money, The Lessons of Life. Both programs were also 
nominated as 
         Outstanding Service Show. Suze Orman: Women & Money is 
Suze's sixth 
         program for PBS. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 03/06/09 08:30pm 
 
02:30pm  
SDPB1   Stay Rich Forever & Ever with Ed Slott                000V  CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:28:14 
         Stay Rich Forever & Ever with Ed Slott is a fun, informative and 
         effective new national public television special with best-selling 
         author and America's IRA expert Ed Slott. This one-hour 
program 
         provides viewers across the country with an innovative yet 
simple step- 
         by-step process enabling them to take control of their 
retirement 
         savings and prevent looming personal financial disaster. Ed 
Slott's 
         program uses humor, personal stories and 20 years of expertise 
to 
         illustrate the complex yet critical information that all of us need 
to 
         know to make sure we avoid financial disaster. 
                                                      Next Air 03/01/09 10:30pm 
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 S.D. High School Wrestling Championships         000      
        Class A                                                 2009  05:58:00 
         Live from Watertown.  The 3rd, 5th, and 7th place matches will 
take 
         place first, followed by the championship matches. 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Great Performances                                   3408$  7C ST  
        The Police Certifiable                                  PBS   01:27:45 



         Rocketing to stardom and worldwide fame in the early 1980s, 
Andy 
         Summers, Stewart Copeland, and Sting-better known as The 
Police-boldly 
         revitalized the 1970s rock 'n' roll scene with their signature 
fusion 
         of punk, New Wave, and reggae sounds. Despite the release of 
a host of 
         hit singles including "Roxanne," "Message in a Bottle," and 
"Every 
         Breath You Take," five smash albums, and six Grammy Awards 
between 1980 
         and 1984, the Police parted ways in 1986, with front-man Sting 
         embarking on a hugely successful solo career. More than two 
decades 
         after the break-up and over thirty years since the initial release 
of 
         "Roxanne," Sting, Summers, and Copeland teamed up one last 
time in 2007 
         to launch the band's farewell tour. GREAT PERFORMANCES 
captures the 
         Police in this once-in-a-lifetime event, in concert from Buenos 
Aires, 
         Argentina. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Visions: The Great Cities of Europe                   000$  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:28:14 
         VISIONS: THE GREAT CITIES OF EUROPE gives viewers an 
overview of some 
         of Europe's most interesting cities and locales - London, 
Amsterdam, 
         the French Riviera and Monaco, Rome, Vienna, Budapest, 
Prague, Dublin, 
         Florence, Venice and Paris - for the ultimate tour. 
                                                      Next Air 03/05/09 11:30pm 
 
Sun, 03/01/2009 
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Program About Unusual Buildings & Other Roadside S    
000   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         Rick Sebak brings his trademark flair to a road trip in search of 
         America's most interesting, wacky and goofy buildings, 
celebrating 
         places such as the Big Duck on Long Island, the National Fresh 
Water 
         Fishing National Hall of Fame (in the shape of a giant fish) in 
         Heyward, Wisconsin, and the world's largest catsup bottle, built 
as a 
         water tower in Collinsville, Illinois. 
        TVG                                            
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Kung Fu Journey to the East                           000   CC ST DVS 
                                                                APTEX 00:56:46 
         KUNG FU JOURNEY TO THE EAST explores the world of 
martial arts in 
         China through the eyes of two American Kung Fu students as 
they visit 
         the origins of this 1,500-year-old tradition. Masters of China's 
most 

         renowned martial arts schools impart their knowledge and 
wisdom to 
         these two determined learners. Their lessons provide a deeper 
         understanding of this ancient - and increasingly popular - 
Chinese 
         philosophy and tradition, which combines exercise, self-
defense, self- 
         discipline and art. During their two-week stay, Kristi Jordan and 
Adam 
         McArthur study a variety of martial arts forms, meet the coach 
of 
         international martial-arts film star Jet Li and prepare for their 
         debut stage performance at the Shaolin Temple. Each wonders 
if their 
         martial-arts training in the United States equipped them for 
this 
         intense challenge to mind, body and spirit. 
        TVG                                            
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   China: Summer School on the Road                      000   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:56:46 
         Road trip in China! Join two American university students as 
they 
         explore historic Shandong Province by bus with eleven Chinese 
students. 
         In exchange for English lessons, Nick and Courtney are exposed 
to the 
         history, culture, natural beauty and variety of lifestyles in 
Northern 
         China. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   Tutankhamun and the Golden Age of the Pharaohs        000   
CC   
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Since the discovery of his treasure-filled tomb in 1922, King 
         Tutankhamun has captured the imaginations of people around 
the world. 
         The Emmy-nominated TUTANKHAMUN AND THE GOLDEN 
AGE OF THE PHARAOHS 
         highlights the celebrated exhibit of Tutankhamun artifacts - the 
most 
         impressive collection ever assembled outside of Egypt - at the 
Museum 
         of Art in Fort Lauderdale. These objects - ranging from 
everyday 
         housewares to ornate gold crowns - offer a compelling portrait 
of the 
         tumultuous times of Tutankamun and his fabled family. A 
special 
         exhibition section explores the mystery of Tutankhamun's 
death 
         (theories range from murder to a tragic hunting accident) 
through CT 
         scans performed on the young pharaoh's mummified remains. 
Additionally, 
         a realistic, life-sized bust created by forensic specialists allows 
         visitors to gaze into ancient monarch's face. 
        TVG                                            
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Sun, 03/01/2009 
 
04:30am  
SDPB1   Ketchup: King of Condiments                           000   CC ST  
                                                                APT   00:26:46 
         This light-hearted history of ketchup delves into little-known 
facts 
         about the condiment's origins, development and interesting 
uses. For 
         years, Americans have dolloped this simple mix of tomato 
paste, 
         vinegar, corn syrup and salt on everything from hot dogs to 
scrambled 
         eggs, pasta and even ice-cream. KETCHUP: KING OF 
CONDIMENTS features a 
         quirky cast of characters, including an avid ketchup bottle 
collector 
         from Detroit; a trip to the World's Largest Catsup Bottle in 
Illinois, 
         and an insider's tour of the H.J. Heinz Co. plant in Ohio. Along 
the 
         way, author and food historian Andrew F. Smith chronicles the 
history 
         of tomatoes and this American staple. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1008   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:24:45 
         Geocaching / South Dakota Poets / Carthage on the Big Screen 
         Geocaching (pronounced "geo-cashing") is an outdoor treasure 
hunt 
         using hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS) units. The 
geocachers 
         hide and seek "treasures" which are waterproof containers that 
         typically include a pencil, small notebook to serve as a logbook 
for 
         finders, and several trinkets like key chains, small toys and 
buttons. 
         Geocachers hide the geocache and enter the coordinates 
(latitude and 
         longitude) on a website. Others download the coordinates, 
enter them 
         into their GPS units and head out to find the geocache. Take a 
look at 
         three of the state's poets. Yvonne Holinbeck of Clearfield was 
named 
         the 2006 National Cowboy Poet of the year. She has written a 
number of 
         poems and published a book.  Yankton Poet Elizabeth Lewis, 
aged 90, 
         has lived life struggling with deep, inexplicable fears and 
extreme 
         shyness. As a child just pulling a dress up over her head was 
         terrifying because of the few seconds it took to pull over her- 
she 
         was afraid someone would grab her. She miraculously 
overcame her 
         anxiety disorder as an adult. All of her experiences have 
inspired her 

         to write poetry. Last summer at the age of 90 she entered her 
first 
         poetry slam contest and won with a poem titled "Thirty 
Again?"We go to 
         the town of Carthage, where Sean Penn recently shot some of 
his movie 
         "Into the Wild".  We look at the town's history, its Straw Bale 
Museum 
         and its people. 
                                                      Next Air 03/14/09 05:30am 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson                   122   CC ST 
DVS 
        Appreciating Family                                     APTEX 00:27:41 
         Dig into your recycling bin, then dig out from the piles on your 
desk, 
         with simple ideas for organizing pencils, paper clips, photos and 
more. 
         Donna makes shadow silhouettes, prepares kid-friendly 
vegetable sushi 
         and molds glycerin soap into designer shapes. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Eckhart Tolle: Awakening in the Now                   000$  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   00:58:48 
         Consisting of three distinct elements: excerpts from one of the 
rare 
         public lectures that Eckhart Tolle presents - this one was done 
in Los 
         Angeles, in 2007; interview segments with Dr. Betty Sue 
Flowers; and 
         premium roll-ins/mission pitches. Our host for the program is 
Midge 
         Woolsey, who will interview Dr. Flowers, as well as do direct-to- 
         camera mission pitches. This program is a very rare opportunity 
- it 
         is the first broadcast of Tolle lectures - and Midge will be 
speaking 
         with Dr. Flowers to put the phenomenon of Tolle into context, 
both 
         from a personal and a cultural perspective. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Romantics' Europe                        000V  CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 01:58:30 
         In his latest pledge event, Rick Steves shares his extensive 
         knowledge of European history and culture as he winds his way 
through 
         the most romantic spots in Spain, France and the Czech 
Republic. RICK 
         STEVES' ROMANTICS' EUROPE finds the travel guru in 
Barcelona to behold 
         Gaudi's unfinished architectural masterpiece, in Prague to savor 
the 
         local pub culture and in the Dordogne valley to marvel at 
Lascaux 
         Caves, the Sistine Chapel of the prehistoric world. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:30pm  
SDPB1   Best of Red Skelton                                   000V  CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:27:10 



         A new public television special celebrates America's Clown 
Prince of 
         Comedy and one of the longest running television variety 
series. "The 
         Red Skelton Show," one of the first variety shows to make the 
         successful transition from radio to TV, premiered September 
30, 1951 
         and was a television staple for two decades until its cancellation 
in 1 
         971. THE BEST OF RED SKELTON features classic Skelton 
slapstick 
         routines and characters in full color, along with hilarious guest 
         appearances from Walter Brennan, Raymond Burr, Tim 
Conway, Phyllis 
         Diller, James Drury, Eva Gabor, Janet Leigh, Vincent Price, 
Cesar 
         Romero, Mickey Rooney, Telly Savalas, Tiny Tim, Robert 
Wagner, John 
         Wayne and others.THE BEST OF RED SKELTON features 
Skelton's most 
         popular characters, including sometime singing cabdriver 
"Clem 
         Kadiddlehopper," a hillbilly farmer with a big heart and a slow 
wit; 
         "Sheriff Deadeye;" boxer "Cauliflower McPugg;" henpecked 
husband 
         "George Appleby;" and "Gertrude and Heathcliffe," his pair of 
cross- 
         eyed seagulls. The only television addition to Skelton's original 
         radio repertoire of characters was hobo "Freddie the 
Freeloader." With 
         Skelton's endless talent for pantomime, a simple smile, his 
trusty hat 
         and cigar, "Freddie" could bring you to tears from both sadness 
and 
         laughter 
        TVG                                           Next Air 03/07/09 04:30pm 
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Achieving Your Dreams with Ken Blanchard              000$  7C 
ST  
                                                                PFP   00:58:58 
         Achieving Your Dreams: with Ken Blanchard is more than a 
prescription 
         for success for business-minded folks. His inspirational message 
and 
         humorous personal stories, served up with the wit and 
infectious charm 
         that is uniquely Ken's, are invaluable to anyone who wants to 
live a 
         more fulfilling life. Ken shares insightful tips and tools for 
leading 
         a life of balance and purpose, gaining peace of mind, personal 
         satisfaction, and accomplishing noble goals. His memorable 
test of joy, 
         test of purpose, test of creativity, and test of perpetual 
prosperity 
         are sure to entertain, enlighten, and enrich all who tune in to 
         Achieving Your Dreams. Twenty-eight years ago, a university 
professor 
         named Ken Blanchard had a dream about making a positive 
difference in 
         people's lives. But he never imagined the book he co-authored 
with 

         Spencer Johnson, The One Minute Manager, would become a 
New York Times 
         bestseller, stay on bestseller lists for 25 years and sell more 
than 13 
         million copies in 30 languages! Acting on his idea allowed Ken 
to 
         leave the comfort and security of his university job to start a 
         successful consulting business and share his vision with people 
around 
         the world. Today, Ken's latest book, The One Minute 
Entrepreneur™ 
         (co-authored with Don Hutson and Ethan Willis) is poised to 
positively 
         impact the lives of anyone with a dream and a desire to make it 
a 
         reality. Ken Blanchard has had an extraordinary impact on the 
day-to- 
         day management of millions of people and companies. He is 
the author 
         of several bestselling books, including the blockbuster 
international 
         bestseller The One Minute Manager® and the giant business 
bestsellers 
         Leadership and the One Minute Manager, Raving Fans, and 
Gung Ho! His 
         books have combined sales of more than eighteen million 
copies in more 
         than twenty-five languages. In 2005 Ken was inducted into 
Amazon's 
         Hall of Fame as one of the top 25 bestselling authors of all time. 
Ken 
         is the chief spiritual officer of The Ken Blanchard Companies, an 
         international management training and consulting firm. He is 
also 
         cofounder of the Lead Like Jesus Ministries, a nonprofit 
organization 
         dedicated to inspiring and equipping people to be servant 
leaders in 
         the marketplace. The College of Business at Grand Canyon 
University 
         bears his name. Ken and his wife, Margie, live in San Diego and 
work 
         with their son Scott, daughter Debbie, and Debbie's husband, 
Humberto 
         Medina. 
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Discovering Secrets of the Vatican                    000$  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:29:08 
         The Vatican is one of the most visited tourist destinations in the 
         world. The Vatican City State is separated from Rome only by 
its 
         bordering walls and travertine pavement. Vatican City is the 
smallest 
         independent state on the globe covering just 110 acres with a 
small 
         population of 800. The many interesting facts and secrets 
unknown 
         about this small, landlocked sovereign city state are revealed in 
         Discovering Secrets of the Vatican. The program is a 3-part, 60-
minute 
         special highlighting the greatest unknown details about the 
very 
         private yet renowned city's government, military, culture, 
economy, 



         communications, and history. 
                                                      Next Air 03/15/09 09:00am 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Daniel O'donnell at Home In Ireland                   000P  CC ST  
                                                                PFP   00:58:05 
         For Daniel O'Donnell there's no place like home. A new concert 
hall 
         in Letterkenny located in his home county of Donegal is apropo 
for a 
         brand new 60-minute program. This special has Daniel singing 
for the 
         people at home in Ireland and at the same time singing to 
public 
         television viewers across America. The program was taped on 
July 14, 20 
         07 where Daniel performed with his long-time singing partner 
Mary Duff. 
         The program consists of a combination of familiar Irish tunes 
and 
         American favorites. Interwoven throughout the program Daniel 
sing 
         songs from some of his favorite locations in Ireland. As Daniel 
sings, 
         "Destination Donegal," audiences will be transported to County 
Donegal 
         where Daniel calls home and shares some of the most beautiful 
sites 
         from the area. In "Dear Old Galway Town," audiences are 
transported to 
         one of the most beautiful and picturesque towns in Ireland, 
Galway. 
         From the church where he was baptized, received his first 
communion 
         and where he married his wife Majella, Daniel sings "It is No 
Secret." 
         Then it's on to County Leitrim for the song "Blue Hills of 
Breffini," 
         and finally to County Clare where Daniel sings "My Lovely Rose 
of 
         Clare." American favorites such as "Oh Lonesome Me, " 
"Heartaches by 
         the Number," and "Tiger by the Tail" are laced throughout the 
program. 
         As always Mary Duff presides with her powerful rendition of 
"Working 
         Man" that has audiences in the theatre singing and swaying. 
Both Mary 
         and Daniel explode in a musical repartee with the song, "Save 
Your 
         Love," where Daniel sings in Italian and Mary swoons at his 
every word. 
         The program Daniel O'Donnell at Home in Ireland is a perfect 
blend of 
         music that is familiar to American audiences and the places that 
are 
         so dear to Daniel and the millions of people who call Ireland 
home. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Welk Stars - Through The Years                        000(  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:15:16 
         This new fundraising special, THE WELK STARS - THROUGH 
THE YEARS, 

         will salute 18 hard-working, much loved Welk entertainers, 
using 
         vintage photos from the network television years and clips from 
the 
         past PBS Welk Specials. The show will be hosted by Mary Lou 
Metzger 
         who will share an upbeat detailed short biography of each 
performer, 
         illustrated with carefully chosen material, ending with each 
featured 
         Welk Star in a major production number. 
                                                      Next Air 03/15/09 07:00pm 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Glen Campbell In Concert                              000P  CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  00:56:32 
         The pop superstar performs his greatest hits in a rousing 
concert, 
         accompanied by the South Dakota Symphony Orchestra and 
his own 
         ensemble. Songs include "Rhinestone Cowboy," "Wichita 
Lineman," 
         "Southern Nights," "By The Time I Get To Phoenix," "Gentle On 
My Mind" 
         and other classics. Throughout the performance, Glen 
Campbell shares 
         the stories behind the songs, revealing his deep-rooted love of 
music. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Stay Rich Forever & Ever with Ed Slott                000V (R) CC 
ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:28:14 
         Stay Rich Forever & Ever with Ed Slott is a fun, informative and 
         effective new national public television special with best-selling 
         author and America's IRA expert Ed Slott. This one-hour 
program 
         provides viewers across the country with an innovative yet 
simple step- 
         by-step process enabling them to take control of their 
retirement 
         savings and prevent looming personal financial disaster. Ed 
Slott's 
         program uses humor, personal stories and 20 years of expertise 
to 
         illustrate the complex yet critical information that all of us need 
to 
         know to make sure we avoid financial disaster. 
                         Repeat of 02/28/09 02:30pm    
 
Mon, 03/02/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4834  (R) 7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:10 
        TVRE             Repeat of 02/27/09 07:00pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   BBC World News This Week                           113059   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28251   7C ST  



                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9375H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Deadwood Songbook                                     000P  CC   
                                                                NETA  00:58:13 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   Country Bluegrass Homecoming                          000P  CC ST  
                                                                      00:53:25 
         Country, bluegrass and classic gospel legends gather together 
in this 
         musical celebration with appearances by George Jones, Marty 
Stuart, 
         Vince Gill, Ralph Stanley and more. Bill Gaither hots. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2730   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/03/09 06:00am 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Glen Campbell In Concert                              000V  CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:27:32 
         The pop superstar performs his greatest hits in a rousing 
concert, 
         accompanied by the South Dakota Symphony Orchestra and 
his own 
         ensemble. Songs include "Rhinestone Cowboy," "Wichita 
Lineman," 
         "Southern Nights," "By The Time I Get To Phoenix," "Gentle On 
My Mind" 
         and other classics. Throughout the performance, Glen 
Campbell shares 
         the stories behind the songs, revealing his deep-rooted love of 
music. 
        TVG                                            
 
Tue, 03/03/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15046   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28252   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9376H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   John Denver: A Song's Best Friend                     000P  CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  00:57:58 

         John Denver earned international acclaim as a songwriter, 
performer, 
         actor, environmentalist and humanitarian. His music has 
spanned three 
         decades and 30 albums. In selections from his popular 1970s 
television 
         specials, and rare footage from concerts including Sing 
Australia! (198 
         4 and 1994) and Red Rocks (1973 and 1982), Denver performs 
cherished 
         classics including "Sunshine On My Shoulders," "Country 
Roads," and 
         "Rocky Mountain High," as well as other beloved favorites 
including 
         "Perhaps Love," "Thank God I'm a Country Boy," and "This Old 
Guitar." 
         The program features interviews with his ex-wife Annie, 
producer and 
         arranger Milt Okun, manager Hal Thau, conductor and 
composer Lee 
         Holdridge, and band members Pete Huttlinger and John 
Somers. 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   Celtic Thunder                                        000P  CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:19:28 
         Celtic Thunder is a new group and concert special featuring five 
         Celtic male vocalists: Paul Byrom (age 28, Dublin, Ireland), 
George 
         Donaldson (age 39, Glasgow, Scotland), Keith Harkin (age 20, 
Derry, 
         Northern Ireland), Ryan Kelly (age 28, Moy in County Tyrone, 
Northern 
         Ireland) and Damian McGinty (age 14, Derry, Northern Ireland). 
Taped 
         August 2007 at the Helix in Dublin, the group's debut 
performance is a 
         celebration of Celtic heritage and men-their loves, attitudes, 
         individuality, power and strength, throughout life's journey. 
Celtic 
         Thunder premieres nationwide on public television March 2008 
(check 
         local listings) and is distributed by WLIW New York.From 
rousing 
         ensemble numbers to solos showcasing each members' vocal 
style and 
         personality, Celtic Thunder performs powerful ballads, popular 
hits, 
         and heartwarming songs of love and loss from across the Celtic 
music 
         spectrum-Irish, Scottish, traditional and contemporary. Celtic 
Thunder 
         creator/producer Sharon Browne teamed up with legendary 
Irish composer 
         Phil Coulter (Elvis Presley's "My Boy," Sandie Shaw's "Puppet 
on a 
         String," the now-classic Irish ballad "The Town I Loved So 
Well"), to 
         audition men all over Ireland and Scotland for the group, and 
craft a 
         representative set list. The eclectic mix of music includes 
         traditional songs ("Mountains of Mourne," "Come by the Hills," 
"Love 
         Thee Dearest"), pop classics (Paul Anka's "Puppy Love," the 
Eagles' 



         "Desperado," The Moody Blues' "Nights in White Satin") and 
Coulter 
         originals (Irish Rugby Football Union anthem "Ireland's Call," 
"The 
         Old Man," "Steal Away"), accompanied by The Celtic Concert 
Orchestra, 
         a full band, bagpipes and monks. Choreography, dramatic 
lighting, 
         visual effects, and a set resembling ancient stone steps and 
paths 
         enhance the musical production. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2731   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/04/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   My Music: My Generation - The 60s                     000V  CC ST  
                                                                PFP   01:59:07 
         Following up on the same audience as The 60s Experience and 
This Land 
         Is Your Land this My Music special appeals to the "sixties 
generation" 
         of baby boomers. The program focuses on the years 1965 -1969 
and 
         includes essential 60s folk rock, R&B and pop in the latest 
production 
         in the My Music fundraising series, designed to attract and 
renew the 5 
         0+ crowd who "survived the sixties" to support public television. 
The 8 
         -CD set features the biggest hits by the original 1960's artists in 
         this celebration and collection of "folks" that lived through the 
         decade of change, peace, love and protest music. 
        TVG                                            
 
Wed, 03/04/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28253   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9377H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Great Performances                                   3404P  CC ST  
        Hit Man: David Foster and Friends                       PBS   01:25:14 
         Legendary songwriter, producer, and maestro to the stars, 
David 
         Foster has generated some of the world's best known popular 
music, and 
         collaborated with a veritable "Who's Who" of superstars in a 
career 
         that spans more than three decades. In celebration of his 
remarkable 
         achievements including fourteen Grammy Awards and a host of 
other 
         accolades some of the biggest names in contemporary music 
gather for a 

         one-night-only concert that brings down the house. From the 
stage of 
         Las Vegas' Mandalay Bay, Andrea Bocelli, Josh Groban, Michael 
Buble, 
         Kenny Babyface Edmonds, Boz Skaggs, Kenny G, Peter Cetera, 
Brian 
         McKnight, Blake Shelton, Cheryl Lynn, Charice, Katharine 
McPhee, and 
         Andre Agassi join in the celebration, along with a special 
performance 
         by Celine Dion and some long-distance best wishes from Kevin 
Costner 
         and Barbra Streisand. 
        TVG                                            
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Richard Abel Elegancia                                000(  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   00:56:34 
         The Richard Abel Concert will be held in the elegant century-old 
         ballroom Versailles in Montreal. The ambiance and decor will 
be lush, 
         middle-European, turn-of-the-century Vienna. Backed by a 23-
piece 
         orchestra, Mr. Abel will perform as 12 couples whirl across the 
floor 
         in full 18-century finery, as a live black-tie audience enjoys the 
         show from their tables. The only decor element added to the 
ballroom 
         is a large screen hung behind the piano and orchestra. Visuals, 
         including footage shot in Vienna, will be projected occasionally 
to 
         punctuate some of the performances. After a lavish opening, 
there will 
         be numerous numbers featuring guest singers, dancers and 
soloists. 
         With Richard Abel at the piano, it promises to be a romantic, 
magical 
         television special full of dance and music. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2732   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/05/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Romantics' Europe                        000V  CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 01:58:30 
         In his latest pledge event, Rick Steves shares his extensive 
         knowledge of European history and culture as he winds his way 
through 
         the most romantic spots in Spain, France and the Czech 
Republic. RICK 
         STEVES' ROMANTICS' EUROPE finds the travel guru in 
Barcelona to behold 
         Gaudi's unfinished architectural masterpiece, in Prague to savor 
the 
         local pub culture and in the Dordogne valley to marvel at 
Lascaux 
         Caves, the Sistine Chapel of the prehistoric world. 
        TVG                                            
 
  Thu, 03/05/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28254   7C ST  



                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9378H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Daniel O'donnell Hope and Praise                      000(  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:14:04 
         This program was taped at the Tri-Lakes Center in Branson, MO 
before 
         an audience of 2,500 enthusiastic fans on November 24, 2008. 
The 
         emotionally uplifting concert includes multi-denominational 
hymns, up- 
         tempo gospel and pop songs. The live concert is backed by a 
24-member 
         young adult choir, a 12-member children's choir, an orchestra, 
         Daniel's band, and of course the beautiful Mary Duff. 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Celtic Woman: The Greatest Journey                    000   CC ST  
                                                                PFP   01:14:46 
         Celtic Woman's latest television special is a collection of 
beloved 
         and memorable highlights from their acclaimed PBS specials. 
All of the 
         songs are intertwined with stunning scenic and landscape 
images of 
         Ireland. 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2733   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/06/09 06:00am 
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Visions: The Great Cities of Europe                   000$ (R) 7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:28:14 
         VISIONS: THE GREAT CITIES OF EUROPE gives viewers an 
overview of some 
         of Europe's most interesting cities and locales - London, 
Amsterdam, 
         the French Riviera and Monaco, Rome, Vienna, Budapest, 
Prague, Dublin, 
         Florence, Venice and Paris - for the ultimate tour. 
                         Repeat of 02/28/09 11:30pm    
 
Fri, 03/06/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28255   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9379H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   My Music: Love Songs of the 50s and 60s               000V  CC 
ST  

                                                                PFP   01:28:47 
         A new My MUSIC special makes the 50s and 60s pop era meet 
early doo 
         wop. This cross-over pop and R&B special includes new never-
before- 
         seen performances with archival favorites of the 1950s and 
early 1960s 
         (pre-Beatles era). Songs include a new performance of the 
original 
         Penguins performing "Earth Angel," and Lenny Coco & The 
Chimes with a 
         new performance of "Once In A While." The Tymes reunite to 
sing "So 
         Much In Love," and the Clovers are together again to sing "Devil 
Or 
         Angel." Fred Paris returns from retirement to sing a new livelier 
         version of "In The Still Of The Night." The Four Aces perform a 
never- 
         before-broadcast version of "Love Is A Many Splendored Thing" 
and 
         "Tell Me Why." Also featured are archival favorites from Doris 
Day, 
         Johnny Ray, Perry Como and many more of the 50s pop and 
early doo wop 
         era all together in one great show. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   Suze Orman: Women & Money                             000V (R) CC 
ST  
                                                                PBSIP 01:59:00 
         : In Suze Orman: Women & Money, Suze shares her surprising 
insights 
         into the complicated, often dysfunctional relationship women 
have with 
         their money. In the special, Suze also equips women with the 
financial 
         knowledge and emotional awareness to overcome the blocks 
that have 
         kept them from making more out of the money they have. But 
what's at 
         stake is far bigger than money itself - it's about expanding every 
         woman's sense of who she is and what she deserves. "Why is it 
that 
         women, who are so competent in all other areas of their lives, 
cannot 
         find the same competence when it comes to matters of 
money?" In what 
         she calls the most important work of her life, Orman addresses 
that 
         question and offers her original solutions. This special was 
taped at 
         the beautiful Napa Valley Opera House in Northern California, 
and its 
         premiere broadcast was accompanied by the publishing of 
Orman's book: 
         Women & Money: Owning the Power to Control Your Destiny, 
from Spiegel 
         and Grau, a division of Random House. Women & Money 
argues that 
         everybody wins when women become the architects of their 
financial 
         futures. Suze will zero in on specific financial issues facing 
women 



         in every life stage, from buying a home to negotiating a 
competitive 
         salary, to financing a child's college tuition, to saving for and 
         enjoying retirement. And of course, the entire special will 
feature 
         the empathy, savvy and wit that have become Suze Orman 
trademarks. 
         Suze Orman is the author of five consecutive New York Times 
best 
         sellers and is a two-time Daytime Emmy Award winner. She 
was 
         recognized as Outstanding Service Show Host for each of her 
two most 
         recent PBS productions, For the Young, Fabulous & Broke and 
The Laws 
         of Money, The Lessons of Life. Both programs were also 
nominated as 
         Outstanding Service Show. Suze Orman: Women & Money is 
Suze's sixth 
         program for PBS. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/28/09 12:30pm   Next Air 03/08/09 
11:00am 
 
10:31pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2734   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/09/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Dr. Wayne Dyer: The Power of Intention                000V  CC 
ST  
                                                                PBSIP 02:58:32 
         Now, Dr. Dyer brings back his enormously popular PBS special, 
The 
         Power of Intention, which is based on his New York Times best-
selling 
         book of the same title. In this "must see" program, he 
challenges the 
         conventional view of "intention." Most of us think of intention 
as a 
         self-achievement orientation, ego-based, which propels us to 
"get" 
         what we want. This program and his book turn that thinking 
upside down. 
         Dr. Dyer brings a fresh interpretation of scientific and 
metaphysical 
         philosophies to his exploration of intention. Intention, he 
explains, 
         is better understood as a field of energy to which every person 
is 
         connected, and from which everyone of us is able to harness its 
         infinite potential. It's not a question of whether or not we are 
         connected to this field of intention, because the connection 
already 
         exists! The question he poses to the audience is: how capable 
are you 
         of keeping your link to this field open? The program posits a 
very 
         inspirational view of intention, as Dr. Dyer powerfully convinces 
us 
         that we each have the potential to create absolutely everything 
and 
         anything we want - when we "clean the connecting link" to our 
field of 
         intention by practicing love, kindness, creativity, self-respect, 

         abundance, receptivity, and beauty - what he calls The Seven 
Faces of 
         Intention. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 03/15/09 12:00pm 
 
Sat, 03/07/2009 
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4835   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:10 
        TVRE                                           
 
02:30am  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            510Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:10 
         How could a struggle over land lead to the brutal murder of an 
         American nun? David Brancaccio interviews award-winning 
filmmaker 
         Daniel Junge on his latest film "They Killed Sister Dorothy." The 
         documentary focuses on Sister Dorothy Stang, a Catholic nun 
from 
         Dayton, Ohio, who in 2005 was killed on a muddy road in the 
Brazilian 
         Amazon she worked tirelessly to save. But it's also the story of 
         peasant farmers hoping to preserve their way of life in the face 
of 
         powerful industry interests. Who will dare stand up in the battle 
         between the haves and the have nots, and will our world's 
ecosystem 
         pay the biggest price?"Peasant people...don't have a chance to 
share 
         in the riches that the planet can offer because some people are 
taking 
         off so much of the pleasures of this world, and there's only so 
much 
         to go around," Sister Dorothy said before her death. 
        TVRE                                           
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1247   CC ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
         He's played heroes, villains, saints, sinners, a ballet-dancing 
         elephant, and a space alien, now actor and children's author 
John 
         Lithgow - best known as Dick Solomon from NBC's hit show 3rd 
Rock from 
         the Sun - reveals a new side of himself... poetry lover. The 
award- 
         winning stage and screen star Lithgow shares his favorite 
poems, 
         insights into acting, and thoughts on the enduring power of art. 
         Lithgow currently stars in the Broadway revival of Arthur 
Miller's All 
         My Sons. He has penned several children's books, as well as 
compiled 
         poems for Poets' Corner: The One-And-Only Poetry Book for 
the Whole 
         Family. Then, Bill Moyers celebrates poetry at the Geraldine R. 
Dodge 
         Poetry Festival, which included renowned poets Coleman 
Barks, W.S. 
         Merwin, Stanley Kunitz, Kurtis Lamkin, among many others. 
        TVRE                                           
 
05:00am  



SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        206   CC  DVS 
        A Is for Asymmetry                                      NETA  00:26:46 
         We're off center today on Knitting Daily as we look at 
asymmetrical 
         design elements in yarn and knitwear, and how they can be 
used to make 
         strikingly attractive projects. First Liz introduces us to 
         asymmetrical yarns - those unique and unusual fibers made 
from 
         untraditional spinning techniques. Then travel to a show to 
meet Teva 
         Durham, who introduces us to her theories behind asymmetry 
in her 
         knitwear design. In our how-to lesson, Liz demonstrates how to 
weave a 
         handbag on the loom, with an unexpected twist. Last On "you 
asked it" 
         we stage a fashion show to answer your question about 
choosing 
         knitwear patterns that are the most flattering for your body 
type. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1007  (R) CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:23:27 
         The Water in Wind Cave - Black Hills / Paralyzed Veterans Hunt 
- 
         Various / Gavin's Point Dam: 50 Year Anniversary - 
YanktonWind Cave is 
         the 4th longest cave in the world and the only place in South 
Dakota 
         where you can actually see the water in the Madison aquifer. 
We will 
         take a trip down to the cave "lakes" and follow on-going 
scientific 
         research on the water resources of the cave.The Paralyzed 
Veterans of 
         America (PVA) host numerous hunting and fishing trips during 
the year. 
         They invite their members who may not have the resources to 
go 
         pheasant hunting or fishing.  We followed the veterans and 
volunteers 
         on a pheasant hunt in rural Parker as they shared stories with 
each 
         other and got to knock down some birds, too.2007 marks the 
50th 
         Anniversary of Gavins Point Dam, located near Yankton. 
                         Repeat of 02/22/09 05:00am    
 
09:00am  
SDPB1   Secrets of Enlightenment with Deepak Chopra           000V  
CC ST  
                                                                APTPS 01:28:05 
         Deepak brings the many teachings of Christianity without the 
dogma to 
         public television. Based on the content of Deepak's New York 
Times' 
         best-selling book "The 3rd Jesus," Secrets of Enlightenment 
with 
         Deepak Chopra is a culmination of Chopra's unique insights and 
advice, 
         based on most of the world's major religions, but delivered in a 
         secular and far-reaching style. 

        TVPG                                           
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Finding Your Own True Love with Dr. Diana Kirschne    000$  
7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:29:25 
         Dr. Diana Kirschner shares her life-changing, four-pronged 
formula 
         for creating lasting love, as well as simple steps couples can 
take to 
         deepen intimacy and create more passion. The program was 
taped before 
         a standing-room-only audience in New York City. 
                                                      Next Air 03/15/09 10:30am 
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Ed Slott's Stay Rich for Life                         000V  CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:27:37 
         Renowned tax advisor and personal finance author Ed Slott, 
CPA, 
         offers Baby Boomers - and anyone who wants to retire on their 
own 
         terms despite America's monumental fiscal crisis - a step-by-
step 
         solution to create, manage and keep family wealth. Building on 
his 
         first public television special, Stay Rich Forever & Ever, Slott 
         explains how to grow and protect your money in turbulent 
times. ED 
         SLOTT'S STAY RICH FOR LIFE features all new information and 
Slott's 
         inviting blend of in-depth, real-world research, humor, and 
detailed 
         facts from the tax code to make financial planning accessible. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 03/11/09 10:30pm 
 
01:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Home Cooking: One Skillet                   000V  CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 02:50:09 
         In this new special, Chris Fennimore and Nancy Polinsky 
prepare easy, 
         delicious and satisfying one-skillet meals with talented home 
cooks. 
         This program features a collection of cherished family recipes 
passed 
         down from generation to generation. Whether slow-simmered 
or quickly 
         sauteed, these hearty soups, stews and cheesy casseroles move 
from the 
         stove to the table in one pan. The "no-fuss" recipes include: 
steak 
         pizzaiola, skillet Reubens, spaghetti with clams and apple skillet 
         cobbler. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   Best of Red Skelton                                   000V (R) CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:27:10 
         A new public television special celebrates America's Clown 
Prince of 
         Comedy and one of the longest running television variety 
series. "The 
         Red Skelton Show," one of the first variety shows to make the 
         successful transition from radio to TV, premiered September 
30, 1951 



         and was a television staple for two decades until its cancellation 
in 1 
         971. THE BEST OF RED SKELTON features classic Skelton 
slapstick 
         routines and characters in full color, along with hilarious guest 
         appearances from Walter Brennan, Raymond Burr, Tim 
Conway, Phyllis 
         Diller, James Drury, Eva Gabor, Janet Leigh, Vincent Price, 
Cesar 
         Romero, Mickey Rooney, Telly Savalas, Tiny Tim, Robert 
Wagner, John 
         Wayne and others.THE BEST OF RED SKELTON features 
Skelton's most 
         popular characters, including sometime singing cabdriver 
"Clem 
         Kadiddlehopper," a hillbilly farmer with a big heart and a slow 
wit; 
         "Sheriff Deadeye;" boxer "Cauliflower McPugg;" henpecked 
husband 
         "George Appleby;" and "Gertrude and Heathcliffe," his pair of 
cross- 
         eyed seagulls. The only television addition to Skelton's original 
         radio repertoire of characters was hobo "Freddie the 
Freeloader." With 
         Skelton's endless talent for pantomime, a simple smile, his 
trusty hat 
         and cigar, "Freddie" could bring you to tears from both sadness 
and 
         laughter 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/01/09 01:30pm    
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Frank Patterson: God Bless America!                   000P  CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:01:08 
         The late Irish tenor's musical salute to America returns to public 
         television. Frank Patterson celebrates the storied history of the 
         country that welcomed his forefathers so many years ago 
through this 
         Irish song and dance spectacular. Backed by a symphony 
orchestra and 
         choir, "Ireland's Golden Tenor" performs a selection of 
traditional 
         and contemporary songs. Special guests include Patterson's 
wife, Eily 
         O'Grady, and her Irish Harp Orchestra, the mother/daughter 
violin duo 
         of Geraldine O'Grady and Oonagh Keogh, and a cavalcade of 
Irish- 
         American champion dancers in traditional costumes. Patterson 
recorded 
         more than 40 albums in six languages, ranging from songs by 
Henry 
         Pucell to Berlioz to popular international favorites and 
traditional 
         Irish ballads, before his death June 10, 2000. 
                                                      Next Air 03/09/09 07:00pm 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By Reunion Special                       000P  CC ST  
                                                                PBSIP 01:19:23 
         Dame Judi Dench and Geoffrey Palmer bring their beloved 
television 
         characters Jean Pargetter and Lionel Hardcastle back to life in 
these 
         two new specials. The new specials pick up some time after the 

         original series left off and reveal Jean Pargetter's great 
         anticipation for grandchildren much to husband Lionel's 
dismay. With 
         son-in-law Alistair and daughter Judy having problems things 
don't 
         look too promising especially when it's left to Lionel to convince 
         Alistair to visit the doctor for some tests. But will Jean's dream 
of 
         becoming a grandmother come true when Sandy and her 
husband Harry 
         return from Canada? Find out what is in store for the 
Hardcastles and 
         their extended family in this new television special. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Johnny Cash at Folsom Prison                          000P  CC ST  
                                                                APTPS 00:56:19 
         JOHNNY CASH AT FOLSOM PRISON explores the historical 
context of 
         Johnny Cash's seminal concert album, "Johnny Cash at Folsom 
Prison." 
         Based on writer Michael Steissguth's acclaimed book Johnny 
Cash at 
         Folsom Prison: The Making of a Masterpiece, the program 
weaves 
         compelling interviews with archival photography - enhanced 
for 
         broadcast by "extrapolation technique" - to evoke the spirit of 
that 
         momentous day on Jan. 13, 1968 when Johnny Cash appeared 
on stage at 
         Folsom Prison. Participants include: Rosanne Cash, band 
member Marty 
         Stuart, former inmate Millard Dedman, and inmate/singer Glen 
Sherley, 
         who famously wrote "Greystone Chapel" for Cash. 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Pink Floyd Dark Side of the Moon Live: Pulse          000V  CC 
ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:28:38 
         The progressive rock heroes perform their seminal 1973 album 
The Dark 
         Side of the Moon from start to finish, in the original running 
order. 
         Hits include "Money," "Breathe," "Speak to Me" and "Time." 
Filmed 
         October 20, 1994 during the Division Bell tour at London's Earls 
Court 
         Exhibition Centre, the captivating concert features David 
Gilmour 
         (vocals/guitars), Nick Mason (drums) and Richard Wright 
(keyboards/ 
         vocals) at their best with flawless sound and amazing visual 
effects. 
         No other band has impacted the live rock music performance 
quite like 
         Pink Floyd. This concert is a testament to why. 
 
Sun, 03/08/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Loreena McKennitt: A Moveable Musical Feast           000   
CC ST  



                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         LOREENA MCKENNITT: A MOVEABLE MUSICAL FEAST 
follows Canadian singer/ 
         composer Loreena McKennitt as she embarks on her 2007 An 
Ancient Muse 
         tour. The performance documentary offers a rare backstage 
look at one 
         of contemporary music's most interesting live acts. Candid 
behind-the- 
         scenes interviews with McKennitt, her band, crew and 
colleagues reveal 
         the rigors of touring. McKennitt and her fellow travellers 
entertain 
         viewers with stories of how they "raise a small village" each 
night 
         they perform, discuss the joys and challenges of their nomadic 
life on 
         the road, and explain the creative relationships they share with 
one 
         another, the music and the audience. A MOVEABLE MUSICAL 
FEAST features 
         previously unreleased musical performances of "Never-Ending 
Road 
         (Amhran Duit)" and "The Gates of Istanbul." 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Queen Rock Montreal                                   000   CC ST  
                                                                APTPS 00:58:58 
         One of rock's greatest bands is captured live at its career high in 
         QUEEN ROCK MONTREAL. Recorded in front of 18,000 
screaming fans at the 
         Montreal Forum on Nov. 24 and 25, 1981, this concert special 
contains 
         stunning performances of some of Queen's biggest hits. The 
band rips 
         through "We Will Rock You," "Somebody to Love," "Under 
Pressure," 
         "Another One Bites the Dust" and the anthemic "Bohemian 
Rhapsody." 
         Propelled by Freddie Mercury's magnetic stage showmanship 
and Brian 
         May's soaring guitar work, the band also dives into deeper 
album cuts 
         such as "Killer Queen" and "Tie Your Mother Down." 
        TVPG                                           
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Daylight Savings Time                                 000  (R)    
                                                                      01:00:00 
                         Repeat of 03/08/09 01:00am    
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   Who: Tommy and Quadrophenia Live                      000   CC   
                                                                APT   00:55:50 
         THE WHO: TOMMY AND QUADROPHENIA LIVE highlights 
selected performances 
         from the band's groundbreaking rock operas. The special 
features a 
         who's who of rock legends including Billy Idol and Elton John 
         performing alongside founding members Roger Daltrey, Pete 
Townshend 
         and John Entwistle. The dynamic performances capture The 
Who's 1989 

         Tommy performance from The Universal Amphitheatre in Los 
Angeles as 
         well as the live version of Quadrophenia from their 1996/1997 
U.S. 
         tour. 
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   Bob Marley and the Wailers Live!                      000   CC   
                                                                APTPS 00:56:31 
         Bob Marley and The Wailers Live! features one of the Jamaican 
         superstar's best live performances and showcased a new 
Wailers line-up: 
         Carlton Barrett on drums, Barrett's brother Aston on bass, 
Junior 
         Marvin on lead guitar, and backing trio Rita Marley, Judy 
Mowatt, and 
         Marcia Griffiths. Filmed soon after the release of the 'Exodus' 
album, 
         concert highlights include 'I Shot The Sheriff,' 'Lively Up 
Yourself,' 
         'No Woman No Cry,' and 'Jammin'. The concert was recorded 
on June 2, 19 
         77 and has been digitally remastered to mark the 30th 
anniversary of 
         this performance.        TVPG                                           
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1101  (R) CC   
        Interesting People                                      LOCA  00:25:07 
         Elton Rokusek / Vi Colombe: The Quilting Phenom / Sabers' 
         SpecialtiesElton, who is the Register of Deeds for Tyndall, has 
         overcome great adversity in his life due to a large facial 
deformity 
         he received at birth. Elton tells a fascinating story of 
overcoming 
         the cruelty of children - and adults. He has written an 
autobiography 
         and shares his inspiring story with us.Vi Colombe was born at 
the 
         Klamath Indian Agency in Oregon. Vi has lived on the Rosebud 
         Reservation for the last 40 years. She offers a wonderful story 
about 
         discovering talents later in life. Vi only starting quilting 8 years 
         ago, and discovered an incredible talent for the art. She makes 
quilts 
         that have been purchased by notables such as Ken Burns.The 
Sabers 
         family of Mitchell started their own motorcycle or "Choppers" 
business 
         in 2005 and has had considerable success. They have won 
awards at 
         national shows and their bike, "SODAK Special" won the 
coveted title 
         of "Sturgis Bike of the Year" for 2007. Their bike will be the only 
         bike in the world authorized to use the 2007 logo on it. The bike 
is 
         almost entirely made of South Dakota-made parts. 
                         Repeat of 02/13/09 09:30pm   Next Air 03/21/09 
05:30am 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson                   123   CC ST 
DVS 
        Colorful Creations                                      APTEX 00:27:42 



         Donna creates whimsical whirligigs that move with the wind. 
She cooks 
         Italian stuffed vegetables to please picky eaters. Then, she 
paints 
         canvas drop cloths into beautiful floor mats and stamps 
footprints on 
         a "cha-cha-cha" doormat. She relates the French origins of 
"Tarte 
         Tatin" while preparing the mouthwatering apple pastry dish. 
        TVG                                            
 
09:30am  
SDPB1   You: Inner and Outer Beauty with Dr. Michael Roize    000$  
7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:28:35 
         Beauty is always on the mind. You think about it-consciously or 
not- 
         every time you step in the shower or in front of the mirror. It 
         influences how you feel about yourself and ultimately how you 
feel in 
         life. Forget about beauty being in the eye of the beholder. 
Beauty in 
         the way it's going to be defined in this program is in the eyes, 
the 
         skin, the hair, the face, the heart, the brain and in the soul of 
you. 
         According to Dr. Michael Roizen, beauty -- the inner and outer 
kind -- 
         advertises our health and our potential as a mate and a parent, 
and 
         ultimately contributes to our overall feelings of happiness and 
         satisfaction in life. 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   Suze Orman: Women & Money                             000V (R) CC 
ST  
                                                                PBSIP 01:59:00 
         : In Suze Orman: Women & Money, Suze shares her surprising 
insights 
         into the complicated, often dysfunctional relationship women 
have with 
         their money. In the special, Suze also equips women with the 
financial 
         knowledge and emotional awareness to overcome the blocks 
that have 
         kept them from making more out of the money they have. But 
what's at 
         stake is far bigger than money itself - it's about expanding every 
         woman's sense of who she is and what she deserves. "Why is it 
that 
         women, who are so competent in all other areas of their lives, 
cannot 
         find the same competence when it comes to matters of 
money?" In what 
         she calls the most important work of her life, Orman addresses 
that 
         question and offers her original solutions. This special was 
taped at 
         the beautiful Napa Valley Opera House in Northern California, 
and its 
         premiere broadcast was accompanied by the publishing of 
Orman's book: 
         Women & Money: Owning the Power to Control Your Destiny, 
from Spiegel 

         and Grau, a division of Random House. Women & Money 
argues that 
         everybody wins when women become the architects of their 
financial 
         futures. Suze will zero in on specific financial issues facing 
women 
         in every life stage, from buying a home to negotiating a 
competitive 
         salary, to financing a child's college tuition, to saving for and 
         enjoying retirement. And of course, the entire special will 
feature 
         the empathy, savvy and wit that have become Suze Orman 
trademarks. 
         Suze Orman is the author of five consecutive New York Times 
best 
         sellers and is a two-time Daytime Emmy Award winner. She 
was 
         recognized as Outstanding Service Show Host for each of her 
two most 
         recent PBS productions, For the Young, Fabulous & Broke and 
The Laws 
         of Money, The Lessons of Life. Both programs were also 
nominated as 
         Outstanding Service Show. Suze Orman: Women & Money is 
Suze's sixth 
         program for PBS. 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/06/09 08:30pm    
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Daniel Pink: Living on the Right Side of the Brain    000V  CC 
ST  
                                                                APTPS 01:28:10 
         In DANIEL PINK: LIVING ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE BRAIN, 
New York Times 
         bestselling author Daniel Pink describes the rise of "right-brain" 
         thinking in our everyday lives. Drawing on his experience as a 
         volunteer research subject at the National Institutes of Health, 
he 
         gives viewers a clear and simple explanation of the differences 
         between the two sides of the brain. Then, using that simple 
science as 
         a metaphor, he reveals why abilities characteristic of the right 
         hemisphere - artistry, empathy, big picture thinking - are now 
the key 
         to professional success and personal fulfillment. 
        TVPG                                           
 
02:30pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3407   CC ST  
        Saved by the Sun                                        PBS   01:29:09 
         As the earth heats up and the price of fossil fuels soars, citizens, 
         scientists, and businesses are exploring a clean, renewable 
source of 
         power: the sun. In an eye-opening report, NOVA shines light on 
how and 
         why people across the US and the world are "going solar," using 
the 
         sun's energy to power houses, businesses, and even whole 
communities. 
         But can an individual consumer really make a difference by 
adopting a 
         solar power? And will solar technologies ever make a significant 
         impact on the accelerating energy demands of our global 
economy? The 



         grand hopes, latest innovations, roiling controversies, and 
practical 
         realities of solar power all come into focus in NOVA: Saved by 
the Sun. 
         In the 1970's at the height of an energy crisis, solar power 
looked 
         like the trend of the future; President Carter even installed solar 
         panels on the While House. But then, as oil and gas prices 
dropped, 
         solar lost ground and failed to make a significant contribution 
to the 
         nation's power grid. Now, with the rising energy needs and 
wars in the 
         Middle East once more pushing energy prices higher, the 
question 
         arises: Could it be time to take solar energy seriously? In Saved 
by 
         the Sun, NOVA shows how innovative technologies, new 
business models, 
         financial incentives, and grassroots concerns about climate 
change are 
         driving a renaissance in solar energy around the world. In some 
states 
         here in America, subsidies are making solar panels more 
affordable for 
         consumers and businesses. In Germany, long arrays of solar 
panels line 
         the autobahns and feed Munich's power grid. At Caltech, 
nanotechnology 
         promises to lead to cheaper, more efficient ways to capture the 
sun. 
         Worldwide, solar energy is expected to be a $50 billion industry 
         within a decade. But how will this new wave of solar optimism 
play out 
         in the long term? The show's contrasting viewpoints include a 
middle- 
         class family who found peace of mind and cost-savings by 
installing 
         solar panels; a couple whose opulent "green" home in Maine is 
so 
         efficient that its owners pay nothing for electricity; a leading 
         energy correspondent who questions the economic 
sustainability of 
         solar energy; and entrepreneurs who believe the sun is our last, 
best 
         hope for powering the future. We also meet passionate 
pioneers such as 
         Sarah Kurtz, who helped develop a more efficient solar cell that 
has 
         already proven itself in the long-lived Mars rovers; Nathan 
Lewis at 
         Caltech, who believes nanotech will transform solar power and 
is 
         devising a "solar paint" that can turn the entire outside of your 
         house into one big solar cell; and Amory Lovins, one of the 
world's 
         most creative thinkers on energy issues, who wants to wean the 
US from 
         fossil fuels by 2040. These sequences show how solar solutions 
are now 
         more affordable, thanks to the cash rebates offered by some 
states and 
         features such as "net metering," which allows solar users to sell 
         their extra energy back to the grid. What we do know is if solar 

         energy is to make a serious dent in CO2 emissions, the 
technology must 
         be scaled up. NOVA visits the world's largest solar thermal 
plant at 
         Kramer Junction in the Mojave Desert, which features a 
dazzling array 
         of parabolic mirrors and powers some 150,000 Los Angeles-
area homes. 
         The mirrors focus the sun's rays on long tubes of oil, which 
conduct 
         heat to boilers that in turn generate steam to drive massive 
turbines. 
         Although Kramer Junction is highly efficient, there are good 
reasons 
         why so few other plants like it are up and running; the mirrors 
take 
         up a lot of land and transmission costs from remote desert 
locations 
         are high. But, this too may be changing, at least in the 
Southwest, 
         where NOVA viewers glimpse a solar plant that will soon help 
fuel the 
         neon and glitz of Las Vegas. The solar situation is very different 
in 
         Germany, which has become the world's leading developer of 
solar power 
         despite an unpromising climate. The government's generous 
subsidies 
         have encouraged everyone from city dwellers to pig farmers to 
consider 
         putting up solar panels, while German engineering firms are 
now the 
         leading manufacturers of silicon cells. Astonishingly, Germany 
is on 
         track to produce 30 percent of its electricity from renewable 
sources 
         by 2020. By contrast, the US gets only one percent of its energy 
from 
         solar and wind power. However, Vijay Vaitheeswaran, energy 
         correspondent for The Economist, is among the critics who fear 
that 
         Germany's expensive program could be hard to sustain in the 
long term. 
         Join NOVA as we learn about the blazing future of solar energy 
and its 
         provocative mix of scientists, economists, and ordinary citizens 
who 
         are all pushing the envelope of solar power's untapped 
potential in 
         NOVA: Saved by the Sun. 
                                                      Next Air 03/09/09 11:00pm 
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Victor Borge: 100 Years of Music & Laughter!          000V  CC 
ST  
                                                                PFP   01:29:17 
         VICTOR BORGE: 100 Years of Music & Laughter! is an all new 
60-minute 
         Victor Borge television special narrated by Rita Rudner, 
featuring his 
         funniest and most memorable skits -- a truly unparalleled 
collection 
         not to be missed. Rare archival footage from the Borge family 
vault 



         makes VICTOR BORGE: 100 Years of Music & Laughter! a 
program you'll 
         long remember. Victor always said that, "...a smile is the 
shortest 
         distance between people..." Hailed as a child prodigy, Victor 
Borge 
         began his performing career with a piano debut in 1926 at the 
age of 
         seventeen. For eight decades he was never out of the spotlight. 
"The 
         Great Dane" of comedy, as the beloved international humorist 
and 
         musician was known, was celebrated across the world for his 
unique 
         blend of comedy and music. Don't miss his one-liners, falls, 
double 
         takes, his mastery of piano variations and his outrageous stage 
antics. 
         Victor Borge has been recognized as one of the funniest 
performers the 
         world has ever known. Treat yourself to a big dose of laughter 
and 
         sidesplitting comedy routines. VICTOR BORGE: 100 Years of 
Music & 
         Laughter! contains such classic comedy bits as the timeless 
"Phonetic 
         Punctuation," "Inflationary Language," "Autumn Leaves" with 
Robert 
         Merrill, "The Opera Singer" with Marylyn Mulvey and many 
more. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:40pm  
SDPB1   Daniel O'donnell Hope and Praise                      000   CC ST  
                                                                PFP   00:57:49 
         This program was taped at the Tri-Lakes Center in Branson, MO 
before 
         an audience of 2,500 enthusiastic fans on November 24, 2008. 
The 
         emotionally uplifting concert includes multi-denominational 
hymns, up- 
         tempo gospel and pop songs. The live concert is backed by a 
24-member 
         young adult choir, a 12-member children's choir, an orchestra, 
         Daniel's band, and of course the beautiful Mary Duff. 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk: God Bless America                      000P  CC ST  
                                                                OETA  01:39:29 
         Talent - Bob Allen, Executive Producer of the special and Mary 
Lou 
         Metzger, Welk Star. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Rock, Rhythm & Doo Wop                                000   7C ST  
                                                                PBSIP 02:57:12 
         This brand new production by WQED is a concert-style program 
         featuring numerous Top-40 performers. Hosted by Frankie 
Valli, Jerry 
         Butler and Lloyd Price, the talent list features over 200 
performers 
         from Rock and Roll, Rhythm and Blues and Doo Wop music, 
including 

         Little Richard, Jay Black and The Americans, Little Anthony & 
The 
         Imperials, Lenny Welch and more. 
 
Mon, 03/09/2009 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28256   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9380H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Frank Patterson: God Bless America!                   000P (R) CC 
ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:01:08 
         The late Irish tenor's musical salute to America returns to public 
         television. Frank Patterson celebrates the storied history of the 
         country that welcomed his forefathers so many years ago 
through this 
         Irish song and dance spectacular. Backed by a symphony 
orchestra and 
         choir, "Ireland's Golden Tenor" performs a selection of 
traditional 
         and contemporary songs. Special guests include Patterson's 
wife, Eily 
         O'Grady, and her Irish Harp Orchestra, the mother/daughter 
violin duo 
         of Geraldine O'Grady and Oonagh Keogh, and a cavalcade of 
Irish- 
         American champion dancers in traditional costumes. Patterson 
recorded 
         more than 40 albums in six languages, ranging from songs by 
Henry 
         Pucell to Berlioz to popular international favorites and 
traditional 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   March of the Penguins                                 000(  7C ST  
                                                                APTPS 01:17:16 
         Award-winning photographer Luc Jacquet takes documentary 
film to new 
         heights - and depths - with his first feature film. MARCH OF 
THE 
         PENGUINS is a stunning insider's look at the life of the emperor 
         penguin. The product of more than a year of filming in the 
brutal 
         Antarctic ice, MARCH OF THE PENGUINS presents never-
before-captured 
         footage of the penguins' underwater life and explores their 
steadfast 
         quest for monogamous mates. Narrated by Morgan Freeman, 
MARCH OF THE 
         PENGUINS won the Oscar for Best Documentary Feature in 
2006. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2735   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/10/09 06:00am 



 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3407  (R) CC ST  
        Saved by the Sun                                        PBS   01:29:09 
         As the earth heats up and the price of fossil fuels soars, citizens, 
         scientists, and businesses are exploring a clean, renewable 
source of 
         power: the sun. In an eye-opening report, NOVA shines light on 
how and 
         why people across the US and the world are "going solar," using 
the 
         sun's energy to power houses, businesses, and even whole 
communities. 
         But can an individual consumer really make a difference by 
adopting a 
         solar power? And will solar technologies ever make a significant 
         impact on the accelerating energy demands of our global 
economy? The 
         grand hopes, latest innovations, roiling controversies, and 
practical 
         realities of solar power all come into focus in NOVA: Saved by 
the Sun. 
         In the 1970's at the height of an energy crisis, solar power 
looked 
         like the trend of the future; President Carter even installed solar 
         panels on the While House. But then, as oil and gas prices 
dropped, 
         solar lost ground and failed to make a significant contribution 
to the 
         nation's power grid. Now, with the rising energy needs and 
wars in the 
         Middle East once more pushing energy prices higher, the 
question 
         arises: Could it be time to take solar energy seriously? In Saved 
by 
         the Sun, NOVA shows how innovative technologies, new 
business models, 
         financial incentives, and grassroots concerns about climate 
change are 
         driving a renaissance in solar energy around the world. In some 
states 
         here in America, subsidies are making solar panels more 
affordable for 
         consumers and businesses. In Germany, long arrays of solar 
panels line 
         the autobahns and feed Munich's power grid. At Caltech, 
nanotechnology 
         promises to lead to cheaper, more efficient ways to capture the 
sun. 
         Worldwide, solar energy is expected to be a $50 billion industry 
         within a decade. But how will this new wave of solar optimism 
play out 
         in the long term? The show's contrasting viewpoints include a 
middle- 
         class family who found peace of mind and cost-savings by 
installing 
         solar panels; a couple whose opulent "green" home in Maine is 
so 
         efficient that its owners pay nothing for electricity; a leading 
         energy correspondent who questions the economic 
sustainability of 
         solar energy; and entrepreneurs who believe the sun is our last, 
best 
         hope for powering the future. We also meet passionate 
pioneers such as 

         Sarah Kurtz, who helped develop a more efficient solar cell that 
has 
         already proven itself in the long-lived Mars rovers; Nathan 
Lewis at 
         Caltech, who believes nanotech will transform solar power and 
is 
         devising a "solar paint" that can turn the entire outside of your 
         house into one big solar cell; and Amory Lovins, one of the 
world's 
         most creative thinkers on energy issues, who wants to wean the 
US from 
         fossil fuels by 2040. These sequences show how solar solutions 
are now 
         more affordable, thanks to the cash rebates offered by some 
states and 
         features such as "net metering," which allows solar users to sell 
         their extra energy back to the grid. What we do know is if solar 
         energy is to make a serious dent in CO2 emissions, the 
technology must 
         be scaled up. NOVA visits the world's largest solar thermal 
plant at 
         Kramer Junction in the Mojave Desert, which features a 
dazzling array 
         of parabolic mirrors and powers some 150,000 Los Angeles-
area homes. 
         The mirrors focus the sun's rays on long tubes of oil, which 
conduct 
         heat to boilers that in turn generate steam to drive massive 
turbines. 
         Although Kramer Junction is highly efficient, there are good 
reasons 
         why so few other plants like it are up and running; the mirrors 
take 
         up a lot of land and transmission costs from remote desert 
locations 
         are high. But, this too may be changing, at least in the 
Southwest, 
         where NOVA viewers glimpse a solar plant that will soon help 
fuel the 
         neon and glitz of Las Vegas. The solar situation is very different 
in 
         Germany, which has become the world's leading developer of 
solar power 
         despite an unpromising climate. The government's generous 
subsidies 
         have encouraged everyone from city dwellers to pig farmers to 
consider 
         putting up solar panels, while German engineering firms are 
now the 
         leading manufacturers of silicon cells. Astonishingly, Germany 
is on 
         track to produce 30 percent of its electricity from renewable 
sources 
         by 2020. By contrast, the US gets only one percent of its energy 
from 
         solar and wind power. However, Vijay Vaitheeswaran, energy 
         correspondent for The Economist, is among the critics who fear 
that 
         Germany's expensive program could be hard to sustain in the 
long term. 
         Join NOVA as we learn about the blazing future of solar energy 
and its 
         provocative mix of scientists, economists, and ordinary citizens 
who 



         are all pushing the envelope of solar power's untapped 
potential in 
         NOVA: Saved by the Sun. 
                         Repeat of 03/08/09 02:30pm   Next Air 03/15/09 
11:00pm 
 
Tue, 03/10/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1111  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/09/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28257   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9381H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Highland Heartbeat                                    000(  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   00:56:08 
         Singer/actress Fiona Kennedy, a member of Scotland's leading 
         theatrical family and well-known in North America as the host 
of 
         "Tartan TV," leads a group of singers brought together from a 
country- 
         wide audition to represent a range of musical styles. Singers 
Jim 
         Malcolm, Jillian Isbister, Maureen McMullan, Daisy Chute and 
Darren 
         Maclean perform at the historic Theatre Royal in Glasgow 
backed by the 
         Scottish Festival Orchestra. The men wear the traditional 
Scottish 
         kilt, and the women wear modern designs that riff on 
traditional 
         Scottish themes. Emmy Award-winning Scottish actor Brian 
Cox (The 
         Bourne Supremacy) reads the works of Scotland's national 
bard, Robert 
         Burns, with stunning footage of Scotland interspersed between 
songs. 
         The concert was shot in high definition in August 2008. 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   Andre Rieu: Live In Vienna                            000P  CC ST  
                                                                PFP   01:22:47 
         Andre Rieu and the Johann Strauss Orchestra and Choir 
perform on the 
         square in front of the Hofburg Palace in the heart of Vienna. 
The 
         concert includes compositions by famous Viennese composers 
Johann 
         Strauss, Franz Lehar, Emmerich Kalman, W.A. Mozart, Robert 
Stolz and 
         others. Joining the musicians are the Ballet of Vienna State 
Opera, 
         the Vienna debutantes from the Elmayer Dance School, the 
Platinum 

         Tenors and sopranos Carmen Monarcha, Carla Maffioletti, 
Mirusia 
         Louwerse and Suzan Erens. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2736   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/11/09 06:00am 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Chris Botti In Boston                                 000$  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:29:45 
         Trumpeter Chris Botti, a gifted instrumentalist and a 
charismatic 
         performer in the realm of contemporary jazz, has 
simultaneously 
         captured the attention of the pop music world. The group of 
Botti's 
         featured guest artists, along with his world-class band, includes 
         Sting, Lucia Micarelli, John Mayer, Josh Groban, Katharine 
McPhee, Yo- 
         Yo Ma, Steven Tyler and Sy Smith, with Keith Lockhart 
conducting the 
         Boston Pops. The program was filmed at Symphony Hall in 
Boston. 
 
Wed, 03/11/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1112  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/10/09 10:30pm    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28258   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9382H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Sportsmax Presents                                    105   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:56:46 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Romantics' Europe                        000V  CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 01:58:30 
         In his latest pledge event, Rick Steves shares his extensive 
         knowledge of European history and culture as he winds his way 
through 
         the most romantic spots in Spain, France and the Czech 
Republic. RICK 
         STEVES' ROMANTICS' EUROPE finds the travel guru in 
Barcelona to behold 
         Gaudi's unfinished architectural masterpiece, in Prague to savor 
the 
         local pub culture and in the Dordogne valley to marvel at 
Lascaux 
         Caves, the Sistine Chapel of the prehistoric world. 
        TVG                                            
 



10:00pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2737   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/12/09 06:00am 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   Ed Slott's Stay Rich for Life                         000V (R) CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:27:37 
         Renowned tax advisor and personal finance author Ed Slott, 
CPA, 
         offers Baby Boomers - and anyone who wants to retire on their 
own 
         terms despite America's monumental fiscal crisis - a step-by-
step 
         solution to create, manage and keep family wealth. Building on 
his 
         first public television special, Stay Rich Forever & Ever, Slott 
         explains how to grow and protect your money in turbulent 
times. ED 
         SLOTT'S STAY RICH FOR LIFE features all new information and 
Slott's 
         inviting blend of in-depth, real-world research, humor, and 
detailed 
         facts from the tax code to make financial planning accessible. 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/07/09 12:00pm    
 
Thu, 03/12/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15053   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Ged Connection                                        118   CC   
                                                                ALS   00:26:46 
         "Themes in World History" introduces developments in 
technology and 
         human thought that have changed the course of history. It 
begins by 
         going over ancient civilizations in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the 
Indus 
         Valley. It discusses each of their contributions to history from 
         medical practices and the calendar to cotton and iron working. 
This 
         episode discusses irrigation as one of the major keys in the birth 
of 
         civilization. Important periods of history such as the Classical 
         period, the Renaissance period, the Industrial Revolution, and 
the 20 
         th century are reviewed. To prepare for the world history 
portion of 
         GED test it's helpful to visit museums, rent historical movies, 
and 
         read the newspaper and magazines. 
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            101      
        Avon Vs. Freeman                                        LOCA  01:57:45 
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            102      
        Sully Buttes Vs. Elkton-Lake Benton                     LOCA  01:59:00 
 
 

05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28259   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9383H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            103      
        Harding County Vs. Colman-Egan                          LOCA  01:57:45 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            104      
        Summit Vs. Philip                                       LOCA  01:59:00 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2738   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/13/09 06:00am 
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   John Denver: A Song's Best Friend                     000V     
                                                                WLIW  01:29:00 
         John Denver earned international acclaim as a songwriter, 
performer, 
         actor, environmentalist and humanitarian. His music has 
spanned three 
         decades and 30 albums. In selections from his popular 1970s 
television 
         specials, and rare footage from concerts including Sing 
Australia! (198 
         4 and 1994) and Red Rocks (1973 and 1982), Denver performs 
cherished 
         classics including "Sunshine On My Shoulders," "Country 
Roads," and 
         "Rocky Mountain High," as well as other beloved favorites 
including 
         "Perhaps Love," "Thank God I'm a Country Boy," and "This Old 
Guitar." 
         The program features interviews with his ex-wife Annie, 
producer and 
         arranger Milt Okun, manager Hal Thau, conductor and 
composer Lee 
         Holdridge, and band members Pete Huttlinger and John 
Somers. 
                                                      Next Air 03/14/09 11:30pm 
 
Fri, 03/13/2009 
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            105      
        Freeman Vs. Sully Buttes                                LOCA  01:42:45 
 
02:45pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            106      
        Philip Vs. Colman-Egan                                  LOCA  01:44:00 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             28260   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:46 
        TVRE                                           
 



06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9384H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            107      
        Avon Vs. Elkton-Lake Benton                             LOCA  01:57:45 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            108      
        Summit Vs. Harding County                               LOCA  01:59:00 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Statehouse                                           2739   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:26:46 
                                                      Next Air 03/16/09 06:00am 
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   Sweet Soul: Stax/Volt Revue - Live In Norway 1967     000V  
CC ST  
                                                                WLIW  01:28:00 
        TVG                                            
 
Sat, 03/14/2009 
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4836   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:10 
        TVRE                                           
 
01:30am  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            511Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:24:10 
         On March 13, financial ministers and central bankers of the 
world's 
         economic superpowers will meet in London to lay the 
groundwork for 
         next month's crucial meeting of their country's leaders, known 
as the 
         G20. Will their work revolutionize the global economy and lift 
us out 
         of this economic hole, or will politics get in the way? David 
         Brancaccio interviews Kenneth Rogoff, Harvard economics 
professor and 
         former chief economist of the International Monetary Fund, 
about how 
         high we should raise our hopes and what's at stake for America 
and the 
         world. 
        TVRE                                           
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1248   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:52:46 
         With economic, political, and social strife across the globe, 
         prominent religious scholar Karen Armstrong discusses our 
human 
         commonalities and her work on an international charter for 
compassion. 
         The renowned author of The Battle for God and The Bible: A 
Biography, 
         Armstrong is a 2008 recipient of the coveted TED Prize. In a 
         distinguished career encompassing time as a Roman Catholic 
nun, an 

         academic, and a television broadcaster, Armstrong has become 
one of 
         the world's foremost commentators on religious affairs, who 
first drew 
         attention with her critically-acclaimed book Muhammad: A 
Biography of 
         the Prophet. 
        TVRE                                           
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        207   CC  DVS 
        Single Skein                                            NETA  00:26:46 
         Today on Knitting Daily we're exploring projects requiring only 
one 
         ball of yarn -- they're portable, fun, quick to finish, and the 
         perfect answer to using your leftover stash. Get Started with 
Kathy 
         Elkins and Eunny, who introduce us to the range of yardages 
possible 
         in a single skein. Then we catch up with Cheryl Potter in 
Columbus, 
         with her inspiration for designing yarns and single skein 
projects. 
         The how-to projects from Laura Bryant are the openwork wrap 
and scarf 
         and drop stitch wrap and scarf, each requiring only one skein 
because 
         the open stitches make the yarn go further. On "you asked it" 
Kathy 
         Elkins answers a common question about fibers for people who 
suspect 
         they have wool allergies. Last up on "you made it," Eunny 
shows 
         knitters' versions of the Amanda squatty sidekick, a knitted and 
         felted bag. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1008  (R) CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:24:45 
         Geocaching / South Dakota Poets / Carthage on the Big Screen 
         Geocaching (pronounced "geo-cashing") is an outdoor treasure 
hunt 
         using hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS) units. The 
geocachers 
         hide and seek "treasures" which are waterproof containers that 
         typically include a pencil, small notebook to serve as a logbook 
for 
         finders, and several trinkets like key chains, small toys and 
buttons. 
         Geocachers hide the geocache and enter the coordinates 
(latitude and 
         longitude) on a website. Others download the coordinates, 
enter them 
         into their GPS units and head out to find the geocache. Take a 
look at 
         three of the state's poets. Yvonne Holinbeck of Clearfield was 
named 
         the 2006 National Cowboy Poet of the year. She has written a 
number of 
         poems and published a book.  Yankton Poet Elizabeth Lewis, 
aged 90, 
         has lived life struggling with deep, inexplicable fears and 
extreme 
         shyness. As a child just pulling a dress up over her head was 



         terrifying because of the few seconds it took to pull over her- 
she 
         was afraid someone would grab her. She miraculously 
overcame her 
         anxiety disorder as an adult. All of her experiences have 
inspired her 
         to write poetry. Last summer at the age of 90 she entered her 
first 
         poetry slam contest and won with a poem titled "Thirty 
Again?"We go to 
         the town of Carthage, where Sean Penn recently shot some of 
his movie 
         "Into the Wild".  We look at the town's history, its Straw Bale 
Museum 
         and its people. 
                         Repeat of 03/01/09 05:00am    
 
09:30am  
SDPB1   Be Well Now! with Dr. Nancy Snyderman                 000   7C 
ST  
                                                                PFP   01:27:56 
         Americans are confused and overwhelmed by too much 
misinformation 
         about health and wellness - the so-called "cures," theories and 
latest 
         health guru. Dr. Nancy Snyderman, Chief Medical Editor of 
NBC News, 
         explains the life-extending, health-improving medical truths 
and 
         debunks the myths in her new 60-minute special, Be Well Now! 
Dr. 
         Snyderman uses anecdotes, personal life stories and clinical 
science 
         to help discover the simple, everyday things that affect well-
being 
         and provide the information people need to revitalize their 
bodies, 
         maintain their longevity, manage their care, and possibly even 
save 
         their lives. This program is based upon Dr. Snyderman's 
national 
         bestseller, Medical Myths That Can Kill You: And the 101 Truths 
that 
         Will Save, Extend, and Improve Your Life. Dr. Snyderman has 
been a 
         passionate advocate for consumer health information for more 
than 20 
         years. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   Heart Healthy Yoga: Yoga for the Rest of Us           000$ (R) 
7C ST  
                                                                PFP   00:54:20 
         Pioneering yoga instructor Peggy Cappy has set her own unique 
mark in 
         the world of yoga by developing and teaching an approach that 
makes it 
         accessible to people of all ages, abilities, and sizes. Peggy's first 
         three yoga specials - Yoga for the Rest of Us, More Yoga for the 
Rest 
         of Us, and Back Care Basics - proved that you don't have to 
bend like 
         a pretzel to be an avid yoga practitioner. Continuing her 
mission to 

         help Americans get healthier and to promote yoga to the 
population at 
         large Peggy now offers the public television community her 
newest 
         special, HEART HEALTHY YOGA: YOGA FOR THE REST OF US. 
This half-hour 
         documentary special demonstrates the heart-healthy benefits 
of yoga 
         and how the simplest stretches and exercises can be 
incorporated into 
         anyone's daily routine. Filmed on location in scenic 
Peterborough, New 
         Hampshire, and featuring Peggy's own students, viewers will 
see how 
         the right exercises and yoga poses can dramatically protect 
your heart 
         and improve your overall health and flexibility. 
                         Repeat of 02/28/09 10:00am    
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            109      
        7th Place: Freeman Vs. Philip                           LOCA  01:42:45 
 
01:45pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            110      
        5th Place: Sully Buttes Vs. Colman-Egan                 LOCA  01:44:00 
 
03:30pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Insider's Europe                         000V  CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 01:53:43 
         Renowned travel expert Rick Steves journeys back to 
picturesque 
         France and Italy in the new pledge event RICK STEVES' 
INSIDER'S EUROPE. 
         The first part of the special follows Rick as he experiences 
France's 
         beautiful Burgundy region, savoring fine wine, exploring the 
         reconstruction of a medieval castle and visiting a modern 
monastery. 
         Next, a special "Rick Steves' Europe: The Making Of" episode 
documents 
         the unexpected challenges and surprises of producing one of 
public 
         television's most popular series. The final act finds Rick strolling 
         the high-fashion promenades of Milan, cruising along the 
shores of 
         Italy's Lake Como and visiting the historic village of Varenna in 
the 
         Italian Alps. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            111      
        3rd Place: Avon Vs. Harding County                      LOCA  02:27:45 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Girls Class "B" Basketball Tournament            112      
        Championship Game: Summit Vs. Elkton-Lake Benton        
LOCA  01:58:00 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Roy Orbison and Friends A Black and White Night       000V  
CC ST  
                                                                PFP   01:29:30 



         Filmed in black and white against the streamlined art deco 
stage of 
         the since-demolished Cocoanut Grove in downtown Los 
Angeles, this 
         triumphant performance for Roy Orbison is buoyed by a 
remarkable cast 
         of "A-list" Orbison fans who signed on as his accompanists. 
Under the 
         direction of T-Bone Burnett, the stage band includes Jackson 
Browne, 
         Burnett, Elvis Costello, k.d. lang, Bonnie Raitt, J.D. Souther, 
Bruce 
         Springsteen, Tom Waits and Jennifer Warnes, along with the 
rhythm 
         section from Elvis Presley's fabled late 60s and early 70s touring 
         band. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:30pm  
SDPB1   John Denver: A Song's Best Friend                     000V (R)    
                                                                WLIW  01:29:00 
         John Denver earned international acclaim as a songwriter, 
performer, 
         actor, environmentalist and humanitarian. His music has 
spanned three 
         decades and 30 albums. In selections from his popular 1970s 
television 
         specials, and rare footage from concerts including Sing 
Australia! (198 
         4 and 1994) and Red Rocks (1973 and 1982), Denver performs 
cherished 
         classics including "Sunshine On My Shoulders," "Country 
Roads," and 
         "Rocky Mountain High," as well as other beloved favorites 
including 
         "Perhaps Love," "Thank God I'm a Country Boy," and "This Old 
Guitar." 
         The program features interviews with his ex-wife Annie, 
producer and 
         arranger Milt Okun, manager Hal Thau, conductor and 
composer Lee 
         Holdridge, and band members Pete Huttlinger and John 
Somers. 
                         Repeat of 03/12/09 11:30pm    
 
Sun, 03/15/2009 
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1401   CC ST  
        Rob Thomas                                              PBS   00:56:18 
         As one of the most popular voices to emerge in the late-'90s, 
Rob 
         Thomas, with his band Matchbox Twenty, dominated the 
charts and the 
         radio. Marrying '70s-styled rock with pop hooks that made a 
lasting 
         impression. Thomas served as principal songwriter for the 
group, and 
         his songwriting chops earned him three Grammy nods in 2000 
when he co- 
         wrote the massive hit, "Smooth," for Carlos Santana's 
Supernatural. 
         Rob Thomas graces Soundstage with a performance shot at the 
venerable 

         Red Rocks Amphitheater in Colorado. The setting proves an 
idyllic 
         backdrop for Thomas' set, which touches upon Matchbox 
Twenty hits 
         along with his solo work. The Matchbox Twenty classic, "3 a.m." 
is 
         anthemic alongside other favorites including "Bent." "Smooth" 
lives up 
         to its name and his solo work also shines like the poignant "This 
is 
         How a Heart Breaks," and the funky "Something to Be. 
        TVPG                                           
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1402   CC ST  
        Macy Gray                                               PBS   00:56:18 
         Singer-songwriter-performer Macy Gray's unique voice is 
instantly 
         recognizable as one of the most distinctive in all of pop music. 
Gray 
         earned a Grammy for Best Female Pop Vocal Performance for 
her 1999 hit 
         single, "I Try," which also received nominations for Song of the 
Year 
         and Record of the Year. Her debut album On How Life Is went 
on to sell 
         more than 7 million copies worldwide. Macy Gray's Soundstage 
         performance highlights the aforementioned hits, as well as 
songs from 
         her upcoming album "Big" including the soul-fueled hit "Finally 
Made 
         Me Happy" and the funky "Ghetto Love." Joined on stage by her 
10-piece 
         band including a DJ and back up singers this is a stage 
performance 
         that is not to be missed. 
        TVPG                                           
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1403   CC ST  
        Dashboard Confessional - Live from Madison Square       PBS   
00:56:18 
         As one of the most captivating artists to emerge recently, 
Dashboard 
         Confessional blends acoustic and electric guitar with 
emotionally 
         packed lyrics to create an indie feel, yet making it fresh and 
         relevant. Soundstage is delighted to bring you Dashboard 
Confessional, 
         shot at the world's most famous arena - Madison Square 
Garden. 
         Dashboard delivers an amazing performance, jam-packed with 
sing-along 
         choruses and hook-filled lyrics. From "Don't Wait," to their 
most 
         recent single, "Stolen." "Screaming Infidelities" is a show-
stopper 
         not to be missed. 
        TVPG                                           
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   Newport Jazz Festival                                2008   CC ST  
        2008                                                    NETA  00:55:26 
         NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL 2008 highlights performances from 
the world's 



         longest-running jazz festival, now in its 54th year. Taped 
August 9-10, 
         2008 on three seaside stages at Newport, Rhode Island's 
historic Fort 
         Adams State Park, this annual special features an all-star roster 
of 
         jazz greats, contemporary R&B stylists and up-and-coming 
artists. The 
         High Definition program captures the sights and sounds of the 
festival 
         from the music to scenes of the audience, food, vendors and 
backstage 
         life. This year, performers include: Anthony Hamilton; Chris 
Botti; 
         Ledisi; Soulive with Fed Wesley; Melody Gardot; Dave Holland, 
Gonzalo 
         Rubalcalba, Christ Potter, Eric Harlan; Guillermo Klein; George 
Wein & 
         The Newport All Stars featuring Esparanza Spaulding; Aretha 
Franklin. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1102  (R) CC   
        Preserving Our Treasures                                LOCA  00:27:08 
         Covered Wagon Train / Mammoth SiteFort Pierre to Deadwood 
trail 2008 
         ride.  There will be 300 riders on horseback and people driving 
         covered wagons.  This trail was first used by Native Americans, 
         followed by the fur trappers, and the Cavalry.  During the gold 
rush 
         the trail was used to haul freight, mining equipment, supplies, 
and 
         people to Deadwood.  This was followed by the settlers and 
home 
         setters.  It is thought that the use of the trail was discontinued 
in 1 
         908.  Riders will experience a once in a lifetime ride that hasn't 
         been ridden in 100 years. The Mammoth Site in Hot Springs is 
the 
         world's largest mammoth research facility where you can tour 
an active 
         pale ontological dig site and view ice age fossils. 
                         Repeat of 02/20/09 09:29pm   Next Air 03/28/09 
05:30am 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson                   124   CC ST 
DVS 
        Daily Routines                                          APTEX 00:27:33 
         Make pop-up greeting cards from recycled deodorant 
containers. Donna 
         gets sporty with a tabletop soccer game. Try a chilled Spanish 
         gazpacho soup. Use crayons to decorate rocks, design coloring 
book t- 
         shirts and melt and mold new crayon shapes. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00am  
SDPB1   Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies                          113   CC ST  
        A Savanna Kwaanza/You Must Have Been A Beautiful B      
PBSPL 00:28:46 
         A Savanna Kwaanza - Everyone on the savanna is coming to 
Mama's big 

         Kwanzaa celebration, which leads to a discussion (and some 
movies) 
         about the seemingly endless variety (and names) of animal 
families. In 
         the end, Karla comes up with a name for their little inter-
species 
         family - a "furry" of friends.You Must Have Been A Beautiful 
Baby - 
         Kip, Flip, and Chip (the monkey brothers) have a new cousin 
(Pip). No 
         one, especially Bo, can believe that the monkey brothers were 
ever 
         that small. Mama has some movies proving otherwise and 
making for one 
         cute film festival. 
        TVY                                            
 
09:00am  
SDPB1   Discovering Secrets of the Vatican                    000$ (R) 7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:29:08 
         The Vatican is one of the most visited tourist destinations in the 
         world. The Vatican City State is separated from Rome only by 
its 
         bordering walls and travertine pavement. Vatican City is the 
smallest 
         independent state on the globe covering just 110 acres with a 
small 
         population of 800. The many interesting facts and secrets 
unknown 
         about this small, landlocked sovereign city state are revealed in 
         Discovering Secrets of the Vatican. The program is a 3-part, 60-
minute 
         special highlighting the greatest unknown details about the 
very 
         private yet renowned city's government, military, culture, 
economy, 
         communications, and history. 
                         Repeat of 03/01/09 04:00pm    
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Finding Your Own True Love with Dr. Diana Kirschne    000$ 
(R) 7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:29:25 
         Dr. Diana Kirschner shares her life-changing, four-pronged 
formula 
         for creating lasting love, as well as simple steps couples can 
take to 
         deepen intimacy and create more passion. The program was 
taped before 
         a standing-room-only audience in New York City. 
                         Repeat of 03/07/09 10:30am    
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Dr. Wayne Dyer: The Power of Intention                000V (R) 
CC ST  
                                                                PBSIP 02:58:32 
         Now, Dr. Dyer brings back his enormously popular PBS special, 
The 
         Power of Intention, which is based on his New York Times best-
selling 
         book of the same title. In this "must see" program, he 
challenges the 
         conventional view of "intention." Most of us think of intention 
as a 



         self-achievement orientation, ego-based, which propels us to 
"get" 
         what we want. This program and his book turn that thinking 
upside down. 
         Dr. Dyer brings a fresh interpretation of scientific and 
metaphysical 
         philosophies to his exploration of intention. Intention, he 
explains, 
         is better understood as a field of energy to which every person 
is 
         connected, and from which everyone of us is able to harness its 
         infinite potential. It's not a question of whether or not we are 
         connected to this field of intention, because the connection 
already 
         exists! The question he poses to the audience is: how capable 
are you 
         of keeping your link to this field open? The program posits a 
very 
         inspirational view of intention, as Dr. Dyer powerfully convinces 
us 
         that we each have the potential to create absolutely everything 
and 
         anything we want - when we "clean the connecting link" to our 
field of 
         intention by practicing love, kindness, creativity, self-respect, 
         abundance, receptivity, and beauty - what he calls The Seven 
Faces of 
         Intention. 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/06/09 11:00pm    
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Romantics' Europe                        000V  CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 01:58:30 
         In his latest pledge event, Rick Steves shares his extensive 
         knowledge of European history and culture as he winds his way 
through 
         the most romantic spots in Spain, France and the Czech 
Republic. RICK 
         STEVES' ROMANTICS' EUROPE finds the travel guru in 
Barcelona to behold 
         Gaudi's unfinished architectural masterpiece, in Prague to savor 
the 
         local pub culture and in the Dordogne valley to marvel at 
Lascaux 
         Caves, the Sistine Chapel of the prehistoric world. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Daniel O'donnell Hope and Praise                      000(  7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:14:04 
         This program was taped at the Tri-Lakes Center in Branson, MO 
before 
         an audience of 2,500 enthusiastic fans on November 24, 2008. 
The 
         emotionally uplifting concert includes multi-denominational 
hymns, up- 
         tempo gospel and pop songs. The live concert is backed by a 
24-member 
         young adult choir, a 12-member children's choir, an orchestra, 
         Daniel's band, and of course the beautiful Mary Duff. 
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Welk Stars - Through The Years                        000( (R) 7C ST  
                                                                PFP   01:15:16 

         This new fundraising special, THE WELK STARS - THROUGH 
THE YEARS, 
         will salute 18 hard-working, much loved Welk entertainers, 
using 
         vintage photos from the network television years and clips from 
the 
         past PBS Welk Specials. The show will be hosted by Mary Lou 
Metzger 
         who will share an upbeat detailed short biography of each 
performer, 
         illustrated with carefully chosen material, ending with each 
featured 
         Welk Star in a major production number. 
                         Repeat of 03/01/09 07:00pm    
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3907;  7C ST DVS 
        David Copperfield - Part One                            PBS   01:22:51 
         Charles Dickens's beloved novel gets all-star treatment in this 
         encore presentation of David Copperfield. An event for the 
entire 
         family, the cast includes Maggie Smith, Ian McKellen, Bob 
Hoskins -and 
         an irresistible ten-year-old Daniel Radcliffe (Harry Potter) as the 
         young boy against the world. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3407  (R) CC ST  
        Saved by the Sun                                        PBS   01:29:09 
         As the earth heats up and the price of fossil fuels soars, citizens, 
         scientists, and businesses are exploring a clean, renewable 
source of 
         power: the sun. In an eye-opening report, NOVA shines light on 
how and 
         why people across the US and the world are "going solar," using 
the 
         sun's energy to power houses, businesses, and even whole 
communities. 
         But can an individual consumer really make a difference by 
adopting a 
         solar power? And will solar technologies ever make a significant 
         impact on the accelerating energy demands of our global 
economy? The 
         grand hopes, latest innovations, roiling controversies, and 
practical 
         realities of solar power all come into focus in NOVA: Saved by 
the Sun. 
         In the 1970's at the height of an energy crisis, solar power 
looked 
         like the trend of the future; President Carter even installed solar 
         panels on the While House. But then, as oil and gas prices 
dropped, 
         solar lost ground and failed to make a significant contribution 
to the 
         nation's power grid. Now, with the rising energy needs and 
wars in the 
         Middle East once more pushing energy prices higher, the 
question 
         arises: Could it be time to take solar energy seriously? In Saved 
by 
         the Sun, NOVA shows how innovative technologies, new 
business models, 
         financial incentives, and grassroots concerns about climate 
change are 



         driving a renaissance in solar energy around the world. In some 
states 
         here in America, subsidies are making solar panels more 
affordable for 
         consumers and businesses. In Germany, long arrays of solar 
panels line 
         the autobahns and feed Munich's power grid. At Caltech, 
nanotechnology 
         promises to lead to cheaper, more efficient ways to capture the 
sun. 
         Worldwide, solar energy is expected to be a $50 billion industry 
         within a decade. But how will this new wave of solar optimism 
play out 
         in the long term? The show's contrasting viewpoints include a 
middle- 
         class family who found peace of mind and cost-savings by 
installing 
         solar panels; a couple whose opulent "green" home in Maine is 
so 
         efficient that its owners pay nothing for electricity; a leading 
         energy correspondent who questions the economic 
sustainability of 
         solar energy; and entrepreneurs who believe the sun is our last, 
best 
         hope for powering the future. We also meet passionate 
pioneers such as 
         Sarah Kurtz, who helped develop a more efficient solar cell that 
has 
         already proven itself in the long-lived Mars rovers; Nathan 
Lewis at 
         Caltech, who believes nanotech will transform solar power and 
is 
         devising a "solar paint" that can turn the entire outside of your 
         house into one big solar cell; and Amory Lovins, one of the 
world's 
         most creative thinkers on energy issues, who wants to wean the 
US from 
         fossil fuels by 2040. These sequences show how solar solutions 
are now 
         more affordable, thanks to the cash rebates offered by some 
states and 
         features such as "net metering," which allows solar users to sell 
         their extra energy back to the grid. What we do know is if solar 
         energy is to make a serious dent in CO2 emissions, the 
technology must 
         be scaled up. NOVA visits the world's largest solar thermal 
plant at 
         Kramer Junction in the Mojave Desert, which features a 
dazzling array 
         of parabolic mirrors and powers some 150,000 Los Angeles-
area homes. 
         The mirrors focus the sun's rays on long tubes of oil, which 
conduct 
         heat to boilers that in turn generate steam to drive massive 
turbines. 
         Although Kramer Junction is highly efficient, there are good 
reasons 
         why so few other plants like it are up and running; the mirrors 
take 
         up a lot of land and transmission costs from remote desert 
locations 
         are high. But, this too may be changing, at least in the 
Southwest, 
         where NOVA viewers glimpse a solar plant that will soon help 
fuel the 

         neon and glitz of Las Vegas. The solar situation is very different 
in 
         Germany, which has become the world's leading developer of 
solar power 
         despite an unpromising climate. The government's generous 
subsidies 
        have encouraged everyone from city dwellers to pig farmers to 
consider 
         putting up solar panels, while German engineering firms are 
now the 
         leading manufacturers of silicon cells. Astonishingly, Germany 
is on 
         track to produce 30 percent of its electricity from renewable 
sources 
         by 2020. By contrast, the US gets only one percent of its energy 
from 
         solar and wind power. However, Vijay Vaitheeswaran, energy 
         correspondent for The Economist, is among the critics who fear 
that 
         Germany's expensive program could be hard to sustain in the 
long term. 
         Join NOVA as we learn about the blazing future of solar energy 
and its 
         provocative mix of scientists, economists, and ordinary citizens 
who 
         are all pushing the envelope of solar power's untapped 
potential in 
         NOVA: Saved by the Sun. 
                         Repeat of 03/09/09 11:00pm    
 
Mon, 03/16/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   BBC World News This Week                           113073   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29001   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9385H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1103   7C ST  
        Honolulu, Hi - Hour 3                                   PBS   00:55:14 
         Before ANTIQUES ROADSHOW can pack up its trunk and wave 
aloha to 
         Honolulu, Hawaii, host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Anthony 
Slayter- 
         Ralph pay a visit to Shangri La, home of the late heiress Doris 
Duke 
         and one of Hawaii's most architecturally significant homes.  At 
the 
         Hawai'i Convention Center, guests hope for fame and fortune, 
too, with 
         a wide assortment of objects to be appraised, including a first 
         edition copy of Jack London's Call of the Wild; a 1915 Hawaiian 
flag 
         quilt, bearing the coat of arms of King Kamehameha; and a 
violin and 



         bow purchased for the owner's aunt in 1921 and kept in storage 
for the 
         last 40 years. Although it's accompanied by a bill of sale 
claiming 
         the instrument is a valuable Camilli from 1737, the violin 
actually is 
         a fine forgery - so fine that the pair still is valued at $12,000-
$15,0 
         00 at auction. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 03/22/09 06:00pm 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Alaska Pipeline: American Experience                 1811H  7C ST 
DVS 
        The Alaska Pipeline                                     PBS   00:56:46 
         In the early weeks of 1968, after a decade-long search for oil in 
         Alaska's frozen wilderness, gas burst up out of an exploratory 
well on 
         the North Slope with such force the crew thought it was about 
to blow. 
         Geologists soon calculated that as much as ten billion barrels of 
oil 
         lay below the frozen tundra of Prudhoe Bay-the largest oil find 
in 
         North America. The pipeline built to bring that oil to market 
was one 
         of the greatest engineering feats of the 20th century. For more 
than 
         three years, workers battled brutal Arctic weather to construct 
an 
         eight hundred mile pipeline that traversed three mountain 
ranges, 
         thirty-four rivers, and eight hundred streams, and that 
withstood 
         earthquakes and subzero temperatures. The men, machines 
and money the 
         pipeline brought to Alaska would forever transform what had 
long been 
         regarded as America's last great wilderness. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Betty Ford: The Real Deal                             000H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         In Betty Ford's brief and unexpected reign as First Lady she 
broke 
         the mold. She was a pro-choice Republican who became the 
first First 
         Lady to take on a feminist agenda and differ publicly with her 
husband. 
         The first divorced First Lady, Mrs. Ford was a career woman 
who danced 
         with the Martha Graham dance troupe before marrying the 
handsome, 
         plainspoken Gerald Ford. Coming to office in the wake of the 
Watergate 
         scandal and President Nixon's resignation, Betty Ford and her 
family 
         were a breath of fresh air in the White House. The public was 
treated 
         to scenes of a real American family, funny, casual, enjoying life. 
She 
         and her husband loved to throw parties and open up the White 
House. 

         Her ability to be open and honest about her battles with breast 
cancer 
         and drug and alcohol abuse saved millions of lives. It was an 
         incredible and sometimes painful journey. Mrs. Ford, her four 
children, 
         family friends, White House colleagues and historians discuss 
with 
         amazing candor and sensitivity the life and times of Betty Ford, 
her 
         time as First Lady and her impact on American women and 
their families. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   Red Green Show                                        202   CC ST  
        The Driving Test                                        EPS   00:23:37 
         Women know where they're going; Men drive." Special Guest 
Gordon 
         Pinsent. On Handyman Corner, Red makes an anti radar device. 
Bill 
         demonstrates alternative modes of transportation. Hap 
recounts his 
         Sport Whaling days. Harold impersonates Red at the driving 
test after 
         Red loses his license. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:24pm  
SDPB1   Star Gazer                                            911   CC   
        March 16 - 22                                           WPBT  00:05:00 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23075   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15056   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 03/17/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1116  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/16/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions                       807  (R) CC   
        Alaska                                                  APTEX 00:27:11 
         Fragments of the earth's crust drifted together to form Alaska. 
And 
         they are still very much in the process of drifting and forming. 
And 
         what they have formed is already the largest state in the United 
         States of America. It's twice as large as Texas and has fifty 
percent 
         more coastline than all the states in the lower 48 put together. 
We'll 
         tour the Red Onion Saloon; ride the White Pass and Yukon 
Railroad and 
         check out 1,500 square miles of ice cap. 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/13/09 02:30am    
 



05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29002   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9386H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Wolves In Paradise                                    000   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
         WOLVES IN PARADISE is a tale of survival in the soaring 
mountains and 
         majestic valleys of southwest Montana, as ranchers face the 
challenge 
         of living with Yellowstone's roaming wolf packs while 
encroaching 
         development threatens their way of life. The film contrasts the 
         experience of two ranchers with completely different 
backgrounds and 
         resources, while it documents the growth of a surprising 
alliance 
         between traditional enemies - livestock growers and 
conservationists - 
         who find common ground in the need to protect open space 
from 
         developers. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3409H  7C ST DVS 
        The Great Inca Rebellion                                PBS   00:56:46 
         In an impoverished suburb of Lima, in an ancient cemetery 
crammed 
         with more than 1,000 pre-Columbian mummies, Peruvian 
archaeologist 
         Guillermo Cock makes a startling find. He discovers dozens of 
corpses 
         that differ from all the rest: they were hastily buried and 
disfigured 
         by appalling wounds and fractures inflicted by steel blades and 
crude 
         bullets. Forensic experts diagnose these remains as victims of a 
         little-known battle that pitted club-wielding Inca warriors 
against 
         Spanish cavalry. The battle turns out to be a decisive turning 
point 
         that helps explain a long-standing mystery about the Spanish 
conquest 
         of Peru. How, in 1532, did a tiny band of Spanish soldiers crush 
the 
         mighty Inca empire, then the most powerful civilization in the 
         Americas, with a network of roads that spanned over 2,000 
miles? Were 
         the conquistadors' obvious advantages -- steel arms, 
gunpowder and 
         horses -- the key to their success, as is usually supposed? Or 
were 
         disease and civil war more decisive factors that were 
downplayed by 
         the Spanish chroniclers? With the help of this new evidence 
from the 

         Lima cemetery, NOVA reveals the untold final chapter of the 
conquest: 
         not the Spanish walkover familiar from popular accounts, but 
rather a 
         protracted and complex war of astonishing brutality that 
almost led to 
         the Spanish losing their precarious foothold in the Andes. 
        TVPG-V                                         
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Frontline                                            2415Z  7C ST DVS 
        Living Old                                              PBS   00:56:46 
         With 35 million people in America now age 65 and older, "the 
old old" 
         -- those over 85 -- are now considered the fastest growing 
segment of 
         the U.S. population. While medical advances have enabled an 
         unprecedented number of Americans to live longer and 
healthier lives, 
         this new longevity has also had unintended consequences. For 
millions 
         of Americans, living longer also means serious chronic illness 
and a 
         protracted physical decline that can require an immense 
amount of care, 
         often for years and sometimes even decades. Yet just as the 
need for 
         care is rising, the number of available caregivers is dwindling. 
With 
         families more dispersed than ever and a healthcare system 
overburdened, 
         many experts fear that we are on the threshold of a major crisis 
in 
         care. 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   To The Manor Born                                     203      
        The Vanishing China                                           00:26:55 
         Audrey is extremely happy to help Richard catalogue his 
collection of 
         antique china.  When one of the pieces goes missing, however, 
Richard 
         has no alternative but to suspect her in its disappearance. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23076   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                     1016   7C ST  
        Arusi Persian Wedding                                   PBS   00:56:46 
         Marjan Tehrani chronicles an Iranian-American's return to Iran 
as he 
         travels with his American wife to have a traditional Persian 
wedding 
         and explore his lost heritage. In weaving the couple's personal 
story 
         with historical footage, this program considers the history, 
impact 
         and troubled relationship between Iran and America. 
        TVPG                                           
 
Wed, 03/18/2009 
 



12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1117  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/17/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   504   CC ST  
        Little Europe: San Marino, Monaco, Vatican City,        APTEX 
00:26:46 
         Don't blink as we blitz through Europe's tiniest countries: 
Vatican 
         City, the world's smallest country, comes with the planet's 
biggest 
         church. The fairytale princedom of Monaco lures visitors with 
its 
         fancy casino and glamorous views. Italy's last independent hill 
town, 
         San Marino still looks formidable, as does the castle-guarded 
         principality of Liechtenstein. And tiny Andorra entertains 
shoppers 
         and hikers alike, surrounded by the rugged beauty of the 
Pyrenees. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9387H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Sportsmax Presents                                    106   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:56:49 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   American Masters                                     2008   7C ST  
        Carol Burnett: A Woman of Character                     PBS   01:26:46 
         America in the 1960s and 70s was in turmoil. The civil rights 
         struggle, the war in Vietnam and the sexual revolution defined 
a 
         nation in conflict. But at 10 o'clock every Saturday night, in 
dorms 
         and dens, in living rooms and bedrooms across the country, 
Americans 
         watched "The Carol Burnett Show." For 11 years, the wacky 
performer 
         yelled like Tarzan and won -- and sometimes broke -- our hearts 
with 
         her edgy, always sympathetic, characters. She could fall down a 
flight 
         of stairs or hold her own in a duet with Julie Andrews. Yet, as 
with 
         so many brilliant comedians, hers was a difficult childhood. A 
glimpse 
         of something deeper and darker began to emerge in the 
dramatic career 
         that followed her TV variety show. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 

         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                         Repeat of 03/02/09 06:00am   Next Air 03/21/09 
05:00pm 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       303   CC   
        Too Close for Comfort                                   BBC   00:29:22 
         Alec and Zoe employ an appalling contractor to rebuild the 
kitchen in 
         their new home.  Alec becomes unduly concerned about 
JamieIs 
         relationship with a so-called client. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23077   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15058   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 03/19/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1118  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/18/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa                 401   CC ST  
        Bath and South Wales                                    APT   00:26:46 
         We conjure a bit of magic when we visit the Georgian city of 
Bath and 
         follow tales of Camelot into South Wales. In Bath, we marvel at 
         ancient Roman spas and peek into the high society of Jane 
Austen's day. 
         We stop by Wells to admire that city's spectacular cathedral, 
and we 
         quest for the Holy Grail in the mystical town of Glastonbury. 
The 
         poignant landscape of Wales' Wye River Valley offers a wealth 
of 
         scenic riches. We investigate Caerleon's claim to King Arthur 
and 



         explore a ruined abbey that inspired poet William Wordsworth. 
Tips on 
         bookstores and country fairs. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29004   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9388H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            103      
        Sioux Falls O'gorman Vs. Pierre                         LOCA  01:57:45 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            104      
        Huron Vs. Mitchell                                      LOCA  01:59:00 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15059   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 03/20/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1119  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/19/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse                          101   CC ST  
                                                                EPS   00:28:52 
         It's hard to ride a horse that you can't catch. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            105      
        Spearfish Vs. Sioux Falls Washington                    LOCA  01:42:45 
 
02:45pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            106      
        Pierre Vs. Mitchell                                     LOCA  01:44:00 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29005   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9389H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            107      
        Watertown Vs. Sioux Falls Lincoln                       LOCA  01:57:45 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            108      

        Huron Vs. Sioux Falls O'gorman                          LOCA  01:59:00 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15060   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Sat, 03/21/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1120  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/20/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   417   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Reporter Paul Ryan visits a Nebraska farm family that travels to 
         China to see where their crops ultimately end up. Reporter 
Jason 
         Shoultz makes the trip to Taiwan and mainland China to 
examine 
         American grain heading for overseas markets and how 
American corn is 
         being used to make plastics. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4837   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 03/23/09 12:00am 
 
01:30am  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            512Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         Losing your job is a blow not just to your income, but also to 
your 
         health insurance. Many can't afford high COBRA premiums, 
much less 
         private insurance. And the sputtering economy is making a bad 
         situation tragic. NOW travels to Nevada, where a huge budget 
deficit, 
         spiking unemployment, and cuts in Medicaid and other public 
services 
         are forcing people to gamble with their own lives. Recently, the 
only 
         public hospital in Las Vegas had to shut its doors to cancer 
patients 
         and pregnant women. Should the government be helping out? 
        TVRE                                           
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1249   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         With the media buzzing over socialism in the Beltway, Bill 
Moyers 
         sits down with "old-school socialist" Mike Davis for his critique 
of 
         the government's response to the economic crisis and how he 
thinks it 
         compares to Roosevelt's New Deal. Mike Davis is a writer and 
historian, 
         who currently teaches creative writing at University of 
California, 



         Riverside. And, Bill Moyers talks with Marta Palaez, president 
and CEO 
         of a domestic abuse shelter in San Antonio, TX, Family Violence 
         Prevention Services, Inc., for perspective on the human face of 
the 
         economic downturn and how it may be pushing some families 
over the 
         edge. 
        TVRE                                           
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        208   CC  DVS 
        Seamless Construction                                   NETA  00:26:46 
         Today on Knitting Daily we explore seamless construction 
techniques - 
         those oh-so-popular methods for making socks and garments 
that require 
         minimal finishing. Eunny gets started with Jan Gratz and a 
review of 
         circular needles for knitting in the round. Then Kim meets 
author 
         Doris Chan, on location and talks about her seamless 
techniques and 
         Top Down construction for crochet. Next Eunny demonstrates 
a festive 
         vest knit entirely in the round in a fine Merino wool. Then Liz 
and 
         Jan Gratz answer a question on seamless socks and 
demonstrate the 
         Kitchener stitch. Last, it's "you made it" with Eunny. Check out 
the 
         many versions of the Frock Camisole by Katie Himmelberg. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1101  (R) CC   
        Interesting People                                      LOCA  00:25:07 
         Elton Rokusek / Vi Colombe: The Quilting Phenom / Sabers' 
         SpecialtiesElton, who is the Register of Deeds for Tyndall, has 
         overcome great adversity in his life due to a large facial 
deformity 
         he received at birth. Elton tells a fascinating story of 
overcoming 
         the cruelty of children - and adults. He has written an 
autobiography 
         and shares his inspiring story with us.Vi Colombe was born at 
the 
         Klamath Indian Agency in Oregon. Vi has lived on the Rosebud 
         Reservation for the last 40 years. She offers a wonderful story 
about 
         discovering talents later in life. Vi only starting quilting 8 years 
         ago, and discovered an incredible talent for the art. She makes 
quilts 
         that have been purchased by notables such as Ken Burns.The 
Sabers 
         family of Mitchell started their own motorcycle or "Choppers" 
business 
         in 2005 and has had considerable success. They have won 
awards at 
         national shows and their bike, "SODAK Special" won the 
coveted title 
         of "Sturgis Bike of the Year" for 2007. Their bike will be the only 
         bike in the world authorized to use the 2007 logo on it. The bike 
is 
         almost entirely made of South Dakota-made parts. 

                         Repeat of 03/08/09 05:00am   Next Air 04/10/09 
09:30pm 
 
10:00am  
SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann                       2304   CC  
DVS 
        Embroidery Essentials                                   NETA  00:26:46 
         Guest Jeanine Twigg demonstrates tips and techniques for 
creating 
         with the embroidery machine. See how piecing and quilting are 
easy 
         when pieced on batting and stitched with decorative stitches in 
the 
         hoop. These are great ideas for gift giving.Quick Project: Easy 
         Quilted Jacket. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting                     1312   CC ST  
        Lets Make Cake                                          NETA  00:27:46 
         Sewing Educator Glorianne Cubbage demonstrates several 
embellishments 
         that add to the beauty of a quilt, including couching, 
embroidery, and 
         crystals 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   Quilt in a Day                                       3012   CC   
        Bride's Bouquet and Brave World                         KNME  00:26:39 
         At the end of six war long years, soldiers came home to fiances 
and a 
         brave new world. Eleanor celebrates their return with the 
Brides' 
         Bouquet, featuring diamonds and Y seams. 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy                                    2222   CC ST  
        Cosmopolitan Sewing, Part 2                             NETA  00:26:46 
         Blend fabrics, techniques, and unique style lines to add 
         sophistication to your wardrobe. Guest Lorraine Torrence joins 
Nancy 
         in explaining how to incorporate value and texture when 
selecting 
         fabrics for a jacket pattern. She and Nancy illustrate bobbin 
work, 
         sewing on-point squares to a fabric foundation, and crazy 
piecing 
         cosmopolitan style. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            109      
        7th Place: Mitchell Vs. Spearfish                       LOCA  01:42:45 
 
01:45pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            110      
        5th Place: Pierre Vs. Sioux Falls Washington            LOCA  
01:44:00 
 
03:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated        908   CC 
ST  
        Soups of the Day                                        APT   00:26:46 



         Beef and Vegetable Soup - Bridget Lancaster shows 
Christopher Kimball 
         how to make beef and vegetable soup in just an hour, without 
         sacrificing the intense flavor of a long-simmered homemade 
beef stock. 
         Tuscan Bean Soup - Julia Collin Davison reveals how the test 
kitchen 
         converted a classic Tuscan bean soup into a hearty rustic stew, 
with 
         creamy, buttery beans and chunks of vegetables combining to 
create a 
         deeply flavorful one-pot meal.Tips and Techniques: What is a 
sirloin 
         steak? - With all the choice for steak tips in the supermarket, it 
         takes a meat expert to figure out what to buy. Christopher 
Kimball 
         visits a local butcher to demystify sirloin steak and steak tips. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting                          2313   CC   
        Wilderness Day                                          APTEX 00:25:52 
         Step into the wilderness with Bob Ross and enjoy the peace and 
beauty 
         that refreshes the soul. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories                                   1302   CC  DVS 
        Favorite Vacations                                      NETA  00:26:46 
         Remember those favorite family trips. Katie Nugent has a 
perfect idea 
         for a quick vacation album using pockets. Then join special 
guest Lisa 
         Rapo for a digital scrapbook tip - today features album pages 
and 
         software. Lastly Helen Chu works some scrapbook magic using 
the same 
         materials for a card, page AND project. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 

         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                         Repeat of 03/18/09 09:30pm   Next Air 03/27/09 
09:30pm 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            111      
        3rd Place: Watertown Vs. Sioux Falls O'gorman           LOCA  
02:27:45 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   2009 Boys Class "Aa" Basketball Tournament            112      
        Championship Game: S.F. Lincoln Vs. Huron               LOCA  
01:58:00 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum                                  704   CC   
        The Cartwright Brothers                                 LOCA  00:56:54 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Austin City Limits                                   3201Z  7C ST  
        Ray Davies                                              PBSPL 00:56:46 
         The legendary Kinks frontman Ray Davies makes a rare 
American 
         television appearance, showcasing classic songs from the 
former 
         quintessential Brit band as well as his eagerly received first-ever 
         solo record. 
        TVG                                            
 
Sun, 03/22/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         730  (R) CC ST DVS 
        Deep South U.S.A.                                       APT   00:57:36 
         Ian Wright hikes through the Smoky Mountains; enjoys a music 
festival 
         in Asheville, NC; explores the Freedom Walk and Martin Luther 
King, Jr. 
         's birthplace in Atlanta; witnesses a Civil War re-enactment near 
         Mobile; and attends a reunion of the Tuskegee Airmen. He 
winds up his 
         trip in Memphis for Elvis Week, where thousands of fans 
converge to 
         commemorate the anniversary of "The King's" death. 
        TVG              Repeat of 02/22/09 11:00pm    
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1404   CC ST  
        Jewel from the Rialto Square Theatre - Pt. 1            PBS   00:56:46 
         Three time Grammy-nominated performer Jewel is best known 
for her 
         charismatic live performances. In this episode, Jewel performs 
at the 
         historic Rialto Theatre with an ethereal backdrop and, at times, 
is 
         accompanied by a chamber orchestra. In part one of this 
Soundstage 
         special Jewel not only performs her well-known hits but she 
also 
         showcases her vast vocal styling by performing standard 
classics such 
         as Cole Porter's "Anything Goes" and the aria "Per La Gloria 
         d'Adorarvi." 
        TVPG                                           
 



02:00am  
SDPB1   Soundstage                                           1405   CC ST  
        Jewel from the Rialto Square Theatre - Pt. 2            PBS   00:56:18 
         Soundstage is pleased to welcome back Jewel for the 
conclusion of her 
         two-part Soundstage performance. Whether she is yodeling or 
singing an 
         aria, Jewel puts her own unique blended style into her music. 
         Performing in this hour "Foolish Games," Satellite" and 
"Somewhere 
         Over the Rainbow," Jewel has managed to put her life's 
retrospective 
         into her well-crafted songs, which are influenced by many 
music genres 
         including rock, pop, country, jazz and classical. This unique 
         performance by Jewel is one that is not to be missed. 
        TVPG                                           
 
02:59am  
SDPB1   Monterey Pop: The Summer of Love                      000   CC ST  
                                                                APTPS 01:00:02 
         During the Summer of Love, 1967, the first and only Monterey 
         International Pop Festival ushered in a new era of rock and roll. 
The 
         festival would launch the careers of Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, 
and 
         Otis Redding, but they were just a few among a diverse cast 
that 
         included Simon and Garfunkel, Hugh Masekela, The Mamas 
and the Papas, 
         Jefferson Airplane, Eric Burden and the Animals, and The Who. 
Director, 
         D.A. Pennebaker captured the decade's spirit during the three 
day 
         festival in his acclaimed documentary entitled "Monterey Pop" 
and 
         immortalized moments that have become legend. And now 40 
years later, 
         MONTEREY POP: The Summer of Love presents the best of 
Pennebaker's 
         documentary. 
        TVPG                                           
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   Zu & Co: Live at the Royal Albert Hall                000   CC ST  
                                                                APTPS 00:58:38 
         ZU & CO: LIVE AT THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL, recorded on 
May 6, 2004, 
         showcases international pop music star Zucchero and a number 
of 
         special musical guests, including Paul Young, Dolores 
O'Riordan (The 
         Cranberries), Eric Clapton and U.K. pop-star Ronan Keating. 
The 
         captivating performance features a non-stop line-up of blues-
inspired 
         hits and world ballads - performed in both Italian and English - 
that 
         will satisfy a diverse range of music connoisseurs. Zucchero has 
         enjoyed a long and distinguished career in Europe, and this 
enjoyable 
         special will acquaint American audiences with his world-
renowned 
         musical talent. 
        TVG                                            

 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1103  (R) CC   
        S.D. Craftsman                                          LOCA  00:22:50 
         Michael Dresch - Guitar Maker / Michael Hill - Potter / Kevin 
Pourier 
         - Buffalo Horn ArtistMichael Dresch is an Electric Guitar Maker 
in 
         Sioux Falls.  Michael is a guitar aficionado who is now hand 
making 
         custom electric guitars. He designs guitars to the client?s 
         specifications.  He carves the guitars and assembles all the 
hardware 
         himself.  He does both flat and carved top guitars.Michael Hill, 
         currently from Volin, SD, creates a wide variety of functional 
pottery 
         from salad bowls to unique vases.Kevin Pourier has been 
shaping 
         jewelry, spoons, etc from buffalo horns since 1992.  He received 
a 
         scholarship to study at the National Museum of the American 
Indian in 
         Washington and spent time on the east coast researching 
buffalo horn 
         artifacts. 
                         Repeat of 02/27/09 09:30pm   Next Air 04/11/09 
05:30am 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson                   125   CC ST 
DVS 
        Ordinary to Extraordinary                               APTEX 00:27:42 
         Turn ordinary computer mouse pads into picture frames and 
flip-flops. 
         Transform paper plates into puppets. Coat flounder with 
rainbow- 
         colored breakfast cereal to make delicious crispy fish. Donna 
makes 
         incredible decorative flowers from colorful nylon hosiery and 
wire. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00am  
SDPB1   Mama Mirabelle's Home Movies                          114   CC ST  
        Change Is Gonna Come/Trumpet While You Work             PBSPL 
00:28:46 
         Change is Gonna Come - Karla is having a lot of fun with her 
new 
         tadpole friend, until one day, when she finds that he's changed 
         completely. Why did he have to go and do that. Mama explains 
(with 
         some help from her home movies) how change is something 
that happens 
         to everyone in the animal kingdom -- it just happens faster to 
some 
         than others.Trumpet While You Work - Max wants Mama to 
play, but she 
         has to work, as does the local "tale-spinning" orb spider. As a 
result, 
         Max wants to know why adults always have to "work." 
        TVY                                            
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      510  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 



         This week on Foreign Exchange: The growing drug trade in 
Mexico comes 
         with violence, death, and now it's own sound track. Hear a new 
style 
         of music that celebrates bandits and smugglers. Then... after 
two 
         decades of war, Iraqis live with severe pollution. Foreign 
Exchange: 
         where America meets the world. 
                         Repeat of 03/22/09 03:30am   Next Air 03/23/09 
06:00am 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   McLaughlin Group                                     2712   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVRE                                          Next Air 03/22/09 07:30pm 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One                         2442   CC   
                                                                APT   00:27:30 
        TVG                                           Next Air 03/25/09 06:00am 
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Closer to Truth                                       306   CC ST  
        Why Is There Something Rather Than Nothing?             EPS   
00:26:46 
         Forget science. Forget God. This is the ultimate question: What 
if 
         Everything had Forever been Nothing? Not just emptiness, not 
just 
         blankness, but not even the existence of emptiness, not even 
the 
         meaning of blankness, and no Forever. If you don't get dizzy, 
you 
         really don't get it. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   Native Report                                         315   CC ST DVS 
                                                                WDSE  00:26:46 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   S.D. High School Gymnastics Championships (2009)     2009   
CC   
                                                                LOCA  01:48:33 
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Journey to Planet Earth                               601   7C ST  
        The State of the Planet's Oceans                        PBS   00:56:46 
         Narrated by Academy Award-winner Matt Damon, "The State 
of the 
         Planet's Oceans" investigates the health and sustainability of 
the 
         world's oceans. Some of the featured stories and issues are: the 
         collapse of the cod fishing industry and its economic 
consequences in 
         Portugal and New England; rapid glacial melting and its 
significance 
         in Peru and Bangladesh; the success of marine preserves in the 
Florida 
         Keys and off the coast of Belize; and a first person essay by 
world- 
         renowned oceanographer Sylvia Earle. 
        TVG                                            

 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV                                   209   CC ST  
        Queen of Georgia, The Pumpkin Paddle, Appropriate       APTEX 
00:26:46 
         You'll find peach pie, peach preserve, peach cobbler, peach 
salsa, 
         peach candles and even peach hot sauce at Lane packing. There 
are 
         actually people who get into very, very large pumpkins and race 
over 
         very, very cold water to win the annual Windsor, Nova Scotia 
Pumpkin 
         Paddle. The Students at Humboldt State University have ideas, 
about 
         incorporating "Appropriate Technology" into all of our lives. 
Simple 
         ideas, stating that, "to tread lightly on the earth means a 
healthier 
         planet". 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   422   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Host Paul Ryan learns about a unique farming and food 
operation in 
         Louisiana. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   508   CC ST  
        Athens and Side Trips                                   APTEX 00:26:46 
         The thriving capital of Greece sprawls out from the foot of its 
         magnificent Acropolis. We'll tour the must-sees of ancient 
Athens, 
         including the Parthenon, Agora, and amazing National 
Archaeological 
         Museum. We'll take the fast-paced pulse of the modern city, 
but waste 
         no time getting to my favorite side trip destinations: the ruins 
of 
         the mystical oracle at Delphi, and a fast boat to the romantic, 
         traffic-free Isle of Hydra. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 04/15/09 12:30am 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nature Adventures                                     103   CC   
        Baby Animals of South Dakota                            IND   00:26:46 
         In this episode, we meet various baby animals across the state! 
We 
         take a peek at tadpoles in various stages of metamorphosis, 
and we 
         also rescue some Tiger Salamander babies that were becoming 
homeless 
         and dying due to drought in Harding County. We also visit a 
large 
         abandoned Golden Eagles Nest high on the buttes! 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1103  (R) 7C ST  
        Honolulu, Hi - Hour 3                                   PBS   00:55:14 
         Before ANTIQUES ROADSHOW can pack up its trunk and wave 
aloha to 



         Honolulu, Hawaii, host Mark L. Walberg and appraiser Anthony 
Slayter- 
         Ralph pay a visit to Shangri La, home of the late heiress Doris 
Duke 
         and one of Hawaii's most architecturally significant homes.  At 
the 
         Hawai'i Convention Center, guests hope for fame and fortune, 
too, with 
         a wide assortment of objects to be appraised, including a first 
         edition copy of Jack London's Call of the Wild; a 1915 Hawaiian 
flag 
         quilt, bearing the coat of arms of King Kamehameha; and a 
violin and 
         bow purchased for the owner's aunt in 1921 and kept in storage 
for the 
         last 40 years. Although it's accompanied by a bill of sale 
claiming 
         the instrument is a valuable Camilli from 1737, the violin 
actually is 
         a fine forgery - so fine that the pair still is valued at $12,000-
$15,0 
         00 at auction. 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/16/09 07:00pm    
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1132   CC   
        Tribute to Swing & Sweet Bands                          OETA  00:57:45 
         Lawrence salutes the wonderful music of the Big Bands! Things 
get 
         under way with "And the Angels Sing," Ken Delo sings "Got a 
Date With 
         an Angel," and the Aldridge Sisters and the Otwell Twins 
reprise the 
         Andrew Sisters' big hit, "Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree." Guy 
sings 
         "I Should Care."Guest: Ava Barber 
                                                      Next Air 03/28/09 06:00pm 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2402Z  7C ST DVS 
        Penguins of the Antarctic                               PBS   00:56:33 
         Emperors and kings, chinstraps and adelies -- the penguins of 
         Antarctica all make their home in one of the most unforgiving 
         environments on Earth. Their life has always been a constant 
struggle 
         to survive. But their biggest challenge is yet to come. As the 
climate 
         changes, long-established territories are being invaded, and 
         traditional nesting colonies are being disrupted. How will these 
         extraordinary birds deal with the full effects of global warming? 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3908Z  7C ST DVS 
        David Copperfield - Part Two                            PBS   01:40:06 
         Charles Dickens's beloved novel gets all-star treatment in this 
         encore presentation of David Copperfield. An event for the 
entire 
         family, the cast includes Maggie Smith, Ian McKellen, Bob 
Hoskins -and 
         an irresistible ten-year-old Daniel Radcliffe (Harry Potter) as the 
         young boy against the world. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:00pm  

SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         712   CC ST DVS 
        Alps & Lapland                                          APT   00:56:35 
         In Norwegian Lapland, Holly travels by dogsled south from Alta 
toward 
         the Sami people's most important celebration - the Easter 
Festival, 
         where she enters the annual reindeer racing competition. She 
then 
         departs for the Finnmarksvidda Plateau to round up more than 
800 
         reindeer and to glimpse the famous Northern Lights. She heads 
to the 
         Alps, where she treks through the Italian Dolomites to the Via 
         Ferratae. Holly's next climb takes her to Zermatt in 
Switzerland, 
         where she scales the awe-inspiring Matterhorn. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 03/29/09 12:00am 
 
Mon, 03/23/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4837  (R) 7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/21/09 01:00am    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   BBC World News This Week                           113080   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29006   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer  9390H  7C ST  
   PBS   00:56:46              TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1309#  7C ST  
        Wichita, Ks - Hour Three                                PBS   00:55:44 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW visits the Wichita Art Museum's 
collection of Art 
         Nouveau works by glassmaker Frederick Carder, co-founder of 
the 
         Steuben Glass Company. Discoveries include a 1920s Buddy "L" 
toy sand 
         and gravel truck; a 19th-century bronze sculpture by British 
artist 
         Edward Onslow Ford; and an 18th-century surveyor's compass, 
made by 
         one of the finest clockmaker's in the Virginia colonies, valued at 
$ 20 
         ,000 to $25,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Sister Aimee: American Experience                    1910+  7C ST 
DVS 
                                                                PBS   00:56:28 
         "Sister Aimee" tells the dramatic life story Aimee Semple 
McPherson, 
         the controversial, charismatic, wildly popular evangelist who 
was 



         instrumental in bringing conservative Protestantism into 
mainstream 
         culture and American politics. McPherson began her mission 
humbly, 
         traveling across the country staging tent revivals. In 1921, at the 
         age of 31, she settled in Los Angeles, founded the Church of the 
Four 
         Square Gospel, and built the Angelus Temple, where she often 
preached 
         before a packed house of 5,000 believers using elaborate 
musical 
         productions worthy of Broadway. During her emotional 
revivals, 
         McPherson performed controversial healings and soon started 
drawing 
         bigger crowds than those of P.T. Barnum, Houdini or Teddy 
Roosevelt. 
         Employing a publicist, she became a darling of the Los Angeles 
         journalists and newsreel crews. McPherson also created her 
own radio 
         station-one of the first Christian radio stations in the United 
States- 
         and used it to broadcast daily sermons to her followers. 
Through 
         interviews with surviving family members, her biographers, and 
         religious scholars, this AMERICAN EXPERIENCE presents a 
complex and 
         revealing portrait of one of the most significant religious figures 
of 
         the early twentieth century. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Powder & The Glory                                    000Z  7C ST DVS 
                                                                PBS   01:26:46 
         "The Powder & the Glory" tells a story of women's 
entrepreneurship 
         through the lens of the creation and development of the rival 
business 
         empires of Elizabeth Arden and Helena Rubinstein. When they 
first 
         opened their shops 100 years ago, cosmetics were worn 
primarily by 
         prostitutes and performers, and businesses were run mostly by 
men. 
         These two indomitable immigrants changed all that and 
transformed the 
         way we look at ourselves. Starting from nothing in one of the 
few 
         fields open to them, these creative women pioneered what is 
today the $ 
         150 billion global health and beauty industry. At the same time, 
they 
         were feisty rivals. Although they lived and worked only blocks 
apart 
         in New York for over 50 years, by design they never met. 
Whenever one 
         launched a successful product, the other sought to outdo her 
rival 
         with a bigger success, and as soon as possible. Their competing 
         companies defined the business of beauty, making cosmetics 
both newly 
         respectable and, finally, indispensable. Along the way they 
developed 

         many advertising and marketing techniques that became part 
of the 
         business landscape, and they themselves became household 
names and 
         cultural icons. Their influence extended beyond the realm of 
cleansing 
         creams and face powders to encompass trends in art, 
architecture and 
         popular culture. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23082   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15061   7C ST  
       PBSPL 00:56:46        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 03/24/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1121  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/23/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions                       808  (R) CC   
        Hong Kong                                               APTEX 00:26:41 
         Hong Kong is a small island just off the southern coast of the 
         Chinese mainland. It's a bustling metropolis and one of the 
world's 
         most important financial centers. It is also a focal point for 
         traditional Chinese history and culture. Burt shows viewers 
Hong 
         Kong's Chinese music, Chinese art, Chinese theater, and of 
course, 
         Chinese food. The city's unusual blend of western high-tech 
with 
         Chinese high-touch has made Hong Kong the most important 
tourist 
         destination in Asia. 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/18/09 02:30am    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29007   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9391H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         THE NEWSHOUR WITH JIM LEHRER will provide live coverage 
of President 
         Obama's press conference. 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9391   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
         THE NEWSHOUR WITH JIM LEHRER will provide live coverage 
of President 
         Obama's press conference. 
        TVRE                                           



 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3604H  7C ST DVS 
        Extreme Ice                                             PBS   00:56:28 
         In collaboration with National Geographic, NOVA follows the 
exploits 
         of acclaimed photojournalist James Balog and a scientific team 
as they 
         deploy time-lapse cameras in risky, remote locations in the 
Arctic, 
         Alaska, and the Alps. Grappling with blizzards, fickle 
technology, and 
         climbs up craggy precipices, the team must anchor cameras 
capable of 
         withstanding sub-zero temperatures and winds up to 170 mph. 
The goal 
         of Balog's team's perilous expedition: to create a unique photo 
         archive of melting glaciers that could provide a key to 
understanding 
         their runaway behavior and their potential to drive rising sea 
levels. 
         Some models now project a one-meter sea level rise over the 
next 
         century, which could displace millions of people everywhere 
from 
         Florida to Bangladesh and require trillions of dollars in new 
coastal 
         infrastructure investments. But, alarmingly, these models don't 
         reflect recent findings that glaciers in Greenland and Antarctica 
are 
         melting at an ever-faster rate. What explains this alarming 
         acceleration, and just how do you figure out what's happening 
inside a 
         gigantic wall of ice? In this high-action scientific adventure, 
NOVA 
         investigates the mystery of the mighty ice sheets that will 
affect the 
         fate of coastlines around the world. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Frontline                                            2709H  7C ST DVS 
        Ten Trillion and Counting                               PBS   00:55:36 
         All of the measures by the federal government to stem the tide 
in the 
         financial meltdown that began with the subprime mortgage 
crisis have 
         added hundreds of billions of dollars to our national debt. 
FRONTLINE 
         reports on how this debt will constrain and challenge the new 
Obama 
         administration, and on the growing chorus, on both sides of the 
         political aisle, that without fiscal reform the United States 
         government may face a debt crisis of its own in years to come 
that 
         make the current financial problems look almost painless by 
comparison. 
         Through interviews with the leading experts and insiders in 
government 
         finance, the film investigates the causes and potential 
outcomes of 
         and possible solutions to America's 10 trillion dollar debt. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:59pm  

SDPB1   To The Manor Born                                     204      
        Tramps and Poachers                                           00:30:21 
         An itinerant worker whom Audrey has helped with employment 
in years 
         past arrives to ask work from Richard.  He is disinclined to make 
the 
         offer, but Audrey forcibly reminds Richard of his manorial 
duties. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23083   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                      920   CC ST  
        King Corn                                               PBS   01:26:46 
         Two recent college graduates travel to their ancestral home in 
rural 
         Iowa, plant a single acre of America's most powerful crop, corn, 
and 
         attempt to follow its fate as food. In their year-long adventure 
they 
         see the realities of modern farming firsthand, explore a fast-
food 
         nation built on corn syrup sodas and corn-fed meat, and come 
to 
         question government subsidies, intensive agriculture and the 
cheap 
         food we eat. 
        TVPG                                           
 
Wed, 03/25/2009 
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   505   CC ST  
        Great Swiss Cities: Luzern, Bern, Zurich and Lausa      APTEX 
00:26:46 
         In this episode we'll focus on an often overlooked side of 
         Switzerland its urban charms. We'll get some exercise, from 
ringing a 
         very big bell to floating down an urban river. We'll also enjoy a 
         variety of eye-opening art, from Chagall and Klee to inmates of 
an 
         asylum. Then we'll ponder a few Swiss innovations, from their 
open- 
         minded drug policies to their hush-hush underground arsenals. 
And 
         it'll all before a backdrop of Switzerland's stunning natural 
beauty. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29008   7C ST  
 PBS   00:26:46        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9392H  7C ST  
     PBS   00:56:46        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Great Performances                                   3314H  7C ST  
        King Lear                                               PBS   02:56:46 
         William Shakespeare's unrelenting tragedy King Lear is widely 



         considered one of the playwright's most enduring and haunting 
works 
         for the stage. The challenge of playing its title role has been 
taken 
         on by some of the greatest actors of our time - Orson Welles, 
Sir 
         Laurence Olivier, Sir John Gielgud, Sir Ian Holm and James Earl 
Jones, 
         to name only a few. The play opens with Lear's proposal to 
divide his 
         kingdom among his three daughters, according to how much 
each can 
         profess her love for him, spiraling forward to dramatize the 
king's 
         deception, betrayal and eventual descent into madness. In 
March 2007, 
         Britain's renowned Royal Shakespeare Company launched a 
worldwide tour 
         of the work, beginning in the Bard's hometown of Stratford-
Upon-Avon, 
         with the production subsequently presented to great critical 
acclaim 
         at New York's Brooklyn Academy of Music. The telecast, co-
directed by 
         Sir Trevor Nunn and Chris Hunt, marks Ian McKellen's return to 
the RSC 
         after a 17-year hiatus, a welcome homecoming that has 
resulted in his 
         tour-de-force performance as Lear. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       304   CC   
        It's All in the Game                                    BBC   00:29:13 
         Zoe demonstrates her competitive streak in applying for Head 
of 
         Department.  Hilary has fallen for Vera's young nephew, 
Anthony, and 
         shows him all the sights of London - much to Vera's 
disapproval. 
                                                      Next Air 03/28/09 08:30pm 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23084   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15063   7C ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
Thu, 03/26/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1123  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/25/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Smart Travels - Europe with Rudy Maxa                 402   CC ST  
        Edinburgh and Scotland                                  APT   00:26:46 
         Friendly and feisty, Scotland makes us feel right at home. In 
         Edinburgh, we climb the ramparts of this city's famous castle, 
shop 

         for kilts, visit mysterious Rosslyn chapel and thrill to a spooky 
         ghost tour. Then we head to historic St. Andrew's to practice 
our 
         swing on the world's most famous golf course. In the Scottish 
         highlands, we try our hand at skeet shooting and falconry, and 
tour 
         the Dewar's whisky distillery. Then it's off to historic Stirling to 
         stroll the battlefields of Braveheart before setting sail on 
legendary 
         Loch Lomand. Tips on golf and Scotch whisky. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29009   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9393H  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   On Call                                               709   CC   
        Pa & Cnp - Caring Close to Home                         LOCA  00:56:46 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Badlands: Nature's Timecapsule                        000   CC   
                                                                LOCA  00:56:46 
         This program takes an in-depth look at Badlands National Park. 
The 
         bizzare land formations, the rich paleontological finds, social 
and 
         culural history and modern day conservation efforts are 
featured. 
                                                      Next Air 03/29/09 01:00pm 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Rosemary and Thyme                                    208   CC ST  
        Swords Into Ploughshares                                APTSY 00:46:36 
         Why was Gemma Jackson posing as Rosemary Boxer to gain 
access to 
         Engleton Park before she was found dead, and why has the 
once perfect 
         Engleton garden become so blighted that it can no longer be 
open to 
         the public? Lord Engleton's connection with the local 
archaeology 
         department means that Rosemary and Laura must look back in 
history to 
         find the source of the garden's problems. Anglo-Saxon artifacts 
hold 
         the clue but when Richard Earle, working on the same 
archaeological 
         site as Gemma, is also murdered, the gardeners realize that 
someone is 
         willing to pay a very high price for a piece of British history. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       707   CC ST  
        The Proposal                                            BBC   00:29:23 
         The Duncans abruptly vacate the dwelling next door and Judith 
has the 



         wonderful idea of her and Alistair taking up residence there.  
Lionel 
         has his reservations, but they are nothing compared to the 
         reservations Judith has when Alistair proposes marriage for an 
odd 
         reason. 
                                                      Next Air 03/28/09 07:29pm 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23085   CC ST  
     KCET  00:26:46        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15064   7C ST  
     PBSPL 00:56:46        TVRE                                           
 
Fri, 03/27/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1124  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/26/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Saddle Up with Dennis Brouse                          102   CC ST  
                                                                EPS   00:28:00 
         Dennis trains a horse to stop his dangerous head tossing, so he 
can 
         be ridden at a camp for at-risk children. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29010   7C ST  
   PBS   00:26:46        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9394H  7C ST  
    PBS   00:56:46         TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4838   7C ST  
     PBS   00:26:46        TVRE     Next Air 03/30/09 12:00am 
 
07:30pm  
SDPB1   Now On PBS                                            513Z  7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         One of the most controversial figures in the illegal immigration 
         debate is Joe Arpaio, the longtime sheriff of Arizona's Maricopa 
         County, whose aggressive hard line on local crime has received 
         national attention. But has Sheriff Arpaio, who's made the 
most of 
         federally-granted authority to enforce immigration laws, 
crossed the 
         line when it comes to serving and protecting his community? 
Some 
         critics have accused him of racial profiling. Our colleagues at 
         "Expose" and local reporters from the East Valley Tribune 
reveal what 
         Sheriff Arpaio was -- and wasn't -- doing in the name of law 
         enforcement. 
        TVRE                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Bill Moyers Journal                                  1250   7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:56:46 

         For years best-selling author William Greider sounded the 
alarm about 
         Washington's unholy alliance with Wall Street and the failure of 
the 
         Federal Reserve and other regulators to take preventive 
measures to 
         avoid disaster. Now, he offers some suggestions to the 
question 
         everyone is asking: "What do we do now?" Also, the Journal 
profiles 
         James Thindwa, whose campaign for economic fairness for 
working people 
         in Chicago has brought him up against the city's powerful 
political 
         establishment and corporate giant Wal-Mart. For Thindwa, the 
battle is 
         never over. 
        TVRE                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Market to Market                                     3430   CC ST  
                                                                NETA  00:27:46 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1105  (R) CC   
        Making A Better Life                                    LOCA  00:23:10 
         Therapeutic Horse Rides / Jazz Education for Kids / Opera 
         CampSunCatcher Therapeutic Riding Academy, Inc is a non-
profit 
         organization that utilizes trained horses, instructors, and 
volunteers, 
         working within the framework of a coordinated team of 
professions, to 
         carry out its primary mission of providing a comprehensive 
equine 
         therapy program for children, teens, and adults with disabilities 
and/ 
         or special needs and disadvantaged children, regardless of race 
or 
         creed.The Sioux Falls Jazz & Blues Society sponsors an 
education 
         program where they bring in profession musicians and take 
them to 
         schools to teach kids about music.Scott Piper is a world-
renowned 
         opera singer who is currently residing in Vermillion. He has 
designed 
         a opera program geared at pre-school age kids. 
                         Repeat of 03/21/09 05:00pm   Next Air 04/05/09 
05:00am 
 
09:58pm  
SDPB1   Allo, Allo                                            204      
        Swiftly and with Style                                  BBC   00:31:36 
         Rene and the Captain take GruberIs armored car in an attempt 
to blow 
         up the train containing the sausage with the forged painting on 
its 
         way to Hitler.  Meanwhile, Edith is courted by Mssr. Alphonse, 
but she 
         decides to marry Rene instead. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23086   CC ST  
   KCET  00:26:46        TVRE                                           



 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15065   7C ST  
PBSPL 00:56:46        TVRE                                           
 
Sat, 03/28/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1125  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/27/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   418   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Host Paul Ryan learns about farm machinery at the Central 
Washington 
         Farm Expo. Then Paul visits with a New Mexico family for 
whom the 
         ranching lifestyle is important in a changing agricultural 
landscape 
         and whose farm dates back more than a century. Reporter 
Jason Shoultz 
         travels to New York City where urban dwellers are supporting 
local 
         farmers providing "fresh from the farm" produce. Reporter 
Sarah 
         Gardner meets an Oregon family that's bringing consumers 
right to the 
         fields to insure their produce is "fresh." 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Knitting Daily                                        209   CC  DVS 
        It's in the Bag                                         NETA  00:26:46 
         Handcrafted bags are hotter than ever, whether knitted, 
crocheted, or 
         felted! On today's Knitting Daily we'll learn to make two 
different 
         bag projects, and talk with an internationally-known designer 
about 
         where she finds inspiration for her freeform bags. Get started 
with 
         Kathy Elkins and Kim. They introduce all the accessories, 
handles, and 
         closures that help create functional handbags. Stephanie 
Quattrini is 
         our featured designer with ideas for making art bags using 
freeform 
         knitting and crochet as we go on location with Shay. Next 
Becca Smith 
         joins Eunny to demonstrate the "Winter Whimsy Tote" and give 
her ideas 
         for dressing up bags with unique embellishments. Then it's time 
for 
         "you asked it" as Kim answers questions about creating bag 
handles 
         with stability. Last up on "you made it," Liz shows ways weavers 
are 
         re-using plastic grocery bags in creative new ways. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1102  (R) CC   
        Preserving Our Treasures                                LOCA  00:27:08 

         Covered Wagon Train / Mammoth SiteFort Pierre to Deadwood 
trail 2008 
         ride.  There will be 300 riders on horseback and people driving 
         covered wagons.  This trail was first used by Native Americans, 
         followed by the fur trappers, and the Cavalry.  During the gold 
rush 
         the trail was used to haul freight, mining equipment, supplies, 
and 
         people to Deadwood.  This was followed by the settlers and 
home 
         setters.  It is thought that the use of the trail was discontinued 
in 1 
         908.  Riders will experience a once in a lifetime ride that hasn't 
         been ridden in 100 years. The Mammoth Site in Hot Springs is 
the 
         world's largest mammoth research facility where you can tour 
an active 
         pale ontological dig site and view ice age fossils. 
                         Repeat of 03/15/09 05:00am   Next Air 04/24/09 
09:26pm 
 
10:00am  
SDPB1   America Sews with Sue Hausmann                       2305   CC  
DVS 
        High Tech Quilted Postcards                             NETA  00:26:46 
         Make personalized postcards. Learn to print your favorite 
pictures on 
         fabric, embellish with stitching, and turn the thread painted 
picture 
         into a picture postcard that you can take to the post office and 
mail 
         to someone special. Guest Lynn Farris shows how.Quick 
Project: 
         Embellished Circle Bags. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Fons & Porter's Love of Quilting                     1313   CC ST  
        Blended Borders                                         NETA  00:27:46 
         Sewing Educator Jeanne Delpit appears on the show as a 
special guest 
         to help Marianne and Liz demonstrate techniques used to make 
a blended 
         borders quilt. 
        TVG                                            
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   Quilt in a Day                                       3013   CC   
        Finishing with Swag Border                              KNME  00:26:40 
         Just as WW11 ended on Sept 2, 1945, the making of the Victory 
Quilt 
         ends as well by piecing blocks together in a straight or on point 
         settings. A patriotic Swag Border gives the final glorious touch. 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   Sewing with Nancy                                    2223   CC ST  
        My Favorite Embroidered Gifts, Wrappings, and Ribb      NETA  
00:26:46 
         Express your thoughts in words embroidered words! Learn to 
embellish 
         a variety of fabrics. Nancy and embroidery expert Eileen Roche 
         demonstrate embroidering on ribbons, trim, tape, specialty 
fabrics, 
         and paper to create perfect one of a kind gifts. Learn new 
techniques 



         for hooping, stabilizing, overlays, and more as you create 
embroidered 
         ribbon projects, note cards, embroidered towels, slippers, and 
holiday 
         stockings. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Quilting Arts                                         305   CC  DVS 
        The World Around Us                                     NETA  00:26:46 
         Art quilters are using their talents and skills to raise awareness 
of 
         the environment. Hollis Chatelaine is the first guest with her 
amazing 
         traveling exhibit entitled Imagine - Hope. Then, it's time to 
make 
         your own fabric from photos, scans and doodles with Andrea 
Bishop. 
         Next take a tour of two beautiful quilt exhibits with Peg Keeney 
         featuring artists and designs of the world. Last up Carol Ingram 
has a 
         quick tutorial on color and transfers. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   New Yankee Workshop                                  2105   CC   
        Dough Box                                               PBSPL 00:26:46 
         In the 1800s, a dough box provided a warm hiding place for 
bread 
         dough to rise. When Norm crafts his version of this simple 
design out 
         of antique pine and adds a hinge to the lid, he turns it into a 
great- 
         looking, modern-day, chest-on-legs. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Woodsmith Shop                                        205   CC ST  
        Perfect Case Assembly                                   NETA  00:27:00 
         At some point all the pieces you cut for a project have to be 
         assembled. The Woodsmith editors show how to dry-fit a 
cabinet to 
         check the fit of all the pieces, the types of glue to use, and the 
         techniques we use to clamp a cabinet so it's square. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:30pm  
SDPB1   This Old House Hour                                   720H  7C ST  
        New York City Project, Part 4/Projects for Kids: B      PBS   
00:56:29 
         After starting the day at nearby Tom's Restaurant, host Kevin 
         O'Connor finds homeowners Kevin Costello and Karen Shen 
inspecting the 
         new exterior paint job at the project house in Brooklyn. Inside, 
         general contractor Tom Silva finds local builder Michael 
Streaman 
         laying down new 5/16" white oak flooring in the parlor with two 
accent 
         strips of cherry as a decorative border. Nearby in Red Hook, 
plaster 
         contractor Stuart Sobczynski shows Kevin how he's replicating 
the 
         plaster crown mouldings for the house, and later, the new 
mouldings 
         are installed at the house. On the garden level, local millwork 

         contractor Mitch Berlin installs new replacement windows on 
the back 
         of the house. On the top level rental unit, a local spray foam 
         insulation contractor has arrived to insulate the top of the 
building 
         to keep the heat from escaping up and out - and just in time, as 
a 
         snowstorm blankets Brooklyn. In the second half of the Hour, 
on Ask 
         This Old House, landscape contractor Roger Cook helps a 12-
year-old 
         budding gardener build a raised bed for growing vegetables. In 
the Ask 
         This Old House loft, Tom and plumbing and heating expert 
Richard 
         Trethewey with the help of several kids, build a miniature 
indoor golf 
         course. Later, Kevin and a middle school teacher show eager 
students 
         how to build a model rocket launcher using commonly available 
         household and hardware store items. 
        TVG                                            
 
02:30pm  
SDPB1   Motorweek                                            2830Z  7C ST SPA 
        Volkswagen Routan                                       PBSPL 00:26:46 
         Road Test: 2009 Volkswagen Routan.Road Test: 2009 Mazda 
RX-8 R3.Goss' 
         Garage: Roadside Safety.FYI: What Happens If My Dealer Goes 
Bust?Car 
         Keys First Impressions: 2010 Toyota Prius, 2009 Mini Cooper 
         Convertible. 
        TVG                                            
 
03:00pm  
SDPB1   Victory Garden                                       2226   7C  DVS 
        Provence                                                PBSPL 00:26:46 
         International garden correspondent Adrian Bloom visits 
Provence, 
         France to tour the extensive and elegant gardens of Claus 
Scheinert's 
         magnificent estate, La Casella, which features many fine 
examples of 
         plantings used as architecture. Chef Marian Morash visits the 
         legendary restaurant of Chef Roger Verge, Le Moulin de 
Mougins in 
         Mougins, France, where Chef Serge Chollet prepares the house 
specialty, 
         zucchini flowers stuffed with mushrooms and truffles. 
        TVG                                            
 
03:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated        909   CC 
ST  
        Bringing Home Italian Favorites                         APT   00:26:46 
         Chicken Saltimbocca - Most recipes for chicken saltimbocca 
         overcomplicate the dish with extraneous ingredients. Julia 
Collin 
         Davison keeps this Italian dish simple and shows host 
Christopher 
         Kimball the test kitchen secrets to getting the three key 
elements - 
         chicken, prosciutto and sage - in balance.Recipe: Tiramisu - 
Despite 
         tiramisu's simplicity, a lot can go wrong. It can turn out soggy or 



         parched, dense, sickly sweet or fiery with alcohol. Bridget 
Lancaster 
         reveals the test kitchen's method to making a no-cook, easy 
tiramisu, 
         with a seamless union of flavors and just the right 
texture.Tasting 
         Lab: Prosciutto - Tasting expert Jack Bishop leads host 
Christopher 
         Kimball through a tasting of imported and domestic prosciutto 
to find 
         out which brands justify the cost.Equipment: Refrigerator 
Thermometers 
         - Maintaining the proper refrigerator and freezer temperature is 
         essential to keeping food as safe as possible, but does it matter 
what 
         kind of thermometer you buy? Is one really superior to another? 
         Equipment expert Adam Ried reveals which model the test 
kitchen cannot 
         live without. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Best of the Joy of Painting                          2314   CC   
        Babbling Brook                                          APTEX 00:25:43 
         Join Bob Ross and experience the magic of early morning as 
gentle 
         trickles and splashes pierce the silence. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   Scrapbook Memories                                   1401   CC  DVS 
        Playful Projects                                        NETA  00:26:46 
         Wendy Smedley creates pages featuring buttons and playful 
         scrapbooking. Then, meet Julie Fei-Fan Balzer who will appear 
several 
         times during the season to demonstrate doodling in all 
different forms. 
         Then, we have a beautiful frame featuring leaves that are cut 
and 
         embossed at the same time. And last up, Sherri Tozzi shows us 
some 
         masking techniques. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Classic Gospel                                        408   CC ST  
        Whispering Hope                                         NETA  00:56:46 
         The Gaither Homecoming tour travels to the Whitewell 
Metropolitan 
         Tabernacle in Belfast, Northern Ireland for this live concert 
event 
         featuring some of your favorite gospel music artists. Hosted by 
Bill 
         and Gloria Gaither. 
        TVG                                            
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1132  (R) CC   
        Tribute to Swing & Sweet Bands                          OETA  00:57:45 
         Lawrence salutes the wonderful music of the Big Bands! Things 
get 
         under way with "And the Angels Sing," Ken Delo sings "Got a 
Date With 
         an Angel," and the Aldridge Sisters and the Otwell Twins 
reprise the 

         Andrew Sisters' big hit, "Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree." Guy 
sings 
         "I Should Care."Guest: Ava Barber 
                         Repeat of 03/22/09 07:00pm    
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians                  303   CC   
                                                                APTSY 00:26:52 
         Music & Entertainment: Hosted by the current Royal Canadian 
Orchestra 
         band leader, Al Pierson, GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL 
CANADIANS III 
         features archival footage of classic Lombardo songs and 
performances. 
         Pierson, an accomplished musician, composer, arranger, 
vocalist and 
         bandleader, is dedicated to the distinctive style that made the 
Guy 
         Lombardo Orchestra one of the most popular and imitated big 
bands of 
         all time. The wraparounds offer anecdotes and factual tidbits 
about 
         the band as well as the music. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:29pm  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       707  (R) CC ST  
        The Proposal                                            BBC   00:29:23 
         The Duncans abruptly vacate the dwelling next door and Judith 
has the 
         wonderful idea of her and Alistair taking up residence there.  
Lionel 
         has his reservations, but they are nothing compared to the 
         reservations Judith has when Alistair proposes marriage for an 
odd 
         reason. 
                         Repeat of 03/26/09 10:00pm   Next Air 03/29/09 
01:30am 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                501   CC   
        The Old Folk's Outing                                   BBC   00:29:07 
         Hyacinth is seaside experiencing all the fun of the fair at a 
         pleasure beach. In her distinctive blazer and hat she looks after 
a 
         travel weary elderly lady and deals with an amorous Italian 
pensioner. 
                                                      Next Air 03/29/09 02:00am 
 
08:30pm  
SDPB1   May to December                                       304  (R) CC   
        It's All in the Game                                    BBC   00:29:13 
         Zoe demonstrates her competitive streak in applying for Head 
of 
         Department.  Hilary has fallen for Vera's young nephew, 
Anthony, and 
         shows him all the sights of London - much to Vera's 
disapproval. 
                         Repeat of 03/25/09 10:00pm   Next Air 03/29/09 
02:30am 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1810      
        Bushes at Dawn                                          BBC   00:29:25 



         Foggy, and Clegg band together to help their friend Compo 
when he 
         discovers Nora Batty in a cupboard with another man and 
Compo is 
         devastated.  There is only one honorable thing he can do - 
challenge 
         his rival to a duel. 
                                                      Next Air 03/29/09 03:00am 
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       201   CC   
        Dibley Live                                             BBC   00:28:55 
         Geraldine sets up Radio Dibley in a bid to bring the community 
closer 
         together. However it should prove interesting as Hugo only has 
two 
         records for which to DJ, and Alice is busy trying to impress 
David 
         enough to make him think her a worthy wife for Hugo. 
                                                      Next Air 03/29/09 03:30am 
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum                                  606   CC   
        T. Wilson King                                          LOCA  00:56:15 
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Austin City Limits                                   3208Z  7C ST  
        Corinne Bailey Rae/Kt Tunstall                          PBSPL 00:56:46 
         Austin City Limits showcases a pair of British stars now 
conquering U. 
         S. shores. England's Corinne Bailey Rae affirms her burgeoning 
         popularity with hits "Put Your Records On" and "Like a Star" 
from her 
         self-titled debut. Then Scotland's KT Tunstall demonstrates 
why her 
         star is rising with "Black Horse and the Cherry Tree" and other 
         favorites from her acclaimed Eye to the Telescope. 
        TVG                                            
 
Sun, 03/29/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         712  (R) CC ST DVS 
        Alps & Lapland                                          APT   00:56:35 
         In Norwegian Lapland, Holly travels by dogsled south from Alta 
toward 
         the Sami people's most important celebration - the Easter 
Festival, 
         where she enters the annual reindeer racing competition. She 
then 
         departs for the Finnmarksvidda Plateau to round up more than 
800 
         reindeer and to glimpse the famous Northern Lights. She heads 
to the 
         Alps, where she treks through the Italian Dolomites to the Via 
         Ferratae. Holly's next climb takes her to Zermatt in 
Switzerland, 
         where she scales the awe-inspiring Matterhorn. 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/22/09 11:00pm    
 
01:00am  
SDPB1   Taste of the Midwest with Dan Kaercher                101   CC ST  
        Iowa                                                    NETA  00:26:46 
         During this episode Dan Kaercher, editor in chief of Midwest 
Living 

         magazine, explores his home state of Iowa. No culinary trip to 
Iowa 
         would be complete without a visit to the Iowa State Fair, 
famous for 
         its endless varieties of food on a stick. Dan then tastes the 
         delicacies at The Lincoln Cafe in Mount Vernon. He also visits 
the 
         Sykora Bakery in Cedar Rapids where bakers there have used 
the same 
         oven for over a century to make their famous kolaches. Join 
Dan for 
         these tasty stops, and more, through the heartland of the 
country.Iowa 
         State Fair-Des Moines; Snakenberg Farm-Sigourney; In't Veld 
Meat 
         Market-Pella; Lincoln Cafe-Mount Vernon; Iowa 80 Truck Stop-
Walcott; 
         Joensy's-Solon; The National Czech and Slovak Museum & 
Library-Cedar 
         Rapids; Sykora Bakery-Cedar Rapids; Garst Farm Resorts-Coon 
Rapids; 
         World Food Prize-Des Moines. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:30am  
SDPB1   As Time Goes By                                       707  (R) CC ST  
        The Proposal                                            BBC   00:29:23 
         The Duncans abruptly vacate the dwelling next door and Judith 
has the 
         wonderful idea of her and Alistair taking up residence there.  
Lionel 
         has his reservations, but they are nothing compared to the 
         reservations Judith has when Alistair proposes marriage for an 
odd 
         reason. 
                         Repeat of 03/28/09 07:29pm    
 
02:00am  
SDPB1   Keeping Up Appearances                                501  (R) CC   
        The Old Folk's Outing                                   BBC   00:29:07 
         Hyacinth is seaside experiencing all the fun of the fair at a 
         pleasure beach. In her distinctive blazer and hat she looks after 
a 
         travel weary elderly lady and deals with an amorous Italian 
pensioner. 
                         Repeat of 03/28/09 08:00pm    
 
02:30am  
SDPB1   May to December                                       304  (R) CC   
        It's All in the Game                                    BBC   00:29:13 
         Zoe demonstrates her competitive streak in applying for Head 
of 
         Department.  Hilary has fallen for Vera's young nephew, 
Anthony, and 
         shows him all the sights of London - much to Vera's 
disapproval. 
                         Repeat of 03/28/09 08:30pm    
 
03:00am  
SDPB1   Last of the Summer Wine                              1810  (R)    
        Bushes at Dawn                                          BBC   00:29:25 
         Foggy, and Clegg band together to help their friend Compo 
when he 
         discovers Nora Batty in a cupboard with another man and 
Compo is 



         devastated.  There is only one honorable thing he can do - 
challenge 
         his rival to a duel. 
                         Repeat of 03/28/09 09:00pm    
 
03:30am  
SDPB1   Vicar of Dibley                                       201  (R) CC   
        Dibley Live                                             BBC   00:28:55 
         Geraldine sets up Radio Dibley in a bid to bring the community 
closer 
         together. However it should prove interesting as Hugo only has 
two 
         records for which to DJ, and Alice is busy trying to impress 
David 
         enough to make him think her a worthy wife for Hugo. 
                         Repeat of 03/28/09 09:30pm    
 
04:00am  
SDPB1   No Cover, No Minimum                                  606  (R) CC   
        T. Wilson King                                          LOCA  00:56:15 
                         Repeat of 03/28/09 10:00pm    
 
05:00am  
SDPB1   Dakota Life                                          1104  (R) CC   
        S.D. Artists                                            LOCA  00:23:09 
         Eyob Mergia / Jon Crane Steps In / Mary GrothAn Ethiopian 
born and 
         raised painter, Eyob Mergia graduated from the Ethiopian Fine 
Arts 
         Institute in Addis Ababa in 1993. He emigrated to Sioux Falls in 
1997, 
         where his work has flourished. He has participated in many 
exhibitions, 
         appeared in numerous publications, painted several murals and 
is 
         represented in private collections nationwide. He works with 
high 
         school students on Art and Diversity projects as well.Painter 
Jon 
         Crane has begun an effort to preserve historic Meeker Ranch... 
it's a 
         rundown ranch that the forest service acquired and then planed 
to 
         demolish for safety reasons...but Crane wants to preserve it and 
he's 
         raising money to do so.Mary Groth is among the most popular 
and highly 
         accomplished artists in South Dakota. She was born in 1950 in 
Aberdeen, 
         South Dakota, and has founded her art on the inspirations 
drawn from a 
         lifetime of observing and experiencing the rural prairie lifestyle. 
                         Repeat of 02/27/09 06:00am   Next Air 04/18/09 
05:30am 
 
05:30am  
SDPB1   Donna's Day Starring Donna Erickson                   126   CC ST 
DVS 
        Time Out for Time                                       APTEX 00:27:45 
         Tell time with a plastic bottle "hourglass." Make a pizza-pan 
         teaching clock and turn an old CD into a working timepiece. 
Donna 
         bakes French cream puffs and accessorizes with plastic bottle 
bangle 

         bracelets. For a surprise kid-friendly lunch, she bakes spider 
bread 
         while cooking up octopus hot dogs on the stove. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:30am  
SDPB1   Foreign Exchange                                      511  (R) CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         This week on Foreign Exchange: An entrepreneur in India 
transforms 
         parched desert into farms and helps impoverished families take 
charge 
         of their future. Then, with the insult of scandal on top of 
financial 
         ruin, can Japan regain its leadership? And? the high cost of 
Mexican 
         drug violence. Don't miss Foreign Exchange: where America 
meets the 
         world. 
                         Repeat of 03/29/09 03:30am   Next Air 03/30/09 
06:00am 
 
11:00am  
SDPB1   McLaughlin Group                                     2713   CC   
   APT   00:27:30     TVRE                                          Next Air 03/29/09 
07:30pm 
 
11:30am  
SDPB1   John McLaughlin's One On One                         2443   CC   
   APT   00:27:30        TVG                         Next Air 04/01/09 06:00am 
 
12:00pm  
SDPB1   Closer to Truth                                       307   CC ST  
        Can Many Religions All Be True?                         EPS   00:26:46 
         No one denies the diversity of human religions, and the 
apparent 
         incompatibility of their core beliefs. Many believe only their 
own 
         religion to be True. Some claim all religions reflect the same 
Truth. 
         Others assert that differing dogmas expose the emptiness of all 
         religion. 
        TVG                                            
 
12:30pm  
SDPB1   Native Report                                         401H  7C ST DVS 
                                                                WDSE  00:26:48 
         This week on Native Report, we venture out onto the dark 
waters of a 
         Wisconsin lake to see how sovereign Ojibwe nations are 
managing 
         natural resources in treaty ceded territory. We witness history 
being 
         made as Indian Fish and Wildlife wardens are recognized as law 
         enforcement officials by the state of Wisconsin. And we see 
how the 
         Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe is ensuring that an old tradition gets 
into 
         young hands. We also hear from the elders and learn something 
new 
         about Indian Country on this Native Report. 
        TVG                                            
 
01:00pm  
SDPB1   Badlands: Nature's Timecapsule                        000  (R) CC   



                                                                LOCA  00:56:46 
         This program takes an in-depth look at Badlands National Park. 
The 
         bizzare land formations, the rich paleontological finds, social 
and 
         culural history and modern day conservation efforts are 
featured. 
                         Repeat of 03/26/09 08:00pm    
 
02:00pm  
SDPB1   Live from Lincoln Center                             3401Z  7C ST  
        Wynton Marsalis and the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orc      PBS   
01:56:44 
         Wynton Marsalis and the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra play all-
time 
         favorites like "When the Saints Go Marching In" and "St. James 
         Infirmary" and standards by Ellington, Gillespie, Goodman, 
Mingus and 
         some new soon-to-be favorites by members of the band 
themselves. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:00pm  
SDPB1   Farmers' Almanac TV                                   210   CC ST  
        Tide Mill Farms, Green Toe, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle      APTEX 
00:26:46 
         Located on the tip of the Maine coast, this 9th generation 
family 
         farm stretches through 9 miles of stunning landscape. Green 
Toe, of 
         Santa Barbara, California, makes an effort to "make shoes with 
no 
         chemicals, no leather, no plastic, no poison, no nuthin' shoes 
that 
         don't hurt the planet." Reduce, reuse and recycle is the mission 
at 
         the Berkley, CA Ecology Center, so much so that they are even 
running 
         their recycling trucks on vegetable oil. 
        TVG                                            
 
04:30pm  
SDPB1   America's Heartland                                   401   CC ST  
                                                                APTEX 00:26:46 
         Host Paul Ryan finds that "pleasant smells" sell at a California 
         Lavender farm. Texas cotton farmers face some challenges 
from nature 
         in getting in the crop. Reporter Sarah Gardner visits West 
Virginia 
         where farmers harvest hardwoods on their land. Reporter Jason 
Shoultz 
         meets a Minnesota artist who captures rural life on canvas. 
        TVG                                            
 
05:00pm  
SDPB1   Rick Steves' Europe                                   509   CC ST  
        Greece's Peloponnese                                    APTEX 00:26:46 
         Island getaways are fun, but the real heart of Greece is found in 
the 
         Peloponnese Peninsula. After enjoying the charming old port 
town of 
         Nafplio, we'll time-trip through the ruins of Olympia, take 
center 
         stage at the remarkably preserved theater at Epidauros, and 
explore 

         the ancient capital of Mycenae. Then we'll wander off the 
beaten path 
         along the rustic, rough-and-tumble Mani Peninsula, relax in the 
         idyllic beach town of Kardymli and marvel at Greece's Rock of 
         Gibraltar: the fortress town of Monemvasia. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 04/22/09 12:30am 
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nature Adventures                                     104   CC   
        Look, But Don't Touch                                   IND   00:26:46 
         In this episode we come upon a rattlesnake sunning itself on a 
busy 
         highway and intervene. We also discover a short horned lizard 
on the 
         buttes in Harding County, and a giant common snapping turtle 
in a 
         field. 
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1309H  7C ST  
        Wichita, Ks - Hour Three                                PBS   00:55:14 
         ANTIQUES ROADSHOW visits the Wichita Art Museum's 
collection of Art 
         Nouveau works by glassmaker Frederick Carder, co-founder of 
the 
         Steuben Glass Company. Discoveries include a 1920s Buddy "L" 
toy sand 
         and gravel truck; a 19th-century bronze sculpture by British 
artist 
         Edward Onslow Ford; and an 18th-century surveyor's compass, 
made by 
         one of the finest clockmaker's in the Virginia colonies, valued at 
$ 20 
         ,000 to $25,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Lawrence Welk Show                                   1130   CC   
        Roses                                                   OETA  00:57:45 
         The band and singers open this show and set the theme with 
         "Everything's Coming Up Roses." Ken Delo sings "Red Roses for 
a Blue 
         Lady," and Guy & Ralna take us down that "Primrose Lane." 
Dick Dale, 
         Gail Farrell and the group are asking for "One Dozen 
Roses."Guest: 
         Ralna English 
                                                      Next Air 04/04/09 06:00pm 
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nature                                               2609H  7C ST  
        Kilauea: Mountain of Fire                               PBS   00:56:30 
         Kilauea, on Hawaii's Big Island is the world's most active 
volcano. 
         Its latest eruption began in 1983 and it hasn't stopped since. 
Since 
         that time it has created 544 acres of new land and has 
consumed 200 
         homes. But as we watch nature's own fireworks display and 
witness the 
         devastation wrought by flowing lava, we've also been able to 
observe a 
         process that's central to life on these islands. The most 
spectacular 



         moment of creation is when lava pours into the ocean creating 
new land 
         and it is here that filmmaker Paul Atkins finds himself getting a 
shot 
         few have ever filmed - the cataclysmic meeting of 2000 degree 
lava and 
         75 degree ocean water - a sight to behold. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Masterpiece Classic                                  3909H  7C ST DVS 
        Little Dorrit - Part One                                PBS   01:55:55 
         Following in the triumphant footsteps of "Bleak House," "Little 
         Dorrit" tells the story of the Dorrit family and the rich array of 
         characters they encounter on their way from rags to riches and 
back 
         again. Adapted by screenwriter extraordinaire Andrew Davies 
("Bleak 
         House," "Pride and Prejudice," "Sense and Sensibility"), the 
lavish 
         new eight-hour miniseries stars Matthew Macfadyen (MI 5, 
"Pride and 
         Prejudice"), Tom Courtenay ("Billy Liar"), Alun Armstrong 
("Bleak 
         House") and a host of masters of Dickensian disguise.Part One - 
Amy 
         "Little" Dorrit (Claire Foy) is mysteriously summoned from the 
         Marshalsea debtor's prison, where she is caring for her father 
(Tom 
         Courtenay), to work for the shut-in Mrs. Clennam (Judy Paritt). 
Arthur 
         Clennam (Matthew Macfadyen) suspects a long-buried family 
secret 
         behind his mother's unaccustomed act of charity. 
        TVPG                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Globe Trekker                                         713   CC ST DVS 
        Peru & Amazon                                           APT   00:56:05 
         Bradley Cooper travels the path of the Incas, heading from 
Cuzco to 
         Ollyantaytambo, site of their last great battle. Next he treks to 
         glacial Ausangate Mountain where he takes part in the 
exuberant 
         celebration of the Qollyur'riti Festival. Now we're off to the 
Amazon, 
         where Eils Nevitt travels from Manaus by boat to Anavilhanas 
Island. 
         Along the way she fishes for the deadly black piranha, hunts for 
         spiders and tastes a coconut maggot. Back in Manaus, Eils 
attends an 
         initiation ritual with the Satare Maue tribe. She sails the 
Amazon to 
         test her jungle survival skills and glimpses a new species of 
dwarf 
         monkey. 
        TVG                                           Next Air 04/04/09 10:00am 
 
Mon, 03/30/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Washington Week                                      4838  (R) 7C ST  
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
        TVRE             Repeat of 03/27/09 07:00pm    
 

12:30am  
SDPB1   BBC World News This Week                           113087   CC ST  
       KCET  00:26:46        TVRE                                           
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29011   7C ST  
  PBS   00:26:46        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9395H  7C ST  
   PBS   00:56:46        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Antiques Roadshow                                    1310#  7C ST  
        Chattanooga, Tn - Hour One                              PBS   00:55:45 
         Reenactors fire a mid-19th-century cannon at the Chickamauga 
and 
         Chattanooga National Military Park to punctuate a discussion 
of 
         collecting antique cannon. Discoveries include an 1826 
Tennessee 
         hunting horn; a Regency cellarette once owned by poet Lord 
Byron; and 
         an heirloom necklace whose centerpiece is a five carat 
diamond, valued 
         at $250,000. 
        TVG                                            
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Jonestown: The Life and Death of Peoples Temple: A   
1911Z  7C ST DVS 
                                                                PBS   01:26:46 
         On November 17, 1978, Congressman Leo Ryan traveled to an 
isolated 
         rainforest in Guyana to investigate the concerns of his San 
Francisco- 
         area constituents. Their alarming stories focused on a jungle 
compound 
         known as Jonestown, a group called the Peoples Temple and its 
leader, 
         Jim Jones. According to news filtering back to America, U.S. 
citizens 
         were being held against their will in prison camp conditions. 
There 
         were allegations of physical and sexual abuse and even rumors 
of a 
         planned mass suicide. Congressman Ryan, an impassioned 
human rights 
         advocate, decided to get the facts for himself. Within 48 hours, 
Ryan, 
         Jones and more than 900 Jonestown settlers were dead - 
casualties of 
         the largest mass murder-suicide in history. In the next few days, 
         grisly details of cyanide-laced fruit punch and disturbing images 
of 
         children poisoned by their parents emerged from the jungle. 
AMERICAN 
         EXPERIENCE goes beyond the salacious headlines to provide a 
revealing 
         portrait of Jones, his followers and the times that produced the 
         calamity in the Guyanese jungle, told by the people who know 
the story 
         firsthand: Jonestown survivors, Temple defectors, relatives of 
the 
         dead and journalists. 



        TV14-V                                         
 
09:30pm  
SDPB1   PBS Previews We Shall Remain: American Experience     
000#  7C ST DVS 
                                                                PBS   00:26:46 
         This program is a behind-the-scenes preview of the five-part 
Native 
         American history series, WE SHALL REMAIN. The series shows 
how Native 
         peoples valiantly resisted expulsion from their lands and fought 
the 
         extinction of their culture -- from the Wampanoags of New 
England in 
         the 1600s who used their alliance with the English to weaken 
rival 
         tribes, to the bold new leaders of the 1970s who harnessed the 
         momentum of the civil rights movement to forge a pan-Indian 
identity. 
         WE SHALL REMAIN represents an unprecedented 
collaboration between 
         Native and non-Native filmmakers and involves Native advisors 
and 
         scholars at all levels of the project. 
        TVPG                                           
 
09:59pm  
SDPB1   Red Green Show                                        203   CC ST  
        The Satellite Dish                                      EPS   00:23:35 
         Women are watching the world; Men are watching television." 
As usual 
         the men at Possum Lodge overdo everything. On Handyman 
Corner, Red 
         shows how to turn a discarded dashboard into the ultimate 
remote 
         control. Adventures With Bill features pogo sticking. 
        TVG                                            
 
10:23pm  
SDPB1   Star Gazer                                            913   CC   
        March 30 - April 5                                      WPBT  00:05:00 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23089   CC ST  
            KCET  00:26:46        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Charlie Rose                                        15066   7C ST  
 PBSPL 00:56:46        TVRE                                           
 
Tue, 03/31/2009 
 
12:00am  
SDPB1   Worldfocus                                           1126  (R) CC ST  
       APTEX 00:26:46   TVRE             Repeat of 03/30/09 10:30pm    
 
12:30am  
SDPB1   Burt Wolf: Travels & Traditions                       809  (R) CC   
        Immigrating to America, I                               APTEX 00:25:02 
         Burt has spent most of his life as a stranger reporting from 
strange 
         lands and trying to understand what was going on. A few years 
ago he 
         decided to look at his own country and try to discover the true 
         history of our population. Each year the United States grants 

         permanent residency to more immigrants than all the other 
nations of 
         the world combined. Most people come here believing that 
with hard 
         work and determination they will end up with a better life---
more 
         money and more freedom. In fact, everyone who is in the 
United States 
         today is either an immigrant or the descendant of an 
immigrant. 
        TVG              Repeat of 03/20/09 02:30am    
 
05:30pm  
SDPB1   Nightly Business Report                             29012   7C ST  
   PBS   00:26:46        TVRE                                           
 
06:00pm  
SDPB1   Newshour with Jim Lehrer                             9396H  7C ST  
    PBS   00:56:46        TVRE                                           
 
07:00pm  
SDPB1   Barbara Morgan: No Limits                             000   CC ST  
                                                                PBSPL 00:56:46 
         From more than 11,000 applicants to the 1985 Teacher-in-
Space program, 
         McCall Elementary School teacher Barbara Morgan was chosen 
to be the 
         backup to Christa McAuliffe. When McAuliffe was killed in the 
         explosion of the space shuttle Challenger in 1986, Morgan's 
dream of 
         flying in space was threatened. Using rare footage, as well as 
         interviews with Morgan, her friends, colleagues, students and 
family, 
         this program shows how Morgan became a full-fledged 
astronaut, 
         overcoming additional, and sometimes tragic, challenges. On 
August 8, 2 
         007, Morgan and her crewmates triumphantly launched in the 
shuttle 
         Endeavour. 
        TVPG                                           
 
08:00pm  
SDPB1   Nova                                                 3607H  7C ST DVS 
        Last Extinction                                         PBS   00:56:39 
         What killed the mastodons? Thirteen thousand years ago, these 
tusked 
         beasts disappeared from North America, along with some 35 
genera of 
         oversized mammals, including woolly mammoths, saber-tooth 
cats and 
         even camels. For four decades, debate has raged over the cause 
of this 
         extinction. In LAST EXTINCTION, NOVA presents an exclusive 
         investigation of a startling and controversial new hypothesis 
which 
         suggests that a cosmic collision could be the culprit. If a comet 
         exploded in the upper atmosphere over the Great Lakes, the 
blast would 
         have vaporized everything within a 100-mile radius. From coast 
to 
         coast, wildfires would have raged and turned forests into 
cinder. Now, 
         at more than two dozen sites across the continent, a 
multidisciplinary 



         team finds evidence that just such a fire once ravaged North 
America. 
         But other scholars argue that ancient hunters armed with a 
distinctive, 
         lethal stone weapon -- the Clovis spear point -- drove the giant 
         beasts into oblivion. Still others believe the unstable climate at 
the 
         end of the Ice Age was responsible. Now the dramatic new 
evidence of a 
         cosmic explosion suggests a third possibility -- that mammoths 
and 
         mastodons already stressed out by human "overkill" and 
climate change 
         may have received a fiery coup-de-grace as devastation swept 
across 
         the continent. 
        TVPG                                          Next Air 04/05/09 02:00pm 
 
09:00pm  
SDPB1   Frontline                                            2710H  7C ST DVS 
        Sick Around America                                     PBS   00:56:21 
         As the worsening economy leads to massive job losses - 
potentially 
         increasing the ranks of the tens of millions of Americans 
without 
         health insurance - FRONTLINE travels the country examining 
the 
         nation's broken healthcare system and exploring the need for a 
         fundamental overhaul. The scale of the problem now facing the 
Obama 
         administration, FRONTLINE finds, is staggering, as lay-offs, 
major 
         illness and other unexpected life changes leave more and more 
         Americans uninsured, underinsured or uninsurable. 
FRONTLINE also goes 
         inside insurance companies to question executives on their 
policies, 
         programs and priorities and examines the problems in one 
state's 
         attempts at healthcare reform. 
        TVPG                                           
 
10:00pm  
SDPB1   To The Manor Born                                     205      
        The Honours List                                              00:29:43 
         The Queen's New Year's Honors List, it is rumored, contains 
some 
         information of interest to the inhabitants of Grantleigh Estate. 
         Audrey assumes that Richard is on the list and does what she 
can to 
         ingratiate herself with him. 
 
10:30pm  
SDPB1   BBC World News                                      23090   CC ST  
                                                                KCET  00:26:46 
        TVRE                                           
 
11:00pm  
SDPB1   Independent Lens                                     1017H  7C ST  
        Recycle                                                 PBS   01:26:46 
         Ride shotgun with ex-Mujahideen fighter Abu Amar and his son 
through 
         the chaotic streets of Zarqa, Jordan - a hotbed of political 
extremism 

         and birthplace of the infamous al-Qaeda leader Abu Musab al-
Zarqawi. 
         Follow Amar's daily life as he scours the streets to earn a 
meager 
         living collecting cardboard to recycle and struggles with his 
faith 
         and the social realities of life in the Middle East. 
        TVPG                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


